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ABSTRACT 

A number of specific applications of digital information 

processing to astronomical speckle imaging and to physiological 

measurements in medicine are presented in this thesis. 

Astronomical speckle processing, a collection of information 

processing techniques in optical astronomy for high spatial resolution 

imaging through the Earth's atmosphere. is reviewed in detail. 

The performance of simple shift-and-add [Bates and Cady 

1980J is studied under conditions of partial isoplanatism and photon 

limiting. Partial isoplanatism is shown to attenuate and reduce the 

resolution of detail in the shift-and-add image. to a degree 

equivalent to the similar effects which occur with speckle 

interferometry. No spurious fine detail is generated in the shift

and-add image by partial isoplanatism. A variation of shift-and-add 

is proposed in which any bright. unresolved star serves as a reference 

object for the formation of a shift-and-add image of fainter detail 

within the same isoplanatic patch as the star. Computational and 

astronomical examples are presented demonstrating the potential of 

this proposal for forming high spatial resolution images of 

astronomical objects under partially isoplanatic conditions. Photon 

limiting is shown with the aid of computational examples to cause 

changes in the form of the shift-and-add image, including an increase 

of ghosting as the average number of photons per speckle image 

decreases. The performance of shift-and-add under photon-limited 

conditions with several different strategies for choosing single 

II br ightest pi xelsl! from speckle images wi th non-unique br ightest 

pixels is compared. 

A new speckle imaging technique called zerO-and-add is 

introduced and described. Zero-and-add compares the complex 

visibility zeros of individual one-dimensional speckle images to 

identify the complex visibility zeros, common to all of the speckle 

images. characterising the object. From these common zeros an image 

of the object is computed. The effects on zero-and-add of various 



types of deviation from isoplanatism in speckle images are 

investigated. 

A computerised system for long-term respiratory monitoring in 

hospitals is described. The system combines a non-invasive transducer 

of breathing motions, permitting continuous monitoring of respiratory 

activity for extended periods in clinical situations. with a 

general-purpose microcomputer that analyses the breathing motions 

breath-by-breath. The system has been designed as a tool for the 

study of the respiratory effects of different techniques of pain 

relief on hospital patients undergoing surgery. Preliminary clinical 

results obtained during the development of the system are presented. 

The system is potentially applicable in a wide variety of clinical and 

laboratory studies involving respiratory measurements. 

A suite of electronic hardware and computerised data 

processing algorithms for venous occlusion plethysmography [Seagar 

1983a, Seagar et al 1984J has been integrated into a self

contained microprocessor-controlled system suitable for routine 

use in hospitals. The finished system is described. The system 

automates the acquisition and interpretation of venous occlusion 

plethysmographic measurements. It allows convenient. non-invasive 

measurements of limb blood circulation to be made in a wide variety 

of clinical and medical laboratory settings. Examples of clinical 

applications of the system in Christchurch hospitals are presented. 
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PREFACE 

This thesis presents several specific applications of 

information processing with digital computers, to astronomical speckle 

imaging and to physiological measurements in medicine. IIInformation 

processing" is used here in the sense of image or signal processing, 

i.e. dealing with measured functions of space (images) or time 

(signals), rather than the data processing of the commercial world. 

The disparity between the two areas of application presented here 

reflects the broad importance of this sort of information processing 

in appl ied science, and the excellent opportuni ties for 

interdisciplinary research which exist for postgraduate students of 

electrical engineering at the Uni versi ty of Canterbury. 

The thesis is divided into three parts. Part 1 describes my 

work with the speckle imaging group at the Department of Electrical 

and Electronic Engineering of the University of Canterbury under the 

supervision of Professor R.H.T. Bates. Part 2 describes work 

performed in cOnjunction with the Division of Anaesthesia of the 

Christchurch Clinical School of Medicine, under the associate 

supervision of Professor J.M. Gibbs. Part 3 presents a summary of 

conclusions and also suggestions for future research. Chapters 1, 2, 

3, and 7 are reviews of material relevant to the original research 

reported in this thesis. Chapters 4, 5, 6, 8, and 9 present the 

original work. The eqUipment and results described in Chapter 9 are 

due partly to myself and partly to my predecessor Dr A.D. Seagar 

[Seagar 1983aJ. His and my respective contributions are identified in 

the introduction to Chapter 9. 

Part 1 of the thesis begins with Chapter 1, a review of 

fundamental theory pertaining to imaging systems in general. The 

general imaging system is subdivided into source, propagation medi um, 

and imaging instrument, and these components are examined in turn. 

The material presented here underlies the whole of the first part of 

the thesis. 
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Chapter 2 discusses the imaging system of optical astronomy. 

Here the sources are celestial obj ects such as stars and planets, the 

propagation medium comprises outer space and (more importantly) the 

Earth's atmosphere, and the imaging instrument is an optical 

telescope. The effects of the atmosphere on astronomical images are 

described, and some classical and recent techniques for circumventing 

the "seeing problem" in high spatial resolution optical astronomy are 

reviewed. 

One class of techniques for beating the seeing problem 

originated with Labeyrie's introduction of speckle interferometry in 

1970. These astronomical speckle processing techniques are reviewed 

in detail in Chapter 3. This review is a broader, though necessarily 

less deep, compendium of astronomical speckle processing methods than 

any reviews I am aware of in the literature. 

Many of the original results presented in Part 1 are founded 

on digital computer simulations of the optical astronomical imaging 

system. The simulations are concerned primarily with the optical 

properties of the Earth's atmosphere. Chapter 4 describes the 

algorithms and the model of the atmosphere employed in the 

simulations. 

Chapter 5 presents new results on the behaviour of the 

shift-and-add speckle imaging technique of Bates and Cady [1980J 

under nonisoplanatic and photon-limited conditions. Each of these 

two deviations from ideal conditions is of significant importance 

in astronomical practice. The results are drawn from computer 

simulations and mathematical modelling, and from speckle processing 

of astronomical speckle images sent to this University by E.K. Hege 

and J. M. Beckers of the Steward Observatory in Tucson, Ari zona. 

In Chapter 6 a new speckle imaging technique called 

zero~and-add is described. Zero-and-add is one of the recent 

products of the continUing interest of Professor Bates and a number 

of his research students in the complex zeros of entire functions. 

Special attention is paid to the performance of zero-and-add when 

speckle images deviate in various ways from perfect isoplanatism. 
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Part 2 of the thesis, dealing with the medical side of my 

work, begins with Chapter 7. This chapter reviews techniques for 

measuring gas volume within, and gas flow into and out of, a person's 

lungs. Non-invasive transducers which respond to the movements of 

the chest and abdomen walls during breathing are given particular 

attention in the review. These transducers are suitable for long

term respiratory monitoring in clinical applications, such as the 

application described in Chapter 8. 

Chapter 8 details the major part of the work which I carried 

out with the Christchurch Clinical School of Medicine. It describes 

a computerised system for long-term respiratory monitoring developed 

by myself within the Division of Anaesthesia of the Clinical School. 

The immediate purpose of this equipment is to allow a clinical study 

to be made of the respiratory effects of various forms of pain relief 

for hospital patients undergoing surgery. The system is potentially 

broadly applicable in clinical and laboratory respiratory studies. 

This chapter describes the system's non-invasive transducer of 

breathing motions, its microcomputer, its data processing algori thms, 

and preliminary clinical results obtained from the system during its 

development. 

In Chapter 9 a microprocessor-controlled venous occlusion 

plethysmograph jointly developed by A. D. Seagar and myself is 

described. The electronic hardware and the data analysis software 

embodied in this instrument were developed by Seagar [1983aJ during 

the part of his Ph.D. research undertaken with the Division of 

Anaesthesia of the Christchurch Clinical School of Medicine 

[cf. Seagar et al 1984J. On completing his Ph.D., Seagar began 

incorporating the hardware and software of the system he had 

developed into an automated, microprocessor-controlled system which 

would perform venous occlusion plethysmographic measurements and data 

analysis at the press of a button. The new, automated system was 

incomplete when Seagar left New Zealand to take up a position with the 

Royal Hallamshire Hospital in Sheffield, England. My contribution was 

to complete the construction, programming, and commissioning of the 

automated system after Seagar's departure. The system is now 

essentially complete and has been applied in both medical research 

and patient care in Christchurch hospitals. Chapter 9 describes the 
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finished system and presents examples of clinical results obtained 

with it. 

Part 3 of the thesis, comprising Chapter 10, summarises the 

various conclusions which are drawn in detail in the individual 

chapters of Parts 1 and 2, and presents suggestions for further 

research. 

The computer software which generated and displayed the 

results presented in this thesis was written entirely by myself, 

except for the shared contribution wi th Seagar to the firmware of the 

automated venous occlusion plethysmograph described in Chapter 9. 

Graphics display was performed through graphics device drivers written 

by Seagar (pen plotters) and D.G. Bailey (video display). 

While the work reported in this thesis was in progress the 

following papers and presentations were prepared: 

A.M. SINTON, P.H. GARDENIER, R.H.T. BATES 

IIReinvestigation of optical interference at low light levels!! 

Speculations in Science and Technology, in press. 

A. M. SINTON, J. M. GIBBS 

"Breath by breath monitoring of respiratory patterns before and after 

surgeryl! 

Presented to the Christchurch Medical Research Society, Chri stchurch, 

New Zealand, 17 July 1985. Abstract in The New Zealand Medical 

Journal, Vol. 98 No. 792, 11 December 1985. pp. 1052 - 1053 

R.H.T. BATES, A.M. SINTON, R.A. MINARD 

IIGeneralization of shlft-and-add imaging" 

Proceedings of the SPIE, Vol. 556, 20 - 23 August 1985. pp. 263 - 269 

J.M. GIBBS, A.M. SINTON 

"Inductance plethysmographic respiratory measurements in the 

postoperati ve period: methods and preliminary resul tsl! 

Presented to the Annual Meeting of the Combined Anaesthetists in 

New Zealand, Auckland, New Zealand, November 1985. 
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A.M. SINTON, B.L.K. DAVEY, R.H.T. BATES 

"Augmenting shift-and-add wi th zero-and-add" 

Journal of the Optical Society of America A, to appear June 1986. 

B.L.K. DAVEY, A.M. SINTON, R.H.T. BATES 

"Zero-and-add" 

Optical Engineering, in press. 

A.M. SINTON, J.M. GIBBS 

"Long term respiratory moni toring before and after anaesthesia" 

Accepted for presentation (by J.M. Gibbs) at the 7th Asian 
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Australasian Congress of Anaesthesiologists, Hong Kong, September 1986. 
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MATHEMATICAL GLOSSARY 

This glossary defines certain mathematical operators and 

functions which are commonly used in image processing. Most of these 

definitions are invoked in the body of the thesis. 

FOURIER TRANSFORM [cf. Goodman 1968 p.5; Bracewell 1978 p.251. cf. p.7J 

'" -j 2'1f~ • .e 
F[f(x)] L~(~) e .dx 

F(u) 

F-1[F(~)] r:C~) e 
j2'1f~ • .e 

.du 

f(x) 

FOURIER-BESSEL TRANSFORM [Goodman 1968 p .13J or HANKEL TRANSFORM of 

zero order [Bracewell 1978 p .248J 

B[f(r)] = 2'1f I:fCr) J o (2'1fpr) .dr 

= F(p) 

B-
1 

[F ( p)] = B [ F ( p) ] 2 'If f : F ( p) J 0 (2'1f pr) . d P 

= f(r) . 

CONVOLUTION [cf. Bracewell 1978 p.25J 

f(~)0g(~) = r~(~')g(~-~') .dx' 

= g(~)0 f(~) 

~ F(~) G(~) 
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CORRELATION [cf. Bracewell 1978 p.46] 

fg(~) f(~)il!Ig(~) rf*(~')g(~+~') .dx' 
-00 

f*(-~) 0 g(~) 

(gf (-~)) * 

++ F*(u) G(u) 

AUTOCORRELATION [cf. Bracewell 1978 p.41] 

Glossaries 

A[f(~)] ff(~) f(~)il!If(~) .. foof*(~')f(~+~') .dx' 
-00 

++ F*(u) F(u) - -

NORMALISED AUTOCORRELATION [cf. Bracewell 1978 p.41] 

JOOf*(~)f(~'+~') .d~' 
-co 

ff(x) 
.. -- = ----------

[:*(~()f(~') .dx' 

RECTANGLE FUNCTION [Goodman 1968 p.13, cf. Bracewell 1978 p.52] 

rect(x) • { : 
otherwise 

TRIANGLE FUNCTION [Goodman 1968 p.14, cf. Bracewell 1978 p.53] 

A(x) 
- Ixl Ixl ;;! 1 

'" A[rect(x)] 
otherwise 

SINC FUNCTION [Goodman 1968 p.14, Bracewell 1978 p.62] 

sinc(x) sin(~x) = F[rect(x)] 
~x 
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CIRCLE FUNCTION [cf. Goodman 1968 p.14] 

circ(x,Y) = rect(r)j r = !x2 
+ y2 

JINC FUNCTION [Bracewell 1978 p.421] 

jinc(r) = J1(wr) = B[rect(p)] F[circ(u,v)] 
2r 

-7 
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MEDICAL GLOSSARY 

This glossary gives definitions of common medical terms that 

I have encountered during the research associated wi th Chapters 7, 8, 

and 9 of this thesis. It is primarily intended as an aid to reading 

the medical papers quoted in the references of this thesis. It may 

also be of use when reading Chapters 7. 8, and 9 themselves, in which 

medical terms occasionally appear without prior definition where 

knowledge of their meanings is not essential to the narrative. Most 

of the definitions have been taken straight from a medical dictionary 

[Friel 1974J. but some of the definitions have been modified or 

concocted to suit the special meanings of the terms in the contexts of 

Chapters 7 to 9. 

ACETABULUM: cup-shaped cavity in the hip bone. into which the head 

of the femur f its forming the hip joint 

AIRWAY the route for passage of air into and out of the lungs 

ANAESTHESIA: pain relief, including pain relief with other effects 

such as loss of consciousness and muscle relaxation 

ANAESTHETIC agent (especially a drug) which causes anaesthesia 

ANALGESIA: pain relief, especially pain relief without loss of 

consci ousness 

ANALGESIC: agent (especially a drug) which causes analgesia 

ANTERIOR front (cf. posterior) 

APNOEA: absence of ventilation of the lungs 

ARTEFACT detail or feature in a physiological signal which does not 

come from the expected source 

BASAL (SIGNAL): a physiological signal from a transducer whose 

frequency response extends down to DC and thus includes the DC or 

"basel ine" component 

BREATHING the inflation and deflation of the lungs 

BRONCHI: plural of bronchus 
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BRONCHOSPASM 

in asthma 

spasm of the smooth muscles of the bronchi, as occurs 

BRONCHUS 

lungs 

(Greek "windpipe") any of the larger air passages of the 

CENTRAL APNOEA apnoea accompanied by a cessation of breathing 

motions (cf. obstructive apnoea) 

CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM: the brain and spinal cord 

CHOLECYSTECTOMY: surgical removal of the gall bladder 

CIRCULATION: (usually) movement of the blood through the heart and 

blood vessels 

CIRCULATORY SYSTEM (usually) the heart and blood vessels 

CLINICAL: pertaining to the bedside, i.e. to the observation and 

treatment of patients rather than to theoretical or basic sciences 

DISTAL further from a reference point (cf. proximal) 

DVT: Deep Vein Thrombosis 

EMBOLISM: sudden blockage of a blood vessel by an embolus 

EMBOLUS: blood clot or other foreign body floating in the blood 

END-TIDAL CO 2 : carbon dioxide concentration of the gas from the 

lungs at the end of expiration, from which the carbon dioxide content 

of the arterial blood may be estimated 

EPIDURAL (INJECTION): injection at the spinal cord, outside its 

sheath (the dura mater) (cf. intrathecal) 

FEMUR: long bone in the thigh, extending from the hip to the knee 

GASTRECTOMY: surgical removal of part or all of the stomach 

GASTRIC: pertaining to the stomach 

HAEMOGLOBIN chemical compound in blood which combines reversibly 

with oxygen and provides most of the oxygen carrying capacity of the 

blood 

HYPERCAPNIA excess of carbon dioxide in the blood 

HYPOXAEMIA deficiency of oxygen in the blood 

HYPOXIA deficiency of oxygen (e.g. in the inspired air, in the 

blood) 
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INTRATHECAL (INJECTION) injection into the spinal cord, inside its 

sheath (the dura mater) (cf.~epidural) 

INVASIVE (strictly) involving insertion of an instrument or foreign 

material into the body; (loosely) causing appreciable inconvenience or 

discomfort 

IPG: Impedance Plethysmography 

ISCHAEMIA: deficiency of blood in a part of the body due to 

constriction or obstruction of a blood vessel 

ISCHAEMIC pertaining to ischaemia 

LATERAL: side or sideways 

MINUTE VENTILATION (or MINUTE VOLUME) 

or expired in one minute 

MORBID: pertaining to disease; diseased 

MORBIDITY condition of being diseased 

total volume of gas inspired 

MORBIDITY (RATE) 

MORTALITY (RATE) 

given interval 

proportion of sick persons in a group 

proportion of persons in a group who die in a 

NARCOTIC: drug which causes narcosis, i.e. stupor or loss of 

sensibility 

OBSTRUCTED MOTIONS abnormal breathing motions which occur when the 

airways to the lungs are partly or completely blocked; usually 

includes some degree of paradoxical motion 

OBSTRUCTIVE APNOEA: apnoea accompanied by obstructed breathing 

motions (cf. central apnoea) 

OPIOID: drug with morphine-like properties, not necessarily derived 

from opium (i.e. natural or synthetic) 

OPIATE: drug with morphine-like properties, derived from opium (i.e. 

natural) 

OPIUM: drug obtained from the juice of the opium poppy, containing 

morphine and other addictive compounds 

ORAL by mouth (cf. parenteral) 

PAIN sensation of discomfort, distress, or agony resulting from the 

stimulation of specialised nerve endings 
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PARADOXICAL MOTION: abnormal breathing pattern in which the chest 

and abdomen walls move in opposite directions, instead of expanding 

and contracting together as is normal 

PARENTERAL: entering the body by a route other than the alimentary 

canal, i.e. by injection (cf. oral) 

PLETHYSMOGRAPH device for measuring volume changes in the body 

PNEUMOTACHOGRAPH device for measuring gas flow to and from the 

lungs 

POSTERIOR 

PROGNOSIS 

back (cf. anterior) 

forecast of outcome, or prospect of recovery, from a 

disease or injury 

PRONE: lying face downward (cf. supine) 

PROSTHESIS an artificial substitute for a body part 

PROXIMAL: nearer to some reference pOint (cf. distal); e.g. proximal 

deep vein thrombosis, occurring closer to the heart than a measurement 

si te in the calf 

PULMONARY: pertaining to the lungs 

RESPIRATION the exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide between the 

atmosphere and the cells of the body 

RESPIRATORY DEPRESSION: changes in respiration, induced for example 

by anaesthetic drugs, which potentially or actually impair the 

efficiency of respiration 

SPASM: sudden, involuntary muscle contraction 

SPIROMETER a device for measuring changes in lung volume: an 

extensible chamber into which the subject breathes 

SUPINE: lying face upward (cf. prone) 

SURGERY: the treatment of diseases, injuries, and deformities by 

manual or operative means 

SYSTEMIC: affecting the body as a whole 

THROMBOSIS the formation, development, or presence of a thrombus 

THROMBUS: (loosely) a blood clot 
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TIBB: Time Interval Between Breaths: the period, or duration, of a 

breath 

TIDAL VOLUME: increase (or decrease) of lung volume associated with 

the inspiration (or expiration) of a single breath 

TRAUMA: any physical or psychic wound or injury 

VASCULAR pertaining to blood vessels 

VASCULATURE the vascular system of the body or any part of it 

VASOACTIVE: exerting an effect on the diameter of blood vessels 

VENOUS: pertaining to the veins 

-1 

VENTILATION the exchange of gas, or (quantitatively) the volume or 

flow of gas exchanged, between the lungs and the atmosphere 

VOP: Venous Occlusion Plethysmography, a non-invasive technique for 

measuring circulation in the limbs 
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CHAPTER 1 

THE GENERAL IMAGING SYSTEM 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter presents a review of fundamental principles 

relating to imaging systems. The results presented here form a 

foundation for the discussions of the optical astronomical imaging 

system in Chapters 2 to 6, but also apply generally to any imaging 

system in which the radiation from the source is appropriately 

described by a linear, scalar wave equation. 

Section 1.2 presents briefly the concepts of linear systems 

and the analytic signal, which are central to what follows. The 

component parts of the general imaging system are introduced in 

Section 1.3. The source, the propagation medium, and the imaging 

instrument are discussed in Sections 1.~, 1.5, and 1.6 respectively. 

1.2 PRELIMINARIES 

1 .2. 1 LINEAR SYSTEMS 

A system possessing an input f(~) and an output s(~) is 

described by the transformation S which maps the input to the output. 

The mapping process is written as 

s (a) ( 1.1) 

~ and ~ are representative members of different sets of independent 

variables, and are of arbitrary and not necessarily equal 

dimensionality. The system is assumed to produce a unique output for 

each input, i.e. the transformation S is deterministic (non-random) 

and one-to-one or many-to-one from f to s. 

Linear systems are those for which the relation 

3 
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( 1 • 2) 

is true for all inputs fl and f2 and for all constants a and b. The 

response of a linear system to a weighted sum of inputs is equal to 

the weighted sum of its responses to each input applied separately. 

Linear systems are important because the mathematical tools 

for handling them are well developed. A useful tool is the 

superposition integral, in which the input is decomposed into a 

collection of elementary inputs and the output is expressed as the sum 

of the outputs to each elementary input considered in isolation. 

Appropriate choice of elementary inputs simplifies the solution of 

problems concerning the system's behaviour. 

Frequently, an appropriate choice of elementary inputs is 

based on the Dirac delta function o(~) [Bracewell 1978 ~5J, which is a 

function having effectively nonzero value only for one particular 

value of x. o(x) is defined here by the integrals 

o ( 1 .3) 

+ 
where T is an infinitesimally small region of ~-space containing 

~ "" 2, and T 

property 

+ 
is any region not containing T. o(x) possesses the 

¥ T x' e T ( 1 • 4) 

which is known as the sifting property. In the superposition 

integral, the elementary components of the input are chosen to be the 

weighted, translated delta functions f(~')o(~-~'). The input as a 

whole is equal to the sum of all of these, i.e. 

f(x) ( 1 .5) 
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which is just a reinterpretation of the sifting property (1.4). The 

response of the system to a single translated delta function is called 

the point spread function or psf, defined by 

The output as a whole is given by 

s(~) S[f(~)] 

S[ff(~')O(~-~').d~'] 

fS[f(~')O(~-~')].d~' 

ff(~')S[o(~-~')].d~' 

ff(~')h(~'~').d~' 

where the linearity of S has been invoked in (1.7a) and (1.7b). 

Equation (1.8) is a superposition integral. 

(1. 6) 

( 1 . 7a ) 

(1. 7b) 

(1. 8) 

An important subset of the linear systems are those for which 

ct and x have the same dimensionality and for which the value of the 

point spread function h(~,~') depends only in the difference between ct 

and x , I.e. 

h ( ~, ~ ') = h ( ct- x' ) • ( 1. 9) 

Such systems are termed point spread invariant (psi) or isoplanatic 

[Welford 1976J, because the shape of the point spread function in 

~-space is the same for all values of x'. The converse, general 

condition expressed by (1.8) is termed point spread variant (psv) or 

nonisoplanatic. Often the shape of the point spread function changes 

only slowly with ~', in which case the system can be considered to be 

approximately isoplanatic over limited regions called i anatic ---'-----
Substituting (1.9) into (1.8) gives, for an isoplanatic or 

psi system, 

sex) (1.10) 
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where x has been written in place of ~ because the two now have the 

same dimensionality and the distinction between them can be dropped. 

Equation (1.10) is a convolution integral. for which there is the 

explicit notation 

sex) f(x) 0 hex), (1.11) 

with the symbol 0 meaning convolution. 

A powerful tool in the treatment of point-spread invariant 

systems is the Fourier transform [Bracewell 1978J. here denoted by the 

boldface F and defined as 

FORWARD TRANSFORM F[ f(~) ] 

1 
REVERSE TRANSFORM F [F(~)] f(~). 

( 1 • 1 2a ) 

( 1 • 1 2b ) 

The dimensionalities of x and u are the same. The Fourier transform 

is itself a linear operator since 

(cf. 1.2). The common convention of denoting functions which are 

Fourier transforms of each other by different cases of the same 

letter, and the Fourier transform relationship between them by a 

double-ended arrow, is followed in this thesis. e.g. f(x) ++ F(u) are 

a Fourier transform pair. 

If the Fourier transform is applied to the left and right hand 

sides of (1.11), the convolution theorem [Bracewell 1978 pp.108-J 

states that the result is 

S(u) F( u) H( u) (1.111) 

where f(x) ++ F(~), hex) ++ H(~), and s(~) ++ S(~). The function 

H(u), the Fourier transform of the point spread function, is called 

the transfer function of the system. F(~) and S(~) are the input and 

output spectra. In an imaging context, F and S are sometimes referred 

to as the input and output visibilities because in many situations it 
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is the Fourier ·domain quantities that are directly measurable or 

i'visible". By means of the Fourier transform, the relatively 

complicated convolution expression (1.10) for the system output has 

been reduced to a product (1.1~). The product form is easier to 

handle in algebraic manipulation, and can be much quicker to compute 

in numerical evaluation with the aid of the Fast Fourier Transform 

(FFT) [Brigham 197~J. 

1. 2. 2 THE ANALYTIC SIGNAL 

Signals measured in the "real world" are real functions of 

space and time, for example the output voltage v (x,t) at time t of a 
r -

transducer placed at position~. A signal having a single temporal 

frequency v, i.e. a monochromatic signal, is represented by the 

sinusoidal function 

v (x, t ) 
r -

(1.15) 

with A(~) being the (real) amplitude of the Signal and ~(~) being 

its (real) phase. It is often convenient to consider v (x,t) as the 
r -

real part of a complex exponential function, 

v (x, t ) 
r -

Re [ v (~ , t)] : 

A(x) j (21Tvt+~(X» 
e - (1.16) 

because the complex exponential function is mathematically easy to 

handle. When solving problems involving linear operations on v it 
r 

is possible to perform the same operations on v, which may be easier 

than on v , to obtain a complex result whose real part yields the 
r 

desired real result. Thus the real signal is well represented by 

v(~,t). 

The monochromatic complex signal (1.16) may be rewritten as 

(1.17) 

in which form the time dependence appears only in the second 

7 
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exponential term. When the time dependence is known (i.e. the 

frequency of the monochromatic signal is known or can be assumed), it 

can be omitted from the explicit notation - it is still present 

implici tly by writing 

vex) A( x) ( 1.18) 

where v(~) is the phasor representing v(~,t). 

The analytic signal provides a generalisation of the 

monochromatic complex-signal representation (1.17, 1.18) to 

polychromatic signals. Let v (x,t) be an arbitrary real function. 
r -

The analytic signal associated with v is the complex function 
r 

[Bracewell 1978 p.268] 

v(x_,t) = v (x,t) - jv.(x,t) 
r - 1 -

(1.19) 

whose real part is v and whose imaginary part is obtained from the 
r 

Hilbert transform of vr ' defined by 

( 1 .20) 

(the convolution is in the time domain). The Cauchy principal value 

of the integral is taken to account for the singularity at t t'. vi 

is the quadrature function or conjugate function of v. The analytic 
r 

signal is so called because when treated as a function of a complex 

variable, by making t complex-valued in (1.19), it is analytic in half 

of the complex plane. It contains no negative temporal frequencies, 

i.e. 

<Xl 

f v (~J t) e -j 21Tvt . dt o :v v < 0 ( 1. 22) 
-00 

A quasi-monochromatic signal is one whose spectral components 
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have appreoiable value only over a frequenoy interval Av much smaller 

than the centre frequenoy V. Its analytic signal oan be usefully 

written in the form [of. Born and Wolf 1975 (610.2] 

( 1. 23) 

where A(~,t) represents the envelope or time-varying amplitude of the 

real signal and ~(~,t) represents its time-varying phase. As for the 

monochromatic signal (1.17), when the mean frequency v oan be assumed 

the quasi-monochromatio signal can be represented by a slowly time

varying generalised phasor 

j ~(x, t) 
v(~,t) = A(~,t) e -

wl'th the ej2wvt d t d un ers 00 • 

(1.24) 

The analytio signal and the properties of the Hilbert 

transform are disoussed informatively by Beran and Parrent [1974 

442.1-2.3J. Braoewell [1978 pp.267-J illustrates the use of 

the Hilbert transform to define the instantaneous frequenoy of a 

polyohromatio signal. 

1.3 COMPONENTS OF THE GENERAL IMAGING SYSTEM 

9 

The components of a general imaging system are shown in Figure 

1.1. The souroe is a material body or physical prooess from whioh 

comes radiation, or emanations. The radiation propagates from the 

souroe through a medium. Some of the radiation reaohes the imaging 

instrument, and is reoeived through the imaging instrument's aperture. 

The objeot, whioh is the quantity the imaging system is 

designed to reveal information about, is some physioal property of the 

source that is of interest to the observer, for example the spatial 

distribution of intensity of radiation from the souroe. The image, 

Which is formed by the imaging system from the radiation incident upon 

its aperture, is a measurable physical quanti ty oontaining information 

about the objeot. 
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A physical picture of an imaging system is shown in Figure 1.2. 

The medium is shown in a localised region for clarity, but in fact 

extends from the source to the imaging instrument. In this picture 

the source and the medium occupy three-dimensional space but the image 

formed is two-dimensional, as is commonly the case in practice (e.g. 

when imaging with a conventional astronomical telescope). The 

aperture of the imaging instrument is considered to lie in a surface 

called the aperture plane, and the image is formed in the image plane. 

A two-dimensional object lying in the object plane is defined by 

means of the equivalent source described in Section 1.4.1. 

1.4 THE SOURCE 

Physically, the source in a general imaging system (Figure 

1.1) is some "thing" producing radiation which propagates through 

space away from the source. The source may be self-luminous, with the 

energy that generates the radiation coming from the source itself, or 

it may be a passive scatterer of radiation impinging upon it from an 

external generator. Mathematically, the source is represented by a 

source density L describing the emission from each part of the source 

at each instant. 

1. 4.1 THE EQUIVALENT SOURCE 

In many imaging systems, including the majority of the 

situations in optical astronomy described in this thesis, the image is 

r-=I r-:=l Imaging 
~-~-,--i_n_st_r_u_m_e_nt ..... 

r-------, r-------, 
1 1 I 
I Object 1- - - - - - - - - - --I Image 
I I I I L _______ ~ L _______ J 

Figure 1.1: Conceptual picture of a general imaging system. 
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formed on a two-dimensional surface. A physical picture of such 

imaging systems is provided in Figure 1.2. The source density 3L(3~,t) 

(Figure 1.2) is a function of time and three-dimensional space. The 

leading superscript numbers are used to denote the dimensionality of a 

quantity, either a position vector or a function of a position vector. 

Thus 3~ is a three-dimensional position vector, 3~ = (x,y,z), and 3 L 

is a function of three-dimensional position. This notation is used 

below to distinguish between two- and three-dimensional quantities. 

For imaging systems forming a two-dimensional image it is 

useful to define a two-dimensional equivalent source with density 

2L(2~.t) (Figure 1.2) which produces the same effect upon the imaging 

instrument that 3L(3~,t) does. A two-dimensional object can then be 

associated with the properties of Huygen's principle as expressed 

through Green's theorems [Silver 1965 ~4.1. Born and Wolf 1975 ¢8.3J 

confirms that a 2L(2~,t) can be chosen, lying on a surface IT that 

separates space into two halves with the source 3L(3~.t) entirely in 

one half and the rest of the imaging system entirely in the other 

half, whose radiation is identical with that from 3L(3~,t) on the 

SOURCE 

3[(x,y,z, tl 

EQUIVALENT 
SOURCE 

2[(x,y,t) 
y 

Object 
Plane 

MEDIUM 

Aperture 
Plane 

I 

IMAGING 
INSTRUMENT 

Image 
Plane 

Figure 1.2: Physical picture of a general imaging system. 

x 

z 
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imaging instrument's side of IT (Figure 1.2). 2X is a two-dimensional 

position vector specifying pOSition on IT. The surface IT may be 

thought of as enclosing the source (e.g. in microscopy), or as 

enclosing the imaging instrument (e.g. the celestial sphere of 

astronomy), or as an infinite plane as in Figure 1.2. When IT is 

planar, or can be considered so, for example when viewing a small 

portion of the celestial sphere, it is appropriately called the object 

plane. 2Ts is the region on IT outside which 2E(2~,t) is zero. In many 

situations 2T can be considered to be of finite size, as for example s 
in the aperture-field method [Silver 1965 fP5.11] where, as a high 

frequency approximation, 2T is taken to be the geometrical projection s 
onto IT of the extent 3T of a source lying just behind IT, formed by s 
all the rays that reach the imaging instrument from the source. 

Since the effects of the (true) source 3E and the equivalent 

source 2E on the imaging instrument are identical by definition, from 

now on the term 11 source" is used to refer to both 3 E and 2E. When the 

unsubscripted notation E(~,t) is used it may refer to either 2E or 3E. 

1 .4.2 COHERENCE 

The concept of coherence describes the synchronism between 

radiation W at different pOints in space and time. The complex mutual 

coherence function can be defined as [Beran and Parrent 1974 ~2.5] 

f(~l '~2.l.It) "" f 12 (t) 

<W*(~1,t)W(~2,t+l.It» 

The concept may be applied directly to the source density, 

The complex degree of coherence, or normalised mutual coherence 

function, is defined as 

( 1. 25) 

(1.26) 

( 1. 27) 
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The averages < > in (1.25) and (1.26) are time averages taken over a 

sufficiently long interval that random fluctuations in the averaged 

quantity become negligible. This formulation carries the implicit 

assumption that the statistics of E(~ft) are stationary with time. 

1 3 

Coherence over time intervals and over space intervals may be 

considered separately as temporal coherence and spatial coherence 

respectively. The temporal coher 

defined by 

or self coherence at a point is 

rT(~,lIt) 

r/~,O) 

The sial coherence, or mutual coherence, or mutual intensity --'-----
between two points is defined by 

1.4.2.1 Temporal Coherence, Monochromaticity 

( 1 • 28a) 

( 1. 28b) 

( 1 • 29a ) 

( 1. 29b) 

The temporal coherence function YT(~,lIt) is equal to unity for 

lit = 0 and, in general, \YTI takes on values between 0 and 1 for lit > O. 

The effective width (with respect to lit) of YT(~,lIt) is called the 

coherence time T of the radiation or the source (see, for example, 
------ ---- c 
Born and Wolf [1975 ~7.5.8J for a discussion of interference 

experiments with spectpal emission lines in which temporal coherence 

is measured, and Born and Wolf [1975 W10.7.3J for a particular 

definition of coherence time). For convenience, T is assumed to be 
c 

the same for all points in the source. When T is infinite, i.e. c 

¥ lit, ( 1. 30) 

the source is monochromatic and the source density may be described by 
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( 1. 31 ) 

where v is the temporal frequency of the radiation. A(~) is a complex 

scalar representing spatial variations in amplitude and phase within 

the source. When T is finite but large compared to the mean period 
c 

of the radiation from the source, the source is quasi -monochromatic. 

and the source density may be represented by 

(1. 32) 

where v is the mean temporal frequency of the radiation. In this 

generalisation, A has become a slowly varying function of time. The 

coherence time represents the shortest time interval over which the 

value of A can change appreciably. 

Associated with the coherence time TC is a bandwidth 8V, whose 

value is of the order of the reciprocal of TC' depending on the 

particular definitions used for coherence time and bandwidth. One may 

write 

(1. 

If the speed of propagation c of the radiation is introduced, 

length quantities related to the time quantities above may be defined: 

coherence length Lc c TC , ( 1. 34) 

mean wavelength I-
c .. - ( 1. 35) -
\I 

bandwidth 81-
C8\1 >.28\1 -- ( 1. 36) 
-2 
\I 

c 

The term "bandwidth" is used for both 8v and 81-; which one is meant 

can be determined from the context (time or length) in which the term 

is used. 

The quasi-monochromatic condition is expressed as 
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Av « v, ( 1. 37a) 

-
A'A « A. ( 1. 37b) 

The propagation of quasi-monochromatic radiation (1.32) may be treated 

using the same laws as apply to monochromatic radiation (1.31), with v 

replaced by V, provided that path length differences in the imaging 

system do not exceed the coherence length L [Beran and Parrent 1974 
c 

ci4.3J. 

1.4.2.2 Spatial Coherence 

The spatial coherence function Y (Xl ,x 2 ) describes the degree 
s - -

of synchronism of the source or its radiation at different positions. 

Iy I can in general take any value between 0 and 1. When applied to 
s 

the source density E, two limiting cases are of particular interest. 

When 

( 1. 38) 

the source is spatially coherent. The radiations from all points in 

the source occur in unison. As an example, any passive source 

reflecting spatially coherent radiation (e.g. radiation from another 

source at a single point) is itself spatially coherent, if its 

reflectivity is not varying randomly with time. 

When 

o (1. 39) 

where L is a distance too small to be resolved «(61.6.6) by the 

imaging system, the source is spatially incoherent. Radiations from 

discernibly different points are statistically independent of each 

other. Bodies emitting thermal radiation, such as incandescent lamps 

and stars, are spatially incoherent sources because the groups of 

atoms or molecules at resolvably separated points do indeed radiate 
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independently of each other. Spatially incoherent sources may be 

described by the idealised equation [cf. Beran and Parrent 1974 04.4J 

( 1 • 40) 

where 

is the intensity of the source or field at position ~l' 

1.5 THE PROPAGATION MEDIUM 

The source and the imaging instrument are imbedded in a 

propagation medium, which provides a vehicle for radiation to be 

carried from the source to the imaging instrument. The source 

perturbs the medium from its equilibrium state in the vicinity of the 

source, and these perturbations propagate away from the source through 

the medium as waves. The medium may be a material substance, such as 

a compressible fluid carrying pressure waves in acoustic imaging, or 

it may be space itself in the case of electromagnetic imaging. The 

interacting electric and magnetic fields which comprise electro

magnetic radiation can exist even in a vacuum. 

Theoretical descriptions of the wave propagation are 

constructed by considering the physics of the medium and the 

disturbance to it. In many situations t when the strength of the 

radiation is not too great and the medium is free of hysteresis 

effects t the "restoring force" towards equilibrium in the medium can 

be considered as proportional to the "displacement" from equilibrium. 

The propagation of waves is then a linear phenomenon (01.2.1) and 

the linear descriptions which follow are appropriate. This is true of 

acoustic waves of moderate amplitude [Morse and Ingard 1968 1fi6J. and 

of electromagnetic waves in all of the situations considered in this 

thesis [Born and Wol f 1975 151.1. 2J. 

Brief definitions of some terms describing the properties of 

media are I isted below. "Properties" means only those properties 



affecting wave propagation. 

LINEARITY (amplitude invariance). A linear medium is one in 

which the consti tuti ve relations [Born and Wolf 1975 !ti1. 1. 2J 

between the "displacement" and the "restoring force" are linear (see 

two paragraphs back). A nonlinear medium is one in which they are 

not. Waves in a linear medium obey the superposition principle. 
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HOMOGENEITY (position invariance). A homogeneous medium is 

one in which the properties are the same everywhere. An inhomogeneous 

medium is one in which the properties vary with position. 

ISOTROPY (direction invariance). A medium is isotropic if the 

properties at each point are the same for all directions of 

propagation, otherwise it is anisotropic. Materials exhibiting 

long-range order in their structure, e.g. crystals, are frequently 

anisotropic. Random substances such as gases are usually isotropic. 

Isotropy also applies to sources: an isotropic source or isotrope is 

one which radiates equally in all directions. 

DISPERSION (frequency-variance). A medium is non-dispersive 

(over a given frequency range) if the speed of propagation is the same 

for radiations of all temporal frequencies within the range, otherwise 

it is dispersive. Dispersion of light arises from the interaction 

between the electromagnetic field and the atoms and molecules that 

comprise matter [Born and Wolf 1975 ¢2. 3. 4J. Gases, being tenuous, 

are not highly dispersive. Liquids and solids, which are far denser, 

can be much more dispersive. Dispersion in glass is the reason why 

prisms can produce optical spectra from white light. 

1 • 5. 1 LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE WAVES, POLARISATION 

Wave motions can be classified into two types, according to 

whether the medium's displacements from equilibrium occur in a 

direction parallel to (longitudinal waves) or perpendicular to 

ransverse waves) the direction of propagation of the wave (see 

Figure 1.3). This definition has significance for mechanical wave 

motions in material media, where the displacements of particles can be 
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observed. In three-dimensional space there are three mutually 

orthogonal directions, one of which may be taken as parallel to the 

direction of propagation and the other two perpendicular to it. Thus, 

for a given direction of propagation, longitudinal displacements are 

constrained to a line whereas transverse displacements occur in a 

plane (Figure 1.3c). Transverse waves possess the property of 

polarisation [Jordan and Balmain 1968 ¢12. 06J v/hich descr i bes the 

direction of the displacement in the plane. 

A longitudinal displacement is describable by one scalar 

function of time, A(t), the amplitude of the displacement. A 

transverse displacement requires two scalar functions, or equivalently 

a two-dimensional vector function, to describe it. A common choice is 

A (t) and A (t), the two rectangUlar components of the displacement. 
x y 

A propagation medium has, in general, quite different 

P ---- ..... -- ........ -----t-----
( b) (a) 

y 

z 

--+ Displacement of particle P in medium 

- - ...... Propagation of disturbance through medium 

Figure 1.3: Transverse and longitudinal waves. 

(a) Longitudinal wave: displacements caused by the wave 

are parallel to the direction of propagation of the 

wave. 

(b) Transverse wave: displacements are perpendicular to 

the direction of propagation. 

(c) Transverse wave in three dimensions: displacements 

can occur along any locus in a plane. 
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properties for longitudinal and transverse waves. For example, a 

fluid of negligible viscosity can support longitudinal (pressure) 

waves but not transverse waves because it cannot support shear. 

stresses. Some media show different properties for different states 

of polarisation of transverse waves, e.g a calcite crystal, Polaroid 

film. Electromagnetic radiation was first shown to be a transverse 

wave when optical experiments demonstrated the polarisation of light. 

Strong [1958 ~6J briefly summarises the relevant history. Its 

transverse nature is also deducible theoretically from Maxwell's 

equations [Maxwell 1865, Born and Wolf 1975 ~l.~.lJ. 

1. 5. 2 SCALAR DESCRIPTION OF WAVE MOTION 

In this thesis, it is assumed that wave motions can be 

adequately described by a scalar quantity, representing the amplitude 

of a longitudinal wave or the amplitude of one component of a 

transverse wave. This requires the following conditions to be 

fulfilled (as they are in the physical situations examined herein): 

1. The performance of the imaging system is independent of the 

polarisation of the radiation. 

2. Differences in the behaviour of the electric and magnetic 

Source Imaging 
instrument 

IX 

IX 

cos IX ::::: 1 

Figure 1.~: When the angle subtended by a source at the imaging 

instrument is small, the amplitude of the sum of the 

waves at the imaging instrument is approximately equal to 

the scalar sum of the individual wave amplitudes. The 

vector nature of the waves can then be ignored. 
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components of an electromagnetic field, as expressed through Maxwell's 

equations, can be ignored, so that considering one component of either 

the electric or the magnetic field yields sufficiently accurate 

results (see Born and Wolf [1975 di8.4]). 

3. The field of view of the imaging system is small enough that rays 

emanating from different parts of the source and arriving at any 

particular point in the aperture plane of the imaging instrument can 

be taken as effectively parallel to each other, in the sense that 

cos(o) 1 in Figure 1.4. Then the amplitude of the vector sum of the 

wave motions can be taken as being equal to the scalar sum of the 

amplitudes of the wave motions. 

The scalar function describing the wave motions is called the 

wave function, ~(a~,t). 

1 .5.3 WAVE EQUATION FOR A HOMOGENEOUS MEDIUM 

When the medium is linear, homogeneous, isotropic, and 

non-dispersive, the scalar wave function ~(a~,t) introduced in Section 

1.5.2 satisfies the linear wave equation [cf. Jones 1964 ~1.16] 

2 
c 

2 
Here, V is the Laplacian operator [Kreyszig 1979 pp.395-396]. 

( 1 • 41 ) 

c is the veloci ty of propagation of the wave, and at: is the source 

density giving rise to ~. 

If the form of ~(3~,t) is such that its temporal Fourier 

transform exists, or can be defined in the limit (physical 

realisability of ~ is a sufficient condition for the existence of its 

Fourier transform; see Bracewell [1978 pp.8-13J), then it can be 

characterised as completely by its space-frequency dependence $(3~,V) 

as it is by its space-time dependence. Taking the temporal Fourier 

transform of (1.41), and using the derivative theorem for the Fourier 
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transform [Bracewell 1978], yields the space-frequency wave equation 

known as the Helmholtz equation, 

21 

( 1. 42) 

where the wave number or propagation constant k is defined by 

21TV 
k -c 

21T ( 1. 43) 

with v being the temporal frequency and A the wavelength, and 3 0 is 

the space-frequency representation of the source density 3E. The 

refracti ve index n of the medium, relative to some reference medium, 

is def ined by 

n (1.44) 

where Co is the speed of propagation in the reference medium and ko is 

the associated wave number. For electromagnetic radiation the 

reference medium is usually free space, i.e. a vacuum [Born and Wolf 

1975 ~1.2J. The refractive index is then given by 

where £ and ~ are the relative permittivity and relative 
r r 

permeability, respectively, of the medium. The great majority of 

materials (those which are not ferromagnetic) have a relative 

permeability very close to unity, so the refractive index can usually 

be taken as depending on the permittivity only, thus giving 

n = ~. 

In dispersive materials, £ depends on the frequency v. 
r 

( 1 • 45) 

The integral representation of the Helmholtz equation (1.42) 

is [cf. Jones 1964 c51.16] 

(1. 46) 
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where 

r 1 3~ - 3~' I. 

Equation (1.46) is a superposition integral (01.2.1) over the 

contri butions to ljJ from each part of the source 3 (1. The term 

is called the free-space Green's function, and describes the expanding 

spherical wave from a point source of unit strength. 

In source-free regions of the propagation medium, 3E is zero 

and so the right hand sides of (1.41) and (1.42) become zero, i.e. 

2 
V2

,¥ ( 3X , t) - a '¥ ( 3 X , t ) 
0, (1.47) 

at
2 c 

2 
V ljJ( 3~,\» + k

2 
ljJ( 3~, \) ) 0. ( 1. 48) 

These equations are "homogeneous" in the mathematical sense [Kreyszig 

1979 ~2.1J, which is a different use of the term quite unconnected 

with the properties of the medium. Table 1.1 gives two important 

special solutions of (1.47) and (1.48). An important property of 

these solutions is that the shape of a wavefront does not change as it 

propagates: plane waves remain planar and spherical waves remain 

spherical in a homogeneous medium. The associated rays are straight. 

Absorption in the medium can be described by making the 

wavenumber k complex, i.e. 

k ( 1.49) 

The monochromatic plane wave solution, for example, then becomes (from 

Table 1.1) 

(1. 50) 
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The real exponential term in the second line of (1.50) represents an 

exponential loss in amplitude of the wave as it propagates in the 3n 

direction, according to the absorption factor k .. 
1 

SOLUTION 

SPACE-TIME 

SPACE-FREQUENCY 

DESCRIPTION 

GEOMETRY 

SOURCE 

WAVEFRONTS 

RAYS 

PLANE WAVE 

-j kx.n 
1Vo e --

Monochromatic plane 
wave propagating in 
the direction of n 

with speed c 

z 

Infinite sheet, all 
pOints radiating in 

phase 

Parallel planes, normal 
to n 

Parallel rays, parallel 
to n 

SPHERICAL WAVE 
r ~ - ~o' r '" h::1 

-j kr j kct 
Eo e e 
~ 

Monochromatic spherical 
wave expanding from the 

point ~o with speed c 

z 

x 

Point source of 
strength Eo at ~ '" ~o 

Concentric spheres, 
centred on ~o 

Radially in all 
directions from ~o 

23 

Table 1.1: Two important special solutions in three-dimensional space 

of the wave equation for a source-free homogeneous medium. 
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Field at the Aperture Plane 

Referring to the geometry of Figure 1.5, the Rayleigh

Sommerfeld formulation of scalar diffraction theory [cf. Goodman 1968 

~3. 4] describes the wave motion at the aperture plane, l/Jl' in terms 

of that at the object plane, l/Jo' by the relation 

(1.51) 

Here, Zx is the two-dimensional posi tion vector in the object plane, 

2S is the two-dimensional position vector in the aperture plane, and 

3r is the vector joining the ends of 2~ and 2~. I' is the length of 

3r • cos (3~, 3r:,) is the cosine of the angle bet ween 3r and the z-a xi s. 

Zo is the distance between the object and aperture planes. 21S is the 

region of the object plane outside which l/Jo can be taken as zero, i.e. 

any radiation from the source 3 0 which passes through the object plane 

outside 21 does not contribute to the image (see 1i1.4.1). 
s 

Aperture 
plane 

Figure 1.5: Geometry for calculating the field ar.i sing at the 

aperture plane from sources in the object plane 

(Iili 1. 5. 3. 1, 1. 5. 3. 2) . 

z 
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Comparison of (1.51) with (1.46) suggests that (1.51) can be 

rewri tten as 

kr 
.dx ( 1 .52) 

with 20 being the equivalent source of Section 1.4.1. Each temporal 

frequency component of the equivalent source 20 is thus proportional 

to the same component of the object plane field ~o with 
1 (a) a frequency-dependent scaling factor A. 

(b) a phase lead of 90°. and 

(c) the obliquity factor COS(3~.31.::.). i.e. each part of the 

equivalent source radiates nonisotropically. 

Fresnel and Fraunhofer Diffraction 

When the distance Zo between the object plane and the 

aperture plane is much larger than the maximum dimension of the 

equivalent source region 2T and the diameter D of the imaging 
s 

instrument's aperture. (1.51) can be simplified usefully to good 

approximation. Two particular approximations. the Fresnel 

approximation and the Fraunhofer approximation. are discussed below. 

The obliquity factor in (1.51) is 

cos ( 3~. 31.::.) cos( ). 

/ 1 + (12~_2~12/Zo)2 
( 1. 53) 

This can be approximated by 

( 1. 54) 

when the angle (3~. 312 ) is small. incurring for example an error of less 

than 6% when the angle is less than 20°. Similarly. when (3~,3r.:) is 

small. one has r 

kr 
e ---

r 

Zo and so may write 

-jkr 
e (1.55) 
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The approximation r = Zo cannot be used in the exponent in (1.55) 

because it is multiplied by the potentially very large number k. 

leading to phase errors of many times 21f unless the angle (3~. 3!:) is 

exceedingly small. 

The Fresnel approximation and the Fraunhofer approximation are 

each approximations to r in the exponent of (1.55). The exact 

expression for r is 

r = / Z 0 + 1 2 ~ _ 2~ 12 

Zo 11 + (12~_2~12/zo)2 (1.56) 

which can be expanded using the binomial series, if 12~_2~1 < zo. to 

gi ve 

The Fresnel approximation retains only the first two terms of the 

binomial series, yielding 

in (1. 55) and hence. from (1. 51) and (1. 54) , 

>P, ('~.v) • ± I >Po ('~.v) 
T 

_jkl2fl2 
e 2zo 

-j kz e 0 
-j 

Zo 
e 

( 1 • 58) 

(1.59) 

This expression, apart from amplitude and phase factors outside the 

integral on the second line which are independent of 2~, is a Fourier 

transform of the object-plane field distribution over 2T multiplied 
-j k I2 xI 2 /(2z ) s by a quadratic phase factor e - 0 , with the Fourier transform 

2f variable 2U (cf.1.12b). 
AZo 



The Fraunhofer approximation imposes a more stringent 

condition 
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2z0 » k /2x/2 
- max 

(1. 60) 

on the size of the source region relative to zoo This allows the 

quadratic phase factor within the integral on the second line of 

(1.59) to be approximated by unity over the source region, yielding 

the result 

( 1. 61 ) 

Apart from the multiplicative amplitude and phase factors outside the 

integral, the Fraunhofer diffraction pattern Wl(2~,V) is the spatial 

Fourier transform of the object plane field distribution over 2T , and s 
hence of the equivalent source (~1. 4. 1), again wi th the scaled 

frequency coordinates 2U = The Fourier transform integral in 
o 

(1.61) is sometimes referred to as the angular spectrum of plane 

~, because (cf. Table 1.1 and (1.43» the integral represents a 

superposition of plane waves propagating in the directions 2a 

Since (1.61) is a simplification of (1.59), (1.59) is 

applicable wherever (1.61) is and so Fraunhofer diffraction is a 

special case of Fresnel diffraction. The range of Zo over which 

(1.61) is applicable defines the Fraunhofer region or far field of the 

source. The range of Zo over which (1.59) is applicable but (1.61) is 

not defines the Fresnel region or near field of the source. The 

transition from the near field to the far field is gradual. but a 

common rule of thumb defines the far field by [Silver 1965 ~6.9J 

> ( 1. 62) 

where E is the maximum linear dimension of 2T. Distances to the far 
s 

field according to this formula are tabulated for various values of E 

in Table 1.2, for a wavelength equal to that of green light in free 

space. 
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Distance to far field 
Maximum linear 

dimension E Zo = -A-

(green light. A = 550nm) 

20 !Jm 1.5 mm 

100 !Jm 36 mm 

1 mm 3.6 m 

1 em 360 m 

10 em 36 km 

1 m 3600 km 

5 m 91000 km 

Table 1.2: Distance from a source or aperture to its far field, 

according to the rule of thumb (1.62). 

The Fraunhofer diffraction pattern of a source can be observed 

over a limited region much closer to the source than given by (1.62) 

(i.e. the far field can be brought near) if the source lies not on a 

plane but on a sphere (e.g. the celestial sphere of astronomy) centred 

on the observing region. or (in coherent optical computing where the 

source is often a transparency) if the source is illuminated by 

spherical waves converging towards the observing region. 

1. 5. 4 WAVE EQUATION FOR AN INHOMOGENEOUS MEDIUM 

When the refractive index of the medium varies as a function 

of position, the propagation of waves is different from that in a 

homogeneous medium. Plane waves propagating through the medium do not 

remain planar, and rays instead of being straight become bent. If the 

variations in refractive index are small over distances equal to the 

longest wavelength of the radiation of interest, wave propagation in 

source-free regions of the inhomogeneous medium can be described by 

the wave equation [Ishimaru 1978 ~17.1J 

o ( 1. 63) 
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of which (1.48) is a special case. 

Following Ishimaru (1978), the refractive index can be written 

as the sum of its average value n and a relative fluctuation n l , 

n ( 3 X ) '" n (1 +n l ( 3~) ) • ( 1. 64) 

-
Defining k = kon (cf. 1.44) gives k(3~) 

substituted into (1.63) yields 

o. ( 1 • 65) 

This may be rearranged to put the fluctuations on the right hand side, 

giving 

(1. 66) 

2 2 
where on = (1+n 1 ) - 1 = 2nl + n1 • Note that there are no terms on 

the left hand side of (1.66) describing the inhomogeneity of the 

medium. (1. 66) has the same form as the wave equation for a 

homogeneous medium (1.42), with the inhomogeneities appearing in the 

guise of sources. These fictitious sources are known as induced or 

polarisation sources [Bates and Ng 1972]. They differ from true 

sources in that they depend on the field 1jJ. 

The total field ljJ can be regarded as the sum of the field ljJo 

which would exist in the absence of the fluctuations and the field 1jJ s 
arising from the induced sources, i.e. 

ljJ = 1jJ + ljJ . o s 

ljJ and ljJ may be called the incident and the scattered fields 
o s 

(1.67) 

respectively, the terminology coming from the remote probing problem 

[Bates et al 1983] in which an incident field is externally applied to 

a region of inhomogeneity, and information about the inhomogeneity is 

obtained from measurements of the field scattered by it (see Figure 

1.6). In this situation the inhomogeneities in the medium are termed 

scatterers (cf. first paragraph of ¢1.4) and occur within the 

scatteri region 31jJ • 
sc 
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The integral representation of (1.66) is (cf. (1.46), in which 

there is no externally appl ied If incident" field) 

d 3 ' . ~ , 

(1. 68) 

withr = 13~_3~'1 as before. Exact solution of (1.68) is in general 

not practical, so approximate solutions are usually sought. Three 

approximate solutions based on perturbation methods [Morse and 

Feshbach 1953 09J are described below. 

Figure 1.6: Inhomogeneous medium in the remote probing situation. An 

unperturbed field 1/10 
incident on inhomogeneities within a 

scatter ing region T gives rise to a scattered field 1/1 • sc s 
The sum of 1/10 

and I/Is is the perturbed total field 1/1. 

1.5.4.1 The Born Approximation 

The method of successive approximations can be used to solve 

(1.68) by writing the total field as a series 

(1. 69) 

where 1/1
0 

is usually, but not necessarily [Beylkin and Oristaglio 
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1985 J, taken to be the unperturbed incident field $ • and 
o 

31 

( 1. 70) 

This series converges only if the value of the largest eigenvalue 

associated with (1.70) is less than unity [Kreyszig 1979 di19.10J. 

The terms $ for n = 1,2 •... represent the contributions to the n 
scattered field of first-order scattering, second-order scattering, 

etc. 

Born's first approximation, or simply the Born approximation, 

to the total field is obtained by taking only the first two terms in 

(1.69). This is equivalent to inserting $ in place of $ in the right o 
hand side of (1.68) [Morse and Feshbach 1953 p.1073J. By ignoring 

all terms of order higher than 1, the Born approximation accounts for 

only first order scattering (interaction of the incident field with 

the inhomogeneities) and ignores multiple scattering (interaction of 

the scattered field with the inhomogeneities). It is accurate 

provided that both the magnitude and the phase of the total field $ 

are similar to those of the incident field $ at all points in the o 
scattering region. The magnitude similarity requires I$sl « 1$01, 

which implies that 

lonl « 1, ( 1 . 71 ) 

i.e. the fluctuations are weak. The phase similari ty requires that 

the change in effective path length (i .e. integrated refracti ve index 

fluctuation) to each point in 3T , due to the inhomogenei ty, is sc 
small. This places a combined constraint on the severity of the 

flUctuations and the size of 3Tsc' which is expressible by the 

relation 

where L is the largest linear dimension of 3T • sc 

( 1 • 72) 
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1.5.4.2 The Rytov Approximation 

The Rytov approximation [Chernov 1967 (/)16J is obtained by 

writing the field as 

( 1. 73) 

and then attempting to solve for the transformed quantity Y. 

Substituting (1.73) into (1.66) yields the Riccati equation [Ishimaru 

1 978 (51 7. 2. 2 J 

o. ( 1. 74) 

If Y is written as the sum of an "incident" and a "scattered" part, 

( 1 • 75) 

where Y can be taken as being related to the incident field ~ by o 0 

the Riccati equation can be manipulated [Ishimaru 1978J to give 

This is an inhomogeneous wave equation for ~ Y , whose integral o s 
representation (cf. 1.46) yields 

( 1. 76) 

( 1. 77) 

(1. 78) 

The Rytov approximation to Y is obtained by setting VY 0 in 
s 

(1.78), giving the first-order approximation to Y , s 

( 1. 79) 
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Higher order approximations can be obtained by writing Y as a series 

(1.80) 

with Yo equal to Yo (1.76), Y1 given by (1.79), and the higher order 

terms given by (from (1.78) and 1.79» 

( 1 • 81 ) 

for n > 1 [cf. Ishimaru 1978J. 

The Rytov approximation is written in terms of the field W as 

( 1. 82) 

If the exponential in (1.82) is expanded as a power series, taking the 

first two terms ves w1 = wo(l + Y
1

) which is identical to the Born 

approximation. 

The Rytov approximation (1.79) is valid if 

I V'Y I k I « s 
( 1. 83) 

which means that the amount of scattering over the distance of one 

wavelength is small [Chernov 1967J. No restriction analogous to 

(1.72) is imposed on the size of the scattering region. 

The Rytov approximation is generally regarded as superior to 

the Born apprOXimation, especially when the inhomogeneous region is 

large but the inhomogenei ties themselves are 11 smooth" on the scale of 

a wavelength (e.g. for optical propagation through the Earth's 

atmosphere) so that scattering is predominantly in the forward 

direction [Ishimaru 1978 ~6.6J. The Born approximation is more 

applicable to widely separated inhomogeneities of small size which 
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scatter significantly in all directions. 

The real part of Y in (1.73) is known as the log-modulus of 

the field, and its imaginary part is the phase of the field. The 

statistics of these quantities are significant when considering 

propagation through random, turbulent inhomogenei ties (02.3.1). 

1.5.~.3 An Extended Rytov Approximation 

Bates et al [1976b] have proposed an extension to the Rytov 

approximation that partly allows for the gradient terms dropped in 

going from (1.78) from (1.79). When the inhomogeneities are such that 

refraction effects predominate over reflection, the radiation is well 

described by the approximate relation 

T kJ n. ds 
To (1. 8~) 

which represents a tube of rays that propagate along paths curved by 
-1. 

the inhomogeneities [Felsen and Marcuvitz 1973 01.7J. The n 2 term 

describes changes in amplitude as the velocity changes, and the factor 

multiplying -j in the exponent represents the phase delay along each 

ray T from a starting point To' with s being path length along the 

ray. The corresponding formulation for the unperturbed case (constant 

n) is 

which describes a tube of straight rays of constant amplitude. 

From (1.73), (1.75), and (1.8~), an approximate expression 

VY s 
~Vln(n ) 

(1. 85) 

is obtained, where I' and I are unit vectors describing the forward 

directions of the curved rays (w) and the straight rays (wo ) 

respecti vely, and the ray curvature is assumed to be small so that 
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l'.l ~ 1. The estimate of Vy thus obtained can be inserted into s 
(1.78) to obtain an improved approximation to Ys ' 

Numerical results [Dunlop et al 1976J confirm that the 

extended Rytov approximation is more accurate than the standard Born 

or Rytov approximations for forward scattering. 

1.6 THE IMAGING INSTRUMENT 

The imaging instrument is designed to produce an image from 

the radiation incident upon its aperture. The archetypal imaging 

instrument is the thin lens [Goodman 1968 ~5J. Practical imaging 
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instruments usually have several or many components, e.g. multiple 

lenses or mirrors in an optical telescope, or they may produce an 

image from aperture plane measurements synthetically within a 

computer, but their ideal image-forming properti es can be di scussed in 

terms of the thin lens. 

1 • 6. 1 IDEAL IMAGING PROPERTIES OF THE THIN LENS 

A (converging) lens is a piece of transparent material having 

a refractive index different from that of the surrounding medium, 

shaped so that the delay experienced by waves passing through the lens 

is greatest at its centre and reduces towards its edges in such a 

manner that diverging spherical wavefronts are transformed into 

converging spherical wavefronts by their passage through the lens 

(see Figure 1.7a). A useful abstraction is to consider the delays as 

occurring entirely in the plane through the centre of the lens, so that 

radiation emerges from the lens with the same transverse position as 

where it enters and experiences a delay independent of its direction 

of propagation through the lens. A lens which behaves in 

approximately this way, to a sufficient accuracy, is known as a 

thin lens. The ideal imaging properties discussed in this section 

are those of an appropriately figured thin lens. 

Waves diverging from the point Po in Figure 1.7a, after 

travelling through the lens, converge (provided Po is not too close to 
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lens Image plane 

~~----------------~ 

Object plane lens Image plane 
(b) 

(c) lens Image plane 

-------------1------~------+_---------z 
-1 

(d) Front focal plane lens Back focal plane 

Figure 1.7: Imaging properties of the ideal thin lens. 

(a) Wavefronts: spherical wavefronts diverging from Po 

become spherical wavefronts converging to Pz' 

(b) Rays: all rays passing through Po and the lens pass 

through P2' 

(c) Object at infinity: angular position in the object 

is imaged as linear position in the image plane, 

(d) Fourier transform relationships: the field ~2 in the 

back focal plane is the spatial Fourier transform of 

the field ~l in the front focal plane. 
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the lens) to a point P 2 • Thus an image of the point Po is formed at 

P2 [Newton 170~ Book Axiom VIIJ. The longitudinal distances Zo and 

Zz are related by the ens law 

1 
I ( 1. 86) 

where ~ is the focal length of the lens (~ is used in this thesis 

instead of the usual f to avoid confusion with the object f). The 

transverse distances ~o and ~2 are related by the magnification 

(1.87) 

where Xo and x2 are corresponding components of ~o and In this 

way. an image of the object plane Z Zo is formed in the image plane 

Z = Z2' The position vectors ~o and ~2 are two-dimensional in most 

optical imaging systems. However the superscripts used to denote 

dimensionality in Sections 1.~ and 1.5 have been dropped because the 

results of this section can be generalised to dimensionalities other 

than two, such as one-dimensional imaging (e,g. with cylindrical 

lenses) • 

The ray picture equivalent to Figure 1.7a is shown in Figure 

1.7b. Rays passing through the lens are bent towards its centre, so 

that all rays from Po passing through the lens intersect at P 2 , Rays 

passing through the centre of the lens are not bent. 

When the object plane is removed to infinite distance, i.e. 

Zo + 00, the spherical wavefronts from any particular point in the 

obj ect are effectively planar when they reach the lens. The 

associated rays are parallel and arrive at an angle ~o to the lens's 

pr inci pal axis, where ~o is the angular position of the point in the 

object as seen from the lens. In this situation (see Figure 1.7c), 

the image is formed in the ~ focal plane of the lens at Z2 = ~, 

which is consistent with setting Zo = 00 in (1.86). The transverse 

angle ~2 in the image is equal to the object angular position ~o' 

which can be seen by considering the unbent central ray in Figure 

1.7c, so the angle-to-position magnification of the system is given by 

M ( 1. 88) 
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when the angle ~o is small. 

The mapping of angles to positions demonstrates the Fourier 

transforming property of the lens. The superposition of plane waves 

at the aperture plane, arriving at different angles from different 

parts of the object, is equi valent to the Fourier spectrum of the 

obj ect (cf. the angular spectrum of plane waves, ($1.5.3.2). In 

forming an image, the lens is inverting the Fourier transform. 

The Fourier transform relation between the field at the 

aperture plane of a lens and the field at the back focal plane is not 

exact, because the focal plane field exhibits an additional phase 

curvature [Goodman 1968 di5.2J. This phase curvature is unimportant 

if the field is measured with a phase-insensitive detector such as an 

optical detector, or if it is measured over a spherical rather than a 

planar surface. An exact Fourier transform relationship between 

planes does, however, exist between the fields at the front and the 

back focal planes of the lens (see Figure 1. 7d), in which special case 

the phase curvature disappears. This configuration is important in 

coherent optical computing, because it allows the two-dimensional 

Fourier transform to be performed easily and essentially 

ins tantaneously. 

1 .6.2 DIFFRACTION LIMITING 

If the lens were of infinite size, then all radiation from the 

obj ect plane propagating in the posi ti ve z-direction would be 

intercepted by the lens, and the image of a point source at ':0 in the 

obj ect would be a point at ':2 '" M.:o in the image plane. If an 

equivalent source density 0o(xa,v) were considered to lie in the 

object plane, then the field in the image plane would be given by 

(1.89) 

according to the predictions of geometrical optics [Goodman 1968 

p.95J. In fact this is an unrealisable abstraction because a lens of 

infinite size cannot be constructed in reality. 
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Any real-world imaging system possesses an aperture of finite 

size, which is the region in the aperture plane outside which 

radiation incident upon the aperture plane does not contribute to the 

image. For a single thin lens, the lens plane is the aperture plane 

and the aperture is simply the size of the lens. Since the image 

plane field is formed by the interference of radiation from the whole 

aperture, diffraction effects associated with the finite aperture size 

cause the image of a point object to be spread out. The imagery 

obtained from an imaging instrument which is "perfect" except for a 

finite aperture is termed diffraction-limited. It represents the best 

performance that can reasonably be sought in practice (in the sense 

that it is more "reasonable" to imagine building an instrument wi th 

perfect imaging properties within its finite aperture than it is to 

imagine building one with an aperture of infinite size). The aperture 

is described by a pupil function 

p(~) - { ~ for ~ within the aperture 

for ~ outside it. ( 1 . 90) 

The image plane field produced by a diffraction-limited imaging 

instrument is given by the convolution [cf. Goodman 1968 eq.(6.4)] 

where ~ is the image predicted by geometrical optics, given by 
g 

( 1 . 91 ) 

(1.89), and the point spread function h' is the Fraunhofer diffraction 

pattern from the aperture, given by 

00 

C J P(~) 
-00 

. 21r r 
J-s. 

AZ -e 2 

where C is a complex constant and ~ is the spatial coordinate 

wi thin the aperture plane. 

1.6.3 COHERENT IMAGING 

(1. 92) 

For coherent imaging, the image s is defined as the complex 
c 
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amplitude of the field in the image plane, which is given by (1.91), 

and the object fc is related to the complex amplitude of the field in 

the object plane by (1.94) below. An equation of the form of (1.11), 

s (x,v) = f (X,V) 0 h (X,V) 
c - c - c -

can be obtained from (1.91) and (1.92) by the transformations 

s (x,v) 
c -

f (x,v) 
c -

h(x,v) 
c -

1J!2(!'V), 

K C CAz 2 ) 1J! (x, v) , 
g -

K 
h'(!,v) / CCAz 2 ) 

(1. 93) 

(1. 94) 

where C is the complex constant in (1.92) and K is the dimensionality 

of the position vectors ~, !2' ~ in (1.92) and (1.94). When the 

object plane is at infinite distance from the aperture plane, Z2 t 

as noted previously (Figure 1. 7c). Taking the spatial Fourier 

transform (1.12a) of (1.93) yields the Fourier-domain relation 

s (u,v) = F (u,v) H (u,v) • 
c - c - c -

From (1.94) and (1.92) the transfer function is seen to be 

with 

H eu,v) 
c -

u 
2 

( 1. 95) 

( 1. 96a) 

( 1. 96b) 

x has units of distance in the image plane, and the spatial frequency 

u has units of cycles per unit length in the image plane. The 

quantity F eu,v) may be (loosely) considered as the field at the 
c -

aperture plane of the imaging instrument (see the final paragraph of 

1$1. 6.1). 

In optical imaging systems, available detectors respond to the 

intensity of the field, which is a time average of power over many 

cycles of the radiation. For these systems, "coherent" imaging 

requires that the object be spatially coherent (1$1.4.2.2) so that the 
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system appears linear in complex amplitude over the averaging time of 

'the detector [Goodman 1968 ($6.1 J. 

1.6.4 INCOHERENT IMAGING 

For incoherent imagingt the source is spatially incoherent 

(~1.4.2.2) and the image si is defined as the intensity of the field 

in the image planet expressed as 

where the angle brackets denote a time average over an interval 

subject to the same constraints as given in Section 1.4.2. The 

intensity is, for example, the property of the optical field measured 

by all known optical detectors. Substituting (1.93) into (1.97) gives 

s.(x,v) 
1 -

2 <If (x,v) 0 h (x,v)1 > 
c - c -

II <f*(x' ,v)f (x" ,v» h*(x-x' ,v)h (x-x" ,v) .dx' .dx" 
c - c - c - - c - -

-00 

( 1. 98) 

after expanding the convolution and interchanging the order of the 

integrations and averaging. The quantity 

<f*(x'tv)f (x",v» 
c - c -

is the mutual intensity or mutual coherence of f (cf. 1.29a). 
c 

If the source giving rise to f is spatially incoherent, c 
then f is itself spatially incoherent and its mutual intensity c 
function may be described by (cf. 1.40) 

<f*(x' ,v)f (x" tV» 
C - C -

<f*(x' ,v)f (x' ,v» o(x'-x"). 
c - c - - -

The notation f (x' ,v) can now refer only to a quasi-monochromatic c -
object (~1.4.2.1) of mean temporal frequency v, because a strictly 

monochromatic object cannot be spatially incoherent [cf. Born and Wolf 
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1975 ~10.4.2 and especially the footnote on p.513J. Substituting the 

latest" equation above into (1.98) yields the result 

s.(x,v) 
1 - J (f*(x' ,v)f (x' ,v» h*(x-x' ,v)h (x-x' ,v) .dx' 

c - c - c - - c - -

where 

f.(x,v) 
1 -

h.(x,v) 
1 -

-co 

(1.99) 

( 1.100) 

for an incoherent source. Equation (1.99) describes incoherent 

imaging, in which field intensi ties add 1 inearly. The incoherent 

object f. (x,v) is the spatial distribution of intensity in the object 
1 -

plane. The incoherent point spread function hi (~,v) is equal to the 

squared modulus of the coherent psf. 

The spatial Fourier domain representation of (1.99) is 

Si (u , v) = F. (u , v) H. (u • v). 
- 1 - 1 -

(1.101) 

The autocorrelation theorem for the Fourier transform shows that the 

incoherent transfer function is the autocorrelation of the coherent 

transfer function, 

f H~ (~ , , v) H c (~+~ , • v) • du' 

A[Hc(~'v) ] 

A[PCAzzu)] ( 1 • 102) 

where the boldface A[.] stands for the autocorrelation operator. 

(1.101) is usually written in the normalised form 
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S.(u,v) 
1 -

s (u,v) 
j -

S.(O,v) 
1 -

F.(u,v) H.(u,v) 
1 - 1 -

F.(O,v) H.(O,v) 
1 - 1 -
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F.(U,v) H.(u,v). 
1 - 1 -

( 1. 103) 

"" " S., F., and H. are all equal to unity at the orlgln of u-space. The 
1 1 1 -

normalised transfer function H.(u,v) is known as the optical transfer 
1 -

function or OTF of the imaging instrument, and its magnitude IHi(~,v)1 

is called the modulation transfer function or MTF [Goodman 1968 

<$6.3 J. " The normalised object visibility F.(u,v) is equal to the 
1 -

normalised mutual coherence (<$1.4.2) of the field in the aperture 

plane of the imaging instrument at any two points separated by 

~ = AZ2~' according to the van Cittert-Zernike theorem [Born and Wolf 

1975 <$10.4.2; cf. Leader 1978J. 

" A geometrical interpretation of the OTF Hi for a 

diffraction-limited instrument is presented in Figure 1.8. Figure 

1.8a shows the coherent transfer function, or pupil function, 

H (u',v), whose area corresponds to H.(O,v). Figure 1.8b shows two 
c - 1 -

versions of H (u' ,v) superposed with an offset of u. The area of c -

Vi Vi 

(a) u = 0 (b) 

Figure 1.8: A geometrical interpretation of the OTF of a diffraction

I imi ted imaging instrument, in terms of the overlap of 

two versions of the pupil function displaced relative to 

each other by the spatial frequency vector~. The OTF is 

proportional to the shaded area of overlap. 

(a) u O. (b) u "* O. 
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overlap corresponds to H.(u,v). 
1 -

The ratio of the overlap area to the 
" total area of the pupil function gives the OTF H.(u,v). 

1 -
Evidently H. 

1 

has a maximum value of unity for u = zero, decreases as I~ I increases 

from zero, and is zero for all greater than the maximum diameter 

~ of H (u,v) (where D 
"z 2. C -

is the maximum diameter of the instrument's 

The frequency ~ is sometimes called the 
"z 2. 

aperture; cf. (1.96». 

diffraction limit. 

The spatial frequency u in an incoherent imaging system 

Vi 

(a) u = 0 - -
Vi Vi 

--+-~~;;;ftt:l!t1~'+ft--... U' 

(b) I~I small (c) I~I large 

Figure 1.9: Another geometrical interpretation of the OTF of a 

diffraction-limited imaging instrument, in terms of 

displacement vectors u within the aperture. The OTF is 

proportional to the number of displacement vectors 

whose ends both fit within the aperture. 

(a) u 0: the maximum number of vectors fit within the 

apert ure. 

(b) I~I small: many vectors fit within the aperture. 

(c) 1~llarge: few vectors fit within the aperture. 
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COHERENT 

Hc(u) = rect(u) 

--~--~+-~~---u 
-1 

sinc(x) = sin(nx) 
nx 

hc(x) = sinc(x) 
j 

(Q) One dimension 

Hc(u,V) = circ(u,v) 
1 = rect((>l 

u 

Cross-section Hc(u,O) 

INCOHERENT 

Hj(u)=A(u) 
1 

--~~--+---~---u 
-1 

-1 

Cross-section 

1 

hj(x) = sinc 2(x) 
1 

1 

Hj(u, v) = 
1 0.5(cos-1(>-

(>h- (>2) 

u 

Figure 1.10: Diffraction-limited transfer functions and point spread 

functions for (a) a one-dimensional linear aperture and 

(b) a two-dimensional circular aperture. 
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represents a displacement vector in the aperture plane, whose absolute 

position is unimportant. A second geometrical interpretation of the 

OTF is presented in Figure 1.9, in which the OTF is represented by 

the number of displacement vectors u whose ends fit within the 

aperture of the imaging instrument, relative to the number of points 

(displacement vectors of zero length) within the aperture. These 

numbers are proportional to the shaded areas in Figure 1.9, which are 

equivalent to the overlap areas in Figure 1.8. 

Figure 1.10 shows examples of diffraction-limited transfer 

functions and point spread functions in one and two dimensions. The 

diffraction limit I~I = A~ (cf. 1.96) has been normalised to unity in 
2 

these examples. The seeming anomaly of the incoherent imaging system 

having a spatial frequency cutoff twice that of a coherent imaging 

system is discussed by Goodman [1968 ~6.5J. 

1.6.5 ABERRATIONS 

A diffraction-limited imaging system, when forming an image of 

a point object, produces from its aperture a perfect spherical wave 

converging towards the ideal image point. This perfection is 

unattainable in practice, since any real-world imaging system in a 

similar circumstance produces a converging wave with deviations from 

perfect sphericity. These deviations are called aberrations [Born and 

Wolf 1975 ¢~5,9J. Many aberrations can be usefully represented 

as distortions in the phase of the converging wave. These are 

conveniently described by replacing the pupil function p(~) (1.90) 

with a complex generalised pupil function 

(1.104) 

where $(~) represents the phase deviations across the aperture, which 

might, for example, arise from optical path length differences due to 

figuring errors in the lens or mirror surfaces of an optical 

instrument. 

The effect of phase fluctuations in Q(~) on the OTF Hi(~'V) is 

to make it complex-valued and, in general, to reduce its magnitude for 
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values of u other than zero. Referring to Figure 1.9, the 

calculation of the OTF when the pupil function is complex involves 

multiplying the value of 

the complex conj ugate of 

complex products for all 

H at one end of the displacement vector u by c 
H at the other end, and summing these c 
positions u' of the displacement vector (cf. 

the integral in (1.102)). When the phase of H is different at each 
c 

end of ~, the complex product has nonzero phase which can lead to 

partial or complete cancellation when it is summed over the whole 

aperture, thereby depressing the MTF IH.I. Thus, aberrations in an 
1 

incoherent imaging system tend to reduce the contrast of detail in the 

image, and may even reverse the contrast [Goodman 1968 ~6.4J. 

When the phase of H is uncorrelated or random across the 
c 

length of ~, the summed product referred to above has a random phase 

and a random magnitude. The random magnitude tends towards zero as the 

area of summation (Figures 1.8, 1.9) increases. For a particular 

displacement u, the number of displacement vectors that fit within the 

aperture (i.e. the overlap area in Figure 1.8), whose increase leads 

to a reduction in the MTF, has been called the redundancy of the 

aperture [Russell and Goodman 1971, Rhodes and Goodman 1973, Roddier 

1981 ~5.2, Greenaway 1982; cf. Arsac 1955J. 

While the imagery of an ideal diffraction-limited imaging 

instrument (1.93, 1.99) is isoplanatic, the effects of aberrations 

in a practical instrument are generally different in different parts 

of the image plane, i.e. real-world instruments are nonisoplanatic. 

The notion of effective isoplanatism of the instrument in isoplanatic 

patches of limited size (~1.2.1) is useful here, particularly in 

circumstances such as optical astronomy in which the presence of an 

inhomogeneous medium between the object and the imaging instrument 

produces nonisoplanatic effects (~2.6) much greater than those of the 

instrument itself. 

1.6.6 RESOLUTION 

The resolution of an imaging instrument is the size of the 

finest discernible detail it can render in its image. This is closely 

connected with the extent and shape of the imaging instrument's point 
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spread function. Quantitative definitions of resolution have to be 

formulated arbitrarily because the fineness of discernible detail 

depends on the form of the psf and also on the nature of the object. 

The Rayleigh criterion, which was originally introduced to 

describe the resolving power of spectrometers [Born and Wolf 1975 

~7.6.3J, has been widely used to describe the resolution of two point 

objects by an instrument with an unobscured circular aperture. The 

incoherent point spread function for these instruments is the Airy 

pattern (Figure 1.10), which consists of a bright central lobe (the 

Airy disc) surrounded by alternating dark and bright rings (the Airy 

rings). For an instrument with an aperture of diameter 0, the radius 

of the first dark ring is given by 

( 1 . 1 05a ) 

in terms of distance in the image plane, which referred to angular 

posi tion in the obj ect in radian uni ts (replacing -g, by z2. in (1.88) 

becomes 

1 • 22 >. 
U o '" --0- ( 1. 1 05b) 

The Rayleigh criterion holds that two point objects are barely 

resolved when the centre of the Airy disc from one object coincides 

with the first dark ring from the other, i.e. they are resolved when 

their angular separation is equal to or greater than uo ' The combined 

image in the barely resolved case has two intensity maxima with a 

slight dip between them. 

The half-intensity diameter of the Airy disc provides another 

reasonable measure of resolution for a circular aperture. It is 

approximately equal to 1.02 i in angular measure (cf. Figure 1.10), 

which is similar to the Rayleigh limit (1.105). The half-intensity 

diameter is analogous to the half-power beamwidth of an antenna Or the 

half-power bandwidth of an electrical filter. 

The integral over the OTF of an incoherent imaging system can 

be used as a measure of resolution [Fried 1966J. This integral, 
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R f H.(u,v) .du 
1 -
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.d~ (1.106) 

expresses the equivalent area [cf. Bracewell 1978 p .151 J of the 

transfer function H.(u,v). The equivalent area of the psf h.(x,v)' 
1 - 1 -

which is the reciprocal of this [cf. Bracewell 1978 p.151 J, provides 

an inverse measure of resolution (the larger it is, the poorer is the 

resolution). For a circular aperture of diameter D, the equivalent 

area of the psf h. (x,v) is given in terms of 1 inear measure in the 
1 -

image plane by 

In terms of angular measure in the object this becomes 

R 
a 

[Roddier 1981 c$4.3J. 

1.7 SUMMARY 

( 1 • 1 07a ) 

( 1 • 1 07b ) 

In many si tuations of practical interest, wave propagation is 

described to a good accuracy by a linear, scalar model. From this 

description comes the branch of optical theory known as Fourier Optics 

[Goodman 1968J. The Fourier transform, which is a useful tool in 

studying the behaviour of any linear system, appears explicitly in 

Fourier optics in the relation between the complex amplitude of a 

source and its far field radiation pattern, the intensi ty of a 

spatially incoherent source and the mutual coherence of its radiation 

in the far field, and the complex amplitudes of the fields in the 

front and back focal planes of an ideal thin lens. The Fourier 

transform expresses a quantity as the sum of sinusoidal components of 

different frequencies. The spatial Fourier transform of a 

two-dimensional source has the form of an angular spectrum of plane 

waves propagating in three-dimensional space, which is physically 

analogous to the far field radiation of the source. The response of 

an imaging system to different spatial frequencies is described by its 
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transfer function. Spatial frequency space and the transfer function 

provide a convenient description of the effects of diffraction 

limiting and of some types of aberrations on the performance of 

imaging systems. 
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CHAPTER 2 

OPTICAL ASTRONOMICAL IMAGING 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

In conventional optical astronomical imaging, celestial 

objects are viewed through the Earth's atmosphere with a ground-based 

telescope. The telescope aperture is usually circular wi th only small 

obstructions and may be several metres in diameter in large 

instruments [Barlow 1975J. The telescope is aimed at a celestial 

object and guided to follow the object's apparent motion across the 

sky. An image is formed by a detector such as photographic film or 

a photoelectric device [Eccles et al 1983J which integrates the 

intensi ty of I ight at the telescope's image plane over a certain 

exposure time. For the long exposure times typical of conventional 

astronomical imaging the spatial resolution of the image is limited 

not by the optical performance of the telescope but by the optical 

properties of the Earth's atmosphere, unless the aperture is very 

small (say ~ 10cm diameter) [Barlow 1975 <64.17J. Randomly fluctuating 

variations of refractive index in the atmosphere perturb the 

wavefronts of light travelling from the celestial objects to the 

telescope. distorting the image. Images formed wi th exposure times 

any longer than about one second are blurred so that an unresolved 

star (i.e. one which would not be resolved by the telescope wi thout 

atmospher ic effects; this is true for all stars except the Sun and a 

number of red giants in our galaxy) appears as a fuzzy patch called 

the seeing disc. The angular size of the seeing disc depends on the 

quality of the seeing, i.e. the severity of the atmospheric 

perturbations to the incoming light. For typical "good!! seeing the 

diameter of the seeing disc is roughly one arc second. 

The size of the seeing disc imposes a limit on the spatial 

resolution of conventional optical astronomical images. Its size (for 

the typical value quoted above) corresponds to the size of the 

diffraction-limited image of an unresolved star produced by a circular 

aperture of roughly 10cm diameter. The potential (diffraction-
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limited) resolution of the World's largest optical telescopes is far 

better 'than this, e.g. about 0.02 arc seconds for a 5m diameter 

aperture, which is a factor of 50 or more better than the resolution 

obtained in practice. Large apertures collect more light, allowing 

fainter objects to be imaged, but do not improve the resolution. This 

is the seeing problem in optical astronomy. 

In this chapter the optical astronomical imaging system and 

the effects of the Earth's atmosphere on optical astronomical imaging 

are reviewed. A general description of a typical optical astronomical 

imaging system is given in Section 2.2. The statistics of the optical 

field at the aperture of the telescope are described in Section 2.3. 

Section 2.4 considers the long time average of the image plane 

intenSity, which is the conventional long exposure image. Section 2.5 

considers the "instantaneous" image plane intensity, which is recorded 

in short exposure images with exposures much shorter than one second. 

Nonisoplanatism due to the atmosphere is treated in Section 2.6. In 

Section 2.7 a simple "phase screen" model for the atmosphere is 

described. This model is the basis of the algorithms described in 

Chapter 4 for simulating short exposure images with a digi tal 

computer. Section 2.8 briefly describes some of the techniques, other 

than speckle processing (see Chapter 3), which have been developed to 

obtain high spatial resolution despite atmospheric seeing. 

Published review articles on the effects of the atmosphere on 

optical propagation and astronomy have been written by Strohbehn 

[1971 J and Roddier [1981 J with a theoretical approach and by Woolf 

[1982J from the viewpoint of the astronomical observer. Ricort and 

Aime [1979 cbIV. AJ provide an excellent concise summary. 

2.2 OPTICAL ASTRONOMICAL IMAGING SYSTEM 

The imaging system of optical astronomy is shown schematically 

in Figure 2.1. The sources are celestial bodies such as stars, 

galaxies, nebulae, and planets and moons, which radiate or reflect 

light. The sources exist at various distances from the telescope, but 

the distances are all so great as to be effectively infinite as far as 

telescope imagery is concerned (Figure 1. 7c). Only the angular 
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coordinates of the sources in the heavens are directly inferable from 

the telescope image, so it is sensible to (conceptually) replace the 

act ual celestial sources by two-dimensional equivalent sources lying 

on a celestial e of large radius centred on the telescope 
--'---

aperture. 

The imaging instrument is an optical telescope [Barlow 1975J, 

which forms an image of a region of the celestial sphere in its focal 

plane. The angular extent of the region imaged by the telescope is 

very small in high resolution optical astronomy: even the wide-angle 

Schmidt "cameras" used in star mapping rarely have fields of view 

exceeding 100 [Barlow 1975 ¢4.4J. Angular coordinates ~ (in radians) 

on the celestial sphere are related to linear position x in the image 

plane by the telescope's focal length 9,. 

(2.1) 

for small I ~I (cf. 1.88). 

(FAR DISTANT) 
CELESTIAL 

SOURCES 

ATMOSPHERE 

TELESCOPE 

-C-e-le-s-t-ia-l--~~~: ,=--------.--~ Object plane 

Sphere 

. . . . . =20km 
. .. . . . , f~: . : : .: : ;::. :~':" ...... :'~ :.:: ...... :.: .. ::. 

: •• : tl, : •• " f •• : •• ; t • ,.'. '. " ••••• ~ 
....::.:.~~<~~~~~~+--~ Aperture plane 

-::------:----------...... - ~ Image plane 
Focal plane 

Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of the imaging system of optical 

astronomy. Light from celestial sources (e.g. stars) 

passes through the atmosphere to a telescope at the 

Earth's surface. Images are formed in the focal plane of 

the telescope. 
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Celestial sources are spatially incoherent (01.~.2.2) at 

optical frequencies. The equivalent sources on the celestial sphere 

also appear spatially incoherent, because the radius of the celestial 

sphere is exceedingly large compared to the dimensions of the 

telescope aperture [Bates 1982b 02.3J. The object in optical astronomy 

is therefore taken to be the two-dimensional distribution f(g) of 

intensity on the celestial sphere. The image is the intensity s(~) of 

the field in the image plane of the telescope. For convenience, the 

object and the image are often expressed as functions of the same 

spatial position vector, either g or ~, using (2.1). In this thesis 

they are both written as functions of linear position x in the image 

plane of the telescope. The" obj ectlf f(~) has physical significance 

as the image that would be formed by an ideal instrument with no 

aberrations and no diffraction limiting (001.6.2, 1.6.5). 

The Earth's atmosphere exists as an inhomogeneous medium 

interposed between the celestial sources and the telescope. The 

inhomogeneities affecting the propagation of light are variations of 

refractive index caused principally by variations in temperature in 

the atmosphere [Roddier 1981 J. The atmosphere is in continual, 

turbulent motion, so the inhomogenei ties vary randomly in space and 

time. Causes of turbulence in the atmosphere include velocity 

gradients in the boundary layer with the ground, thermal plumes, wake 

turbulence from mountains, and wind shears at high altitudes [Woolf 

1982, Roddier 1981]. An important source of image degradation is air 

turbulence and heating associated with the telescope dome and the 

telescope itself [Woolf 1982 05J. The severity of the effects of 

turbulence on optical propagation is expressed by the refractive index 

structure constant CN
2 [Roddier 1981 02.3]. Typical averaged profiles 

of the variation of C
N

2 with height above the ground are shown in 

Figure 2.2 (from Roddier [1981 ]). Solar heating of the ground causes 

significant diurnal variation at low altitudes. There is a peak in 

C
N

2
(h) in the tropopause at roughly 10km altitude, caused by strong 

wind shears that frequently occur there [Hufnagel 1974, Barletti et al 

1977 J. Below about 4km al ti tude, disturbances to the atmosphere from 

terrain irregularities such as mountains cause significant variation 

in CN
2(h) from site to site [Barletti et al 1976, Barletti et al 

1977 ]. 
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Since the atmospheric inhomogeneities are random, their 

effects on I ight propagation through the atmosphere to the telescope 

are best described by statistical measures. A convenient approach. 

which is used in the following sections of this chapter, is to 

consider the field at the aperture plane (or pupil ane of the 

telescope due to a single quasi-monochromatic point source on the 

celestial sphere. This is equivalent to characterising the random 

point spread function (01.2.1) of the atmosphere. An unresolved 

source is one whose apparent angular size on the celestial sphere is 

sufficiently less than the diffraction-limited resolution of the 

telescope (01.6.6) that its image is indistinguishable from that of a 

point source. 

Radiation from a celestial point source has effecti vely planar 

wavefronts at the top of the atmosphere, because the celestial sphere 

is very distant from the Earth. The thickness of the atmosphere is 

miniscule compared with this distance (Figure 2.1). The planar 

wavefronts are perturbed as the radiation propagates downward through 

the atmosphere to the telescope. The field at the aperture plane of 

the telescope exhibits random spatial and temporal variations of 

magnitude and phase due to the atmospheric perturbations. The 

magnitude variations are known as scintillation [Roddier 1981 08J. and 

can be piotured as coming from the varying areal densi ty at the 

.... .... .... .... .... .... .... 
.... , 

.... .... , , .. 

Daytime 

Nighttime 

Figure 2.2: Typical averaged profile of the refractive index 

structure constant C/(h) (after Roddier [1981 J). 
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telescope aperture of light rays bent by refraction in the high 

regions of the atmosphere. Scintillation is manifest to the naked eye 

as the twinkling, or time-varying brightness, of the stars. The phase 

variations, which span several times the principal range of 2~ radians 

at optical frequencies [Breckinridge 1976, Scaddan and Dainty 1977], 

come from the variations of integrated refractive index along the rays 

through the atmosphere to each part of the telescope pupil. 

The magnitude and phase fluctuations of the aperture plane 

field can be lumped together when considering the effects of the 

atmosphere on the telescope image [Fried 1966, Roddier 1981]. The 

contribution of the magnitude fluctuations to image degradation is 

generally much less than that of the phase flUctuations [Young 1974, 

Roddier 1981 ~7.3], and can often be omitted in analyses of imaging 

through the atmosphere [e.g. Roddier 1981 ~~4,5]. This 

approximation is called the ~ field approximation [Roddier 1981 

~7.3J. It is equivalent to assuming that the atmosphere perturbs 

the speed but not the direction of light rays passing through the 

atmosphere to the telescope. The aperture plane field from a 
-

quasi-monochromatic point source of mean wavelength A and unit 

strength is described under the near field approximation by 

= e (2.2) 

where $(~,~,t) is the random phase fluctuation across the telescope 

aperture. This is a phasor description (91.2.2), with the 

t-dependence describing the effects of the atmosphere's motion. 

In considering time-averaged quanti ties, such as spatial 

coherence and intensity of the aperture plane and image plane fields, 

and the short and long exposure images, several different time 

intervals need to be defined. Following Bates [1982b ~2.4], the 

temporal fluctuations of the atmosphere are characterised here by the 

short-interval t and the redistribution time t. ts is the longest 
s --- r 

interval over which the effects of the atmosphere can be considered 

to be unchanging or "frozen", so that 1jJ(~,I,t) is effectively constant 

during this interval. t is the shortest interval between instants at 
r 

which the states of the atmosphere affecting 1jJ(~,~,t) are 

statistically independent. Typical values quoted for these intervals 
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are of the order of 10ms for T and 500ms for T [Bates 1982b 02.4J 
s r 

(cf. 02.5). 

"Instantaneous" values of the averaged field quanti ties are 

evaluated over an interval long enough to allow the spatial 

incoherence of the source to become established (<11.4.2). It is safe 

to assume that this interval is much less than 1: [Bates 1982b 02.3]. 
s 

A short time average is taken over an interval that is not shorter 

than the It instantaneous lt interval and not longer than T. A long time 
s 

average is taken over an interval equal to at least several 

redistribution times. The atmospheric fluctuations are assumed to be 

statistically stationary during a long time average. Short and long 

time averages are denoted in this chapter, where necessary, by 

respectively. In the following chapters. however, long time averages 

are treated as averages over an ensemble of short exposure images 

(92.5) taken at different instants (see 03.2). 

2.3 STATISTICS OF THE APERTURE PLANE FIELD AMPLITUDE 

2.3. 1 FIRST-ORDER STATISTICS 

The first-order statistics of the complex amplitude of the 

aperture plane field due to a quasi-monochromatic point source are 

described with reasonable accuracy, for astronomical imaging at small 

or moderate zenith angles, by the log-normal model [Korff 1973. 

Roddier 1981 997,8]. This model describes the log-modulus and the 

phase of the field as independent normally distributed random variates 

[Tatarski 1961]. The log-normal model is a consequence of the Central 

Limit theorem in forward scattering or line-of-sight propagation, 

where the perturbations in the aperture plane field are a product of 

contributions from the medium through which the radiation has passed, 

and the Rytov transformation (91.5.4.2) is appropriate [Ishimaru 1978 

156.6]. 
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An alternative model is the normal or complex Gaussian model, 

which describes the real and the imaginary parts of the aperture-plane 

field as independent normally distributed random variates with zero 

means. This is considered to be a reasonable approximation when the 

seeing is poor, and has been used in place of the log-normal model for 

mathematical convenience [e.g. Korff et al 1972, Dainty 1973, Dainty 

1974, Roddier et al 1982J. Experimental measurements favour the 

log-normal model over the complex Gaussian model at visible 

wavelengths [Aime et al 1979J and in the infrared [Chelli et al 1979J. 

The angular extent of a celestial source has a marked effect 

on the scintillation in the aperture plane field. This is why the 

stars twinkle more than the planets do [Tatarski 1961 013J when 

observed wi th the naked eye. Information about the angular structure 

of a source can be inferred from measurements of the scintillation 

[Little and Hewish 1966J. This has been termed scintillation 

interferometry [Bates and Gough 1975, Bates 1982b 011.2 J. 

2.3.2 SECOND-ORDER STATISTICS 

The mutual coherence function (01.4.2) is an expression of the 

second-order statistics of field amplitude. In an incoherent imaging 

system (01.6.4) the second-order statistics of the aperture plane 

field are of crucial concern because the mutual coherence at the 

aperture plane is the spatial Fourier transform of the incoherent 

image (cf. 01.6.4). 

Roddier [1981 J considers the case of a monochromatic plane 

wave propagating downward through the atmosphere to the telescope 

aperture. The atmosphere is modelled by a continuum of non-absorbing 

horizontal "phase screens". The refractive index fluctuations in each 

phase screen are assumed to be accurately described by the propagation 

theory presented by Tatarski [1961 J, and are characterised by the 
2 refractive index structure constant C

N 
(h) as a function of height h. 

On integrating the effects of each phase screen through the whole 

height of the atmosphere, the mutual coherence function at the 

telescope aperture plane is found, under the near-f ield approximat ion 

(~2.2), to be [Roddier 1981 ~3.2J 
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e 
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where ~ is the spatial coordinate in the aperture plane, k is the wave 

number of the light (1. 43), and Y is the magnitude of angle from the 

zenith. Roddier [1981 ~4.5J summarises experimental measurements of 

BLT(~'A)' which in general agree well with (2.3). 

2.4 LONG EXPOSURE IMAGE: THE SEEING DISC 

The long exposure image is the long time average of the 

intensity of the image plane field. The seeing disc is the long 

exposure image of an unresolved celestial object. The seeing disc is 

equi valent to the point spread function of the telescope and 

atmosphere for long exposure imaging. 

If the telescope and atmosphere are assumed to be isoplanatic 

over the field of view of the telescope for long exposures then the 

spatial Fourier transform of the seeing disc can be defined as the 

long exposure transfer function HLE(~'v) of the telescope/atmosphere 

system. Under the more restrictive assumption of isoplanatism in the 

!!instantaneous" image, the form of HLE(u,v) may be derived as follows. 

The" instantaneous!! coherent transfer function (cf. ~1. 6.3) 

H (u,v,t) of the telescope and atmosphere is equal to the product of 
c -

the telescope's pupil function Q(~) and the field lj!(~'A,t) at the 

pupil of the telescope due to a point object of uni t strength at the 

origin of object space on the celestial sphere, i.e. 

H (u,v,t) 
c -

"Uni t strength" here means that, in the absence of atmospheric 

turbulence, lj!(~,A,t) := 1 (cf. 2.2). The "instantaneous" incoherent 

transfer function H(~,v,t) is equal to the autocorrelation of (2.4) 

(c f. 1. 1 02) , 
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A[ H (u, v, t ) ] 
c -

J Q*(U~()Q(U(~+~'» ljJ*09.u',h,t)ljJ09.(~+~').h,t) .du'. 

( 2.5) 

The long exposure transfer function HLE(~'v) is the long time average 

of the II instantaneous" incoherent transfer function, 

= J Q*(U~')Q(U(~+~'»<ljJ*(U~"h,t)ljJ(U(~+~')'h,t)\T .du'. 

(2.6) 

The time-averaged quantity within the integral in (2.6) is the mutual 

coherence function (2.3), which is independent of u' and so may be 

brought outside the integral to give 

(2.7) 

showing that the long exposure transfer function of the telesoope plus 

atmosphere is the produot of individual transfer funotions for the 

telescope and the atmosphere [Hufnagel and Stanley 1964, Fried 1966, 

Roddier 1981 J. The relations leading to (2.7) are oentrally important 

when considering astronomical imaging and so they are oolleoted 

together and restated here for reference: 

H (u,v,t) 
c -

H
T

( ~ ,v) 

HA(~'v) 

Q(h9.~) ljJ(h9.~,h,t). 

A[H (u,v,t)], 
o -

A[ Q (U~ ) ], 

BLT ( U~, h) 

<ljJ * ( Ut( , h, t) ljJ( U (~+~ , ) , h, t ) > LT' 

<H(~,v,t»LT 

HT(~'v) HA(~'v), 

. (2.8a) 

( 2. 8b ) 

(2. 8c) 

(2.8d) 

(2. 8e) 

(2.8f) 
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<h(~,v,t»LT ++ <H(~,v,t»LT' 

s LE (~ ,v ) = f ( ~ , v ) 0 < h (~ , V , t ) \ T • 

(2. 8g) 

(2.8h) 

The spatial resolution of long exposure images is limi ted 

primarily by whichever of HT or HA is narrower in ~-space, since HLE 

is their product. If the telescope aperture is of small diameter, HT 

is narrow. If the seeing is poor, HA is narrow. Resolving powers 

[Fried 1966J can be defined for the telescope alone and for the 

atmosphere alone by substituting HT or HA, respectively, for the Hi in 

(1.106). The Fried parameter r [Fried 1966J is defined as the 
- 0 

diameter of the two-dimensional circular aperture of a diffraction-

limited telescope for which these resolving powers are equal, i.e. 

with HT(~'v) equal to HD(~'v) as given by (2. 

that HA '" HAo From (2.9), (2.3), (1.107), and 

MKS uni ts by 

r o 

2 
( 0.060 A CoSY)~ 

J eN 2(h). dh 

(2.9) 

) and (1.90). Note 

(1.43), r is given in o 

(2.10) 

[Barletti et al 1977; cf. Roddier 1981 ~4.3J and, substituting this 

into (2.3) (cf. 2.8e), the atmospheric transfer function takes the 

form 

(2.11) 

which is ill ustrated and compared wi th HT for a large telescope in 

Figure 2.3. Note from (2.10) that r increases with wavelength [Karo o 
and Schneiderman 1978J and decreases with increasing zenith angle. 

Experimental measurements of HA are given by Roddier and Roddier [1973 

Fig. 3J, Roddier [1976J, and Brown and Scaddan [1979J; see also 

Roddier [1981 J (54.5. 

The Fried parameter r is an important measure of the seeing 
o 
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beoause it oharaoterises in a single parameter the effeots of the 

atmosphere on oonventional long exposure images. Like other 

properties of atmospherio turbulenoe, r varies from time to time and 
o 

from plaoe to plaoe. Typioal values at visible wavelengths are of the 

order of 

r "" 1 O~m o 
(2.12) 

with variations of up to an order of magnitude eaoh side of this 

[Labeyrie 1976, Woolf 1982 ~4; Dainty and Soaddan 1974, Roddier 1976, 

Schneiderman and Karo 1978b, Dyok and Howell 1983, von der LUhe 1984]. 

The time soale of signifioant ohanges in r may be as short as a few 
o 

seoonds [Karo and Sohneiderman 1976a]. 

By analogy with the diffraotion limit I~I DIU of spatial 

frequenoies aooepted by an inooherent imaging system with an aperture 

of diameter D (~1.6.4), one may define the seeing limit as I~I ro/Ai 

(of. Figure 2.3). Seeing-limited resolution is poorer than 

diffraotion-limited resolution when D > r . D may be fifty or more 
o 

times r for large telesoopes, whioh leads to a fifty-fold or more 
o 

loss of resolution due to the seeing in long exposure images. 

1 1 

/ Telescope 

/ Atmosphere 

o I-----;:::=---~ --lui 
ro 2ro -

o It----__ ------, --Iu I 

(Q)O At At 
ro .JL -

(b)O At At 

Figure 2.3: The long-exposure atmospherio transfer funotion HA(~'v). 

(a) HA(~'v) from (2.11). 

(b) HA(~'v) (atmosphere) oompared with HT(~'v) 

(telesoope) for a diffraotion-limited telesoope with 

two-dimensional oiroular aperture of diameter 

D 50r (e.g. 5m telescope, r 100m). r IU is 
o 0 0 

the seeing limit and D/Ai is the diffraotion limit. 
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The reciprocal of the seeing limit, At/r , describes the 
o 

diameter of the seeing disc in the image plane of the telescope. In 

angular measure on the celestial sphere (cf. 2.1) this becomes 

e = AIr, which has been called the seeing angle [Dyck and Howell 
s 0 .Ii -- _1 

1983J. Since r varies as AS (2.10), e varies as A S and thus the o s 
seeing slowly improves with increasing wavelength [Roddier 1981 04.3J. 

The seeing angle is a measure of the resolution of long exposure 

images. At visible wavelengths and for typical seeing conditi.ons 

(2.12) the seeing angle is approximately one arc second. 

The predicted shape of the seeing disc is given by the 

two-dimensional Fourier transform of (2.11). Figure 2.4 (from Roddier 

[1981 J; see also Woolf [1982J) shows a profile of this together with 

measured intensities from actual seeing discs [King 1971 J and a 

Gaussian profile fitted to the central region of the seeing disc. The 

Gaussian profile is equivalent to replacing the exponent ~ by ~ in 

(2.11). From Figure 2.4, the measured seeing disc clearly has wider 

edges than the Gaussian profile. The fit between (2.11) and the 

D 

-3 

Aureole 
~ ~ / 

~<O-

-6~--~~~~+-~--~~~--~--~~-a 

0.1 1 10 (arc seconds) 

Figure 2.4: Profiles of the seeing disc (after Roddier [1981 J, Woolf 

[1982J). Vertical scale is logarithm of intensity, 

normalised to unity at the centre of the seeing disc. 

Squares and diamonds: measurements of actual seeing discs 

[King 1971 J. Solid line: theoretical profile from the 

two-dimensional Fourier transform of (2.11). Dotted line: 

Gaussian profile. 
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measured seeing disc is good in both the centre and the edges. The 

wide aureole surrounding the measured seeing disc probably results 

from dust and from small imperfections in the telescope optics [Woolf 

1982 J. 

2.5 SHORT EXPOSURE IMAGE: SPECKLE 

A short exposure image is an average of the image plane 

intensity over the short-interval 1" , during which the state of the 
s 

atmosphere is essentially constant. The short exposure image of a 

bright, quasi-monochromatic, unresolved source in a large telescope 

(of aperture diameter at least several times r ) is a patch of light 
o 

of size similar to that of the seeing disc but having a mottled or 

speckled appearance. The speckling arises from the interference at 

the image plane of light from the randomly phased field at the 

aperture plane. This is closely analogous to the laser speckle 

[Dainty 1975a J observed when I ight of high temporal coherence is 

reflected or refracted by a rough surface. Short exposure 

astronomical images are known as speckle images [Bates 1982b ~4]. 

Examples of speckle images of astronomical objects have been published 

by (for example) Irwin [1975], Dainty [1975b Fig.7.1 J. and Dainty 

[1984 Fig.7.1]. If the short exposure imagery is assumed to be 

isoplanatic (this rather stringent assumption is discussed in Section 

2.6), then the speckle image sSE(~,v,t) is related to the object 

f{~,v) by (cf. 2.8) 

~ = A.Q,~, ( 2. 1 

H (u,v,t) 
c - Q ( H~) I/I( H~ , A. t ) , (2. 13b) 

H(~,v,t) A[H (u,v,t)]. 
c -

(2. 13c) 

h(~.v.t) ++ H(~ .. v.t), (2. 13d) 

sSE{~·v.t) = f(~,V)0h(~.v,t). (2. 13e) 

The II instantaneous" or short exposure transfer function 

H H(~.v,t) cannot be separated into a product of telescope and 

atmosphere transfer functions. unl ike the long exposure transfer 

function HLE = <H> which can be (2.6, 2.7), because the mutual 
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coherence function in (2.6) evaluated as a short time average instead 

of a long time average (see final paragraph of 1$2.2) is not independent 

of u'. 

H is the autocorrelation of the random complex function H c 
(2.13b). The perturbed wavefront 1/1 in (2.13b) is spatially correlated 

in pupil space with a correlation length of the order of the Fried 

parameter r. The value of H is correlated in _u-space with a o c 
correlation length of the order of r i H. The expected magni tude of H 

is significantly greater than zero for all spatial frequencies up to 

the diffraction limit I~I = D/A~, but its phase is random with 

essentially uniform pdf at frequencies above the seeing limit 

I~ I = r iA~ (assuming D > r 0)' The randomness of the phase of H is 

the reason why the long exposure transfer function HLE has essentially 

zero magnitude above the seeing limit (cf. Figure 2. 3b. (2. 8f) ). For 

a highly redundant aperture such as a full circular aperture, the 

expected magni tude of the OTF H (cf. 1.103) is considerably less than 
" the magnitude of the telescope OTF ~ for spatial frequencies above 

the seeing limit but appreciably below the diffraction limit. The 
" expected squared magnitude of H above the seeing limit is proportional 

" to the magnitude of HT, as is shown in Section 2.5.2. 

The size of the speckles in a speckle image of an unresolved 

object is governed by the diameter of the telescope aperture, and is 

similar to the size of the Airy disc the aperture would form in 

diffraction-limited conditions. The extent of the region over which 

the speckles appear is governed by the atmospheric seeing (described 

by the Fried parameter r ), and is similar to the size of the seeing o 
disc. When the speckle size is not all that much smaller than the 

seeing disc, the speckles are less speckly than "wormy" [Bates 1982b 

02.1J. The number Nsp of speckles in the speckle image of an 

unresolved object is approximately equal to the number of correlation 

regions of the atmospheric phase distortion present within the 

telescope aperture [Bates 1982b t$~.1J~ and is given by 

N sp 

where K is the dimensionality of the aperture (K 

(2.1~) 

1 for a sl it 
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aperture, K = 2 for a circular aperture) and D is the aperture's 

diameter. A more precise expression for the number of correlation 

regions in a circular telescope pupil (i.e. K 2) is given by 

replacing ro by 0.44ro in (2.14) [Ricort and Aime 1979, Mariotti et al 

1983, Dainty 1984 ~7.2.3, cf. Aime 1974J. 

The speckles in a speckle image change wi th time as the state 

of the atmosphere changes they are sometimes said to "boil" [e.g. 

0' Donnell et al 1982 J. Measurements of the temporal correlation 

function of speckle intensity [Parry et al 1979, Lohmann and Weigelt 

1979, O'Donnell et al 1982, Ebersberger and Weigelt 1985J give 

temporal correlation lengths of the order of 5 to 20ms. These 

measurements define the length of the short-interval T. The 
s 

redistribution time T is the interval over which the correlation 
r 

becomes essentially zero. In speckle images exposed for longer than 

T the speckles become blurred and their contrast drops. A long 
s 

exposure image can be thought of as an integration of speckle images 

over several or many redistribution times, during which the changing 

speckles smear out into the featureless seeing disc. Roddier [1981] 

and Roddier et al [1982J point out that the effects of exposure times 

greater than T on speckle images are formally similar to the effects 
s 

of partial isoplanatism (~2.6) (see Roddier [1981 ~6J). 

The appearance of a speckle image is affected by the bandwidth 

of the light used to form it. A speckle image formed in wideband 

light does not show the same high contrast speckle as one formed with 

quasi-monochromatic light (1.37), because the random phase 

perturbations associated with a given state of the turbulent 

atmosphere (~2. 2) are wavelength dependent. However, even in a 

wideband speckle image, speckles are generally evident somewhere 

within the image, particularly near its centre [Bates and Cady 1980, 

Bates 1982b Fig.2.4J. To form high contrast speckle over the whole 

extent of the speckle image. the correlation length of the I ight used 

must be appreciably greater than the path length differences 

introduced by the atmospheric refractive index fluctuations and 

telescope aberrations [Dainty 1973J. Karo and Schneiderman [1978J 

have measured the averaged power spectrum (~2.5.2) of speckle images 

formed under typical seeing conditions (r ~ 10cm) with light of 
o 

various bandwidths. They find negl igi ble loss of high spatial 



frequencies from finite bandwidth for AA ~ 30nm, and significant but 

not large loss for AA ~ 70nm, at a centre wavelength X 500nm. Wynne 

[1979J has described an optical system with a wavelength-dependent 

magnification designed to cancel the wavelength dependence of the 

angular scale of speckle images. and hence broaden the allowable 

bandwidth in speckle processing. 

2.5. 1 FIRST-ORDER STATISTICS OF SPECKLE IMAGES 

The field at each point in the image plane is a sum of 

randomly-phased contributions from all parts of the telescope 

aperture. The phase perturbations induced by the atmosphere span 

several times 2w radians, as noted previously (~2.2). When there are 

many correlation regions (of average diameter r ) of the atmospheric 
o 

phase perturbations wi thin the telescope aperture (of diameter D) 

there are many contributions at each point in the image plane. The 

speckle formed in the short exposure image of a quasi-monochromatic 

point object is then similar to laser speckle [Dainty 1975aJ, and 

theoretical results for the first-order statistics of laser speckle 

[Goodman 1975J can be applied to the speckle image. From the Central 

Limit theorem, the first-order statistics of the complex amplitude of 

the image plane field are complex Gaussian. The first-order 

statistics of the image plane field magnitude follow the Rayleigh 

distribution [cf. Haykin 1978 pp.212-J. The first-order statistics of 

the image plane field intensity, i.e. the speckle image (~2.5), are 

described by a chi-squared distribution with two degrees of freedom 

[Abramowitz and Stegun 1973 ~26.4J, which is the negative-exponential 

di stri but i on 

-il <1> 
<1> e (2.15a) 

<I> is the ensemble average intensity, which characterises the 

brightness of the object. Because of the nonzero correlation length 

of the aperture-plane phase fluctuations, <I> varies with position in 

the image plane, according to the shape of the seeing disc. The mean 

of the distribution (2.15a) is ~I = <I>, and its standard deviation is 

01 = <I>. The speckle contrast, defined as the ratio aI/~I' is equal 

to unity [Goodman 1975 ~2.2.3J. The cumulative distribution function 
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of I is gi ven by 

1 - e -i/<1> ( 2. 15b) 

The probability density function of I normalised by its ensemble 

average val ue is 

-il <1> 
e ( 2. 15c ) 

Equations (2.15) apply to speckle images formed with unpolarised light 

provided the orthogonally polarised components of each speckle image 

are identical in form [Goodman 1975 ifi2.3.3J. 

When the object consists of several point components, each 

speokle image oontains several speokled oontributions added 

inooherently. The image plane intensities add linearly for inooherent 

objects, so the probability density function of the speckle image can 

be found using characteristic functions [Bennett 1956J to be 

N B 
N-2 -i/B 

n 
Pr Ci ) I ( n e (2. 1 6a ) 

N n=1 IT (B - B ) 
k=l k n 

[Goodman 1975 di2. 3. 2, cf. Bates 1982b rJ4.7J provided none of the Bn are 

exactly equal, where the B are proportional to the brightnesses of 
n 

the N individual points and 

N 
<1> I 

n=l 
B n 

(2.16b) 

As the number N of point oomponents in the objeot increases (in the 

limi t, to a large extended obj ect), the speokle image pdf tends to 

a normal distribution [cf. Hunt et al 1983 rJ5J by the Central Limit 

theorem, with a mean that inoreases as N and a standard deviation that 

inoreases only as IN. Thus the oontrast of the speckles diminishes as 

N inoreases. This behaviour is markedly different from that of 

speckle from spatially coherent obj eots, e.g. in ul trasonic speokle 

imaging [Bates and Robinson 1981, Minard et al 1985J. In the 
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spatially coherent case the image plane field adds linearly by complex 

amplitude and so the first-order statistics of the field amplitude 

(and intensity) are unaffected by N except for a scaling constant 

[Goodman 1975 ~2.3.1J. In computer simulations of coherent speckle 

images, Minard [1985 ~6.3.2J finds that the probability density 

function of the image plane field magnitude is essentially identical 

in form for a point object and for extended objects of various shapes. 

2.5.2 SECOND-ORDER STATISTICS OF SPECKLE IMAGES 

The second-order statistics of speckle images can be treated 

by considering the averaged autocorrelation of a speckle image, 

<SSE(~,\I,t)~ sSE(~'\I,t»LT == 

<J s;E(~( ,\I,t)sSE(~+~' ,\I,t) .d?S'>LT' ( 2. 1 7) 

or equivalently by considering the spatial Fourier transform of the 

averaged autocorrelation, which is the averaged power spectrum or 

Wiener spectrum of the speckle image, 

(2.18) 

Studies of these quantities for an unresolved object f(~,\I) = Q(~)f(\I) 
give information about the point spread function <A[h(~,\I,t)]>LT and 

the associated transfer function <IH(~'\I,t)12>LT of speckle 

interferometry (c$3.3). 

If the short exposure imaging process is assumed to be 

isoplanatic, the speckle image is related to the object by the 

convol ution 

(2.13e). The averaged power spectrum (2.18) of the speckle image is 

then equal to 
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2 2 
IF(~,\l)1 <IH(~,\l,t)1 >LT (2.19a) 

I F( ~,\l ) 12 < I A[ Q (H~) lPC;\.t~, A, t ) ] 12> LT 

I F( ~ , \l ) 12 if Q ( H~ , ) Q * ( H ( ~ +~ , ) ) Q * ( H~ " ) Q ( H ( ~ +~ " ) ) 

<lP(H~' ,A,t) lP*(H(~+~')'A,t) lP*(H~" ,A,t) 

(2. 1 9b ) 

Evaluation of the fourth-order moment of W (the aperture plane field 

due to a quasi-monochromatic point source) in (2.19b) requires the 

assumption of a probability density function for $ (c62.3.1). Korff et 

al [1972] use an heuristic approach, modelling $ by a collection of 

"cells" wi th independent random modul i and phases distri buted across 

the aperture of the telescope. Dainty [1973J uses a complex Gaussian 

model for $. These approaches predict that when D » r , 
o 

<IH(~'\l,t)12>LT is of the form 

(2.20) 

where 

(2.21 ) 

(cf. 2. 8e) is the correlation area of the perturbed wavefront W, A is 

the area of the telescope aperture, N (2. ll1) is the ratio of A to a, sp 
HLE(~,\l) is the long exposure transfer function (2.8f), and 

( 2.22) 

is a transfer function with significant value out to the diffraction 

limit of the telescope. For an unapodised telescope [cf. Jacquinot 

and Roizen-Dossier 19611], IQ(H~)I is equal to either 1 or 0 (cf. 

1.10ll, 1.90), so that (2.22) becomes 

(2.23) 
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and HD(~'V) is equal to the diffraction-limited incoherent transfer 
2 function of the telescope. The form of <IH(~,v,t)1 > according to 

(2.20) and (2.23) is the sum of the squared modulus of the long 

exposure transfer function (2.8f) and a component proportional to the 

transfer function of the telescope alone with no aberrations, provided 

the random aberrations of the atmosphere are worse than the fixed ones 

of the telescope [Dainty 1973, Dainty 1977, cf. Roddier et al 1978]. 

Korff [1973] uses the more realistic log-normal model for $ to 

derive <IH(~,v,t)12>. His analysis predicts a low-frequency component 

(cf. first term on the right hand side of (2.20» which has the form 

of a long exposure transfer function with image wander (02.8) removed, 

and is thus somewhat wider in ~-space than the first term of (2.20). 

The forms of <IH(~,v,t)12> predicted by (2.20) and by Korff [1973] are 

nicely compared by Ricort and Aime [1976] for various values of Dlr o 
also Fried [1979]). When D »r the predictions of the two o 

models are essentially identical. The crucial feature for high 

spatial resolution astronomy, the presence of a diffraction-limited 

component in <IH(~,v,t)12>, is predicted by both models. Measurements 

of <IH(~,v,t)12> for unresolved stellar sources [Karo and Schneiderman 

1976b, Aime et al 1979, Chelli et al 1979] agree well with Korff 

[1973 ]. 

The magnitude of the diffraction-limited (second) term on the 

right hand side of (2.20) relative to the first term, for I~I 

given by the ratio 

(J 

A N sp 

0, is 

(cf.2.14). For a large telescope with a circular aperture, 1 IN sp 
can be small in practice [Dainty 1975b ~7.2.3]. but nevertheless 

<IH(~,v,t)12> has significant value nearly to the diffraction limit of 

the telescope .g. Karo and Schneiderman 1976b. Aime et al 1979] and 

for an aberrated telescope can even be greater than the magni tude of 

the transfer function HT(~'v) of the telescope with no atmosphere 

[Dainty 1973. Dainty 1974, Karo and Schneiderman 1977; cf. Roddier et 

al 1978]. 

The second-order statistics of speckle images are described in 
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Fourier space by the inverse Fourier transform of (2.20), 

(2.24) 

For an unapodised telescope and D » r , a is approximately equal to o 
the ratio of the areas in Fourier space of IHLE(~,v)12 and HD(~'V) 
(cf. 2.21, 2.8, 2.23), and hence is approximately equal to the ratio 

of A[hLE(~'V)] and hD(~'V) at the centre of image space. The central 

ordinates of the two terms in (2.24) are thus approximately equal to 

each other, allowing (2.24) to be written in normalised form as 

(2.25) 

[cf. Goodman 1975 ¢2.5.2]. Note that i[hLE(~'V)] and hD(~'V) are 

normalised to unity at the centre of image space and are not just the 

inverse Fourier transforms of IHLE(~,v)12 and HD(~'V)' According to 

(2.25), <A[h(~,v,t)]>LT consists of a narrow diffraction-limited 

component plus a broad "fog" component. The value of the fog at the 

centre of image space is equal to one half of the total value of the 

central peak, irrespective of N , provided D » r • sp 0 

2.6 NONISOPLANATISM 

Radiation from points at different positions on the celestial 

sphere passes through different parts of the Earth's atmosphere to 

reach the aperture of the telescope, because the atmosphere occupies a 

volume spanning an appreciable height above the aperture. The images 

of the different points suffer different atmospheric distortions, 

making the astronomical imaging system nonisoplanatic (cPl.2.1). Under 

the near field appr.oximation (c$2.2) the rays from a celestial obj ect 

are assumed to be straight within the atmosphere. The part of the 

atmosphere affecting the image of a point source at a certain position 

on the celestial sphere then lies within the tunnel formed by the 

projection of the telescope aperture up through the atmosphere along 

the rays from the source (see Figure 2.5). For different source 

positions these tunnels enclose different volumes. 

Strictly, an imaging system is either isoplanatic or 
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nonisoplanatic, or effectively isoplanatic or effectively 

nonisoplanatic. However, the descriptor of isoplanatism is the change 

in the form of the point spread function for different positions of 

the point object used to form it. If a measure of similarity between 

two point spread functions can be defined, it is then sensible to 

define a degree of isoplanatism between the two object positions 

which ranges from (say) 1 for perfect isoplanatism when the two point 

spread functions are exactly al ike. to 0 for complete nonisoplanatism 

when the two point spread functions are completely dissimilar, 

according to the similarity measure used. The imaging can be said to 

be partially isoplanatic when the degree of isoplanatism is 

intermediate between 1 and O. 

The severity of the nonisoplanatism caused by the atmosphere, 

expressed for example as the angular diameter of the isoplanatic patch 

within which the degree of isoplanatism is significantly greater than 

zero, is in general different for different types of imaging. e.g. 

long or short exposures [Liu and Lohmann 1973. Wang 1975. Fried 1976, 

Celestial 
sources 

:;/""/ Atmosphere affecting 
/ ~ the image of P1 

~, Atmosphere affecting 
~" the image of P2 

Atmosphere 

--~::t:::::::;.-- -- ~ 

Telescope 

______ .L.---'-_______ __ X 

-
Figure 2.5: Illustrating the origin of nonisoplanatism. Radiation 

from different parts of the celestial sphere passes 

through different parts of the atmosphere to reach the 

telescope and hence suffers different atmospheric 

perturbations. 
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Fried 1979J. For imaging with conventional telescopes (i.e. excluding 

acti ve optics), the nonisoplanatism associated wi th the II instantaneousl1 

or short exposure image is of fundamental importance because all other 

types of image are formed by averaging or combining short exposure 

images in various ways. 

Nonisoplanatism in the long exposure image (1$2.4) is due to 

the dependence of the form of the image on zenith angle Y (2.3, 2.8e, 

2.7), if the statistical properties of the atmospheric turbulence are 

horizontally stationary. cos(Y) changes very slowly with Y when Y is 

small, so the effects of the variation of ro with Yare negligible in 

almost all practical cases and the effects of the atmosphere on long 

exposure images are essentially isoplanatic [Fried 1976J. 

Nonisoplanatism in the short exposure image can be measured by 

forming a speckle image of an object comprising two unresolved 

sources, e.g. 

f(~,v) = O(~-~l) + O(~-~2)' 

sSE(!,v,t) = J f(!',v) h(!,!',v,t).d!' 

= h(~'~l ,v,t) + h(~'!2,v,t), 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

where the point spread function h(:,v,t) in (2.13e) has been 

generalised to the space-variant or nonisoplanatic form h(~,~' ,v,t) 

(cf. 1$1.2.1). If the separation ~2 - ~1 between the unresolved 

sources is sufficiently great, then the image consists of two 

separated speckle patterns. A quantitative measure of nonisoplanatism 

can be established from the cross-correlation of the speckle patterns 

[Lohmann and Weigelt 1979J, 

(2.28) 

or equivalently from the speckle cross-spectrum (which is the Fourier 

transform of (2.28» [Roddier et al 1982J, 

(2.29) 
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Expressions for the speckle cross-spectrum for a large 

telescope (D » r ) are derived by Roddier et al [1982J, who stress o 

75 

that previous treatments of nonisoplanatism by Fried [1976J and Fried 

[1979J (see also Fried [1982J, Novoseller [1985J) apply only to small 

apertures. Using the complex Gaussian model of aperture plane field 

amplitude (<$2.3.1), Roddier et al [1982J obtain the expression 

(expressed here in the notation of this thesis, cf. their eq. (13» 

<H*(~'~1'\l,t)H(~'~2'\l,t»LT '" IA[Q(~)]12 IBLT(~'A)12 + 

cr(Q) Q .. (~,hQ) (2.30) 

for the speckle cross-spectrum, which applies to the geometry shown in 

Figure 2.6. 

e ( 2. 31 ) 

is the angular separation of the two unresol ved sources on the 

celestial sphere, Q(~) is the telescope's pupil function (1.10~), 

Turbulent 
layers in the 
atmosphere 

-------~~~"----~>E_- - IX -

t h~_1 -~I~~ Effective 
=F======;::::::::::;::=t====;f==::.=1:::;==:$: thickness 

L--'!""I-T-_...J=: 
ii Effective 

mean height I I 
I I 
II 

~--~~~---+-~ 

-------4i..-......I-------...L.._x -
Figure 2.6: Geometry for equations (2.30) and following, describing 

the effects of partial isoplanatlsm on the speckle 

cross-spectrum from two separated celestial point 

sources. 
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B
LT

( ~, A) is the long exposure atmospher ic transfer funct ion (2.3, 

2.8e), Q .. (~,tiQ) is the four-circle overlap function [cf. Korff 1973, 

Roddier et al 1982 eq. (8)J defined by 

J Q(~") Q*(~+~") Q*(~'+~")Q(~+~'+~") .d~" 
( 2.32) 

for the general case of a complex pupil function Q (see Figure 2.7), 

and o(e) is the correlation area of the perturbed wavefronts ~ at the 

telescope aperture given by 

o( e) 

-
[Roddier et al 1982 eq. (42)J where 0" 0(2) is given by (2.21). h 

and Ah are the effecti ve mean height and thickness, respecti vely, 

of the atmospheric turbulence (Figure 2.6) and are defined in terms 

of moments with respect to height of the C
N

2
(h) profile (02.2) 

[Roddier et al 1982 eqs.(37,41 )J. If 6 0 or h Ah = 0, i.e. the 

Tl" 
£" = (£", Tt) 

Figure 2.7: The four-circle overlap function Q .. (~,~') (2.32) for a 

circular pupil Q(~). If the telescope is unaberrated and 

unapodised, i.e. Q(~) 1 inside the pupil and 0 outside 

it, Q .. (~,~') is equal to the shaded area. 
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conditions are isoplanatic, then (2.30) reduces directly to (2.20). 

The first term on the right hand side of (2.30) describes the 

broad background observed in the cross-correlation of two speckle 

point spread functions. The second term describes the sharp peak that 

occurs in the cross-correlation under isoplanatic or partially 

isoplanatic condi tions. The width of the peak is inversely related to 

the width in ~-space of the product 0(~)Q4(~,h~). The ~-dependence of 

the shape of Q4(~,hQ) in pace gives rise to different isoplanatic 

patch sizes for different frequencies and orientations of spatial 

frequency components in the object [Korff et al 1975 I5IIJ. The height 

of the cross-correlation peak above the background, relati ve to its 

height under perfectly isoplanatic conditions, is given by the ratio 

[cf. Roddier et al 1982 eq.(33)J 

(2.34) 

where 

A[ Q(Q ] (2.35) 

is the autocorrelation or two-circle overlap function of the pupil 

function Q(~) (Figure 1.8b) and is also the telescope's incoherent 

transfer function (2. 8d). For an unapodi sed telescope, the ratio of 

the magnitudes of the Q2 functions on the right hand side of (2.34) 

represents the ratio of the overlap area of proj ections of the 

telescope's pupil in the directions of the two point sources onto a 

plane at height h to the area of the pupil itself (cf. Figures 1.8, 

2.6). Introducing the symbol R for this ratio of areas, defined by 
a 

R (e) 
a -

allows (2.34) to be rewritten as 

( 2.36) 

For thin turbulence (8h « h), o(S) is essentially constant in (2.34), 
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so that (2.37) becomes 

(2.38) 

as derived by Lohmann and Weigelt [1979J and Bagnuolo [198~J for a 

single turbulence layer. Rh(~) is a useful definition of the degree 

of isoplanatism across an angle 8 in object space because its value 

ranges from unity in completely isoplanatic conditions (e.g. 8 Q) to 

zero in completely nonisoplanatic conditions, and because it describes 

a tangi ble and readily measurable feature of the speckle cross

correlation. Rh(~) is also readily measurable from the image formed 

by speckle interferometry (3.1~) of a pair of unresolved stars 

[Roddier et al 1982J. 

Increasing I ~I, i.e. reducing the degree of isoplanatism, 

affects the sharp peak in <H*(~'~l,v,t)H(~'~2,v,t»LT by broadening it 

and attenuating it relative to its condition for e O. The size of 

the isoplanatic patch, which is here taken to be the maximum magnitude 

8 of angular separation for which the sharp peak in the speckle cross-
o 

correlation is tangible, depends on the effective width with respect 

to ~ of the o(~) Q,,(~,tl~) term in the right hand side of (2.30). The 

width of Q" (~,h~) can be descr i bed by the value 

80T = D/h (2.39) 

of I~I above which Q4(~,h~) is zero for all~. The effective width of 

0(8) can be described by the angle I~I 8
0A 

at which o(~) drops to a 

fraction lie of 0(8) [Roddier et al 1982J, which from (2.33) is given 

by 

0.36 r Il'lh • o 
(2.~0) 

The isoplanatic __ =-_e 8
0 

is primarily determined by the smaller of 80T 
or 8

0A
, i.e. 

e o 
(2. ~1 ) 

with the proviso that the o(Q) Q4(~,hQ) term of (2.30) is exactly zero 

for IQI > 80T but may have significant value for I~I > 80A , 
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If Ah/h < O. 36r iD, i.e. the atmospheric turbulence is 

concentrated in a high, thin layer, then eOT < eOA and the isoplanatic 

angle is dependent primarily on the diameter of the telescope 

aperture, not on the seeing. This is the result obtained by Lohmann 

and Weigelt [1979J and Bagnuolo [1984J using single phase screen 

models of the atmosphere. If Ah/h > 0.36r o/D, i.e. the turbulence is 

thick and extends down close to the telescope (which is realistic in 

practice), then e
OT 

> e oA and the isoplanatic angle is limited 

primarily by the atmosphere, independent of telescope size. Putting 

reasonable values of D 2m, h = 10km into (2.39) [cf. Weigelt 1975 

di5J produces the result eOT == 40 arc seconds, which is larger than the 

measured values of eo quoted in the next paragraph. Thus, in practice 

the i soplanatic angle of large telescopes should usually be 1 imited 

by eOA ' 

Published observations of nonisoplanatism in short exposure 

imaging [Title et al 1975, Nisenson and Stachnik 1978, Schneiderman 

and Karo 1978a, Pollaine et al 1979, Lohmann and Weigelt 1979, Weigelt 

1979, Ebersberger and Weigelt 1985J show a wide spread in estimates of 

e , wi th Schneiderman and Karo [1978a J reporting no detectable 
o 

isoplanatism for I~I 3.5" and Weigelt [1979J reporting partial 

isoplanatism for I~I = 22". This spread may come from differences in 

atmospheric condi tions and from differences in the interpretation of 

nonisoplanatic effects in the various experiments. Roddier et al 

[1982J show a graph of e
OA 

against time, estimated according to (2.40) 

from repeated measurements of the C
N

2
(h) profile, which shows strong 

fl uctuations between about 2" and 5" wi th a time scale of the order of 

five to ten minutes. A typical upper limit on eo for a detectable 

peak in the speckle cross-correlation might be taken to be about 10". 

2.7 A SIMPLE MODEL OF THE ATMOSPHERE 

A feature of speckle processing techniques (Chapter 3), 

Verified by practice in the optical laboratory and in computer 

simulations [Labeyrie 1976, Bates 1982bJ, is that in general they are 

insensitive to the details of the statistics of the distortions to 

which the incident radiation is subjected. The following simple model 

is therefore useful in discussing and simulating speckle processing 
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(a) 

(b) 

* * -- ~ Object plane 

------------- ~ Image plane 

-----~~~i(~--~A~:(-----~ 
I~ 

I 
I I 

I I 

I I 

I 

I 

/ Phase screen ejet> 

h 

----~~~------------~ 

Figure 2.8: A simple model of the atmosphere. The atmosphere is 

modelled as a thin, transparent "phase screen" which 

introduces phase perturbations to radiation arriving at 

the telescope aperture. The phase screen may be pictured 

as a random collection of II seeing cells" of random 

refractive index and average diameter r [cf. Bates 
o 

1982b ()4.1J. 

(a) Placing the phase screen at the aperture plane 

produces isoplanatic imagery. 

(b) Nonisoplanatic imagery may be modelled by raising 

the phase screen to a height h above the aperture 

plane. 
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methods (cf. Chapter 4). 

The atmosphere in this model (see Figure 2.8) is represented 

by a thin, transparent phase screen which randomly perturbs the phase 

of radiation passing through it. The phase screen is assumed to lie 

deep wi thin the near field of the telescope aperture (cf. Table 1.2), 

so that a plane wave of unit ampl itude propagating downward through 

the phase screen arrives at the telescope aperture with effectively 

unit magnitude and distorted phase. The phase distortion ~(~'A,t) 

describes the phase perturbation at wavelength A and time t across 

that part of the phase screen onto which the telescope aperture is 

projected by the direction of incidence of the plane wave. 

If the phase screen is placed immediately above the telescope 

aperture (Figure 2.8a), the transfer function for a point object is 

independent of the position of the object on the celestial sphere 

(i.e. the imaging system is isoplanatic) and is given by 

(2.42 ) 

Nonisoplanatic effects are modelled by placing the phase screen at 

some height h above the telescope aperture (Figure 2.8b), which might 

perhaps be identified with the peak in the C
N

2(h) profile in the 

tropopause (cf. Figure 2.2). The atmospheric transfer function for a 

point object then depends on the object's angular position a on the 

celestial sphere and is given by 

j~Cl;+ha, A,t) 
A[ e - - ] • ( 2. 43) 

The single phase screen model has been used by Lohmann and 

Weigelt [1979J and Bagnuolo [1984J to describe the effects of 

noni soplanatism on speckle processing techni ques. Schneiderman and 

Karo [1978aJ note that the speckle cross-spectrum derived by Korff et 

al [1975J can be modelled closely using a single phase screen. 
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2.8 TECHNIQUES FOR COMBATTING THE SEEING 

High resolution optical astronomy advanced considerably wi th 

the invention of speckle processing techniques (see Chapter 3) which 

extract high spatial frequency information from ensembles of speckle 

images (~2.5). However, other techniques for obtaining spatial 

resolution through the atmosphere beyond the seeing limi t of 

conventional long exposure imagery (~2.4) have been developed which do 

not operate on ensembles of speckle images and hence are essentially 

different from speckle processing. Some of these methods are briefly 

described below. Published reviews include Roddier [1981 ~~9.1-9.3] 

and Bates [1982b Q11]. 

The spatial resolution of long exposure imaging with a 

circular aperture can be optimised by choosing the aperture diameter 

appropriately for the seeing and by auto-guiding the telescope on the 

centroid of a stellar image to remove the image wander component of 

the seeing disc [Fried 1966, Young 1974]. Image wander is the random 

fluctuation in position of a stellar image which occurs slowly enough 

for the eye to follow or a servomechanism to correct. It comes from 

the randomly varying mean phase gradient of the 11 instantaneousl1 

coherent transfer function H (02.4) across the telescope pupil. Image . c 
wander is pronounced in small telescopes with 0 ~ r , becoming less so 

o 
as the aperture diameter is increased above r [Linfoot and Whitcomb o 
1972, cf. Ohtsubo 1985 ~4]. When 0 » r o ' as is almost always the 

case with the largest optical telescopes, little image wander occurs 

and auto-guiding gives negligible improvement to resolution. 

Fried [1978] considers the possibility of an individual 

111uc kyll short exposure image being diffraction-l imi ted due to the 

random atmospheric phase perturbations across the telescope aperture 

being negligible for the duration of the exposure. He shows 

theoretically that, for a circular aperture of diameter 0 » r , the 
o 

probability of this occurring is proportional to 

e 

2 
0.16(01 r ) 

o 

which decreases rapidly as D increases. Englander et al [1983] 

confirm this result experimentally. Englander et al note that 
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treating the best 1% of short exposures as lucky gives a resolution 

improvement of about six times over the seeing limit, and that 

nonisoplanatic effects tend to distort the shape of a lucky image of 

an extended object. 
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The techniques of image restoration [Bates and McDonnell 198_J 

may be used to improve spatial resolution by measuring or estimating 

the long exposure transfer function and then deconvolving it from the 

long exposure image [Roddier 1981 <$9.1J. Because the long exposure 

transfer function decays rapidly towards zero (see (2.11) and Figure 

2.3) the resolution improvement possible in practice, in the presence 

of images contaminated by noise and recording nonlinearities, is 

small, subjectively about a factor of two [Worden 1977; cf. McGlamery 

1967, Heasley 1984J. McGlamery [1967J considers the use of a 

reference object to measure the short exposure transfer function and 

deconvolve it from individual speckle images. 

Adaptive ~~i~c~s [Hardy 1978, Roddier 1981 <$9.2, Bates 1982b 

<$11.1J seeks to compensate for the optical effects of atmospheric 

turbulence in real-time by using servomechanisms to introduce 

time-varying compensating phase delays across the pupil of the 

telescope, e.g. by deforming the telescope's primary mirror. This 

technique is in principle very powerful and has been successfully used 

to sharpen images of bright stars [Pollaine et al 1979J. Its 

practical application is likely to be restricted to bright objects, or 

objects within the same isoplanatic patch [Fried 1982J as a bright 

reference object, since its potential performance is worse than that 

of postdetection processing (e.g. speckle processing) in the presence 

of photon noise from dim objects [Roddier and Roddier 1978; cf. Bates 

1982b <$11. 1 J. 

The Michelson stellar interferometer [Michelson and Pease 

1921, Hanbury Brown 1974J is a historically important instrument [cf. 

De Vorkin 1975J which provided the first accurate measurements of the 

apparent angular diameters of stars other than the Sun. It essentially 

consists of two separated small telescopes [cf. Labeyrie 1975J which 

form images in a common image plane. Optical filters are used to make 

the images quasi-monochromatic [cf. Cutter and Lohmann 1974J. The 

images from the two telescopes interfere with each other. Under 
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appropriate conditions interference fringes appear in the composite 

image. The contrast of the fringes allows the magnitude IYs(~)1 of 

the mutual coherence (G1.4.2) between the wavefronts entering the 

telescopes' apertures to be determined [cf. Hanbury Brown 1974 G4.1.1, 

Born and Wolf 1975 ~10.4.3], where £ is the vector separation between 

the two apertures in the aperture plane (i.e. ~ is the interferometer 

baseline). By the van Cittert-Zernike theorem [Born and Wolf 1975 

~10.4.2, Hanbury Brown 1974 G3.3]. the complex quantity Ys(~) is 

proportional to the visibility F(~) of the celestial object in the 

absence of atmospheric turbulence (cf. G1.6.4). The atmosphere 

randomly perturbs the phase of Y (s) but, under the near-field s -
approximation (G2.2), does not affect its magnitude. Varying the 

baseline ~ allows visibility space to be explored and IF(~)I to be 

evaluated. From IF(~)I the spatial extent of the celestial object, 

e.g. the diameter of a stellar disc [Hanbury Brown 1974 GG2.2,10], 

can be straightforwardly determined (cf. G3.4.2). 

The great practical difficulty in using the Michelson stellar 

interferometer is its stringent requirement on optical path length 

equality between the two arms of the interferometer for IYs(~)1 to be 

determinable from the interference fringes. The path length 

difference must be considerably less than the coherence length of the 

light forming the images, which for (say) 50nm bandwidth of visible 

light is about 6~m (cf. 1.33 - 1.36). This requires extreme 

precision in the fabrication and guiding of the interferometer, the 

more so as the length of the baseline is increased. 

Michelson and Pease in the 1920s estimated the angular 

diameters of six giant stars [Hanbury Brown 1974 p.25J using 

baselines up to 6m in length [Hanbury Brown 1974 G2.2, cf. Michelson 

and Pease 1921 J, obtaining a potential angular resolution of 0.02 

seconds of arc. Subsequent attempts by Pease to obtain better 

resolution with a 15m baseline were unsuccessful [De Vorkin 1975J. 

The modern status of Michelson stellar interferometry is reviewed by 

Tango and Twiss [1980J and briefly by Bates [1982b G11.6J. Labeyrie 

[1982J describes recent progress with coherent arrays of optical 

telescopes. 

The intensity interferometer of Hanbury Brown and Twiss 
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[Hanbury Brown 1974, cf. Hanbury Brown and Twiss 1954] electrically 

correlates the intensity fluctuations of light arriving at two 

separated apertures. The correlation of the intensity fluctuations is 
2 

ideally equal to IYs(PI [Hanbury Brown 1974 ~~3.5,4.2.2], yielding 

the same information, IF(~)I, as does the Michelson stellar 

interferometer. The intensity interferometer is very much less 

sensitive than the Michelson stellar interferometer to optical path 

length differences between the interferometer arms, because its 

effective optical bandwidth is limited by the electrical bandwidth of 

the correlator to a very small value, e.g. 6A ~ O.0001nm in the 

visible spectrum for lOOMHz electrical bandwidth. Hanbury Brown [1974 

~2.3] quotes 30cm as an upper limit on path length differences, which 

is easy to achieve in practice. The small effective optical bandwidth 

and the mul ti plying together of the photodetector outputs [Hanbury 

Brown 1974 ~4.2.1] in the correlator give the intensity interferometer 

an inherently poor signal-to-noise ratio. This restricts its use to 

comparati vely bright celestial obj ects. 

The intensity interferometer at Narrabri in Austral ia [Hanbury 

Brown 1974 ~8], which had a maximum baseline of 188m, provided 

measurements of the angular diameters of 32 stars other than the six 

red giants previously measured by Michelson and Pease [Hanbury Brown 

et al 1974, Hanbury Brown 1974 pp.134,135,163], achieving an 

angular resolution of 0.4 milliseconds of arc. Hanbury Brown and his 

colleagues have since abandoned intensity interferometry in favour of 

Michelson interferometry for high resolution studies because of the 

better signal-to-noise ratio of the latter technique [Hanbury Brown 

1984]. 

__ ~_ plane interferometry [cf. Greenaway and Dainty 1978, 

Tango 1979] is a comparatively recent development in which two images 

of the pupil of a telescope are superimposed, displaced wi th respect 

to each other by reflection [Dainty and Scaddan 1974], translation 

[Brown and Scaddan 1979, Ribak and Leibowitz 1985, Ribak et al 1985b], 

or rotation [Roddier 1976, Breckinridge 1978] in the pupil plane, so 

that they interfere with each other. This is in contrast to 

conventional image plane interferometry, such as Michelson stellar 

interferometry, in which images in the image plane (i.e. the spatial 

Four ier transform of the pupil plane (~1. 6. 3)) are superimposed. 
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Pupil plane interferometry has the advantages over image plane 

techniques of better signal-to-noise ratio [Greenaway and Dainty 1978J, 

since it is unaffected by pupil redundancy (01.6.5) [Roddier and 

Roddier 1978J and can be used with wideband light, and the ability to 

measure the magnitude of a celestial object's visibility without 

needing corrections for atmospheric turbulence or telescope 

aberrations [Roddier and Roddier 1983J. 

The rotation-shearing pupil plane interferometer described by 

Roddier [1976J is a compact instrument [Roddier 1982J which is used 

wi th a conventional telescope. The II image" it produces provides a two

dimensional map of the mutual coherence Y (~) of the radiation at the 
s -

telescope aperture [Roddier 1976J. This information is equivalent 

to that provided by many Michelson interferometers working 

simul taneously wi th many different basel ines ~. Viewing a stellar 

object with the object displaced from the optical axis of the 

telescope produces a series of fine fringes in the It image lt [Roddier 

and Roddier 1978J. The contrast of these fringes, which is not 

affected by fixed aberrations in the optics, yields IYs(~)1 

straightforwardly. For fixed aberrations the position of the fringes 

together wi th observations of a reference object allows the phase of 

Y (~) to be determined and hence an image of the object to be formed 
s -

[Roddier and Roddier 1978, Roddier and Breckinridge 1984J. When 

viewing through the atmosphere, the randomly varying aberrations due 

to atmospheric turbulence can be effectively frozen by taking a short 

exposure [Roddier 1976J. iYs(~)1 is then obtained with no need to 

correct for effects of the atmosphere or telescope aberrations 

[Roddier and Roddier 1983J. Reconstruction of an image of the 

celestial object may be attempted [Roddier and Roddier 1985J by 

Fourier phase retrieval (03.4.2). 

2.9 SUMMARY 

The random phase perturbations induced by the atmosphere in 

optical wavefronts arriving at the telescope are a serious hinderance 

to high resolution astronomical imaging. An important measure of the 

quality of the seeing is the Fried parameter r , which describes the o 
correlation length of the atmospheric phase perturbations in the 
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aperture plane of the telescope. High spatial frequencies are lost in 

conventional long exposure images because the long exposure OTF of a 

large telescope and the atmosphere combined decays rapidly with 

increasing spatial frequency I~I and is essentially zero above the' 

seeing limit I~I r I A R.. o Short exposure, narrowband speckle images 

retain high spatial frequency information out to the diffraction limit 

of the telescope, although this information is distorted by a transfer 

function which has random phase. Nonisoplanatism reduces the 

correlation between speckle images of spatially separated obj ects. 

Various techniques for obtaining spatial resolution beyond the seeing 

limit have been developed, many of which yield only the magnitude of 

the visibility of an object and hence do not directly produce an image 

of the obj ect. Speckle processing techniques, which operate on 

ensembles of speckle images, are reviewed in Chapter 3. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ASTRONOMICAL SPECKLE PROCESSING TECHNIQUES 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

High spatial resolution in optical astronomy can be obtained 

with a conventional telescope by suitably processing short exposure 

speckle images (~2.5). As explained in Chapter 2, speckle images 

contain information about the celestial object at spatial frequencies 

out to the diffraction limit of the telescope. Whereas the high 

spatial frequencies are blurred and lost in the long exposure image 

(~2.4), they are present in speckle images though attenuated and 

distorted by the random short exposure transfer function of the 

atmosphere (~2.5). 

In 1970, Labeyrie introduced the first of a class of 

techniques for obtaining high spatial resolution in optical astronomy. 

This class is here referred to collectively as _s~~k_l_e processing 

techniques. These are distinguished from other high resolution 

techniques (~2.8), such as Michelson stellar interferometry, coherence 

interferometry, or adaptive optics, by operating on ensembles of 

speckle images. The underlying assumptions of speckle processing 

techniques are that speckle images exposed at instants separated by 

more than the redistribution time of the atmosphere (~2.2) experience 

effectively independent random atmospheric distortions, and that over 

a certain field of view the distortion in each speckle image is 

effectively isoplanatic. By combining many statistically independent 

speckle images of an object, speckle processing techniques aim to 

recover information about the object at spatial frequencies out to the 

diffraction limit of the telescope. 

Speckle processing techniques can be divided into those which 

form an estimate of the true image (~3.2) of the object and those 

which form something else, e.g. an image resembling the 

autocorrelation of the object. Labeyrie's original technique, which 

has come to be known as speckle interferometry, does not estimate 
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the true image, as is explained in Section 3.3. The name speckle 

imaging is here applied to speckle processing techniques which do 

estimate the true image. Papaliolios et al [1985J apply the name to 

the Knox-Thompson method alone (93.5.2), but there are many other 

methods (rjrj 3.4 3.6) which can successfully estimate the true image 

and I believe the name is better used in the general sense. The term 

IIspeckle interferometry" is used outside astronomy to describe a 

branch of the science of ckle metrology [Ennos 1984, Erf 1978J, 

but in this thesis only the astronomical meaning is intended. 

This chapter reviews speckle processing techniques in optical 

astronomy. The mathematical notation of Chapters 1 and 2 is trimmed 

for the sake of brevity and some new terminology is introduced in 

Section 3.2. Speckle interferometry is explained in Section 3.3, with 

the aid of one-dimensional computer-generated examples (cf. rj4) which 

also serve to illustrate the discussions of random atmospheric 

transfer functions in this introduction and in Sections 2.4, 2.5, and 

2.9 of the previous chapter. The various methods proposed to 

compensate for the transfer function of speckle interferometry are 

examined in Section 3.3.2. Section 3.4 describes speckle imaging 

methods which estimate the true image from the autocorrelation 

estimate generated by speckle interferometry. Speckle imaging methods 

which use speckle images directly are covered in Sections 3.5 and 

3.6. Section 3.5 describes methods that operate in the Fourier (or 

visibility) domain, and Section 3.6 describes methods that operate in 

the image domain, i.e. the shift-and-add methods. Section 3.7 

presents a brief summary. 

Many speckle processing techniques have been devised in the 

sixteen years since Labeyrie [1970J introduced speckle interferometry. 

This chapter does not describe all of them. Notable omissions are 

Beckers's differential speckle interferometry [Beckers and Hege 1981, 

Beckers 1982; cf. Aime et al 1984, Hebden et al 1985, Hege et al 

1985, Petrov et al 198_J and Weigelt et aI's [1985bJ speckle 

spectroscopy, neither of which have estimation of the true image 

as their primary objective. Other astronomical imaging proposals 

which are merely mentioned in this introduction are those of Greenaway 

[1982J and Huiser [1982bJ. These are sometimes quoted in speckle 

processing contexts, but they are not speckle processing techniques 



according to the definition above because they do not operate on 

ensembles of speckle images. 
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Published review articles describing astronomical speckle 

processing include Dainty [1975bJ, Worden [1977J, Bates [1982bJ, and 

Dainty [1984J which give comprehensive coverage of techniques (see 

also Bracewell [1979J), and Labeyrie [1976J, McAlister [1977J, 

Labeyrie [1978J, and Nisenson et al [1983aJ which describe particular 

techni ques. 

3.2 NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 

The notation developed in Chapters 1 and 2 leads to the 

description 

<3.1) 

(2.13e) for a speckle image, in which the dependence of SSE' f, and h 

on time t and optical frequency \I appears explicitly. Speckle images 

are customarily formed wi th narrowband optical filters to improve the 

speckle contrast and hence improve the recovery of high spatial 

frequencies (cf. 1$2.5) by speckle processing techniques. The object 

f(~,\I) is then effectively quasi-monochromatic, and the mean optical 

frequency v or wavelength X can be taken as understood. Also, the 

exposure time of the speckle images is usually treated as being so 

short that the atmosphere remains effectively unchanging or frozen 

during the exposure. Each speckle image can thus be considered to be 

exposed at an instant t and to be the mth member of an ensemble of M 
m 

such speckle images obtained while observing a particular obj ect. The 
th m speckle image of the quasi-monochromatic object f(~) (with v 

understood) is denoted s (x) and has an associated point spread 
m -

function h (x), these quanti ties being related to the quanti ties in 
m -

<3.1) by 

s (x) 
m -

f(~) 

h (x) 
m -

SSE(~ ,v, t m) , 

f(~,:v), 

h(x,\I,t ). 
- m 

(3.2) 
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The ensemble of speckle images is denoted {s (x)}. The individual m -
members of the ensemble are random quantities that are treated in this 

thesis as being mutually statistioally independent, i.e. the speckle 

images are assumed to be exposed at instants separated by more than 

the redistribution time of the atmosphere (~2.2). This treatment may 

be extended to speokle images exposed at instants separated by less 

than the redistribution time (as is often the oase in observational 

practice) by oonsidering the effeotive value of M to be reduoed 

acoording to the degree of statistioal dependence between oonseoutive 

speckle images [Bates 1982b ~4.4J. The terminology associated with 

the quantities of (3.2) and their spatial Fourier transforms is as 

follows: 

objeot f(x) +-)- F(u) object visibility, 

speckle psf h (x) +-)- H (u) speckle transfer function, m - m -
speckle image s (x) +-)- s (u) speokle visibility. m - m -

The equations (2.13) describing short exposure imaging are restated in 

the notation of (3.2) as 

-
~ = ;u,~ , (3. 3a) 

H (u) 
cm -

Q(~1u) ljJ (~1u), 
- m -

( 3. 3b) 

H (u) 
m -

A[H (u) ], cm -
(3. 3c) 

h (x) +-)- H (u), (3. 3d) 
m - m -

s (x) 
m -

f(x) 0 h (x) 
m -

(3. 3e) 

S (u) F(u) H (u). (3.3f) 
m - m -

There are also the atmospheric transfer function 

(cf. 2.8e), the diffraction-limited transfer function 

(cf. 2.23) with its associated point spread function hD(~) +-+ HD(~)' 



and the diffraction-limited image or true image 

( 3. 6) 

Ensemble averages over the M quantities in an ensemble are 

denoted by angle brackets with a subscript M, 

1 M 
<. >M = MI· m 

m=1 

Unsubscripted angle brackets represent the limit of the average as M 

tends to infinity, 

M 

< • > = lim MI· m • 
M-+oo m= 1 

(3.8) 
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which is equi valent to the long time average <. >LT of Chapter 2. 

Using <3.8) one has, for example, the long exposure transfer function 

<H (u) > 
m -

(cf. 2.8f) and the long exposure image 

(cf. 2.8h). 

<s (x» 
m -

f(x) 0 <h (x» 
m -

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

It is helpful when discussing the results of speckle 

interferometry and of Fourier phase retrieval to introduce the 

concept of the form of an object or image, which describes its shape 

or appearance irrespective of translations in position, changes of 

brightness, or mirror inversions in image space. Thus, for a given 

function f (~) , 

f(x) - af(x) - f(x-b) - f(-x) <3.11) 

where a is an arbitrary scalar constant, ~ is an arbitrary vector 

constant, and "_" is read as "has the same image-form as". 
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3.3 SPECKLE INTERFEROMETRY 

3.3. 1 LABEYRIE 

Labeyrie [1970J proposes that high spatial resolution can be 

obtained from speckle images by averaging the power spectra, or squared 

visibility magnitudes, of the speckle images. This averaging yields 

2 
<IF(~)Hm(~)1 >M 

IF(~)12 <IHm(~)12>M (3.12) 

which is the product of the power spectrum of the object and the 

averaged power spectrum, or Wiener spectrum, of the speckle transfer 

function (3.3c). The expected value of the latter quantity is here 

called the Labeyrie transfer function and for a large telescope 

(n » r ) is given by (cf. 2.20) 
o 

(3.13) 

where A = HLE(~) = Hn(2) = Hm(2) is the area of the telescope aperture 

and N is the average number of speckles per speckle image (2.14). sp 
(3.13) contains a component proportional to the diffraction-limited 

transfer function of the telescope and is thus significantly greater 

than zero out to the diffraction limit (see Figure 3.1). This allows 

diffraction-limited information about the object to be obtained from 

<ISm(~)12>M' even though it cannot be obtained from the long exposure 

image <s (x»M ++ <S (u»M (see Figure 3.2, which illustrates m - m -
Labeyrie's technique as described throughout this subsection). The 

phases of the S (u) are discarded in the averaging process, which m -
allows the magnitude of F(~) to be determined to the diffraction limit 

at the expense of the phase of F(~). 

Speckle interferometry is described in the image domain by 

taking the inverse Fourier transform of both sides of (3.12). 

Appealing to the autocorrelation theorem [Bracewell 1978 p.115J, this 

is equal to 
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<3.14) 

showing that Labeyrie's procedure is equivalent to averaging the 

autocorrelations of the speckle images which yields the 

autocorrelation of the object convolved with a point spread function. 

Re[Hm( u) 1 

(a) 
o 

XJ. 

I Hm(ull 

o -I---T~-----------. U 0+-,-----------"'1 U 

o~ JL oro JL 
(c) X.l XJ. (d) U XJ. 

Figure 3.1: One-dimensional computer simulations illustrating the 

transfer functions in speckle interferometry. 

(a) A typical speckle transfer function (the real part 

is shown). 

(b) The magnitude of the speckle transfer function whose 

real part is shown in (a). 

(c) The average of M = 1000 statistically independent 

realisations of (a). This tends to the long exposure 

transfer function as M -+ "'. 

(d) The RMS average of M 1000 statistically 

independent realisations of (b). This tends to the 

square root of the Labeyrie transfer function as 
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O~------~~~~----~x OJ.,--------!J.,.JC!I.!I.o.-------.x 
o o 

(0) (b) 

O+--------r------....x o .l,---------.-------, x 
o o 

(e) (d) 

O~~~~~=======---~u o~==============~u 
O~ ~ 

(e) X~ Xl 
o~ 0 

(f) X~ x~ 

<A[som(xl]>M 

0+------.,---------. X o .l,-------.,---------. x 
o o 

(g) (h) 

Figure 3.2: One-dimensional computer simulations demonstrating 

Labeyrie's [1970J speckle interferometry. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

True (diffraction-limited) image of an object f(x). 

True image of a point obj ect f (x). o -
Typical speckle image of f(~). 

Long exposure image of f (x). 
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A[f(xlle 
( 3.21) 
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O+--=--------------"IU 
o JL o 

(i) H, (j) 

(k) 

A[ f(xlJe 
( 3.22) 

o 

A[f(xl] 0 hO(x) 

o 
(l) 

Figure 3.2 (continued): 

(e) Average power spectrum of M 1000 statistically 

independent realisations of (c), normalised to unity 

at the origin. 

(f) Average power spectrum of M ~ 1000 statistically 

independent speckle images of f (x) viewed through 
o -

seeing having identical statistical properties to 

the seeing of (e), normal ised in the same way as (e) . 

(g) The inverse Fourier transform of (e) . 

(h) The inverse Fourier transform of (r) • 

(i) The result of Wiener filtering (f) from (e) . This 

is the speckle interferometry estimate of the power 

spectrum of the object. 

(j) The inverse Fourier transform of (i). This is the 

speckle interferometry estimate (3.21) of the 

autocorrelation of the object. 

(k) The inverse Fourier transform of the product of (i) 

and the diffraction-limited transfer function. This 

is an improved speckle interferometry estimate 

(3.22) of the autocorrelation of the object. 

(l) The true image of the autocorrelation of the object, 

for comparison with (j) and (k). 
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The expected value of the point spread function is given by 

and is here called the Labeyrie point spread function. The 

diffraction-limited component in HLA(~) corresponds to a spatially 

narrow component in hLA(~) of the same form as the telescope's 

diffraction-limited psf hD(~)' 

The Labeyrie transfer function is deterministic for given 

seeing conditions and therefore can be measured or predicted. The 

resulting estimate of HLA(~) can be used to filter <IHm(~)12>M from 

SLA(~) leaving an estimate of IF(~)12. The standard way of estimating 

HLA(~) is to perform speckle interferometry on speckle images of an 

unresolved reference obj ect 

f (x) 
o -

a 0 (x) (3.16) 

(where a is a constant) observed through seeing statistically similar 

to that through which f(~) was observed, thereby forming 

222 
< I S ( u ) I >M '" I F (u) I < I H ( u ) I >M om - 0 0 - om - 0 

2 
a < I H ( u ) I >M • om - 0 

The subscripts 0 in (3.17) denote the observation of an unresolved 

reference object. A filter for <IHm(~)12>M is formed from SOLA(~)' 
for example the inverse filter 

-1 
SOLA (~) 

or the Wiener filter 

<IS (u)1
2

>M om - 0 

(3. 18) 

<IS (u)1
2>* om - Mo <3.19) 

[Castleman 1979 <.611, Bates and McDonnell 198_ <.6016,36J. The filter is 

applied to SLA(~) to form the speckle interferometry estimate IF(~)I~ 
of the 0 bj ect' s power spectrum, 
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using (3.18) 

<3.20) 

The approximation in the last line of (3.20) holds below the 

diffraction limit provided < IH (u) 12>M is similar to < 1Hm( ~) 12>M' om - 0 

Above the diffraction limit, <IHm(~)12>M is zero and so these spatial 

frequencies of IF(~)12 are lost. 

2 
The inverse Fourier transform of IF(~)le gives the speckle 

interferometry estimate 

<3.21 ) 

of the autocorrelation of the object. which (provided < IH (u) 12>M is om - 0 

similar to < 1Hm (~) 12>M) resembles the autocorrelation A[ f(~) ] of f (~) 
convolved with a point spread function like a coherent. not an 

incoherent. psf (cf. Figure 1.10. r$r$ 1.6.3. 1.6.4). Inverse Fourier 

transforming the product of IF(u)1 2 and the diffraction-limited 
- e 

incoherent transfer function of the telescope [cf. Baba et al 1984J 

produces an estimate 

<3.22) 

which ideally has the form of the true image of the autocorrelation of 

f (x). 

Beginning with the initial observations of Gezari et al 

[1972J. speckle interferometry has been part of observational 

astronomical practice for nearly fifteen years. A glance at the 

subject index of the Astronomy and Astrophysics Abstracts. e.g. Volume 

35/36 page 805 [Bohme et al 1984J. shows the wide variety of celestial 

objects on which speckle interferometry has been used (see also Bates 

[1982b r$9J. Dainty [1984 r$7.6J). Speckle interferometry readily yields 

accurate estimates of the angular size and separation of sufficiently 
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bright objects such as stellar discs [e.g. Balega et al 1982J, binary 

stars [e.g. McAlister 1977, McAlister and Hartkopf 1984J, planets and 

their satellites [e.g. Hege et al 1982a, Baier and Weigelt 1984, cf. 

McCarthy et al 1985J, and asteroids [e.g. Baier and Weigelt 1983, 

Drummond et al 1985a, 1985bJ~ Speckle interferometry in the infrared 

is described by (for example) Sibille et al [1979J and Dyck and Howell 

[1985J. The need to properly compensate for the Labeyrie transfer 

function makes accurate photometric information, such as the limb 

darkening of stellar discs or the relative brightnesses of the 

components of binary stars, more difficult to obtain than pOSitional 

information. The difficulty of accurate compensation for the Labeyrie 

transfer function [cf. Christou 1985a] has slowed the acceptance of 

speckle interferometry by the astronomical community [Dainty 1984 r.P7.6J. 

3.3.2 COMPENSATING FOR THE LABEYRIE TRANSFER FUNCTION 

As shown in the previous section, speckle interferometry 

produces a version of the object's power spectrum (3.12) or 

autocorrelation (3.14) modified by the Labeyrie transfer function 

HLA(~) (3.13) which attenuates high spatial frequencies relative to 

low spatial frequencies. The effect of HLA(~) in image space is 

shown in Figures 3. and h, in which the diffraction-limited 

autocorrelation of the obj ect appears on top of a broad background or 

fog. The standard way of estimating HLA(~)' so that its effects 

can be compensated for, is to observe an unresolved object as 

mentioned in the previous section. For this to be effective the 

statistical properties of the seeing must be spatially and temporally 

stationary between the positions and times of observation of the 

object and the reference object. It is often difficult to achieve 

this in practice. An extreme case occurs in solar observations [e.g. 

Ricort and Aime 1979J for which there are no unresolved objects 

visible at all. This section describes techniques which have been 

used or proposed to compensate for < IHm(~) 12>M in the speckle 

interferometry observation SLA (~) wi thout recourse to observations of 

an unresol ved reference object. 

The Labeyrie transfer function can be predicted from 

theoretical models of optical propagation through the atmosphere, 
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given knowledge of the telescope's optical performance and of the 

Fried parameter r (<$2.~) which describes the seeing. r can be o 0 

determined from observations of an arbi trary obj ect, provided the 

1 01 

obj ect contai ns spatial frequencies above the seeing 1 imi t, by forming 

ratios in Fourier space of observations of the object made under 

different conditions so that the unknown object visibility cancels out 

of the ratios. Aime et al [1978bJ form the ratio 

S1 LA (~) 

S2LA (~) 
<3.23) 

with the subscripts 1 and 2 indicating observations made through 

seeing with significantly different values of 

forms the ratio 

2 I SLE(~) I 
SLA (~) 

r . 
o 

von der LOhe [198~J 

<3. 2~) 

which is the ratio of the squared magnitude of the long exposure image 

to the speckle interferometry image for a single observation. The 

ratios are solved for r using the theory of Fried [1966J and Korff o 
[1973J. Given r o ' HLA(~) is predicted using Korff's [1973J model. 

Aime et al [1978aJ and Ricort and Aime [1979J use this technique in 

measuring the power spectrum of solar granulations. 

Worden et al [1977J (see also Welter and Worden [1978J) 

propose that the fog in sL (x) can be removed by subtracting from 
A -

sLA (~) the averaged cross-correlation <sm (~) ® sn (~) >M of pairs of 

statistically independent speckle images from the ensemble. This 

forms an estimate 

<3.25) 

which closely resembles the true image of A[f(x) J provided the angular 

extent of the object is small compared with that of the seeing disc 

[WeI ter and Worden 1978J. Because the speckles in independent speckle 

images are uncorrelated in position, spatial frequencies above the 

seeing limi t do not survive in the average cross-correlation. 

<sm(~) ® sn(~»M is therefore an estimate of the fog [cf. Worden et al 
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1977 Fig.1J. Worden and Stein [1979J note that the brightness and 

position of each of the speckle images in the ensemble should be 

normalised to give autocorrelations and cross-correlations with the 

same position and brightness in image space. Fante [1979J notes 

that spatial frequencies below the seeing limit do survive in 

<s (x)®s (x»M and are therefore strongly attenuated in (3.25). so 
m - n -

that the Welter-Worden method is not applicable to objects whose 

extent is comparable to or larger than that of the seeing disc. 

Bruck and Sodin [1980J state that the average 

cross-correlation of statistically independent speckle images is equal 

to the autocorrelation of the long exposure image. i.e. 

<s (x)® s (x» 
m - n - <s (x» ® <s (x». 

m - m -
<3.26) 

so that in Fourier space (3.25) is equivalent to 

(3.27) 

This has been called long exposure subtraction [Barakat and Nisenson 

1983, cf. Nisenson et al 1983aJ. Bates [1982b 1$6.2J suggests that a 

sui tably chosen weighting constant C, inserted into (3.27) to give 

<3.28) 

improves the compensation of the low spatial frequency excess of 
2 

<IHm(~)1 >w 
experience. 

(3.28), 

C is determined empirically from observational 

Bruck and Sodin [1980J propose a modified version of 

<3.29) 

in which the weighting constant C is replaced by a polynomial of 

low, even order, chosen to minimise the effective width of 

A[f(~)]e = F-1[IF(~)I~]· This criterion of choice stems from the 

suggestion made by Bates and Napier [1972J that errors in estimating 

the visibility of an image usually cause the effective width of the 

image to increase. Barakat and Nisenson [1983J compare the Welter 
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Worden method (3.25, 3.27) with division by <IH {u)1 2 >M from 
om - 0 

observations of a reference object (3.20). They show that the 

Welter-Worden method compensates inaccurately for the Labeyrie 

transfer function when the seeing is poor and conclude that division 

by a measured <IH (u)1 2>M is generally superior. Baba et al [1984J om - 0 

demonstrate the efficacy of Bruck and Sodin's [1980J method (3.29) in 

two-dimensional computer simulations. 

Granrath [1984J suggests that the magnitude of F(~) can be 

obtained without having to compensate for an atmospheric transfer 

function by taking the maximum magnitude of S(~) at each spatial 

frequency across the ensemble of speckle images, forming 

maxm[ I Sm( ~) I] = I F( ~) I max [H (u)] m m-

instead of forming <ISm(~)12>M as in speckle interferometry. The 

idea behind this is that IHm(~)1 is a random quantity which for 

each spatial frequency takes a value between zero and HD(~)' the 

diffraction-limited transfer function of the telescope. By taking 

the maximum magnitude at each spatial frequency of sufficiently many 

speckle images, the Granrath transfer function HG(~) (3.30) should 

converge to HD(~) [cf. Mariotti et al 1983 02.2.1J. Granrath [1984J 

assumes a linear probability densi ty function for IHG (~) I and then 

shows that HG(~) can be used to form an unbiased estimate of HD{~) 

whose variance decreases with increasing M faster than the variance 
2 of the average <IHm(~)1 >M does. However, I believe that the 

assumption of a uniform pdf is unrealistic. At spatial frequencies 

above the seeing limit but appreciably below the diffraction limit, 

for which the redundancy of a conventional aperture is high 

(01.6,5), the pdf of IHm(~)1 is strongly skewed towards zero. 

Figures 3.3a-d show frequency histograms of 1Hm( ~) I obtained at 

various spatial frequencies I~I in a one-dimensional computer 

simulation. These frequency histograms, which are estimates of the 

pdf of IHm(~)I, show the unlikelihood of IHm(~)1 approaching HD(~) for 

I~I just above the seeing limit. This suggests that HG(~) cannot be 

unbiased simply as Granrath [1984 J suggests and that it would take an 

enormous number of speckle images for HG(~) to converge usefully to 

~ (~). Figures 3.3e-h show the Granrath transfer function for three 
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values of M up to 10,000, demonstrating the slow convergence to HD(~) 

just above the seeing limi t. Even for ten thousand speckle images the 

convergence is poor (Figure 3.3g), leaving an appreciable fog (Figure 

3.3h) in the estimated autocorrelation obtained from 

A[ f (x) ] 
- e 

F- 1 [maxm[ ISm(~) I ]2 J 

F-l[IF(!!)12HG2(~)] , 

with M 10,000, of the object shown in Figure 3.2a. 

3.3.3 PHOTON LIMITING AND SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO 

(3.31) 

The speckle image s (x) is a random quantity because random 
m -

processes operate in its formation. At visible wavelengths there are 

two main sources of randomness in s (x): the random turbulence of m -
the Earth's atmosphere, and the random detection of photons of light 

[Dainty and Shaw 1974 ~lJ. Additive noise from sky background 

radiation and detector nOise is a significant third source of 

randomness at infrared wavelengths [Sibille et al 1979J but is 

generally not considered important at visible wavelengths with modern 

Figure 3.3 (facing page): One-dimensional computer simulation of 

Granrath's [1984J maximum-magnitude speckle 

interferometry proposal, whi ch forms max [ IS (u) I] at 
m m-

each u. These simulations are of an unresolved object so 

that S (u) = H (u). 
m - m -

(a) - (d) Frequency histograms of the value of IHm(!!)1 

at the four spatial frequencies shown in (e), 

each compiled from 1000 speckle images. 

(e) - (g) The Granrath transfer function HG(~) (3.30) 

from M speckle images, compared to the 

diffraction-limited transfer function, for 

(e) M 1, (f) M = 100, (g) M = 10,000. 

(h) The Granrath estimate (3.31) of the autocorrelation 

of the object whose true image is shown in Figure 

3.2a (cf. Figures 3.2g,l). 
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optical detectors [Dainty 1984 <$7.3J. The turbulence of the 

atmosphere makes the classical intensity of the speckle image, i.e. 

its expected intensity in the limiting case of a very bright object, 

random (<$2.5). The fact that light is composed of photons introduces 

additional randomness into the speckle image as well as causing its 

value to be quantised into discrete levels. Speckle images in which 

the photon effects are significant are termed photon-limited. 

The power spectrum or autocorrelation averages SLA (~), sLA (~) 

formed by speckle interferometry (3.12, 3.14) are averages over an 

ensemble of M speckle images. They are themselves random quantities 

since the s (x) are random and M is always finite in practice. Their 
m -

randomness introduces uncertainty into any quantity estimated from 

speckle interferometry. Dainty [1984 <$7.3J defines the signal-to

noise ratio of an uncertain estimate Q of a quantity as 

SNR 
expected value of Q 

standard deviation of Q 

( 3. 32) 

From this, Dainty [1984J provides an extensive review of the signal

to-noise ratios of various quantities that can be estimated using 

speckle interferometry. This subsection quotes results pertaining to 
2 

one such quantity, the averaged power spectrum SLA(~) = <ISm(~)1 >M' 

The discussion is assisted by introducing the following 

notation. Let ~f(~) be the power spectrum of the object, 

2 I F( ~) I ' 

and let ~ (u) be the expected value of the power spectrum of non
s -

photon-limited speckle images of the object, 

~ (u) 
s -

Speckle interferometry in the absence of photon limiting (3.12) 

estimates ~ (u). When D » r • 
s - 0 

( 3.34) 
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4> (u) 
s -

2 
4>f(~) <IHm(~)1 > 

2 " 21" 
A 4> f ( ~) (I H LE ( ~ ) I + N HD ( ~ ) ) 

sp 

(3.13). Introducing the normalised power spectra 

~ (u) 
s -
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(3.36) 

which have unit value at the origin of Fourier space, (3.35) becomes 

where N is the average number of speckles per speckle image (2.1!J). sp 
For all I~I above the seeing limit, HLE(~) ~ 0 and so 

~ (u) 
s -

-
Let N be the average number of photons detected per speckle image and 

p 
n be the average number of photons detected per speckle, 

p 

-
N 
-L . 
N sp 

(3.39) 

Np and N are both proportional to DK where K is the dimensionality sp 
of the apert ure (K = 2 for a circular apert ure). rip is independent 

of D but is proportional to r K (cf. 2.1!J) when D » r. Let 
o 0 

s'(x) ++ S'(u) denote a photon-limited speckle image with classical 
m - m -

intensity s (x). 
m -

-
When speckle images are photon-limited with N photons on 

p 
average per speckle image, and the response of the optical detector to 

a single photon impact is modelled as a delta function in image space, 

Goodman and Belsher [1976J show that 

< I S ~ (~ ) I 2> .-: Np
2 ~ s ( ~) + Np 

N
p
2 (4) (u) + 1/N). s - p 

(3. 40a ) 

If the detector response to a photon impact is described by a point 
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spread function hd(~) +-+ Hd(~) (this is not to be confused with the 

diffraction-limited psf hD(~) and transfer function HD(~»' then 

(3.40a) becomes 

<IS'(u)1
2

> = ("N 2 ~ (u) + N) jH
d

(U)j2 (3.40b) 
m- p s- p -

[cf. Nisenson and Papaliolios 1983 ~III, Dainty 1984 ~7.3.1J. The 

estimate of ~ (u) produced by speckle interferometry thus sits on top s -
of a pedestal of height N , whose height relative to the information-

bearing term N 2 ~ (u) in ~ 3.40) is inversely proportional to N . 
p s - P 

This pedestal is called the photon bias. If Np and IHd(~)1 are known, 

the photon bias can readily be subtracted from SLA(~) <ls~(~)12>M to 

provide an unbiased estimate of ~ (u). If N is unknown but Hd(U) is 
~ s - p -

wider in Fourier space than is ~ (u), then N can be estimated from s - p 
SLA(~) by inspecting SLA(~) at spatial frequencies above the seeing 

limit I~I D/Ai, for which 

(3.41 ) 

[cf. Hege et al 1982b ~6J. Hd(~) is wider than ~s(~) when the 

detector resolution exceeds the telescope resolution, i.e. when the 

detector pixel size is smaller than the speckle size. 

Aime et al [1985J use two detectors to form photon-limited 

speckle images s1' (x) and s2' (x) having the same classical intensity 
m - m -

but statistically independent photon noises. This arrangement is 

equi valent to that of Han bur y Brown IS [1974 J intensi ty interferometer. 

The averaged cross-spectrum <S1'*(u) S2' (u»M of s1' (x) and s2' (x) m- m- m- m-
estimates ~ (u) with no photon bias. 

s -

Dainty [1984 ~7.3.1J derives an approximate expression for the 

signal-to-noise ratio at a point in the speckle interferometry 

estimate of the power spectrum $ (u) obtained by subtraoting the 
s -

photon bias from <ISm(~)12>M (3.40). The expression, 



N ~ (u) 
p s -SNR '" --!.----

1 + N ~ (u) 
p s -

" " n <1i
f

(U)H
D
(u) 

p - -
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<3. 42a) 

(3. 42b) 

applies to the estimate of ~ (u) from a single speckle image at high 
s -

spatial frequencies, say I~ I > 0.5 DI);"1. The signal-to-noise ratio 

from an ensemble of M statistically independent speckle images 

increases proportionally to 1M, 

SNIM = SNR.IM . 

The limiting case of <3.42) for a very bright object, 

np ~f(~) HD(~) » 1, is 

SNR 1 • 

The limiting case of (3.42) for a very dim object, 

np$f(~)HD(~)« 1, is 

SNR '" N ~ (u) 
p s -

'" n ~f(u) HD(U). 
p - -

(3.44) 

<3. 45a) 

(3. 45b) 

Equation (3.45) holds in practice for all fainter astronomical 

objects. Equations (3.42 - 3.45) have the following consequences: 

(a) The signal-to-noise ratio for a single speckle image cannot 

exceed unity, the limit set by the randomness of atmospheric 

fluctuations. For bright astronomical objects the SNR approaches 

unity. and averaging over perhaps a few hundred speckle images raises 

SNIM to a useful value [Nisenson and Papaliolios 1983J. For dim 

astronomical obj ects the photon noise greatly decreases the SNR per 

speckle image, with the consequence that many thousands of speckle 

images may be required to obtain a useful SNIM under photon-limited 

conditions [Nisenson and Papaliolios 1983, cf. Dainty 1984 ~7.3.3J. 

(b) For dim objects (3.45), the SNR is proportional to n which is 
p 
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proportional to r K, i.e. the SNR is strongly dependent on the seeing. 
o 

The SNR is independent of telescope diameter. However a larger 

telescope increases the number of independent points in the power 
K spectrum in proportion to D • 

3.4 SPECKLE IMAGING: POST-PROCESSORS TO SPECKLE INTERFEROMETRY 

This section describes speckle imaging techniques which 

operate on the autocorrelation estimate or power spectrum estimate of 

the object generated by speckle interferometry. These techniques all 

effectively perform Fourier phase retrieval. Speckle holography and 

related techniques (ci3. 4.1) exploi t the properties of speCial forms of 

object to perform Fourier phase retrieval simply. Section 3.4.2 

describes Fourier phase retrieval algorithms for objects of arbitrary 

form. 

3.4.1 SPECKLE HOLOGRAPHY 

Suppose that the object comprises two spatially separate 

parts, 

f(x) f (x) + f (x), 
r - u -

<3.46) 

which are here called the reference object and the unknown object 

respectively. If the angular separation between the two parts is 

large enough relati ve to their spatial extents to satisfy the 

holographic separation condition (see Figure 3.4) [cf. Bates 1982b 

ci8. 2J, then the autocorrelation of f (~:O, 

A[f(~O] = A[fr(~)] + A[f)~~)] + fr(~)Q~fu(~) + fu(~)0fr(~), 
(3.47) 

consists of three spatially separate parts (Figure 3. 4b). The outer 

two of these parts, being the last two terms on the right hand side of 

(3.47), are the cross-correlations of the reference obj ect and the 

unknown 0 bj ect, 
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(3. 48a) 

f (x)®f (x) u - r - f (x)0f (-x) 
r - u-

<3. 48b) 

(remember that f (x) and f (x) are real-valued). If the reference 
r - u -

object is centrosymmetric (in the sense that f (-x) = 
r -

f (x + b) for 
r - -

some constant b) and its form is known, then the form of the un known 

object can be immediately recovered by deconvolving f (x) from (3.48a) 
r -

or (3. 48b) [cf. Bates 1971, Napier and Bates 1971 J. If the reference 

object is unresolved, for example 

f (x) = a 6 (x + x ) 
r - - -r 

(i.e. a delta function of strength a at x 

f (x) ® f (x) = a f (x + x ), r - u - u - -r 

f (x)® f (x) 
u - r -

(a) 

(b) 

af(-(x x». 
u - -r 

G 
fu \It fu 

x ), (3.48) becomes 
-r 

(3.49) 

(3. 50a) 

(3. 50b) 

Figure 3.4: An object comprising two parts f and f satisfies the r u 
holographic separation condition if E > max[E ,E ] for 

s r u 
all straight lines intersecting both parts (a). The 

autocorrelation of the object then consists of three 

spatially separate parts, two of these being cross

correlations of f and f (b). 
r u 
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The cross-correlation terms in (3.47) are then repl icas of the unknown 

object. the first (3.50a) centred at -x and the second (3.50b) its 
-r 

mirror image centred at x. The unresolved reference object acts like 
-r 

the reference wave in offset-reference holography [Goodman 1970 J. 

The application of this principle to the estimated 

autocorrelations obtained from speckle interferometry is called 

speckle holography and was originally suggested by Bates et al [1973J. 

Gough and Bates [1974J report simulations of speckle holography in the 

optical laboratory. The efficacy of speckle holography in 

astronomical practice has been demonstrated by Weigelt and his 

colleagues [Weigelt 1978. Weigelt 1979. Ebersberger and Weigelt 1979, 

Weigelt 1980, Weigelt and Baier 1985, Weigelt et al 1985aJ. Weigelt 

[1978J shows that an image of the entire object f(x) can be recovered 

if f (x) contains more than one part that can be used as a reference 

object for speckle holography. 

Because of its demand for a reference 0 bj ect at an 

appreciable angular distance from the unknown object, the effects of 

nonisoplanatism (¢2.6) are of particular concern when applying speckle 

holography. The behaviour of the cross-correlations (3.50) is 

governed by the behaviour of the speckle cross-correlation function 

(2.28). which is described in Fourier space by (2.30). The first term 

on the right hand side of (2.30) is, ideally, eliminated when the 

Labeyrie transfer function (¢3.3.1) is compensated for in the normal 

process of speckle interferometry. This leaves the second term on the 

right hand side of (2.30) describing the spatially variant point 

spread function for the cross-correlation terms (3.50). Under 

increasing degrees of nonisoplanatism this psf becomes broader and its 

magnitude decreases, as is discussed in detail in Section 2.6. 

Partial isoplanatism can persist over angular separations of 10 arc 

seconds or more (¢2.6). 

If an object containing an unresolved reference object does 

not satisfy the holographic separation cri terion, then in the 

autocorrelation of the object the cross-correlations of the unknown 

object with the reference object overlap the central autocorrelations 

of each part of the object, and may even overlap each other 
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(cf. Figure 3.4b). The cross-correlation terms then cannot be easily 

identified by inspection. Additional information is required to 

separate an estimate of the unknown object from A[f(~)]. 

Liu and Lohmann [1973J describe a technique here called 

large-field speckle holography in which the limited visibility phase 

information present in the long exposure image allows the overlapping 

cross-correlations to be distinguished from each other. The technique 

applies to objects having a reference part and several unknown parts 

or "islands" sufficiently far apart to be resolved from each other in 

a long exposure image. Also the cross-correlations between all of the 

"islands" must not overlap each other in the autocorrelation of the 

object. The spatial extent of such an object is necessarily large, 

hence "large field", and the comments on nonisoplanatism made above 

are especially pertinent. The particular islands in the 

autocorrelation of f(x) belonging to f (x)®f (x) (3.50a), which 
- r - u -

represents a true image of the unknown object, are identified using 

the long exposure image. A mask sH(~) is formed by hard-limiting the 

long exposure image, and the mask is placed over the estimated 

autocorrelation from speckle interferometry with an offset x' chosen 

so that the cross-correlation 

(3.51 ) 

is maximised. The product 

<3.52 ) 

is then, ideally, a true image of the unknown object together with a 

portion of the central autocorrelation terms of (3.50) in the place of 

the reference object. Liu and Lohmann [1973J show optical laboratory 

simulations of this procedure. They suggest that the chance of (3. 

being an "incorrect" estimate of the true image, due to the maximum of 

0.51) occurr ing at an 11 incorrect" mask posi tion, can be reduced for 

objects with more than one unresolved part by performing the process 

wi th different unresolved parts used as the reference 0 bj ect and 

requiring that the estimates (3.52) so obtained be similar. 

If the brightness of the reference obj ect f (x) 
r -

a 6(X x ) 
-r 
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varies, the brightness of the cross-correlation terms of f (x) with 
r -

f (x) in (3.47) varies in sympathy whereas the brightness of the 
u -

A[f (x)] term does not. Autocorrelations of the object formed with 
u -

the reference object at different brightnesses, say 

(3. 53a) 

(3. 53b) 

a12o(~) + A[fu(~)J + alfu(~+~r) + a1fu(-(~- ~r»' 
<3.54a) 

a22o(~) + A[fu(~)J + a2fu(~+~r) + a2fu(-(~- ~r»' 
<3.54b) 

can then be subtracted to yield a difference 

A[f1 (~)] 

in which the central autocorrelation term A[f (x)] has cancelled out. 
u -

The holographic separation condition is thus relaxed to the 

requirement E > 0 (cf. Figure 3.4a) for each cross-correlation to be 
s 

spatially separate from the other terms in A[f(~)]. Rogers [1979] 

(see also Bates and Milner [1978 ¢4]) makes this proposal for speckle 

imaging of star clusters containing a variable star. Rogers notes the 

similarity of the idea to the isomorphous replacement method of 

crystal structure determination in X-ray crystallography [Buerger 1959 

{fi8]. Lohmann and Wei t [1975] and Wei t [1975] (see also Lohmann 

and Weigelt [1977]) make the same suggestion as an extension of 

lar ge-f ield speckle holography. Here, since the reference obj ect 

creates a separate II speckle cloud" from the res t of the 0 bj ect in each 

speckle image, the brightness variation of the reference object can be 

introduced synthetically by appropriately masking its speckle cloud in 

each speckle image before performing speckle interferometry wi th the 

speckle images. Weigelt [1975] presents an optical simulation of this 

process, including an experiment with partially isoplanatic 

conditions. 

If the reference object is much brighter than the unknown 

object in <3.46), then the first, third, and fourth terms on the right 
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hand side of (3.47) dominate A[f (x)]. All bright features of A[f(x_)] u -
away from its origin are 1 ikely to belong to the cross-correlations of 

f (x) and f (x). Iterative techniques analogous to the heavy-atom r - u -
method in X-ray crystallography [Buerger 1959 di8J can then be used to 

extract and refine an estimate of f (x)®f (x) or f (x)®f (x) <3.48, 
r - u - u - r -

3.50) [Baldwin and Warner 1978a, Baldwin and Warner 1978bJ. 

If the object consists of a collection of unresolved parts 

(e.g. a star cluster), 

f(x) 
N 
L a 5(x - x ), 

n - -n 
n=l 

(3.56) 

and no two of the parts have the same vector separation, then the only 

parts of the object's autocorrelation 

N N 

L 
n'=l 

La, a 5 (x + x - x ) 
n n" - -n' -n" 

n" =1 

which overlap are the N terms (x , == x ) at the orIgIn. The form of 
-n -n" 

f(~) can then be recovered unambiguously from A[f(~)] without the need 

for an additional reference object as shown by Christou [1981 J (see 

also Fienup [1981b tj6J and Fienup et al [1982 Examples 5,6J). The 

first step is to determine N. This is possible given A[f(x)] since P, 

the number of spatially separate parts in A[f(~)]. equals N2 - N + 1 and 

hence 

N 1 + 
Illp - 3 

2 
<3.58) 

The second step is to determine the support of the object, i.e. the 

relative positions of its parts. This procedure is illustrated in 

Figure 3.5. The procedure yields the support of either f(x) or its 

mirror image f(-~), which cannot be distinguished from each other if 

only A[f(~)J is given. The third step is to find the brightnesses an 

of the parts of the object (3.56) by using the support found in the 

second step as a mask to select replicas of f(~) or f(-~) from 

A[f(~)]. At least two different replicas must be selected since one 

part of each replica lies at the origin of A[f(x)] and is contaminated 

by parts of all of the other replicas. The success of this algorithm 

when applied to the autocorrelation estimate A[f(x)] obtained from 
- e 

speckle interferometry depends on all of the P distinct parts of 
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Figure 3.5: Algorithm for obtaining the support of an object f(!.), 

consisting of unresolved parts with no repeated vector 

separations, from its autocorrelation A[f(!.)]. 

(a) The object, comprising N 6 parts in this example. 

(b) The object's autocorrelation, comprising N2
+ N- 1 

parts. 

The support of f(x) or f(-~) is deduced in the following 

steps: 

(c) Translate (b) to bring each of its non-origin parts 

to the origin (0), and form the intersection of this 

with (b) (91). 

(d) Repeat (c) with a different translation of (b). 

(e) Translate the intersection found in (d) (0) so that 

it intersects wi th the intersection found in (c) (+) 

at N parts (81). 

(f) The intersection found in (e) is the support of 

either f(x) or fe-x). 
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A[ f (x_ ) ] be i ng r ecogni sabl e in A[ f (x)]. The br i ght ness of each part 
- e 

of f(x) must not be so small that parts of A[f(~)J become 

indistinguishable in noise, and the vector separations between the 

parts of f(~) must differ by at least the diffraction-limited 

resolution of the telescope. Christou's [1981 J algorithm is a member 

of a more general set of algorithms described by Fienup [1981bJ, 

Fienup et al [1982J, and Fienup [1983J for recovering an object from 

its autocorrelation when the holographic separation condition is not 

fulfilled. 

3.!!.2 FOURIER PHASE RETRIEVAL 

The determination of F(~), the Fourier transform of a 

quantity of interest f(~). when the phase of F(~) is only partly known 

or is completely unknown, is called the Fourier phase problem [Bates 

and Fright 198!!, Fright 198!! J. The Fourier phase problem occurs in 

many situations in physical science where phase[F(~)] is inaccurately 

measured or is unmeasurable, for example in optical astronomy (Chapter 

2), radio astronomy, electron microscopy, and X-ray crystallography 

[Bates and Fright 198!! 003,!!J. The process of inferring phase[F(~)J 

from IF(~)I and whatever else is known about F(~) or f(~) is here 

called Fourier phase retrieval. In optical astronomical speckle 

imaging, Fourier phase retrieval is invoked to estimate the object 

visibility phase from the visibility magnitude estimate IF(~)le 

generated by speckle interferometry, and hence form an estimate of the 

true image. Four ier phase retrieval in speckle imaging is reviewed by 

Bates [1982b 07J and Dainty [198!! 007.!!.l, 7.!!.3J. This subsection 

briefly describes three Fourier phase retrieval algorithms that have 

been applied in speckle imaging. 

In a completely general case, given only IF(~)I, the Fourier 

phase problem has no unique solution because an arbitrary phase[F(~)J 

can be assigned to any IF(~)I. However, additional knowledge of F(~) 

or f(~) places constraints on the phase[F(~)J that can be associated 

with a given IF(~)I. The constraints become stronger the more 

additional knowledge there is. Firstly, the extent of the object f(~) 

is always effectively fini te in practice, ei ther because the source is 

of finite size or because it is observed with an imaging instrument 
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having a finite field of view. Secondly, f(~) is necessarily real and 

non-negative in optical astronomy because the corresponding source 

(02.2) is spatially incoherent. These constraints on f(~) are 

sufficient to ensure an almost-always unique solution to the Fourier 

phase problem in dimensionalities of f(~) greater than one [e.g. Bruck 

and Sodin 1979, Bates 1982a, Bates 1984, Fright 1984 03, Nieto

Vesperinas and Dainty 1984; cf. Dainty and Fiddy 1984, van Toorn et al 

1984J (see Bates [1984J and Bates and Tan [1985J for results on 

complex f(~». There exists vigorous controversy over the question of 

uniqueness in two or more dimensions. This subsection follows the 

view of Bates and Fright [1984 05J, that the special forms of f(~) for 

which the solution is non-unique [e.g. Fienup 1983 03CJ possess 

special symmetries which never occur with actual measurements 

contaminated by inevitable noise. In the discussion which follows, 

the position vectors x and ~ are understood to have a dimensionality 

of two or higher (this implies two dimensions in the speckle imaging 

context), so that the statement of uniqueness made above applies 

below. 

When given only IF(~)I and the knowledge that f(x) is of 

finite extent and non-negative, there are two trivial characteristics 

[cf. Bates 1982a 01] of phase[F(\:!)] which are unrecoverable. These 

are described by the expressions 

phase[F(~)] - phase[F(~)] + b.u (3. 59a) 

(3. 59b) 

where "-,, is read as "is indistinguishable from" or "is not preferred 

to" and b is an arbitrary vector constant. The corresponding effects 

on the reconstructed object f(~) are 

(3.60a) 

(3.60b) 

the first trivial characteristic (3.59a, 3.60a) being a translation of 

f(x) in image space and the second (3.59b, 3.60b) being a substitution 

of f(~) by its mirror image f(-x). Neither of these effects alter the 

image-form of f(~) (3.11), which is why the characteristics (3.59) are 

called trivial. The inability to distinguish between f(x) and its 
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mirror image has already arisen several times in the discussion of 

speckle holography in Section 3.4.1. 

11 9 

Fienup [1978, 1981a, 1982, 1984J describes iterative 

algorithms for Fourier phase retrieval which are here called Fienup's 

algorithms. These are described in the speckle imaging context by 

Fienup [1979J and Fienup and Feldkamp [1980J. The algorithms 

transform an estimate of the true image sD(~) back and forth between 

image space and Fourier space, applying known constraints in each 

space at each iteration. The Fourier space constraint is the known 

visibility magnitude estimate IF(~)le (cf. 3.20) obtained from speckle 

interferometry. The image space constraints are the non-negativity of 

sD(~) and the estimated extent of sD(~) (which is estimated as half 

the extent of the autocorrelation estimate A[f(x)] ++ IF(U)1 2 ). One 
- e - e 

of Fienup's algorithms, the error-reduction algorithm [Fienup 1982 

orrJ (see Figure 3.6a), is an adaptation of the .earlier Gerchberg

Saxton algorithm [Gerchberg and Saxton 1972J for Fourier phase 

retrieval in electron microscopy. The mean squared error in the 

estimate of sD(~) has been proven to never increase with iteration 

count in the error-reduction algorithm [Fienup 1982 ciIIJ, which is 

effecti vely a guarantee of convergence towards a correct solution. 

However the convergence is usually extremely slow in practice [Fienup 

1982J. The hybrid input-output algorithm (see Figure 3.6b) is a 

development of the error-reduction algorithm that does not have 

guaranteed convergence but does converge rapidly [Fienup 1982 ciciv,VIJ. 

The error-reduction and hybrid input-output algorithms complement each 

other and are usefully applied alternately dur ing a single phase 

reconstruction [cf. Fienup 1982 ciVIIJ. Since Fienup's algorithms are 

iterative and involve two Fourier transforms per iteration, they tend 

to be computationally expensive. 

A direct (non-i terati ve) Fourier phase retrieval algor ithm 

called crude ~ ___ e estimation or CPE is described by Bates and Fright 

[1983J and Bates and Fright [1984 cici10,11J [cf. Won et al 1985J. This 

algori thm uses algebraic relationships between the magni tudes of 

pixels in an oversampled representation of F(u) to estimate 

Phase[ F( ~)] in a recursi ve manner somewhat Similar to that of the 

Knox-Thompson method (ci3.5.2). Although recent extensions of CPE are 

promising [Won et al 1985J, the estimate of Phase[F(~)] produced by 
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CPE is generally not as good as that which Fienup's algorithms can 

ultimately provide, CPE has therefore been combined with Fienup's 

algori thms in a composi te Fourier phase retrieval algori thm called the 

Canter bur ithm [Bates and Fright 1983. Bates and Fright 1984 
--'=-~~;"';' 

0011-13, Fright 1984 rJi7J. The crude phase estimate from CPE is used 

as a starting phase for Fienup's algorithms (phase[G'(~)] in Figure 

3.6), which considerably reduces the number of iterations and hence 

the computational effort required to reach a given accuracy of phase 

retrieval. For foggy images having low-contrast detail on a uniform 

background, the Canterbury algorithm applies a defogging procedure 

which attenuates the magnitude of F(~) at low spatial frequencies 

prior to the application of CPE and Fienup's algorithms, and thereby 

considerably improves the qual ity of phase retrieval. 

Gull and Daniell [1978J describe an iterative Fourier phase 

retrieval algorithm derived from the maximum entropy method of image 

restoration [Narayan and Nit yan an da 198_J. Gull and Daniell's 

algorithm artificially constrains f(x) by generating an estimate of 

the true image in which the I!entropy~ J -s(~) logs(~) .d~ is maximised 

subject to an estimate of the uncertainty in the given data IF(~)le' 

Nityananda and Narayan [1982J show that maximum entropy image 

reconstruction works best with objects possessing isolated peaks on a 

flat background. The radio astronomical phase retrieval example of 

Gull and Daniell [1978J is of this kind. Roddier and Roddier [1985J 

present an image reconstruction of the disc of Betelgeuse, generated 

by a composite of Gull and Daniell's [1978J algorithm and Fienup's 

algorithms, starting with IF(~)le obtained from a pupil-plane 

interferometer (02.8). Their reconstruction bears a striking 

quali tati ve resemblance [Roddier 1986 J to the reconstruction of 

Betelgeuse from the same data by Bates et al [198_J using the 

Canterbury algorithm. 

A priori knowledge of the form of the object. obtained from 

the long exposure image and by inference from astrophysical reasoning 

and observational techniques such as spectroscopy, can considerably 

assist Fourier phase retrieval. Lohmann and Weigelt [1977J describe a 

simple method called phase flipping which is applicable when f(~) is 

known to be centrosymmetric. F(u) is the purely real, so that 
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Phase[F(~)] equals either 0 or 1T and can be estimated by inspection of 

1 F(~) I. The techniques of speckle holography (r$3. 4. 1) are simple 

Fourier phase retrieval algorithms which are applicable when f(~) is 

known to have certain special forms. 

The speckle imaging techniques described in Sections 3.5 and 

3.6 generate, either explicitly or implicitly. estimates of 

phase[F(~)] which can be used in place of a randomly generated phase 

[cf. Fienup 1984 r$7] to start Fienup's algorithms. The phase estimate 

does not have to be very accurate to significantly reduce the 

convergence time of Fienup's algorithms or to resolve the mirror-image 

ambiguity of image reconstruction associated with the trivial 

characteristic (3.59b, 3.60b). Fienup's algorithms lend themselves 

well to the construction of composite speckle imaging schemes because 

they are easily adapted to make use of partial knowledge of f(~) or 

phase[F(~)]. Several such composite schemes have been described 

[Cocke 1980, Bates and Fright 1982, Baba et al 1984] using Fienup's 

algori thms to tidy the image produced by one of the speckle imaging 

methods described in Sections 3.5 and 3.6. 

3.5 SPECKLE IMAGING: FOURIER DOMAIN METHODS 

This section describes speckle imaging techniques whose 

theoretical descriptions or practical implementations are set, as for 

speckle interferometry, primarily in the Fourier domain. The various 

methods which explicitly attempt to retain the Fourier phase 

information discarded by speckle interferometry fall into this 

category. 

3.5. 1 PHASE AVERAGING 

The phase of the speckle visibility as modelled by (3.3f) is 

the sum of the phases of the object visibility and the speckle 

transfer function, 
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Phase[S (u)] phase[F(u)H (u)] 
m - - m-

phase[F(u)] + phase[H (u)], 
- m -

(3.61 ) 

where the unwrapped values [cf. Tribolet 1977J rather than the 

principal values (modulo-21T) of the phases are considered. 

Phase[Hm(~)] is random for I~I greater than the seeing limit (c62.5). 

Averaging (3.61) over the ensemble of speckle images produces 

(3.62 ) 

in which the expected value of <phase[H (u)]>M is, for given seeing 
m -

condi tions, a deterministic quantity that can be measured or 

predicted, allowing phase[F(~)] to be estimated from <Phase[Sm(~)]>M' 

This procedure is called phase averaging. McGlamery [1971 J suggested 

it soon after Labeyrie [1970J introduced speckle interferometry 

(O'Connor and Huang [1981 J describe McGlamery's algorithm in detail), 

and it has been suggested again more recently by Cocke [1980J. Since 

only the principal value of Phase[S (u)] is directly measurable, the 
m -

phase must be unwrapped before (3.62) can be applied. This is not a 

trivial task [O'Connor and Huang 1981J. 'For isotropic turbulence one 

has <phase[H (u)]> = 0 [O'Connor and Huang 1981, Dainty 1984 c67.4.6J 
m -

and hence 

( 3. 63) 

The variance of <Phase[Sm(~)]>M increases with increasing I~I and is 

large where IF(~)I is small, and decreases with increasing ensemble 

size in proportion to 11M [O'Connor and Huang 1981, Dainty 1984 

c67. 4. 6J. 

The magnitude of F(~) is estimated by McGlamery [1971 J 

[cf. O'Connor and Huang 1981 J and Cocke [1980J (and also by Mertz 

[1979J, see later in this subsection) by averaging ISm(~)1 to give 

(3.64 ) 

The transfer function <IHm(~)I>M must be estimated to allow IF(~}I to 

be recovered from (3.64). Equation (3.64) is slightly different 
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from the procedure of speckle interferometry in which ISm(~)12 is 

averaged 0.12). 

Cocke [1980J and O'Connor and Huang [1981 J compare the 

performance of phase averaging wi th the Knox-Thompson method (03.5.2) 

in computer simulations. They both find that the Knox-Thompson method 

gives slightly better estimates of the true image than phase averaging 

in the absence of photon noise. Cocke [1980J obtains better estimates 

from phase averaging than from the Knox-Thompson method (performed 

without correction of photon bias [Nisenson and Papaliolios 1983J) 

under photon-limited conditions. 

Mertz [1979, 1984J describes an algorithm which improves the 

robustness of phase unwrapping by comparing or "tracking" phase[S (u)] _ m -
at each spatial frequency through successive speckle images. The 

algori thm applies to speckle images whose exposure intervals are close 

together or even overlapping so that consecutive speckle images are 

statistically highly dependent and have phases that are well 

correlated with each other. Itoh and Ohtsuka [1983J describe a 

maximum likelihood algorithm for estimating phase[F(~)] from 

{phase[s (u)]} which does not require the phase[s (u)] to be m - m -
unwrapped. Aime et al [1975J propose phase averaging with speckle 

vi si biliti es obtained from a pupil plane interferometer (<$2.8). 

3.5.2 PHASE GRADIENT AVERAGING; KNOX-THOMPSON METHOD 

Phase averaging (03.5.1) has the disadvantages that the 

speckle visibility phase must be unwrapped before being averaged and 

that the variance of the estimate of the object visibility phase is 

large at high spatial frequencies [Dainty 1984 <$7.4.6J. An 

alternative approach is to average the gradient [Kreyszig 1979 ~8.8J 

of the speckle visibility phase, forming 

<vPhase[Sm(~)]>M = vphase[F(~)] + <vPhase[Hm(~)]>M 

'" vphase[F(~)] 

( 3. 65a) 

(3.65b) 

[cf. Aitken et al 1985J. A discrete approximation to (3.65) is to 

average phase differences in S (u) over a finite frequency increment 
m -
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Au in Fourier space [cf. Knox and Thompson 1974]. The phase gradient. 

or phase difference across a sufficiently small interval IA~ I. does 

not suffer from ambiguities due to the 21f principal range of 

Phase[Sm(~)] because phase[H (u)J ~as a nonzero correlation length in 

Fourier space. Phase[F(~)] is evaluated by integrating the phase 

gradient or summing phase differences. starting at the origin of 

Fourier space where the real-valuedness of the object ensures that 

Phase[F(2)] o . (3.66) 

The best known speckle imaging technique employing the phase 

gradient is the Knox-Thompson method introduced by Knox and Thompson 

[1974]. This subsection describes the Knox-Thompson method in detail 

and briefly describes some other methods which are developments of the 

Knox-Thompson method or are otherwise connected with the phase 

gradient. 

The Knox-Thompson method [Knox and Thompson 1974. Knox 1976] 

allows the object visibility phase to be estimated for an object of 

arbitrary form. The visibility phase estimate is combined with the 

visibility magnitude estimate from speckle interferometry to ve an 

estimate of the true image. The Knox-Thompson method is distinct from 

an earlier proposal by Knox and Thompson [1973] which has been shown 

to be equivalent to long exposure imaging wi th auto-guiding (rJ2.8) 

[Miller et al 1973. cf. Wildey 1973]. Bates [1982b rj8.4] notes that 

the Knox-Thompson method is closely related to an earlier technique of 

Jennison's [1958] for measuring the object visibility phase in radio 

astronomy. 

In the Knox-Thompson method the ensemble autocorrelation of 

the speckle visibilities is formed at a displacement frequency A~. 

<3.67) 

This is a generalisation of speckle interferometry (3.12) which 

forms (3.67) with Au O. The Knox-Thompson transfer function 

<H*(u) H (u + Au» is the expected value of the ensemble autocorrelation m - m-
of the speckle transfer function. evaluated at A~. and is shown by 
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Dainty [198~ ~7.~.7J [cf. Knox and Thompson 197~ ~IIIJ to be given by 

(3.68) 

(cf. 3.~, 2.8e) under the assumption of complex Gaussian statistics 

of the aperture plane field (~2.3.1). The magnitude of (3.68) is 

signif icantly greater than zero out to the diffraction 1 imi t of the 

telescope (cf. 3.13) provided 18~1 is Significantly -less than the 

seeing limit r li~ (~2.~). This means that information about o 
F*(~)F{~+8~) is available from 0.67) at frequencies out to the 

diffraction limit. For 8~ = Q, (3.67) is real and non-negative since 

it reduces to (3.12). For 8~ ~ Q, (3.67) is in general complex and 

conveys information about phase[F(~)]. The phase of (3.67) provides 

an estimate of phase differences of F(u) across the spatial frequency 

increment 8U since 

For sufficiently small 18~1 the value of (3.69) remains within the 

principal range (-WiwJ. The third term on the right hand side of 

0.69) is approximately zero for sufficiently large M [Knox 1976J, 

since the right hand side of (3.68) is real-valued, and so 

phase[F(~+8~)] - phase[F(~)]. 

( 3. 70) 

Phase[F(~)] is estimated at discrete locations in Fourier 

space by summing the phase differences (3.70) along paths leading away 

from the origin (cf. 3.66). In one dimension [Knox and Thompson 

197~ J, the path of summation 1 ies along the u-axis. Let 

(with p an integer) be the estimate of phase[ F( ~) J to be solved for, 

and 

Phase[ <S*(P8U) S «p+1 )8U»M J m m 
<3.71 b) 
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(cf. 3.70) be the given data from the Knox-Thompson averaging. Then, 

from (3.66) and (3.71), 

<Po 0, (3.72a) 

p-1 
L 

n=O 
ll</> +<p n 0 (3. 72b) 

for p = 1,2, ••• as far as the data permit (ideally, to the diffraction 

limi t of the telescope). In two dimensions [Knox 1976 J there is more 

than one possible path of summation to each point in Fourier space. 

Knox [1976J sums along paths parallel to the Cartesian axes of Fourier 

space, e.g. 

= phase[F(pllU,qtw)] , 
e 

!J.A. = phase[<S*(Plm,q!J.v)s «P+1)!J.U,qllV»M]' 'f'P,qiP m m 

<Po,o 0 , 

p-1 

<Pp ,0 L !J.<Pn,o;p + <Po,o ' 
n=O 

n=O 
!J.A. + A. • 

'f'p,njq 'f'p,O 

(3. 73a) 

(3. 73b) 

(3. 74a) 

(3. 74b) 

(3. 74c) 

Equation (3.74a) gives the phase at the ori n of Fourier space, 

(3. 74b) gi ves the phase at points along the u-axis, and (3. 74c) gives 

the phase at a rectangular grid of points lying on lines parallel to 

the v-axis. Baba et al [1984J sum along radial lines passing through 

the ori n, 

phase[F(p!J.u)] , 
- e 

'" phase[ <Sm(Pll!:!) Sm( (p+l )!J.!:!»M] j 

= 0 , 

(3. 75a) 

(3. 75b) 

(3.76a) 

(3. 76b) 
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The phase estimate phase[F(u)] obtained in discrete form from 
- e 

di3.5.2 

(3.71 3.76) is combined with the magnitude estimate IF(~)le from 

speckle interferometry (3.20) to give an estimate 

of F(~) within the diffraction limit of the telescope. The usual 

prescription for the Knox-Thompson method .g. Nisenson et al 1983bJ 

then forms an estimate of the true image by inverse Fourier 

transforming (3.77), giving 

(3.78) 

A better estimate of the true image is obtained by inverse Fourier 

transforming the product of F(u) and the diffraction-limited transfer 
- e 

function of the telescope [Baba et al 1984 c63J, gi ving 

(3.79) 

Since phase[F(u)] is found from a sum of phase differences, 
- e 

accumulated errors tend to reduce the fidelity of phase[F(u)] for - e 
large I~I. The choice of the magnitude of the frequency increment ~u 

is a compromise between increased errors from summing increased 

numbers of noisy phase differences if I~~I is too small, and increased 

errors from the diminished magnitude of the Knox-Thompson transfer 

function (3.68) in the presence of additive noise to (3.67) if I~~I is 

too large. Suitable values for 1~~llie in the range of * to 1 times 

the seeing limit r li~ [cf. Knox and Thompson 1974, Bates 1982b 08.4J. 
o 

Fried [1979 di5] suggests from theoretical considerations that I~~I 

should be less than about 0.4r /A.l. To reconstruct an object of o 
extent E (in the i mage plane of the telescope I cf. 02.2), the sampl ing 

theorem [Bracewell 1978 di10] requires samples in Fourier space to be 

separated by at most 1/E. Choosing I~~I = t r IA~ allows objects up o 
to four times the size of the seeing disc to be imaged. 

In two dimensions the existence of multiple paths of summation 

to each point in Fourier space allows the phase error to be reduced by 

appropriate choice and combination of paths. Baba et al [1984J find 
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that summing along radial paths (3.75, 3.76) produces better image 

reconstructions than summing-along Cartesian paths (3.73, 3.74) 

because the radial paths to each ~ are shorter in general. Knox 

[1976J averages the phases from two different paths to each u. Matrix 

methods which effectively combine many paths of summation to produce a 

least-squared-error phase estimate have been devised [Hudgin 1977, 

Frost et al 1979, Hunt 1979, cf. Dainty 1984 07.4.7J. 

The Knox-Thompson method has been pursued vigorously by 

Nisenson and his colleagues. Nisenson and Papaliolios [1983J 

[cf. Deron and Fontanella 1984J analyse the performance of the method 

under photon-limited conditions, following Goodman and Belsher's 

[1976J treatment of speckle interferometry (03.3.3). Nisenson and 

Papaliolios show the presence of magnitude and phase photon bias terms 

in the F(u) obtained from photon-limited speckle images, which may be - e 
predicted and removed if the number of photons per speckle image is 

known [cf. Papaliolios et al 1985 ~2J. Nisenson and others have 

described special-purpose hardware for Knox-Thompson processing 

[Nisenson and Stachnik 1975, Nisenson et al 1980, Nisenson et al 

1983b, cf. Papaliolios et al 1985J. The Knox-Thompson method has been 

applied in astronomical practice .to form images of celestial objects 

including the Sun's surface [Stachnik et al 1977, Noyes et al 1981, 

Stachnik et al 1983J, planetary objects [Nisenson et al 1981, Nisenson 

et al 1983a, Howell and McGinn 1985J, and multiple stars [Nisenson et 

al 1985J. The method has been used at infrared wavelengths [Chelli et 

al 1983, Howell and McGinn 1985J. 

The effects of nonisoplanatism on the Knox-Thompson method are 

examined experimentally by Karo and Schneiderman [1975J and 

theoretically by Fried [1979J. Karo and Schneiderman's [1975J 

simulations show severe degradation of the Knox-Thompson image under 

nonisoplanatic conditions, while Fried [1979J concludes that 

nonisoplanatism introduces spurious detail into the Knox-Thompson 

image. Bates and Gough [1975J note that the Knox-Thompson image is 

diffraction-limited only if the telescope accurately tracks the motion 

of the object on the celestial sphere, unlike the imaging techniques 

described in Sections 3.4, 3.5.3, and 3.6 which are insensitive to 

telescope guiding errors. O'Connor and Huang's [1981 J prescription 

for the Knox-Thompson method initially centres the centroids of the 
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speckle images, which effectively autoguides the telescope and 

alleviates this problem. Brames and Dainty [1981 J present a 

description of the Knox-Thompson method using complex visibility zeros 

( 00 3. 5. 4, 6. 2) • 

A number of variations and extensions of the Knox-Thompson 

method have been developed. Ehn and Nisenson [1975J mention but do 

not describe an improved version of the Knox-Thompson method. Aitken 

and Desaulniers [1979J estimate the complex spectral ratio 

F(~+Ll~)1 F(~) from the quantity <S~(~)Sm(~+Ll~»M I <ISm(~)12>M 
formed from the ensemble of speckle images, and then multiply the 

spectral ratios through Fourier space in a manner similar to the 

addition of phase differences by the Knox-Thompson method (3.71 -

3.76). Aitken and Desaulniers claim that their method does not 

require observations of a reference object whereas the Knox-Thompson 

method, which uses speckle interferometry to estimate IF(~)I, does. 

However their method uses approximations equivalent to those which 

allow speckle interferometry to estimate I F( ~) I without a reference 

object (03.3.2). Bruck and Sodin [1984J explore the possibility of 

reconstructing F(~) from phase[F(~)] alone. This is a Fourier 

amplitude problem [Oppenheim et al 1982, Hayes 1984; cf. Oppenheim and 

Lim 1981 J, the complement of the Fourier phase problem ((53.4.2). 

Bruck and Sodin's [1984J study is motivated by the possibility that 

phase[F(~)] may be estimated more accurately by the Knox-Thompson 

method than IF(~)I is by speckle interferometry. The results 

presented by Wirnitzer [1985 ~3BJ suggest that the same possibility 

may exist for the speckle masking method (03.5.3). A number of 

composite speckle imaging schemes combining the Knox-Thompson method 

with other methods such as Fienup's algorithms (03.4.2) have been 

described [Cocke 1980, Bates and Fright 1982, Baba et al 1984J. 

Aitken et al [1985J have recently described a speckle imaging 

method which directly estimates the phase gradient of F(u) by forming 

components of <Vphase[S (u)]>M (cf. 3.65). Components of m -
Vphase[S (u)] for each speckle image are formed by multiplying s (x) 

m - m -
by linear functions t(x) ~ + ~.~ and appealing to the derivative 

theorem for Fourier transforms [Bracewell 1978 pp.117,245J. These 

components are averaged over the ensemble of speckle images. The 

magnitude of F(u) is estimated by speckle interferometry (3.20). 
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Aitken et al [1985J present a two-dimensional computer simulation of 

their method and describe a proposed coherent optical processor for 

computing the phase gradient. Aitken et al [1986J analyse the method's 

signal-to-noise ratio and its behaviour with photon-limited speckle 

images (cf. di3.3.3). They claim that the photon bias caused by photon 

limiting degrades the images produced by their method less than it 

degrades the images produced by the Knox-Thompson method. Huiser 

[1982aJ describes a separate speckle imaging method in which 

components of Vphase[F(~)] are estimated in an ingenious manner that 

is similar in some respects to that of Aitken et al [1985J. 

SPECKLE MASKING (TRIPLE CORRELATION) 

Weigelt and Wirnitzer [1983J and Lohmann et al [1983J describe 

a speckle imaging technique they call speckle masking, in which the 

triple correlations, or equi valently the bispectra, of speckle images 

are averaged (these quantities are defined below). The bispectrum of 

the object is then recovered from the averaged bispectrum of the 

speckle images by compensating for a deterministic seeing-dependent 

transfer function [Lohmann et al 1983 J, Similarly to the recovery of 

the object power spectrum in speckle interferometry (113.3). Unlike 

speckle interferometry, speckle masking permits estimation of the true 

image because the bispectrum of f(~) contains information about both 

the magnitude and the phase of F(~) [Bartelt et al 1984J. Lohmann et 

al [1983J present prescriptions for speckle masking in both the image 

domain [cf. Weigelt 1977J and the Fourier domain. Speckle masking is 

here classified as a Fourier domain method because the more general 

prescription of Lohmann et al [1983J and the proof of recoverability 

of F(u) by Bartelt et al [1984J are both set in the Fourier domain. 

Triple correlation is a third-order extension of the more 

familiar second-order operations of autocorrelation and cross

correlation. Theory and general applications of triple correlation 

are reviewed by Lohmann and Wirnitzer [1984J, and many of its 

properties relevant to the speckle masking method are deri ved by 

Lohmann et al [1983 AppendicesJ. Here a brief introduction to triple 

correlation and the bispectrum is given before describing the speckle 

masking method. 
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Let fl (~), f2(~)' and f3(~) be three complex-valued functions 

of a K-dimensional position vector~. Their cross triple correlation 

f;21(~'~') is a complex function of a 2K-dimensional position vector 

(~,~'), defined by 

(3.80 ) 

Let FI(~)' F2(~)' and F3(~) be the K-dimensional Fourier transforms of 

fl (~), f2(~)' and f3(~) respectively, i.e. 

(3.81 ) 

The 2K-dimensional Fourier transform of the cross triple correlation 

(3.80) is called the ~ bispectrum, F;21(~'~'). It is a complex 

function of the 2K-dimensional position vector (~,~') and is equal to 

II 
-j21T(U.X+U'.x') 

f;21(~'~') e .dx.dx' (3.82 ) 

(3.83 ) 

Equation (3.83) follows directly from inserting (3.80) into (3.82) 

and using (3.81) and (1.12a). The (auto) triple correlation of a 

K-dimensional function f(x) is the 2K-dimensional function f3(~,~') 

obtained by setting fl(~)' f2(~)' and f3(~) equal to f(x) in (3.80), 

giving 

(3.84 ) 

The bispectrum of f(~) is the 2K-dimensional Fourier transform of the 

auto triple correlation of f(~), 

F( u) F* ( -u ') F* (u +u ' ) (3.85 ) 

where f(x) ~ F(u). If f(x) is real-valued, then F(~) is Hermitian, 
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i.e. 

F( u) (3.86 ) 

and (3.85) becomes 

This is the expression for a real-valued f(~) used by Lohmann, 

Weigelt, and others throughout the references quoted in this 

subsection [cf. Lohmann et al 1983 Appendix AJ. 

(3.87) 

Figure 3.7 illustrates the triple correlation and the 

bispectrum of a one-dimensional function f(x). The triple correlation 

and the bispectrum are two-dimensional. For a two-dimensional f(~) 

the triple correlation and bispectrum are four-dimensional functions. 

The triple correlation (Figure 3.7c) and the bispectrum (Figure 3.7d) 

of f (x) are invariant under translations of f(~) in image space 

[cf. Bartelt and Wirni tzer 1985 J, a property they share wi th the 

autocorrelation A[f(~)J and the power spectrum IF(~)12. For a real

valued f(~) the bispectrum possesses the symmetries (easily verifiable 

from (3.87» 

[cf. Lohmann et al 1983 Appendix A, Bartelt et al 1984 ~IVJ. These 

three equalities produce an eight-fold symmetry in the bispectrum of a 

real-valued f(x). 

The triple correlation of a speckle image s (x) (3.3e,f) is 
m -

denoted by S3(X,X'). The corresponding bispectrum is denoted by 
m - -

S3(U,U'), and is here called the speckle bi For isoplanatic 
m - -

speckle images (3. 3e,f), 
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Figure 3.7: Example of the triple correlation and bispectrum of a 

one-dimensional function [cf. Wirnitzer 1985 Fig.1]. 

(a) A one-dimensional function f(x), 

(b) the magni tude of the visibility of f (x) , 

(c) the tri pIe correlat ion of f (x), 

(d) the magnitude of the bi spectrum of f(x) (zero 

magni tude is displayed as black) . 
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3 (u,u') 
m - -

3 (u) 3 (1.1') 3 (-u - u ' ) 
m- m- m - -

Le. 3 3 (u,u') is the product of the bispectrum of the object and the m - -
bispectrum of the speckle point spread function. The product of the 

bispectra in (3.89) is equivalent to a 2K-dimensional convolution of 

triple correlations in image space, 

(3.90) 

where h 3 (x,x') is the triple correlation of the speckle psf h (x). In 
m - - m -

the speckle masking method either 3 3(u,u') or S3(X,X') are averaged 
m - - m - -

over an ensemble of speckle images, yielding 

( 3. 91 ) 

(3.92 ) 

The quantity <H 3 (u,u'» is called the speckle maski transfer 
m - -

function [Lohmann et al 1983 oIIJ, and <h 3 (x,x'» is here called the 
m - -

speckle maski ~:.;;.;n;;;;.t spread function. 

Lohmann et al [1983J present two prescriptions for speckle 

imaging via speckle masking. The first prescription operates in image 

space [Lohmann et al 1983 OIII.A, Weigelt and Wirnitzer 1983J, and is 

a close relative of Weigelt's [1977J earlier speckle imaging technique 

from whence the name "speckle masking" came to be applied to triple 

correlations. The second prescription operates with bispectra in 

Fourier space [Lohmann et al 1983 OIII.B, Bartelt et al 1984J. These 

two approaches are described below in turn. 

In image space, speckle masking is applied by finding a vector 

constant E, the maski vector, such that 

f(x)f(x+b) '= a6(x) (3.93 ) - -

[cf. Lohmann et al 1983 Fig.2J. For a double star, for example 
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[Weigelt 1977J, ~ is the separation between the two stars (cf. Figure 

3. 7a). Masking vectors satisfying (3.93) exist only for sui table 

forms of object and are found by inspecting the autocorrelation 

estimate A[f(x)] generated by speckle interferometry (3.21, 3.22). For 
- e 

any ~ satisfying (3.93), 

from (3.84) and (3.93) 

(cf. Figure 3.7c, in which scaled replicas of f(x) can be seen along 

the lines u = ±b and u' ±b). Computing the averaged triple 

correlation (3.92) with ~' = ~ yields 

Note that this is only a K-dimensional computation. An estimate of 

the true image of f(x) is formed by compensating for the speckle 

masking psf in (3.95). Lohmann et al [1983J suggest two ways of 

performing the compensation. The first way is to repeat the speckle 

masking with an unresolved object, f (x) '" o(x) say, producing 
a -

<S3 (x,b»M am - - a 

<h 3 (x, b) >M 
am - - a 

and then to deconvolve (3.96) from (3.95). This 1s analogous to the 

standard compensation technique in speckle interferometry (03.3.1). 

The second way is to appropriately subtract averaged cross triple 

correlations of statistically independent speckle images from 

<s~(~'~»M' following the result 

<S3(X,X'» - <S3 (x,x'» - <S3 (x,x'» 
m - - mmn - - mnm - -

- <S3 (x,x'» + 2<S3 (x,x'» 
nmm - - mnp - -
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derived by Lohmann et al [1983 Appendix BJ under the assumptions of 

complex Gaussian statistics of the aperture plane field (~2.3.1) and 

of very poor seeing, i.e. 

<H (u) > 
m -

o (u) • ( 3. 98) 

hb(~.~') is a diffraction-limited 2K-dimensional psf which is 

independent of atmospheric or telescope aberrations. Equation (3.97) 

is evaluated for ~' = ~ to yield a diffraction-limited estimate of 

f(x). Lohmann et al [1983 ~III.AJ note that in practice it is 

necessary to multiply the first term of (3.97) by a scaling constant 

C ~ 1 to obtain a good reconstruction of f(x) under non-Gaussian 

statisti cs of the aperture plane field. I bel ieve that the procedure 

descri bed by (3.97) is exactly analogous to WeI ter and Worden's [1978J 

method of compensating for the Labeyrie transfer function (~3.3.2, 

(3. » and suffers a similar attenuation of spatial frequencies of 

f(x) below the seeing limit. The need to apply a correction factor 

C ~ 1 is then analogous to the need for a similar correction factor 

when using long exposure subtraction in speckle interferometry (3.28, 

3.29). Note that the assumption (3.98) used to derive (3.97) implies 

that the seeing limit is zero and hence no spatial frequencies are 

attenuated in (3.97). 

The Fourier space implementation of speckle masking [Lohmann 

et al 1983 ¢III.B, Bartelt et al 1984J separately estimates the 

magnitude and the phase of F(~) from the averaged speckle bispectrum 

(3.91). The value of (3.91) along any of the lines ~ = £, u 2. 
or u + u £ allows <ISm(~)12>M to be determined directly Since, 

taking u '" 0 for example and noting that s (x) is real. 
- m -

<Sm( ~) smq~) Sm( -~) >M 

Sm(2) <Sm(~) S;(~»M 

C3. 99) 

IF(~)I can then be estimated from (3.99) as in speckle interferometry 

(03.3). Bartelt et al [1984 OIV.BJ show that it is also possible to 

estimate IF(~)I from parts of the bispectrum other than the lines 

u 2. u 2, u + u 2, which allows an improved estimate of IF(~)I 
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to be obtained if the bispectrum itself is contaminated by noise. The 

phase of F(u) can be obtained from (3.91) without any compensation for 

the seeing since the speckle masking transfer function is real-valued 

[Lohmann et al 1983 Appendix B], i.e. 

'" phas e [ F;; ( u , u ' ) ] . (3.100) 

A recursive algorithm for determining phase[F(~)] from phase[F3(~,~')J 

is described in the following paragraph. (3.100) allows <s~(~'~'»M 

to be used in place of F3(~,~') in the algorithm. This produces an 

estimate of phase[F(~)] which is combined with the estimated IF(~)I 

and inverse Fourier transformed to yield an estimate of the true 

image. 

Bartelt et al [198~ ~IV.AJ and Lohmann et al [1983 ~III.BJ 

describe recursive algorithms for extracting phase[F(~)J from the 

bispectrum of f(~). For a real-valued f(~), one has 

F( u ) F( u ') F( -u - u' ) ( 3. 1 01 ) 
...... - -.--

and therefore 

phase[F3(~,~')J phase[F(~)J + Phase[F(-~')J 

- phase[F(~+~')J. (3.102) 

To introduce a compact notation, let 

~p Phase[F(p~~)J (3. 1 03a) 

and 

(3. 1 03b) 

where p and q are integers and ~~ and ~~' are suitable sampling 

intervals in Fourier space. The ~p; q are given data and the ~p are 

the phases to be determined from the given data. Note that 

~-p (3.104 ) 
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(cf. 3.86) since f(x) is real. Using this notation, (3.102) becomes 

(3.105) 

Equation (3.105) can be used recursively to solve for 4> , for any 
p 

fixed value of q "" O. Let p nq for integer n, wi th q equal to some 

fixed value. Equation (3.105) becomes 

(3.106) 

Since f(x) is real, 

o • (3.107) 

Setting n o in (3.106) gives 

.-h - 0 +.-h -.-h 'l'q - 'l'q 'l'O;q· (3.108a) 

4>O;q is zero because F3(Q,~') is real-valued for all u' and 

real-valued f(~) (3.99). Hence 4> is indeterminate from (3.108a) and 
q 

must be chosen arbitrarily (a suitable choice is 4> 0). Deferring 
q 

the choice of value for q, for the moment and sett n = 1,2, •.• in 
q 

(3.106) gives 

(3.108b) 

(3.108c) 

., .,. , 

which can be compactly expressed as the recursive formula 

(3.109) 

for n ;;; 1. Equation (3.109) is used with (3.107) and (3.104) to 

determine phase[F(~) ] at points in Fourier space spaced by qA~. 

Using q = 1 allows all.-h (3.103a) to be found from.-h ,for as many 'l'p 'l'p;q 
values of p as the measured data permit (e.g. to the diffraction limit 
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of the telescope in speckle masking). Using q = 2.3 •••• allows 

independent estimates of some of the cjJp to be made from different sets 

of cjJ ,thereby improving the signal-to-noise ratio of the cjJ for pq p 
noisy cjJ [Bartelt et al 1984 OVJ. The arbitrary choice of,f, in p; q 'f q 
(3.108) produces an arbitrary linear phase factor ncjJ in cjJ (3.109). q nq 
which corresponds to an arbitrary translation of the estimated true 

image in image space. This is a consequence of the previously noted 

invariance of triple correlations and bispectra to translations of 

f (x). 

Astronomical observations by speckle masking are reported by 

Weigelt et al [1985bJ and Hofmann et al [198_J and also by Weigelt and 

Wirnitzer [1983J and Lohmann et al [1983J, the object in each case 

being a multiple star. 

The Four ier domain implementation of speckle masking. though 

apparently more general than the image domain implementation, has the 

disadvantage of doubling the dimensionality of the position vector u. 

Two-dimensional speckle images require the evaluation of 

four-dimensional bispectra, which is computationally expensive. 

Lohmann et al [1983J avoid four-dimensional bispectra in a double star 

observation by performing speckle masking on one-dimensional 

projections of the two-dimensional speckle images. This yields 

estimates of the corresponding projections of the true image, which 

allow a good estimate of the true image to be formed if sufficiently 

many projections are available [cf. Lewitt and Bates 1978, Lewitt et 

al 1978J. Hofmann and Wei t [198_J propose one-dimensional speckle 

masking with a space-borne interferometer having an essentially one

dimensional aperture. Special-purpose hardware for performing the 

triple correlation is reviewed by Lohmann and Wirnitzer [1984 OIV.A]: 

see also Cohen [1985J. 

Speckle masking is a third-order process [cf. Bates and Gough 

1975 ¢IV.AJ since three quantities are multiplied together in Fourier 

space (cf. the first line of (3.89». The signal-to-noise ratio in 

each speckle bispectrum is therefore very poor if the signal-to-noise 

ratio of the speckle images, and hence of their speckle visibilities, 

is poor. The averaging of redundant information through the 

bispectrum when determining IF(~)I and Phase[F(~)] can alleviate the 
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poor signal-to-noise ratio in the averaged speckle bispectrum [cf. 

Bartelt et al 1984 OV, Wirnitzer 1985 rfi3CJ. The behaviour of the 

bispectrum under photon-limited conditions is examined theoretically 

by Wirnitzer [1985J, who follows Goodman and Belsher's [1976J 

treatment of speckle interferometry (03.3.3) and shows the existence 

of photon bias terms in the averaged speckle bispectrum which can be 

estimated and removed by subtraction. Wirnitzer [1985J concludes that 

speckle masking can usefully estimate the true image whenever speckle 

interferometry can usefully estimate the autocorrelation of the 

obj ect. 

3.5.4 COMPLEX ZERO METHODS 

In this subsection, Section 6.2 is briefly anticipated in 

order to describe speckle imaging methods which invoke the concept of 

complex zeros of the vi si bility of a function. 

The visibility F(~) of a function f(~) (1.12a) can be 

analytically continued into the complex domain ~ u + jy by replacing 

u with w in (1.12a), giving 

-j 2'Tfw. x 
F(~) = J f(~) e .dx. (3.110) 

If f(x) is of finite extent then F(w) is characterised up to a complex 

scaling constant by its complex zeros, which are the values {~} of ~ 

for which F(~) = O. The complex zeros of a one-dimensional F(~) are a 

set of isolated points on the complex plane, of which only a finite 

number are required to describe f(x) to any desired accuracy. The 

complex zeros of the visibility of a function are an alternative to 

the more familiar representation of the function by samples of its 

value in image space or Fourier space. They serve as a source of 

useful alternative insights and computational methods. 

Walker [1981bJ [cf. Dainty 1984 07.4.4J proposes a speckle 

imaging method that employs his earlier published Fourier phase 

retrieval technique based on exponential apodisation in the image 

domain [Walker 1981aJ. Here the phase retrieval technique and then 

its application to speckle imaging are described. 
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Walker's [1981a] Fourier phase retrieval technique is 

described using complex visibility zeros as follows. The analytic 

continuation into the complex domain of the power spectrum 

<Pf(~) = Feu) F*(~) of a function f(x) is given by 

(3.111) 

as can be easily verified by substituting 

(3.112) 

into (3.110). The complex zeros of F(~) form a set {~} and the 

complex zeros of F*(~*) form a second set {~*} in which each complex 

zero is the complex conjugate of the corresponding complex zero in the 

first set. The complex zeros of <Pf(~) are the union of these two 

sets, {~,~*}, Fourier phase retrieval implies choosing from each 

complex conjugate pair of complex zeros in {w,w*} the complex zero - - , 

belonging to F(~). If f(x) is multiplied by a real exponential 

function e -j 21T~. ~ , where b is a vector constant, the resul ting 

exponentially apodised function 

-2lfb. x 
f' (x) f(x) e 

has an analytically continued visi bil ity gi ven by 

(3.113) 

(3.11lj) 

as is shown by substituting (3.113) into (3.110), which is a 

translated version of F(w). The analytically continued power spectrum 

of f' (~) is given by 

(3.115) 

and has the complex zeros {~+ j b ,r/ - j ~}. The complex zeros of <P f (~) 
belonging to F(~) can be identified by comparing {~,~*} from <Pf(~) 

wi th {~+ j ~,~ * - j ~} from <P f (~) and choosi ng from each compl ex 

* conjugate pair in {~,~ } the complex zero which is translated by +j~ 
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f(~) in Figure 3.8. Walker [1981a] remarks that phase retrieval by 

exponential apodisation can be implemented either with complex zero 

location algori thms and the procedure just descri bed or by an 

iterative procedure [Walker 1981b] similar to Fienup's algorithms 

(\63.4.2). 

The application of Walker's [1981a] Fourier phase retrieval 

technique to speckle imaging is described by Walker [1981b]. Given an 

ensemble of speckle images, speckle interferometry (\63.3) is performed 
2 

on the speckle images to produce an estimate of IF(~)I 4>f(~)' and 

hence of 4>f(~)' In addition to this, each speckle image is 

exponentially apodised to form an ensemble of modified speckle images 

JV JV !jb JV 

• • • 0 • 0 

• • • 0 0 • 0 • • • U U 

• • • 0 0 • 0 
0 0 0 

• • • 0 • • 
{a} • {W,W*} ( b) • {W+ jb,w*-jb} (c) • {W} 

o {W,W*} 0 {W*} 

Figure 3.8: Walker's [1981a] Fourier phase retrieval technique 

illustrated for a one-dimensional object. 

(a) Complex zeros of the power spectrum 

4>f(w) = F(w) F*(W*) of the object f(x) (black dots). 

(b) Complex zeros of the power spectrum 4>f (w) of the 

exponentiallyapodisedobject f'(x) = f(x) e-21fbX 

(black dots). 

U 

(c) The complex zeros belonging to F(w) in (a) are the 

ones which move upwards (by jb) in going from (a) to 

(b) (black dots in (c». 
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s" (x) 
m -

s (x) e 
m -

-21fb. x 

-21fb. x 

21fb. x 

) 0 (h (X) e m -

-21fb. x 
) 

"" f"(X)0h"(x) (3.116a) 
- m -

~ F' ( u) H' (u ) (3. 11 6b ) 
- m-

[cf. Walker 1982 AppendixJ. Speckle interferometry is performed on 

the ensemble Is' (x)}, yielding the result m -

in which a modified transfer function <IH~(~)12>M appears. 

can be compensated for in the same way that <IHm(~)12>M is 

(3.117) 

<IH'(u)1
2

> 
m - M 

with 

{s (x)}, for example by observing an unresolved reference object. 
m -

IF'(~)12 and hence cI>f(~) are then estimated from (3.117) and the phase 

retrieval algorithm descri bed above is applied. Walker [1982 J 

presents computer simulated examples of this procedure for an extended 

two-dimensional object at high and low light levels. 

The zero-and-add speckle imaging method recently proposed by 

Bates et al [1985J [cf. Davey et al 198_, Sinton et al 198_J computes 

the complex zeros {wI of the visibilities of individual one-sm 
dimensional speckle images s (x). Since 

m 

S (w) .. F(w)H (w) (3.118) m m 

under perfectly isoplanatic conditions (cf. 3.3f), the complex zeros 

of Sm(u) are the union of the complex zeros {w}f of F(u) and the 

complex zeros {w}hm of Hm(U), i.e. 

{W} 
sm (3.119) 

The set {w}f is identical for all speckle images, whereas the members 

of {w}hm randomly change position on the complex plane from speckle 

image to speckle image because H (u) is random. Comparing the {wI m ~ 
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from different speckle images allows {wJ
f 

to be identified and hence 

an image of f(x) to be reconstructed. Deviations from perfect 

isoplanatism in the speckle images, expressi ble as an addi ti ve 

contamination C (w) in 
m 

S (w) = F( w) H (w) + C (w), 
m m m 

(3.120) 

cause the complex zeros in {w J associated wi th {w J
f 

to change sm 
posi tion randomly from speckle image to speckle image. They remain 

identifiable if their movements are less random than the movements of 

the complex zeros associated with {w}hm' This is the case provided 

the contamination is not too severe. Zero-and-add is described in 

detail in Chapter 6 of this thesis, including consideration of the 

effects of various forms of contamination. Sinton et al [198_J apply 

zero-and-add to computer simulated speckle imaging in two dimensions. 

The need to compute complex zeros for each speckle image makes zero

and-add in its present form computationally expensive. However it 

holds the promise of being able to accurately recover F( u) under 

isoplanatic conditions without having to measure or estimate any 

seeing-dependent transfer function. 

A final note for this subsection is that Brames and Dainty 

[1981 ] provide an interpretation of the 0 bj ect cross-spectrum 

F*(~) F(u+flu) estimated by the Knox-Thompson method (t,.}].5.2) in 

terms of complex vi si bili ty zeros ') The analytically continued cross 

spectrum F*(~*) F(~+ fl~) has complex zeros {~*,~ -fl~}. Comparing 
I 

these complex zeros with the complex zeros {~,~* J of the power 

spectrum ~f(~) allows the complex zeros {~} of the object to be 

identified as the ones which differ in position by flu between the 

two sets. 

3.6 SPECKLE IMAGING: IMAGE DOMAIN METHODS 

A number of speckle imaging techniques have been proposed 

which operate in the image domain by means of correlation or shift

and-add operations on speckle images. Such techniques have acquired 

the generic ti tle of shift-and-add techniques .g. Dainty 1984 

1$7.4.5J, though the shift-and-add method (03.6.2) of Bates and Cady 
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[1980J was not the first such technique to be proposed (cf. ~3.6.1). 

The common feature of all shift-and-add techniques is the location of 

individual bright speckles in the speckle images and the shifting and 

adding together of the speckle images wi th the chosen bright speckles 

at the centre of image space. Mertz [1984 ~VJ provides a conceptual 

link with the Fourier domain by noting that shifting and adding bright 

speckles together amounts to correcting, at high spatial frequencies 

only, the atmospheric phase perturbations of the object's visibility. 

3.6. 1 LYNDS-WORDEN-HARVEY METHOD 

Lynds et al [1976J consider an approximation to the speckle 

point spread function consisting of the diffraction-limited psf of the 

telescope convolved with a collection of delta functions of various 

positions and strengths, 

d (x) 
m -

I m 
I 

i== 1 
<S(x-x'.), 

- -ml 
<3. 121 ) 

representing the positions and brightnesses of the individual speckles 

in h (x). The speckle psf is expressed as 
m -

<3.122) 

where ~ (~) 0 dm (~) is the above-mentioned approximation to hm (~) and 

n (x) is a residual noise term comprising the differences in form 
m -

between hD(X_) and each speckle in h (x) plus any dim speckles of h (x) 
m - m -

not included in d (x). The speckle image is then represented by 
m -

s (x) 
m -

(3.123) 

where n (x) is a modified noise term. Equation (3.123) expresses the m -
intuitive interpretation of a speckle image as the superposition of a 

number of translated, weighted, and distorted replicas of the true 

image, one replica for each speckle in h ex). The distortions of the 
m -

replicas are contained in n (x). m - When the angular extent of the true 

image is not much larger than the effective extent of hD(~)' the 
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speckle image retains a speckled appearance (cf. di2. 5.1) and the form 

of the true image is visually apparent as the form of the individual 

speckles in s (x). Figure 1 of Worden et al [1976J serves as a good 
m -

example of this: the speckles of an unresolved s tar are small, the 

speckles of a resolved star are large, and the speckles of a double 

star occur in pairs. 

For a particular speckle psf h (x), d (x) corresponds to the 
m - m -

posi tions and brightnesses of the bright speckles in the speckle image 

of a point object. Lynds et al [1976J observe that these positions 

and brightnesses are also recoverable by inspection of the speckle 

image of a resolved obj ect provided the spatial extent of the 0 bj ect 

is sufficiently small, perhaps no more than four or five times the 

Rayleigh limit (1$1. 6. 6) [Worden et al 1976J. For such barely 

resolved objects, e.g. supergiant stars relatively close to Earth, the 

individual speckles of s (x) do not merge together. This allows h (x) m - m -
to be estimated directly from s (x). The estimated h (x) is described m - m -
by an estimated d (x), 

m -

d (x) m - e <3.124) 

obtained from the measured positions x . and brightnesses a . of the 
-ml ml 

bright speckles in s (x). Deconvolving d (x) from s (x), assuming m - m - e m -
d (x) '" d (x), provides an estimate of the true image, 
m - e m -

s (x) 0-
1 d (x) 

m - m - e ( 
-1 

f(~) 0 hD(~) 0 dm(~) 0 dm(~) 

+ i1 (X)0- 1 d (x) 
m - m - e 

f(~)0hD(~)0 o(~) + nm(~) 

sD(~) + nm(~) (3.125) 

1 where 0 represents the deconvolution operation. Lynds et al [1976 

diIIIJ note that deconvolution in the Fourier domain produces "minor 

spurious imperfections in the background" of the resulting image. 

They propose an alternative approach which is to cross-correlate 

d (x) with s (x), forming the sum of all of the bright speckles of 
m - e m -

s (x) at the centre of image space on top of a background of cross
m -

correlation terms. This can be considered an approximate form of 
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deconvolution by d (x). The cross-correlation yields m - e 

I m 
+ L 

p=1 

I m 
L a .a'io(x+x i-x'.) 

i = 1 ml m - - m - ml 

I m 
L 

q=1 
q~p 

I 
m 

a a' o(x+x -x'»)+d(x)@n(x) 
mp mq - -mp -mq m - e m-

La. a' i ° (x + x . - x' .) + sD (x ) 0 c (x) 
i=1 ml m - -ml -ml - m -

+ d (x) @n (x). 
m - e m-

(3.126) 

If d ( x ) i s a goo des t i ma teo f d (x), in the s ens e t ha t 
m - e m -

x . '" x'., 
-ml -ml 

(3.127) 

then (3.126) becomes 

1m 

sD(~) 0 L a ia'i o(x) + SD(~)0Cm(~) 
i=1 m m -

= A sD (x) + C (x) + d ( x) @ n ( x ) • 
m - m- m-e m-

+ d (x) @ n (x) 
m - e m-

(3.128) 

Cm(~) is the convolution of sD(~) with all of the cross-product terms 

from d (x) @ d (x). The autoproduct terms from d (x) @ d (x) occur 
m - e m - m - e m-

near the origin whereas the cross-product terms are spread out in 

image space, making the magnitude of A sD(x) large compared to that of 
m -

c (x) within the effective extent 
m - of sD(~). sLWHm(~) is averaged over 

the ensemble of speckle images to yield 

(3.129) 
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which has the form of the true image (provided (3.127) holds) 

superimposed on a tf fluctuating background consisting mostly of 

cross-product terms from the correlation" [Lynds et al 1976 ~IIIJ. 

This background is analogous to the fog generated by shift-and-add 

(0'3.6.2). 
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Lynds et al [1976J subject each speckle image to a 

prefiltering step to eliminate the fog in sLWH(~)' They fit a 

two-dimensional Gaussian function to each s (x) and then subtract the 
m -

Gaussian from s'(x) to leave a modified speckle image s'(x) in which 
m - m -

the low spatial frequency components are suppressed. This step is 

akin to long exposure subtraction in speckle interferometry (f$3. 3. 2) . 

They then construct d'(x) from the positions and brightnesses of all m - e 
speckles in s'(x) brighter than about 60% of the brightest speckle in 

m -
s'(x) [Worden et al 1976J. and compute the Lynds-Worden-Harvey image 
m -

SL'WH (x) = d'(x) \81 s'(x) == A' sD(x) m- m-e m- m-
(3.130) 

in which the background turns out to be almost completely suppressed 

[Lynds et al 1976 Fig.3. cf. Welter and Worden 1980 f$IIIJ. The 

(composi te) Lynds-Worden-Harvey image is formed by averaging s ~WHm (~) 

over all available speckle images, giving 

<3. 131 ) 

The similarity of sLWH(~) to the true image. as implied by (3.131), 

depends on the absence of fine detail in the background of (3.129) in 

the region of image space occupied by sD(~)' Lynds et al [1976J are 

optimistic that this is so since the Lynds-Worden-Harvey image of an 

unresolved star is qualitatively similar to the diffraction-limited 

psf of the telescope [cf. Welter and Worden 1980 O'IIIJ. Others have 

expressed disquiet on this point [McDonnell and Bates 1976, Labeyrie 

1978J. 

The Lynds-Worden-Harvey method in its original form [Lynds et 

al 1976J is applicable only to objects bright enough to form speckle 

images without appreciable photon limiting, i.e. the average number of 

photons per speckle (f$3. 3.3) is large. Because of the averaging of 

many speckles per speckle image, relati vely few independent speckle 
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images are needed to reduce the variance of sLWH(~) (3.131) to an 

acceptable level. Welter and Worden [1980 <$IIJ use about twenty 

speckle images, cf. the few hundred typical for speckle interferometry 

(<$3.3.3). Worden [1975, 1976J, Lynds et al [1976J, Wilkerson and 

Worden [1977J. and Welter and Worden [1980J estimate the radii and 

limb darkening of a number of supergiant stars from radially averaged 

prof iles of Lynds-Worden-Harvey images. Two-dimensional pictures of 

supergiant stars, notably Betelgeuse, are presented by Lynds et al 

[1974J [cf. Dainty 1975b <$7.4.2, Dainty 1984 <$7.4.5J, Lynds et al 

[1976J. Worden et al [1976J, and Welter and Worden [1980J. The map of 

the surface of Betelgeuse produced by Lynds et al [1974J showing 

apparent surface detail caused considerable excitement at the time it 

appeared [cf. --- 1975, Irwin 1975J. Subsequent studies of Betelgeuse 

by Wilkerson and Worden [1977J and Welter and Worden [1980J using the 

Lynds-Worden-Harvey method have found no statistically significant 

surface detail. 

McDonnell and Bates [1976J (see also Bates et al [1977 

<$<$IV,VJ) contend that the Lynds-Worden-Harvey image (3.131) does not 

have the form of the true image but is in fact blurred by random 

errors in the estimates x . (3.124) of the true positions x' 
-ml -mi 

(3.121) of the speckles in the speckle image. This means that 

(3.127) is not valid in practice. The delta functions in the first 

term on the last line of <3.126) are clustered in a region of nonzero 

extent, thereby broadening the first term of (3.128). The first term 

of (3.129) and the Lynds-Worden-Harvey images (3.130, 3.131) are 

similarly broadened. McDonnell and Bates model the blurring by a 

point spread function hL (~), i.e. 

( 3. 1 32) 

They note that hL (~O is 1 ikely to depend on the form of f (~). They 

take Lynds et aI's [1976J image of Betelgeuse and attempt to remove 

the blurring by assuming that hL(~) is circularly symmetric, then 

separating hL(~) from f(~) and hD(~) by inspecting the zeros of the 

radial average of the visibility 

<3.133) 
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then Wiener filtering the estimate of HL(~) from (3.133). The 

resul ting enhanced image of Betelgeuse [McDonnell and Bates 1976. 

Bates et al 1977J has considerably more pronounced detail than the 

image of Lynds et al [1976J. 
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Bakut et al [1984J describe a speckle imaging method which is 

a translation of the Lynds-Worden-Harvey method into the Fourier 

domain, with embellishments related to speckle interferometry (03.3.1) 

and the Knox-Thompson method (03.5.2). They claim that their method 

does not suffer from blurring due to the inaccurate estimation of 

speckle positions. Unfortunately this immunity arises not as a 

consequence of their method but rather from an implicit assumption in 

their analysis that the speckle position estimates are indeed perfect. 

When this assumption is removed their method has resolution equivalent 

to the Lynds-Worden-Harvey method. 

von der Heide [1978J describes a speckle imaging method which 

can be considered an elaboration of Lynds et ai's [1976J attempt to 

estimate h (x) from s (x). von der Heide solves for h (x) from s (x) 
m- m- m- m-

wi th an i terati ve procedure incorporating a matri x formulation of 

least-squares minimisation. The method is not restricted to objects 

of very small angular extent and can incorporate a priori knowledge of 

the form of the object. von der Heide presents one-dimensional 

computer simulations of the method and notes that its major drawback 

is its requirement for an enormous amount of computation. 

Bates and Milner [1978J describe an extension to the Lynds

Worden-Harvey method which allows obj ects (e.g. star clusters) 

consisting of a collection of unresolved parts to be imaged. They 

call their technique s ckle masking (see also Bates et al [1978aJ. 

Bates et al [1978bJ. Milner and Bates [1979J. and Milner [1979 

di06.7J), which is not to be confused with Weigelt et ai's speckle 

masking (03.5.3). Bates and Milner's [1978J speckle masking 

incorporates elements of the Lynds-Worden-Harvey method, speckle 

interferometry, and the crystallographic heavy-atom methods mentioned 

in Section 3.4.1. Speckle masking begins by forming the image 

sLWHm(~) described by (3.126). The function dm(~)e which is 

correlated with s (x) is appropriately called a speckle mask when the 
m -

correlation is performed optically, hence the name" speckle masking". 
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Next, a threshold is lowered through sLWHm (~) until the background is 

reached, and the positions and brightnesses of any parts of sLWMm(~) 

exceeding the threshold are taken to form a basic star ern. Bates 
~~...;;.;..;,,;. 

and Milner argue that when one star in the star cluster f(~) is 

significantly brighter than all of the others, the brightest speckles 

in s (x) are more often than not associated with the brightest star in 
m -

f(~). The central part of sLWHm(~) then comprises mostly the true 

image of the brightest star, and true images of the other stars in 

f(~) appear with approximately their correct positions and 

brightnesses in sLWHm(~)' It is not necessary for all of the other 

stars to be recognisable above the background in sLWHm (~), because 

Bates and Milner then compare the basic star pattern wi th the 

estimated autocorrelation A[f(x)] from speckle interferometry (3.21) 
- e 

in a procedure which can unravel the form of So (~) from A[f(~)]e even 

if the basic star pattern is an incomplete or inaccurate 

representation of f (~). The comparison procedure is related to the 

algorithms described by Baldwin and Warner [1978aJ. If the basic star 

pattern is significantly asymmetric, the mirror-image ambiguity in 

reconstructing sD(:) from A[f(:)]e (cf. c$3.4.2) is resolved. 

3.6.2 SHIFT-AND-ADD 

Bates and Cady [1980J describe a speckle imaging technique 

they call shift-and-add, in which the brightest point in each speckle 

image is located, the speckle image is translated or shifted so that 

the brightest point lies at the centre of image space, and the shifted 

speckle image is added to the other speckle images which have been 

similarly processed. This particularly simple technique is 

essentially a version of the Lynds-Worden-Harvey method wi thout 

preflltering (c$3.6.1) in which only the brightest speckle of each 

speckle image is chosen as a bright speckle. The motivation for 

shift-and-add came from considering situations in which there might 

actually be only one bright speckle in the speckle image, for instance 

when there are too few photons in the speckle image to adequately form 

any but the brightest speckles [Bates 1982b c$8.7J or when the speckle 

image is formed with wideband light [Bates and Cady 1980J (cf. c$2.5). 

A number of var iations on Bates and Cady's technique have since been 

described which differ in details such as how the shifted speckle 
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images are weighted before they are added together and whether only 

the single brightest speckle or a few of the almost-brightest speckles 

[cf. Bagnuolo 1982J from each speckle image are shifted to the centre 

of image space. These variants all have similar characteristics and 

are here referred to collectively as basic shift-and-add methods. The 

original proposal of Bates and Cady [1980J is here called simple 

shHt-and-add. 

Using the notation wi th which the Lynds-Worden-Harvey method 

is described in Section 3.6.1, simple shift-and-add is characterised 

by a speckle mask 

d (x) = o(x-x) m - e --m 0.134) 

containing one delta function of uni t strength whose posi tion x is -m 
that of the brightest point in s (x). m -
sSA(~) is defined by 

where 

< d (x) 0 s (x) >M m - e m-

<s (x + x ) >M m - -m 

f(~) 0 <hm(~ + ~m»M 

f(~)0hSA(~)' 

The simple shHt-and-add image 

0.135) 

0.136) 

is the simple shift-and-add point spread function. 

The simple shfft-and-add image, 1 ike the sLWH (~) (3.129) 

formed by Lynds-Worden-Harvey processing wi thout the pref 11 ter ing 

step, possesses a bright central peak and an extended background or 

fog [Bates and Cady 1980J. If f(~) happens to contain a single 

unresolved part (the reference part) that is considerably brighter 

than the rest of f(~), then sLA(~) shows a diffraction-limited version 

of f(~) on top of the fog, with the bright central peak of sSA(~) 

corresponding to the bright reference part of f (~) [Bates and Cady 

1980, Cady and Bates 1980, Cady 1980 ~95,6, Bates 1982b 98.7, Hunt et 
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al 1983J. This version of f(~) remains diffraction-limited even when 

the imaging instrument is severely aberrated [Cady and Bates 1980, 

Bates et al 1981, Cady 1980 ~~6.5,6.6J. When the reference part of 

f(x) is not considerably brighter than the rest of f(~), spurious 

details or ghosts [Bates and Cady 1980J appear in sSA(~). The 

brightness of the ghosts compared to the brightness of the "true" 

detail in sSA(~) increases as the reference part of f(~) becomes less 

bright with respect to the rest of f(~). Ghosting can be considered 

as a dependence of the form of hSA(~) on the form of f(x). The simple 

shift-and-add method is illustrated in one dimension in Figure 3.9. 

As the number of independent speckle images averaged in (3.135) 

increases, the standard deviation of the average at each point in 

image space decreases in proportion to 1 /IM and an image resembl ing 

the true image with ghosts and fog gradually appears (Figures 3.9c-h). 

Another basic shift-and-add technique called usted shift-

and-add is described by Bates et al [1981 J. This differs from simple 

shift-and-add only in that each shifted speckle image is weighted by 

the brightness of its brightest point before being added to the 

others, so that 

and 

d (x) 
m - e 

s (x )6(X-X) 
m -m --m 

< d ( x ) ® s ( X ) >M m - e m-

<s (x ) s (x + x ) >M m -m m - -m 

f(x) 0 <s (x) h (X+X »M. 
- m -m m - -m 

(3.137) 

(3.138) 

The brightness of the fog and the ghosts tends to be somewhat less in 

s ASA (~) than in sSA (~) [Bates et al 1981, Bates and Fright 1982 J but 

the images are otherwise qualitatively similar. 

The fog in basic shift-and-add images can be suppressed by 

forming the basic shift-and-add image of an unresolved reference 

object f (x) "" a6(x) to give 
o - -

(3. 139) 
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o -'T----...!L-D!'!!....-...:!:.----....,. X o~-------~--~-----~ x 
o o xm 

(a) (bl 

M = 4 

O~------~--------~ x o .lr--------~-----------, X 

o o 
(c) (d) 

16 64 

O+------~---------~ x O~--------~----------~ x 
o o 

(e) (f) 

256 1024 

O~-----~----------~ x o J,----------...,.--____ -------, x 
o o 

(g) (h) 

Figure 3.9: One-dimensional computer simulations illustrating simple 

shift-and-add. 

(a) True image. 

(b) Typical speckle image, whose brightest pixel occurs 

at x = x . 
m 

(c) - (h) Simple shift-and-add images 

sSA(X) = <sm(x+xm»M for M 1 (c), 4 Cd), 16 

(e), 64 (0, 256 (g), 1024 (h) speckle images. 
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then deconvolving sOSA(~) from sSA(~) by a technique such as Wiener 

filtering (cf. 3.19) or CLEAN [Hogbom 1974J [cf. Bates et al 1984, 

Bates and McDonnell 198_ di16J, then convol ving the result with the 

diffraction-limited psf of the telescope. The resulting defogged 

image is given by 

-1 
sSA(~) 0 sOSA(~) 0 hD(~) 

1 
'" f(~) 0 hD(~) 0 hSA(~) 0 a hOSA(~) 

1 ( -1 
=8: SD(~) 0 hSA(~)0 hOSA(~»' (3.140) 

The 0 bj ect-dependence of hSA (~) means that deconvolution by hOSA (~) 

does not remove ghosts, but the fog is largely removed (see Figures 

3.10a,b). An alternative approach to defogging is to estimate the fog 

and subtract the estimate from the shift-and-add image. Bagnuolo 

[1985aJ estimates the fog by forming an image comprising the sum of 

delta functions at the location of each speckle image used to 

determine the shifts in shift-and-add, i.e. 

d(x) <d (x) )M 
m - e 

(3.141) 

(cf. 3.134, 3.137), and then cross-correlating this image with the 

unshifted ensemble average <s (x»M (which equals the long exposure 
m -

image (3.10) in the limit of M ~ m) to form the estimated fog 

(3.142) 

The defogged shift~and-add image is given by 

(see Figures 3.10c,d). This procedure is reminiscent of Welter and 

Worden's [1978J method or long exposure subtraction in speckle 

interferometry (~3.3.2) and evidently (Figure 3.10d) causes a similar 

attenuation of spatial frequencies below the seeing limit. 

Hunt et al [1983] have conf irmed theoretically, effecti vely 

under the assumption of D » r , that the simple shift-and-add psf o 
contains a diffraction-limited component if the object possess spatial 
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frequencies out to the diffraction limit [cf. Freeman et al 1985J. 

Analytical descriptions of the effects of ghosting are presented by 

Bagnuolo [1982J and Hunt et al [1983 ~4J for objects with unresolved 

parts (e.g. binary stars) and by Hunt et al [1983 ~5] and Bagnuolo 

[1 985a, 1985b] for extended 0 bj ects. Bagnuolo [1984] analyses the 

effects of nonisoplanatism on basic shift-and-add (cf. 95.3) using a 

single phase screen model of the atmosphere (92. '7). 

soSA (xl 

OJ,------,....-------,x 
o o 

(a) ( b) 

x 
OJ,------,--------,x 

o o 
(c) (d) 

Figure 3.10: One-dimensional computer simulations illustrating two 

ways of removing the fog from the simple shift-and-add 

image: by deconvolution (a, b), or by subtraction (c, d). 

1000 speckle images were used to form (a) and (c). 

(a) Simple shift-and-add image of a point reference 

obj ect. 

(b) The result of deconvolving (a) from Figure 3.9h by 

Wiener filtering (cf. 3.19) and then convolving by 

the diffraction-limited transfer function. 

(c) Bagnuolo!s [1985a] estimate of the fog (3.142), 

displayed on the same vertical scale as Figure 3.9h. 

(d) The resul t of subtracting (c) from Figure 3. 9h, 

displayed on the same vertical scale as Figure 3. 9h. 
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Astronomical applications of basic shift-and-add have been 

reported by Bagnuolo and McAlister [1983J, Hutter et al [1985J, Baba 

et al [1985J, and Bagnuolo [1985a, 1985bJ. The first three of these 

papers describe observations of binary stars. Shift-and-add is able 

to resolve the 180 0 ambiguity of position angle inherent in speckle 

interferometric observations (cf. 1$3.4.2). The two papers by Bagnuolo 

[1985a, 1985b J present an image of Betelgeuse which suggests the 

presence of an irregular envelope of material surrounding the star 

[cf. Roddier and Roddier 1985J. 

Basic shift-and-add has been applied to ultrasonic imaging 

through an inhomogeneous medium by Bates and Robinson [1981J (see also 

Bates et al [1982J and Bates and Minard [1983, 1984J). In this case 

the object f (x) is spatially coherent and the speckle images are c -
complex amplitudes (cf. 1$1.6.3). The simple shift-and-add image 

defined by 

<s (x + x ) e m - -m 

-j phas s (x )] 
m -m 

>M 

-j phase[ s (x )] 
.. f (x) ® <h (x + x ) m -m > 

c - m - -m e M (3.144) 

is qualitatively similar to the simple shift-add-image in the 

spatially incoherent case (3.135), including the formation of ghosts, 

except that the random background averages towards zero instead of 

towards a positive-valued fog. Statistically independent speckle 

images are obtained by forming the images with quasi-monochromatic 

ultrasound of different mean frequencies [Bates and Robinson 1981J. 

An extension to basic shift-and-add in ultrasonic imaging is 

described by Bates and Robinson [1982J. In thts technique, called 

stochastic shift-and-add, synthetically distorted quasi-speckle 

images s (x) are generated from each s (x) by applying a computer-
mn - m -

generated pseudo-random phase distortion <p (u) to S (u), giving mn - m -

s (x) ~ S (u) '" S (u) e 
mn - mn - m -

~ (u) mn - (3.145) 

Simple shift-and-add is then performed over all s (x) from all s (x). mn - m -
forming the stochastic shift-and-add image 
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-j phase[s (x ) ] 
<s (x + x ) mn -mn > 

mn - -mn e MN 

-j phase[ s (x )] 
f(x) (;) <h (x+x ) e mn -mn > 

- mn - -mn MN' (3.146) 

The stochastic shift-and-add image is often a more faithful rendition 

of the true image than is the simple shift-and-add image (3.144) when 

the object consists of a collection of unresolved parts, e.g. micro

calcifications in human breast tissue [cf. Robinson and Bates 1980J. 

It can even be a good likeness to the true image when only a single 

speckle image is used in (3.146) [Bates and Robinson 1982, Bates 1982b 

012.3J. Bates [1976J demonstrates the latter possibility in the 

context of spatially incoherent speckle imaging. 

The main advantage of simple shift-and-add over the other 

speckle imaging techniques described in this chapter is that it is 

9perationallY very simple. Just as speckle interferometry (03.3.1) 

is well suited to coherent optical computation, so is simple 

shift-and-add well suited to digital computation because it involves 

only elementary image domain operations (compare, shift, add) that can 

be rapidly performed by a microcomputer [cf. Bates et al 1981 J. The 

other basic shift-and-add techniques described above require more 

computational effort. For objects whose basic shift-and-add images 

are so badly contaminated by ghosts that they are not useful as is, 

basic shift-and-add can usefully be incorporated into composite 

speckle imaging schemes [Bates and Fright 1982J with other techniques 

such as speckle interferometry (03.3) and Fienup's algorithms 

(03.4.2). An important property of all the basic shift-and-add images 

(3.135,3.138,3.140,3.143,3.144,3.146) is that they are each 

convolutions of f(~) with a point spread function if the speckle 

images themselves are isoplanatic (3.3e). This property may be 

exploitable by recently developed computational procedures employing 

complex visibility zeros (93.5.4) [cf. Lane et al 198_J. 

3.6.3 RECENT VARIANTS OF SHIFT-AND-ADD 

In recent years, several shift-and-add techniques 

significantly more intricate than basic shift-and-add have been 
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developed. This subsection describes these new techniques. 

Minard et al [1985J present an iterative procedure called 

correlation shift-and-add which can form faithful images of certain 

types of object, such as objects consisting of a collection of 

unresolved parts of comparable brightnesses (e.g. star clusters), 

whose basic shift-and-add images are severely contaminated by ghosts 

(03.6.2). Correlation shift-and-add is one of a number of extensions 

to basic shift-and-add studied by Minard [1985 ~07-9J [cf. Bates et al 

1985, Sinton et al 198_J in which a transformation is applied to each 

speckle image in the ensemble {s (x)} in order to make the posi tion of 
m -

the brightest point in each h (x) more accurately identifiable. In 
m -

correlation shift-and-add, each speckle image is correlated by an 

estimate f(x) of f(x) to form an ensemble of modified speckle 
- e 

images 

s' (x) 
m -

f(x) ® s (x) == (f(x) ® f(x») (0) h (x). 
- e m - - e - m -

When f(x) is a good estimate of f(~)t i.e. 
- e 

f(x) 
- e 

O. 147) becomes 

s'(x) '" A[f(x)](O)h (x). 
m - - m -

0.148) 

0.149) 

Ghosting in basic shift-and-add (03.6.2) occurs when the brightest 

point in s (x) does not correspond to the brightest point in h (x) in m - m -
a significant proportion of the speckle images. If (as is often the 

case) f(~)e® f(~) is more highly peaked than f(~), for instance when 

f(x) consists of an irregularly spaced collection of unresolved parts, 

then the position x' of the brightest point in each s' (x) is more 
-m m -

likely to be equal to the posi tion of the brightest point in h (x) 
m -

than is the position x of the brightest point in s (x). Any of the -m m -
basic shift-and-add algorithms of Section 3.6.2 can then be 

advantageously adapted so that each unmodified speckle image is 

shifted according to x' instead of x before being added. The 
-m -m 

resulting modified basic shift-and-add image exhibits less ghosting 

than the basic shift-and-add image formed with shifts according to ~m' 
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In the discussion which follows, simple shift-and-add (3.135) is 

used as a representative example of basic shift-and-add. The 

modified basic shift-and-add image is then given by 

1 61 

<s (x + x' »M m - -m f(x) 0 <h (x+x'»M' 
m - -m 

(3.150 ) 

The form of the object is unknown a priori t so correlation 

shift-and-add forms and iteratively refines an estimate f(x) of f(x) - e 
with the following algorithm: 

(a) Estimate the extent of f(~) by performing speckle interferometry 

to obtain A[f(x)] (3.21 t 3.22) and setting an extent estimate E equal - e -e 
to half of the effective extent of A[f(x)]. Construct a rectangular 

- e 
window function w(x) with a width perhaps 10% greater than E • - -e 

(b) To begin the iteration t set {s'(x)} equal to {s (x)}. 
m - m -

(c) Form the modified basic shift-and-add image sSA(~) according to 

<3.150) • 

(d) Slide the window function across sSA(~) and find the position 

x ~w for which J ISSA(~) w(~- ~w)1 .d~ is maximised. Set 

(e) 

(3.151) 

Form a new ensemble {s'(x)} of modified speckle images according m -
to (3. 147) • 

(f) Repeat steps (c) - (e) until successive versions of sSA(~) differ 

by less than a prescribed threshold. The correlation shift-and-add 

image sCAA(~) is then set equal to the most recently obtained sSA(~) 

[Minard et al 1985J or alternatively to the most recently obtained 

sSA(~)w(~- ~w) [Sinton et al 198_J. 

Minard et al [1985J and Minard [1985J apply correlation shift-and-add 

to ultrasonic imaging, for which the basic shift-and-add image 

contains no fog (~3.6.2). To adapt correlation shift-and-add to 

astronomical speckle imaging the fog must be removed from sSA(~) or 
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from f(x) in step (d) above [cr. Sinton et al 198 J. 
- e -

The correlation (3.147) is equivalent to the convolution 

where 

s' (x) 
m -

g (x) 
- e 

g(x) 0S (x) 
- e m-

f*(-x) 
- e 

(3.152 ) 

(3.153) 

is an estimate of the matched filter for f(~). This is the essence of 

the matched-f il tel'" shift-and-add proposed independently of Minard et 

al [1985J by Ribak et al [1984, 1985aJ and Ribak [198_J. Matched

filter shift-and-add is closely related to correlation shift-and-add. 

It also aims to accurately determine the locations of local maxima of 

h ex) from s (x). It also begins with an initial estimate of f(x_) and m - m -
iteratively refines the estimate from {s (x)} [Ribak 198 J. The 

m - -
identity between (3.152) and (3.147) describes the essential identity 

between the two methods. 

Bagnuolo [1985a, 1985bJ describes an iterative algorithm which 

promises to be able to suppress ghosting in the basic shift-and-add 

image of an arbi trary object. From a model of the first-order 

statistics of speckle intensity (02.5.1), Bagnuolo derives an 

expression for hSA (~) in terms of f (~) [cr. Hunt et al 1983 06J. This 

expression allows the shift-and-add image of a given object to be 

computed theoretically. The i terati ve algori thm performs the inverse 

operation of determining f(~) from sSA(~)' It is similar in some 

ways to Fienup's algorithms (03.4.2), and has the following steps: 

(a) Form an initial estimate f(x) of f(x). 
- e -

(b) Compute hSA(~)e from f(~)e using Bagnuolo's [1985a, 1985bJ 

theoretical results. 

(c) Deconvolve hSA(~)e from the known shift-and-add image sSA(~) to 

gi ve 

f' (x) 
- e 

<3. 154) 
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(d) Form a new f(x) by imposing constraints upon f'(x) : 
- e - e 

f(x) =: 
- e -

{

f'(X) if x f'{x) ~ 0 and inside estimated extent of f{x_) 
- e 

- e o otherwise (3.155) 

(e) Repeat steps (b) - (d) until convergence is achieved, leaving 

f(x) as the estimate of f{x). 
- e 

Bagnuolo [1985a, 1985bJ reports that the algorithm converges rapidly 

for objects containing bright regions of small extent (e.g. a barely 

resol ved star). He presents images from computer simulations and an 

image of Betelgeuse formed from astronomical data. The image of 

Betelgeuse shows a bright central disc surrounded by an extended 

region of irregular detail. The image is qualitatively similar to the 

images formed by Roddier and Roddier [1985J and Bates et al [198_J 

(of. 1$3.4.2). 

Christou et al [1984, 1985, 1986, 198_J (see also Christou 

[1985a t$6J) describe a close relati ve of the Lynds-Worden-Harvey method 

(1$3.6.1) which, following Christou et al [1984J, is here called 

weighted shift-and-add. The objective of weighted shift-and-add is 

to produce an image that is representative of the true image sD(~) and 

whose form does not depend on the parameters of the seeing [Christou 

1985aJ, I.e. the image contains no background fog (cf. 1$1$ 3.6.1, 

3.6.2). Instead of prefiltering individual speckle images as the 

Lynds-Worden-Harvey method does, weighted shift-and-add forms a basic 

shift-and-add image (cf. 1$3.6.2) and filters the fog from that. 

Weighted shlft-and-add begins by forming a speckle mask (1$3.6.1) 

d (x) containing delta functions whose posi tions and strengths are m - e 
equal to the positions and brightnesses of the local maxima of s (x), 

m -
i.e. 

d (x) 
m - e 

I m 
L 

i=1 
s (x .)6(x-x .). m -ml - -ml <3.156) 

Every local maximum of s (x) above a threshold level representing the m -
estimated noise level in s (x) is included into d (x). The threshold 

m - m - e 
level is typically 5% of the maximum brightness of s (x) [Christou m -
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1985a <$6.4J. The weighted shift-and-add image sWSA(~~) ++ SWSA('=!) is 

then computed according to 

<S m ( '=!) O~ ('=! ) e> M 

<0 (u) 0 * ( u) >M m - e m - e 

In the image domain (3.157) becomes 

< d (x) ® s (x) >M 0 -1 < d (x) ® d (x) >M ' 
m - e m - m - e m - e 

(3.157) 

(3.158) 

-1 
where 0 represents the deconvolution accomplished by dividing by 

<0 (u) O*(u) >M in the Fourier domain (cf. 3.18). Christou et al 
m - e m - e 

[1985J note that the division is computationally stable because 

<0 (u) 0* (u) >M < 10 (u) 12 >M is greater than zero for all u. The m - e m - e m - e -
first term on the right hand side of (3.158) is exactly equivalent to 

the Lynds-Worden-Harvey image without prefiltering (3.129). The 

second term of the right hand side of (3.158) is the averaged 

autocorrelation of the speckle masks, which provides a synthetic 

estimate of the fog. Oeconvolving the second quantity from the first 

suppresses the fog almost completely, as the stellar images presented 

by Christou et al [1985, 1986, 198_J and Christou [1985aJ demonstrate 

by example. 

The success of weighted shift-and-add in forming a faithful, 

fog-free estimate of the true image is dependent upon the same 

conditions as is the success of the Lynds-Worden-Harvey method 

(<$3.6.1), and therefore will probably be applicable only to barely 

resol ved bright obj ects unless the formation of the speckle mask is 

augmented by techniques such as matched filtering [Ribak et al 1984, 

1985a, Ribak 198_. Christou et al 198_J. The conditions required for 

weighted shift-and-add to successfully remove the fog can be 

established by inserting Lynds et aI's [1976J model of the speckle 

point spread function (3.122) into (3.158) (cf. 3.3e). This gives 
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Only if 

and 
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< dm(~)e <8 [f(~) (;) (hD(~) (;) dm(~) + nm(~)) ]>M 

(;) -1 < d ( x ) <8 d (x) >M 
m - e m - e 

f(~) (;) hD(~) (;) «dm(~)e<8dm(~»M + <dm(~)e<8nm(~»MJ 

(;) -1 < d (x) <8 d ( x) >M 
m - e m - e 

So (~) (;) « d m (~ ) e <8 d m (~ ) > M + < d m (~ ) e <8 n m (~ ) > M ) 

d (x) '" d (x) 
m - e m-

<d (x) <8n (x»M '" 0 
m - e m-

(;) -1 <d (x) <8 d (x) >M' (3.159) 
m - e m - e 

(3.1 60a) 

(3. 1 60b) 

will the fog be well removed, since then 

(3. 1 61 ) 

Condition (3.160a) requires that all speckles in h (x) be included 
m -

into d (x) , i. e. the threshold level mentioned a bove should be as low m - e 
as possible and the detection of speokles in s (x) must be reliable. 

m -
Condition (3.160b) expresses the intuitive assumption (stated as 

Equation 1 in Christou et al [1985J) that the average speckle of an 

unresolved objeot has the form of the diffraotion-limited pOint spread 

function of the telesoope, as has been verified theoretioally by Hunt 

et al [1983J and Freeman et al [1985J. 

3.7 SUMMARY 

Speckle images in optical astronomy are short exposure, 
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usually narrow band images of celestial obj ects, normally observed wi th 

conventional telescopes of large aperture (e.g. pupil diameter> 1m). 

Speckle processing techniques are data processing techniques that 

operate on ensembles of speckle images suffering statistically 

independent distortions due to atmospheric seeing. The intent of 

speckle processing is to obtain spatial resolution beyond the seeing 

limit imposed by the atmosphere on long exposure images. The original 

and most widely applied speckle processing technique is Labeyrie's 

speckle interferometry, which allows a diffraction-limited estimate of 

the autocorrelation of a celestial object to be formed despite 

atmospheric seeing, and also despite aberrations in the telescope 

optics provided the random distortions due to the atmosphere are worse 

than the fixed distortions due to the telescope. Estimating the 

autocorrelation of an object corresponds to estimating the squared 

magnitude of its visibility, in which the Fourier phase is lost. 

Certain characteristics of the object such as its size and approximate 

shape can be deduced from its autocorrelation, but the form of the 

true image of the obj ect cannot be immediately recovered from its 

autocorrelation except for the special forms of object which can be 

imaged by speckle holography and related techniques. Fourier phase 

retrieval algorithms can be applied for objects of arbitrary form to 

reconstruct the object visibility phase discarded by speckle 

interferometry, which corresponds to determining the form of the true 

image from its diffraction-limited autocorrelation. Fourier phase 

retrieval tends to be computationally expensive. 

Various speckle imaging techniques have been devised which 

attempt to preserve the object visibility phase information present 

in distorted form in speckle images. The different techniques have 

different strengths and weaknesses, producing estimates of the true 

image of varying quality for varying forms of object, quantities of 

detected light, and seeing conditions. An estimated true image which 

is insufficiently faithful to be useful on its own can be used to 

ease the computational burden and resolve fundamental ambiguities 

of Fourier phase retrieval. This chapter divides speckle imaging 

techniques broadly into Fourier domain methods and image domain 

methods. The image domain methods, typified by shift-and-add 

operations in image space, can be very simple conceptually and 

computationally. However their use of specific information from 



individual speckle images, i.e. the positions of bright speckles, 

makes them difficult to describe analytically so that there are far 

fewer theoretical results for the image domain methods than for the 

Four i er domai n methods. 
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Speckle interferometry and most speckle imaging techniques 

require the compensation of a transfer function or point spread 

function whose form depends on the statistical properties of the 

atmospheric seeing. The difficulty of this compensation hinders the 

quantitative measurement of intensity or brightness distributions of 

celestial objects by speckle processing. Positional information such 

as size, separation, or shape is usually more easily obtained. The 

standard calibration techni que is to observe an unresolved reference 

object through seeing statistically similar to that through which the 

object of interest is observed. Much effort has been expended on 

trying to avoid the need for a reference object and on developing 

speckle processing techniques which do not require calibration for 

the seeing. 

Astronomical applications of the speckle processing 

techniques described in this chapter have been reported for speckle 

interferometry (1f3. 3), speckle holography (1f3. 4.1). the Knox-Thompson 

method (1f3.5.2), speckle masking (triple correlation) (1f3.5.3), and 

members of each of the three divisions of shift-and-add techniques 

(r:jr:j 3. 6. 1, 3. 6. 2 • 3. 6. 3) • 
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CHAPTER 4 

COMPUTER SIMULATION OF ONE-DIMENSIONAL SPECKLE IMAGES 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Digital computer simulations of astronomical speckle 

processing are invoked extensi vely in this thesis. They provide 

illustrations for Chapters 2 and 3 and are the foundation of the 

computational investigations reported in Chapters 5 and 6. They are 

much used partly because computer simulated speckle images are easier 

to obtain than measured speckle images of astronomical objects, and 

partly because the ability to easily and repeatably control the 

statistical properties of the pseudo-random simulated atmosphere is a 

major asset in experimentation. The algorithms used to generate the 

computer simulated speckle images are described in this chapter. 

Section 4.2 explains why one-dimensional rather than two-dimensional 

speckle images have been simulated. Section 4.3 describes the 

computer representation of the image domain and visibility domain 

quanti ties present in the optical astronomical imaging system (Chapter 

2) or manipulated by astronomical speckle processing techniques 

(Chapter 3). Section 4.4 describes the algorithm for simulating 

speckle images with perfect isoplanatism and no photon limiting. The 

modification of this algorithm to embrace nonisoplanatism is described 

in Section 4.5. Simulation of photon limiting is described in Section 

4.6. Section 4.7 presents a concise summary of the parameters 

controlling the characteristics of the simulated speckle images. 

4.2 WHY ONE DIMENSION 

Speckle processing in optical astronomy is normally performed 

with two-dimensional speckle images. One-dimensional processing is 

common only in the infrared for which two-dimensional detectors are 

not readily available [Dainty 1984 07.5.2; cf. Sibille et al 1979. 

Dyck and Howell 1985J. However. computer simulation of two

dimensional operations is much more computationally expensive than 
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computer simulation of one-dimensional operations, for a given number 

of pixels per dimension, when the number of pixels per dimension is 

large enough to be useful. The computer simulations of speckle 

processing reported in this thesis have therefore been carried out in 

one dimension to reduce the computational burden involved. 

The Fourier optical description of the optical astronomical 

imaging system and the formation of speckle images presented in 

Chapter 2 is applicable in both one and two dimensions. Furthermore, 

shift-and-add is equally applicable in one and two dimensions because 

its component operations of searching for brightest points, 

translating in image space, and adding images together can be applied 

essentially without change in any number of dimensions. The same is 

true of speckle interferometry. Previous experience wi th optical 

laboratory and digital computer simulations of shift-and-add has shown 

that its behaviour is qualitatively similar in one and two dimensions 

[cf. Bates and Fright 1982, Bates and Cady 1980J. All of this 

provides confidence that the conclusions drawn from the one

dimensional computational studies of shift-and-add and speckle 

interferometry in Chapter 5 also apply to two dimensions. 

The zero-and-add speckle imaging technique introduced in 

Chapter 6 directly operates only on one-dimensional speckle images. 

Simulating speckle images in one dimension is therefore entirely 

appropriate to computational stUdies of zero-and-add. (Note that 

two-dimensional objects can be imaged by zero-and-add by performing 

zero-and-add on one-dimensional projections of two-dimensional speckle 

images, cf. Section 6.6.) 

4.3 REPRESENTING THE IMAGING SYSTEM IN THE COMPUTER 

The optical astronomical imaging system is simulated in the 

computer with data structures [cf. Wirth 1976J representing the 

object, the image, and related image domain and visibility domain 

quantities, and by algorithms implementing the relationships 

introduced in Chapters 1 and 2 (cf. 3.3) between these quantities. 

The data structures representing the image domain quantities (e.g. 

f(x), h (x), s (x» and visibility domain quantities (e.g. F(u), m m 
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H (u), S (u» are arrays of complex numbers which are the values of m m 
regularly spaced samples or pixels of the quanti ties in the 

real-world. Fourier transform operations between the image and 

visibility domains are performed by the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 

implementation [Cooley and Tukey 1965, Bergland 1969, Brigham 1974 J of 

the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) [Bracewell 1978 di18J. 

The image domain and visibility domain position variables x 

and u are embodied in the computer as indices nand n to the image 
x u 

and visibility domain arrays respectively. nand n are integers x u 
ranging from to Nand 1 to N respectively where Nand N are the x u x u 
sizes of the image domain and visibility domain arrays. The 

particular implementation of the FFT used in the computer program 

[Ahmed and Rao 1975 p.79J constrains Nand N to be equal to each x u 
other and to an integer power of 2, i.e. 

N 
x 

i N ~ SIZE = 2 , i e I 
u 

( 4.1) 

(cf. ~4.7). The integer indices nx ' nu in the computer are related to 

the real-world posi tions x, u by 

x 
n (n - 1 _ SIZE) x 2 fix, 

u = (n - 1 _ SIZE) SIZE 
n u 2 fix 

(4. 2a) 

(4. 2b ) 

where x has units of length in the image plane of the telescope, u has 

uni ts of cycles per uni t length, and fix is the pixel or sample spacing 

in the image domain. So far as programming the simulations is 

concerned, fix is arbitrary and does not appear explicitly in the 

computer program. The spatial scaling factors -2, between object space 

position a and image space position x (2.1), and A2, between pupil 

plane position l; and spatial frequency u (3.3a). are likewise 

arbi trary when programming the simulations. In the computer they are 

normalised to the values 

1 , ( 4. 3a) 

-
H 1 , ( 4. 3b ) 

so that 
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a, == x (4. 4a) 

(cf. 2.1) and 

f,; = u (4. 4b ) 

(cf. 3.3a). These normalisations are not invoked in the equations in 

the following subsections of this chapter describing the computer 

algorithms, for the sake of preserving compatibility with the notation 

used elsewhere in this thesis. 

In the remainder of this chapter and elsewhere in this thesis, 

computer simulated images and visibilities are written as functions of 

continuous position x or u instead of discrete position x or u n n 
(4.2a,b) except where the discreteness of the simulated position 

variables is a crucial part of the discussion (e.g. 4.8, 4.9, 4.13). 

This has been done to maintain notational compatibility with the 

discussions of Chapters 1 to 3. It should nevertheless be remembered 

that the simulated images are functions of discrete position and that 

the discrete Fourier transform rather than the continuous Fourier 

transform relates the image and visibility domains in the computer. 

4. 4 SIMULATING BRIGHT, ISOPLANATIC SPECKLE IMAGES 

Speckle images with perfect isoplanatism and without photon 

limiting are simulated by convolving an object with a pseudo-random 

speckle point spread function generated according to the simple model 

of the atmosphere described in Section 2.7. The algorithm which 

effects this is pictured in Figure 4.1. A pseudo-random phase function 

$ (f,;) is generated (as described below) representing the phase m 
perturbations across the telescope pupil imparted by the atmosphere to 

incoming light. A unit-magnitude phasor a,j$m(e;) is formed 

representing the aperture plane field from a point source of unit 

strength at the origin of object space on the celestial sphere. The 

unit-magnitude phasor is multiplied by the telescope pupil function 

Q(f,;) (~1.6.5) to form a coherent transfer function 

H (u) 
cm 

Q (~9.u) (4. 5a) 
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for the atmosphere and telescope combined. The telescope is modelled 

as being dHfraction-limi ted (61.6.2), so that 

Q(~~u) (4. 5b) 

where D is the diameter of the telescope aperture. The coherent 

VISIBILITY DOMAIN 

Form pseudo-random 

correlated phase 

sequence 4>m(~) 

Form unit-magnitude 
• A. (/:) 

phasor eJ'I'm .., 

t 
Form coherent 

transfer function 

H (u) = rect(~) ej 4>m (U 
cm D 

IMAGE DOMAIN 

Form coherent psf 

h (x) '" F-'[H (u)] 
cm cm 

t 
Form incoherent psf 

h (x) = Ih (x)1
2 

m cm 

Form speckle image by 

convolving with object, 

s (x) = f(x) 0 h (x) 
m m 

t 
Return s (x) 

m 

Figure 4.1: Algorithm for simulating isoplanatic, non-photon-limited 

speckle images. 
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transfer function is inverse Fourier transformed to give a coherent 

point spread function h (x). The intensity, or squared magnitude, of cm 
h (x) gives the simulated speckle point spread function cm 

The speckle psf is convolved with the .object f (x) to give the 

isoplanatic, non-photon-limited speckle image 

s (x) = f(X)0h (x). m m 

The convolution is performed in the image domain by directly 

evaluating the convolution summation 

s (x ) 
m p 

SIZE 
L f(a) h (x + R-a ) 

n=l n m p n 

( 4. 6) 

( 4. 7) 

(4.8) 

rather than through the visibility domain using the FFT. This is done 

to improve computational efficiency for objects wi th few nonzero 

pixels, e.g. binary objects (~5.2), to allow the convolution to be 

computed non-cyclically [cf. Bracewell 1978 ~18J, and to allow easy 

generalisation of the programming to nonisoplanatic speckle images. 

Most of the computational effort required to generate a single s (x) 
m 

goes into the one-:dimensional inverse FFT of H (u) which produces cm 
h (x) (cf. Figure 4.1), unless f(x) has many nonzero pixels (e.g. 20 cm 
or more for SIZE = 256) . 

The pseudo-random phase function ~ (~) represents the phase 
m 

perturbations caused by the mth realisation of the turbulent 

atmosphere. These perturbations are partly correlated in the pupil 

plane of the telescope, leading to a seeing disc of finite diameter 

(~2.4). Successive pixels of the one-dimensional ~ (~) are generated . m 
by means of a first-order Markov process, as employed by Robinson 

[1982 ~4.6J in his computer simulations of ultrasonic speckle imaging. 

Each pixel is formed from a weighted sum of the previous pixel's 

value and an uncorrelated pseudo-random number is using the formula 
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(4. 9a) 

h, (c- ) = Y h, (c- 1) + r,=7 D , n > 1. 'I'm <,on 'I'm "'n- ~mn 
( 4. 9b ) 

In this formulation the variance of cj> (F;,) is equal to the variance of 
m 

8m and the correlation length of cj>m(F;,) is determined by Y. The 

computer program accepts parameters PR (phase range) and CL 

(correlation length) and computes Y and <5 using 

8 "" 2 PR (0.5 - I" ) , 

Y = 0.5 1/CL 

(4.10a) 

( 4. 1 Ob) 

where I" is the pseudo-random number returned by the FORTRAN RAN 

function [DEC 1984 OD.4.7J with a uniform pdf in the range [0;1). 

Equation (4.10a) produoes a pseudo-random number uniformly distributed 

between -PR and PRo Equation (4.10b) sets the value of Y so that the 

correlation between pixels of cj>m(F;,) separated by CL equals one half. 

The parameters PR and CL are chosen to give a realistio-looking seeing 

disc of the desired diameter. The published measurements of 

atmospheric phase perturbations mentioned in Section 2.2 indicate that 

seeing PR equal to a few times 2~ radians is representative of the 

Earth's atmosphere. Typical values for PR and CL are quoted in 

Section 4.7. 

The correlation function of the simulated <P (F;,) is negative
m 

exponential because <P (F;,) is generated by a first-order Markov process 
m 

(4.9). Consequently the atmospheric transfer function 

jcj> (~9.u) 
H A (u) ... <A[ em] > ( 4. 11) 

(cf. 2.Be) of the simulated atmosphere has the negative-exponential 

form e-klul (k is an arbitrary constant), unlike that of the Earth's 
:i 

atmosphere which theoretically has the form e-k lu l 3 (2.11; cf. 

2. Be,f). This affeots the shape of the simulated seeing disc. Figure 

4.2a compares the atmospheric transfer function (4.11) obtained from 

5000 speckle images simulated according to (4.9) wi th the theoretical 

transfer function of the Earth's atmosphere (2.11) and a Gaussian 

transfer function, each scaled to identical values of 1"0 (2.9). These 
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functions have the forms (3-k 1 Iul, e-k2Iul~, e-k3l u l2 respectively. 

The corresponding one-dimensional seeing discs, which are the 

one-dimensional Fourier transforms of the curves in Figure 4.2a, are 

shown in Figure 4.2b. The simulated seeing disc has unrealistically 

large tails. However this is not of great importance in the 

simulations because astronomical speckle processing techniques are in 

general insensi ti ve to the detailed characteristics of the simulated 

atmosphere [Labeyrie 1976 ~1.2, Bates 1982b 05.2J. 

Figure 4.3 shows frequency histograms of pixel values in 

simulated speckle images of a point obj ect (i.e. one occupying only a 

single pixel of object space). Figure 4.3a was obtained with the 

simulated telescope aperture D equal to SIZE (cf. 04.7), so that the 

speckle size was effectively equal to the pixel size and adjacent 

pixels of s (x) were statistically independent of each other. Figure m 
4.3b was obtained wi th D '" SIZE I 4 so that each speckle covered 

several pixels. Both of these frequency histograms closely match the 

theoretical negati ve-exponential probabil ity densi ty function of 

quasi-monochromatic speckle images (2.15). 

o.\-----=:::::::;;....;::==--u 
o ~ 2ro 

(a) Xl, Xl, 

Figure 4.2: Atmospheric transfer functions (a) and seeing discs (b), 

normalised to identical values of r , of o 
(i) the simulated one-dimensional speckle images, as 

measured from 5000 speckle images simulated as 

described in Section 4.4, 

(ii) the Earth's atmosphere according to the theoretical 

expression (2.11), 

(iii) a Gaussian transfer function. 
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o 1-------.--==="""""__r i 
o 3 6 ill 

O~--------.-~~~--~ _i 
o 3 6 (I) 

(a) (b) 

Figur e ~. 3 : Frequency histograms of speckle image intensity i = s (x) m 
compiled from 1000 simulated speckle images (0~.4) of a 

point obj ect: 

(a) with each speckle covering one pixel, 

(b) with each speckle covering several pixels. 

The theoretical negative-exponential probability density 

function (2.15c) is drawn as a thin, smoothly curved line 

in (a) and (b). 

4.5 SIMULATING NONISOPLANATISM 

Nonisoplanatic speckle images are simulated by modelling a 

single phase screen elevated to a height h above the telescope 

aperture (02.7). The pseudo-random phase function $m(~) is generated 

as described in Section 4.4, but in the nonisoplanatic case it takes 

the argument ~ + hex instead of ~ (where ex denotes posi tion in the 

object plane, cf. 04.3). The speckle pOint spread function thereby 

becomes spatially variant and is given by 

h (x, ex) 
m 

1 F -1 [rect 
j $ (~tu + hex) 

e m ]1 2 . (4.12) 
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A separate h (x,a) is generated for each nonzero pixel of the object 
m 

f(a) (see Figure 4.4). The convolution summation (4.8) is 

generalised to give the nonisoplanatic speckle image 

s (x ) 
m p 

SIZE 

n~1 f(an) hm(X p + ian' an) . (4.13) 

Two versions of h (x,a) corresponding to two pixels in 
m 

object space separated by an angular distance e include segments of 

VISI BILITY DOMAIN 

Form pseudo-random 

correlated phase 

sequence <j> (I;) 
m 

Form unit-magnitude 
phasor ej<j>m(l;) 

Form coherent 

transfer function 

H (u,a) '" rect(-DI;) ej<j>m(1; +ha) 
cm 

Repeat for all nonzero 

pixels of the object fCa) 

IMAGE DOMAIN 

Form coherent psf 

hcm(x,a) .. F-1[H cm Cu,a)] 

t 
Form incoherent psf 

12 • h (x,a) .. Ih (x,a) i m cm 

Form speckle image by 

superposition summation 

sm(x) = J fCa) hm(x,a) .da 

1 
Return s (x) m 

Figure 4.4: Algorithm for simulating nonisoplanatic speckle images. 
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$ (~) displaced by he with respect to each other. When h = 0, the 
m 

segments are identical for all e and the speckle image (4.13) is 

isoplanatic. Equation (4.13) then reduces to (4.8). When he > D the 

segments of $ (~) contributing to the two h (x,a) are non-overlapping, m m 
and hence are uncorrelated with respect to each other if the finite 

correlation length of $ (~) is neglected (cf. D » r). The speckle 
m 0 

image is then completely nonisoplanatic between the two pixels of 

object space. The proportional overlap of the segments of $ (~) is m 
equivalent to the area ratio R (e) defined in Section 2.7 (2.36), 

a 
which for a one-dimensional aperture and a single phase screen at 

height h h is given by 

R (e) 
a 

for Ihe I ~ D 

otherwise. 

4.6 SIMULATING PHOTON LIMITING 

(4.14) 

Photon-limited speckle images are simulated according to the 

semi-classical model of photodetection [Goodman and Belsher 1976, cf. 

Dainty and Shaw 1914 ~1.1J, in which the number n of photons detected 

for each pixel is a Poisson-distributed random variate with the 

probability density function 

(4.15a) 

[cf. Abramowitz and Stegun 1973 ~26.1.22J. -The rate n is proportional 

to the classical intensity of the speckle image, i.e. 

n(x) 0: sex). 
m 

( 4. 1 5b ) 

There are N photons detected in total in the speckle image. Np 
p -

is a Poisson-distributed random variate with mean N and variance N . 
P P 

The algorithm used to simulate this process is depicted in 

Figure 4.5. A non-photon-limited speckle image s ex) is generated as 
m 

described in Sections 4.4 or 4.5. This is treated as the classical 
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intensity for a photon-limited speckle image s'(x), with the m 
probability of each "photon" of s'(x) landing in the kth pixel of 

m 
s'(x) made proportional to the value of the kth pixel of s (x). The m m 
sum of the probabilities over all pixels of s'(x) is equal to unity. m 
The mean value N of N determines the average number of photons per 

p p 
speckle image in the simulations. Figure 4.6 shows a typical s (x) m 
and three s'(x) generated from it with different values of N • m p 

The Poisson-distributed number N is simulated in the computer 
p 

by generating a pseudo-random floating-point number R with an 

approximately normal probability density function of mean Nand 
p 

variance N [cf. Hamming 1973 08.6, Abramowitz and Stegun 1973 p 
026.8.6(2)J and assigning to Np an integer value according to the 

rules 

Form classical intensi ty Set photon-limited speckle 

s (x) (Figures 4. 1 or 4. 4) image s' (x) to zero m m 

t 
Generate Poisson-distributed 

pseudo-random number N with p -
mean N p , 

Add 1 to kth pixel of 

s'(x) with probability m 
of selecting k 

I Perform N times I proportional to sm(x k ) p I 
i 

Return s'(x) 
m 

Figure 4.5: Algorithm for simulating photon-limited speckle images 

with an average of N photons per speckle image. 
p 
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R < -0. 5 ~ Np *" 1, 

-0.5 < R < 0 ~ Np *" 0, 

1 81 

R ) 0 ~ Np *" trunc(R), (l.!.16) 

where trunc(R) denotes truncation of the fractional part from R to 

leave its integer part. This ad hoc scheme produces pseudo-random Np 

whose pdf approximates the Poisson law (l.!.15a) moderately well for 
- -
N ) 1 and increasingly well as N increases. It executes equally 

p - p 
quickly for any N (cf. Knuth's [1969 Vo1.2 p.111J Algorithm Q which p 
is elegant but computationally expensive for large N ). 

p 

When N is small, the randomness or noise in each speckle 
p 

image originating from photon limiting is greater than that 

302 sm1x) 

o~----------~----------~ x o~----------~----------~ x 
o o 

(a) (b) 

9 sml xl Sm(X) 

o o 
(c) (d) 

Figure l.!.6: Examples of simulated one-dimensional photon-limited 

speckle images. 

(a) Classical intensity: a non-photon-limited speckle 

image. 

(b) - (d) Photon-limited speckle images generated from 

(a) with N = 10,000 (b). 300 (c), and 10 (d) 
p 

photons. 
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originating from the randomness of the classical intensity s (x) (cf. 
m 

Figure 4.6, (3.42». Also, when N is small, most of the computer p 
time required to generate a simulated photon-limited speckle image is 

taken up generating the classical intensity s (x) since this involves 
m 

at least one Fourier transform (cf. Figures 4.1, 4.4). It is then 

sensible to generate comparatively few s (x) and from these generate 
m 

as many s'(x) as desired, so as to save computer time when N is small m p 
and M (the total number of s'(x» is large. For the simulations of m 
Section 5.4, 1000 s (x) were stored in a disc file. 

m 
One s (x) was m 

read from the f 11e for each s' (x) I and the f 11e was m rewound and reread 

as many times as was necessary to generate M s' (x). 
m 

4.7 SUMMARY OF SIMULATION PARAMETERS 

The parameters which control the generation of the computer 

simulated speckle images are set out here for reference. The table 

includes typical parameter values used in the simulations reported in 

Chapters 5 and 6. 

Name Typical Uni ts Quanti ty 
Value 

SIZE 256 pixels Size of the image domain and visibility 
domain arrays (04.3) 

PR 15 radians Phase Range; sets the variance of the 
pseudo-random phase ct> (fJ m (04.4) 

CL 100 pixels Correlation Length of the pseudo-random 
phase ct> (f;) m (04.4) 

D 64 pixels Diameter of the simulated telescope 
aperture (04.4) 

h o - pixels/ Height of the simulated atmospheric 
pixel phase screen (04.5) in uni ts of pixels 

in f;-space per pixel in a-space, i.e. 
pixels in u-space per pixel in x-space 
by appealing to (4.3, 4.4) • 

N 5 - Average number of photons per simulated p 
10,000 photon-l imi ted speckle image (04.6) 

M 300 - Number of speckle images averaged in 
100,000 speckle processing 
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CHAPTER 5 

NEW SHIFT-AND-ADD RESULTS 

5. 1 INTRODUCT ION 

This chapter presents new results on the performance of simple 

shift-and-add (Q3.6.2) in the context of astronomical speckle imaging. 

The results are supported by one-dimensional computer simulations and 

by the processing of two-dimensional astronomical data. Section 5.2 

establishes nomenclature and notation for describing the shift-and-add 

image of a particular class of objects which is important throughout 

the chapter. Section 5.3 examines the performance of simple shift

and-add under partially isoplanatic conditions. Section 5.~ 

investigates the effects of photon limiting on the simple shift-and

add image. Conclusions from Sections 5.3 and 5.~ are presented at the 

end of the respective sections. 

The term "shift-and-add" is used to refer specifically to 

simple shift-and-add, as defined by (3.135) in Section 3.6.2, 

throughout the rest of this chapter. 

5.2 NOMENCLATURE FOR BINARY OBJECTS 

In this chapter a binary object is taken to be one which is 

nonzero in two separated regions of object space (see Figure 5.1a). 

The object has two components or parts which are sufficiently well 

separated to be resolved from each other by the imaging instrument 

under diffraction-limited conditions (cf. Ql.6.6). The width of each 

of the parts is substantially less than the separation between them. 

The parts themselves may individually be resolved or unresolved. The 

binary object with both parts unresolved, as illustrated in Figures 

5.1a and b, is a useful test object for studies of speckle processing 

because it is a simple object containing non-trivial detail and is 

representati ve of an important class of astronomical obj ects, namely 

binary stars [cf. McAlister and Hartkopf 1984]. 
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A binary object with unresolved parts is adequately 

represented by the sum of two delta functions, i.e. 

<5 (a - a o ) + a <5 ( a - a o - 8) - - -

in object space (see Figure 5.1a) or 

<5 (~ - ~o) + a <5 (~ 

in image space (cf. 02.2) (see Figure 5. lb), where 

x 

05.2 

(5.1a) 

(5.1b) 

(5.2) 

(cf. 2.1) relates positions in the object and image spaces. The 

object is characterised by the two parameters a and 8 in object space, 

or equivalently by a and ~ in image space, where 

b - R.8. 

The primary peak of the object is the unit-strength impulse at ~ = ~o 

in object space, and the secondary peak of the object is the impulse 

at ~ .. ~o + ~ wi th strength a obeying 

(5. 4) 

~ or ~ represents the separation between the two parts. The absolute 

location ~o of the object is arbitrary when considering shift-and-add 

because changes in its value do not affect the shift-and-add image. 

The shift-and-add image of a binary object possesses four 

components (see Figure 5.1c): the primary peak, the secondary 

the ghost peak, and the fog (cf. 03.6.2). The primary peak is 

centred about x 0 in image space and the secondary and ghost peaks 

are centred a bout x == e and ~ :: -b respecti vely. The shift-and-add 

image may be characterised by parameters y , y , y , and Yf describing psg 
the heights of the primary peak above the fog, the secondary peak 

a bove the fog, the ghos t peak above the fog, and the fog at the 

primary peak, respectively, as shown in Figure 5.1c. Normalised 

versions of these parameters are def ined wi th respect to the height of 
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1 
f(cx.l 

a 

ex (a) 
I· 

6 

f(x) 
1 

a 

(b) 
--------------~~--~--------------~ x 

t b ~ b = -.t6 

Primary peak 

peak 

(c) x 

Figure 5.1: A binary object represented in object space (a) and in 

image space (b). and its shift-and-add image (c). showing 

the components of the object and the image and the 

parameters descr i bing the components. 
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the primary peak a bove the fog by 

y 
yp = P 1 , 

yp 
( 5. 5a) 

A Y 
Ys =-1!. 

YP 
( 5. 5b) 

y 
yg =--.S. 

yp 
( 5. 5c ) 

A 
y 

Yf yp 
( 5. 5d ) 

y , y , and y represent the heights of the peaks in the psg 
defogged shift-and-add image (~3.6.2). The defogging can be performed 

by deconvolution or by subtraction wi th essentially equivalent 

resul ts, provided the fog is accurately estimated (of. Figure 3.1 Od). 

The subtractive approach is implied in the definitions of yp' Ys' and 

y above (cf. Figure 5.1c). This approach is convenient for a binary g 
object with unresolved parts, since the fog levels in sSA(~) can be 

readily estimated by averaging the pixel values through several of the 

sidelobes on either side of the base of each peak in sSA(~) (Figure 

5.10). 

5.3 SHIFT-AND-ADD WITH PARTIALLY ISOPLANATIC SPECKLE IMAGES 

Shift-and-add in its basic form (~3.6.2) requires an object to 

have a dominatingly bright, unresolved reference part for it to be 

imaged by shift-and-add wi thout being significantly contaminated by 

ghosting. In astronomical speckle imaging, any unresolved star that 

is sufficiently bright relative to its surroundings can serve as a 

reference source for shift-and-add. The object comprising the 

unresolved star and its immediate surroundings oan thereby be 

faithfully imaged by shift-and-add. The role of the reference star is 

similar to its role in speckle holography (~3. 4. 1) • However shift

and-add is computationally much simpler than speckle holography, and 

is therefore to be preferred except in situations where the number of 

photons detected per speckle image is so low that shift-and-add is 

ineffective (cf. ~5.4). 



As with speckle holography, the extent of the region about the 

reference star which can be imaged to high resolution by shift-and-add 

is governed by the size of the isoplanatic patch, which is itself 

determined by the state of the atmospheric seeing. This section 

investigates the effects of nonisoplanatism on shift-and-add. Section 

5.3.1 examines one-dimensional shift-and-add images formed from 

partially isoplanatic computer simulated speckle images. Section 

5.3.2 presents a simple mathematical model of partially isoplanatic 

speckle images, shows the consequences for the shift-and-add image 

under the model, and compares these consequences with the simulations 

of Section 5.3.1. In Section 5.3.3 the loss of resolution due to 

nonisoplanatism in the simulations of Section 5.3.1 is further 

examined. Section 5.3.4 describes a modification of shift-and-add 

which for a particular type of object relaxes the requirement that the 

reference part of the object be dominatingly bright, and presents a 

computational example illustrating how the modified shift-and-add 

algorithm might be applied in astronomical practice. In Section 5.3.5 

shift-and-add is applied to partially isoplanatic two-dimensional 

speckle images of the double star a Scorpii, and the results are 

discussed. Conclusions on the effects of nonisoplanatism on 

shift-and-add follow in Section 5.3.6. 

5. COMPUTER SIMULATIONS WITH A BINARY OBJECT 

Figure 5.2 depicts a series of one-dimensional shift-and-add 

images formed according to (3.135) from partially isoplanatic computer 

simulated speckle images of the binary object shown in Figure 5.2a. 

This object is faithfully imaged by shift-and-add in isoplanatic 

conditions since its unresolved primary peak is considerably brighter 

than its secondary peak. The secondary peak of the object is also 

unresolved in this example, allowing the effects of partial 

isoplanatism to be readily interpreted in the shift-and-add images 

shown in Figures 5.2b-f. The computer simulated speckle images were 

generated as described in Section 4.5 from the physical model of the 

atmosphere presented in Section 2.7. The degree of isoplanatism 

between the two parts of the object varies from 1 (completely 

isoplanatic) to 0 (completely nonisoplanatic) in Figures 5.2b-f. The 

quantity R quoted in the figures is the area ratio (4.14) controlling 
a 
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fIx) Ra = 1.0 

0.5 

o J,----+----r--+.----. X 

I~ ·1 
o .r;=----,--------==; x 

b 
o 

(a) (b) 

0.8 0.6 

O~------r----------=~ O~---~--------==; x 
o o 

(c) (d) 

0.4 o 

O~---~-------~=iX O~---~-------==iX 

o o 
(e) (f) 

Figure 5.2: Shift-and-add with partially isoplanatic one-dimensional 

simulated speckle images. 

(a) Object. 

(b) - (f) Shift-and-add images, each formed from 4000 

speckle images of (a), with R = 1.0 (b), 
a 

0.8 (c), 0.6 (d). 0.4 (e), and a (r). 
The speckle images were generated with SIZE = 256, 

PR 10, CL lOa, D = SIZE/2, h as defined by R, a 
6 = b 50 pixels (see Chapter 4). SIZE/ 2 pixels of 

image space are displayed. 
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the degree of isoplanatism in the simulations. 

Nonisoplanatism has no discernible effect on the primary peak 

of the shift-and-add images (Figures 5.2b-f). The secondary peak of 

the shift-and-add images diminishes in height and disappears into the 

fog as the degree of isoplanatism between the two parts of the object 

is reduced from 1 to D. There is a slight broadening of the secondary 

peak as the degree of isoplanatism is reduced. The variation in 

height of the secondary peak above the fog, relative to the height of 

the primary peak above the fog (cf. ~5.2), is plotted as a function of 

R in Figure 5.3. The variation agrees well with the relation a 

(5.6) 

derived theoretically by Bagnuolo [1984J and shown as the dotted line 

in Figure 5.3. Bagnuolo [1984J shows that the normalised height ratio 

(5.7) 

A 

Ys 

Ra 
1.0 0.5 o 

Figure 5.3: Variation of secondary peak height with degree of 

isoplanatism in the shift-and-add images of Figure 5.2. 

The dotted line shows the theoretical prediction of 

Bagnuolo [1984J. 
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Ra :: 1.0 

O.lr-.....,,=~---.,.------=:::::::::=~x O.lr---....-,:---"--' ......... --~x 
o o 

(a) (b) 

0.8 0.6 

O~---~~-----~---~x Odr---....... ----=--=-----..x 
o o 

(c) {d} 

0.4 o 

O~--~---...-!!!=----=:>OO....----.x O.lr---..A,J---~-.:::....----,.x 

o o 
(e) (f) 

Figure 5.4: Defogged versions of the shift-and-add images of Figure 

5.2. 

(a) Shift-and-add image formed from 4000 simulated 

speckle images of a point object. 

(b) - (f) Defogged shift-and-add images formed by 

deconvolving (a) from Figures 5.2b-f 

respectively, by Wiener filtering, then 

convolving the result by the diffraction-

limi ted paint spread function of the simulated 

telescope . 

The speckle images for (a) were generated as described in 

the caption to Figure 5.2. 
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is equivalent to the height ratio Rh(~) (2.34) for speckle 

interferometry defined in Section 2.6, which for atmospheric 

turbulence concentrated in a single thin layer is gi ven by (2.38) (cf. 

5.6). The height ratio is a useful quantitative measure of the degree 

of isoplanatism of the speckle images with respect to the spatial 

interval separating the two parts of the object. The interval at 

which Rh drops to effectively zero defines the size of the isoplanatic 

patoh for shift-and-add. 

The baokground fog in a shift-and-add image sSA(~) whioh 

resul ts from the low spatial frequency excess in hSA (~) can be 

suppressed by deoonvolving from sSA(~) the shift-and-add image sOSA(~) 

of an unresolved reference objeot viewed through statistioally similar 

seeing (of. 3.140). Figure 5.4 shows the shift-and-add images of 

Figure 5.2b-f defogged acoording to (3.140), using Figure 5.4a as 

SOSA(~)' The absenoe of the fog in Figures 5.4b-f allows another 

effect of partial isoplanatism on shift-and-add to be seen. As the 

degree of isoplanatism is reduoed and theseoondary peak diminishes in 

height, a broad, low hump of residual fog appears about the seoondary 

peak of the shift-and-add images. No residual fog appears about the 

pr imary peak. 

5.3.2 A SIMPLE MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF PARTIAL ISOPLANATISM 

The physioal model of the atmosphere used to generate 

nonisoplanatic speokle images in the computer simulations of Section 

5.3.1 is computationally oonvenient and conoeptually well linked to 

the mechanisms of optioal propagation through the atmosphere. However 

it does not readily lead to a mathematical description of the shift

and-add image under partially isoplanatio conditions. This subseotion 

presents a mathematical model of partially isoplanatic speokle images, 

whioh leads straightforwardly to a mathematioal description of the 

shift-and-add image formed from them. The consequenoes of the 

mathematical desoription are considered and oompared with the results 

of the simulations of Section 5.3.1. 
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5.3.2.1 Speckle Images 

A nonisoplanatic speckle image is formally described (cf. 

ci1 .2.1) by a superposi tion integral over the obj ect with a spatially 

varying point spread function, expressible as 

(5.8) 

(cf. 1.8, 2.1, 2.27). In this subsection the obj ect is represented as 

a sum of parts, 

N 

L 
n=1 

f (x), 
n -

each of which has an extent that is nonzero but small enough for the 

speckle point spread function to be essentially invariant across it. 

The speckle image (5.8) can then be written as 

s (x) = 
m -

N 

L 
n=1 

f (x)eh (x), 
n - mn -

(5.10) 

where h (x) is the speckle psf associated with the contribution of the 
th mn - th 

n part of the object to the m speckle image. Equations (5.9) and 

(5.10) can in principle be applied to any object by arbitrarily 

dividing it into parts, but they are particularly appropriate to 

binary objects as defined in Section 5.2. Each h (x) is modelled as 
mn -

a linear combination of the speckle psf h l(x) corresponding to a 
m -

particular reference part fl(X) of the object, and a g l(x) which is 
------ - mn -

statistically independent of h l(x). g l(x) represents the change in m - mn-
form of the speckle psf caused by fl (~) and fn(~) being viewed through 

different parts of the atmosphere. In fact, g l(x) characterises the 
mn -

differences, as regards the form of the speckle psf, between these two 

parts of the atmosphere (cf. the singly cross-hatch~d regions of 

Figure 2.5). The model is expressed symbolically as 

h (x) 
mn - B lh l(x) + (1-Y l)g l(x) mn m - mn mn-

(5. 11) 

where Bland y 1 are random numbers in the range [0;1] obeying the mn mn 
relations 
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<B 1> mn (5.12a) 

a =='Y =1, 
P mnn mnn ( 5. 1 2b ) 

and g lex) is a speckle psf from the same statistical ensemble as 
mn -

hml (~) but statistically independent of it. Bnl == BIn is the degree 

of isoplanatism between parts 1 and n of the object. Substituting 

(5.11) into (5.10) gives 

N 
s (x) '" I f (x) 0 (B 1 h 1 (x) + (1 - 'Ymnl ) g mnl (~ )) , ( 5. 1 3) 
m - n= 1 n - mn m -

which provides a mathematical model of a partially isoplanatic speckle 

image. 

5.3.2.2 The Shift-and-Add Image 

The reference part fl (~) in the previous subsection is taken 

to be the reference part of the object for shift-and-add (c$3.6.2). 

The shift-and-add image is described by 

(5.14) 

(3.135) where x is the position of the brightest pixel in s (x). -m m -
Substituting (5.13) into (5.14) yields 

N 
I f (x)0<B Ih l(x+x »M 

n=l n - mn m - -m 

N 
+ I f ex) 0 < (1 - 'Y 1) g 1 (x + x ) >M • 

n=l n - mn mn - -m 
(5.15) 

If fl(~) is a good reference for shHt-and-add, so that ~m is 

effectively influenced only by the component of s (x) originating m -
from fl (:), then :m is statistically dependent on hml (:) but is 

statistically independent of g lex). The averages in the first mn -
summation on the right hand side of (5.15) are each therefore similar 
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to the shift-and-add psf for isoplanatic conditions (3.136) and each 

contain a diffraction-limited component. whereas the averages in the 

second summation yield zero for n 1 and a smoothly varying function 

with no significant spatial frequencies above the seeing limit for 

each n ¢ 1. Thus the second summation in (5.15) contributes only to 

the fog in sSA(~)' Writing 

N 

L ( 5. 16) 
n=1 

for the fog-like second term of (5.15). and also making the assumption 

that 

< 6 1 h 1 (x + x ) >M mn m - -m <6 l>M <h l(x+x »M • mn m - -m 

(5.15) becomes 

N 

n!1 (fn(~) 0 <6mnl >M <hml (~+ !m»M) + Sf(~) 

N 

.. (n!1 6nlfn(~»)0<hml(~+~m»M + sf(!!) 

N 
( L 6nl f n (~») 0 hSA (~) + 

n=1 

where 

( 5. 17) 

(5.18) 

( 5. 1 9) 

is the shift-and-add psf (3.136) applying to the reference part of the 

obj ect. 

The background fog in the shift-and-add image which results 

from the low spatial frequency excess in hSA(~) can be suppressed by 

deconvolving from sSA(~) the shift-and-add image of an unresolved 

reference object (<i3.6.2). Substituting (5.18) into the appropriate 

equation (3.140) gives 
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N 

'" ( L anl fn(~») 0 hD(~) + sf(~)' 
n=1 

(5.20) 

in which a trivial scale factor has been dropped and the 

si mpl if ication 

(5. 21 ) 

has been made. Equation (5.21) is a consequence of the assumption 

introduced earlier in this subsection that fl (~) is a good shift-and

add reference, implying that ghosting is negligible. 

Interpretation and Comparison with the Simulations 

Equation (5.18) predicts that the shift-and-add image formed 

under partially isoplanatic conditions contains detail corresponding 

to each part of the object, attenuated by a height ratio Rh (cf. 5.7) 

equal to the degree of isoplanatism anl existing between each part of 

the object and the reference part. The detail corresponding to the 

reference part of the object is not attenuated since all = 1 (cf. 

5.12b, 5.12a). The remainder of the energy from each part of the 

obj ect is smeared out into an addi tional background fog sf (~). 

Equation (5.20) predicts that the defogged shift-and-add image 

resembles the true image, except that parts of the object away from 

the reference part are attenuated by the corresponding degrees of 

isoplanatism, plus a residual fog sf(~) arising from the 

noni soplanatism. 

These predictions agree well with the simulated results of 

Section 5.3.1, except that the mathematical model does not predict the 

sl ight broadening of the secondary peak which occurs as the degree of 

isoplanatism is reduced towards zero. However the broadening is only 

noticeable in Figures 5.2d-f and 5.3d-f, for which the height ratio Rh 

(5.7) is less than 0.4. For Rh > 0.4 the broadening is insignificant 
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and the simple mathematical model appears to provide an accurate 

description of the effects of partial isoplanatism on shift-and-add. 

An important conclusion to be drawn from the mathematical 

model is that no spurious detail is created in the shift-and-add image 

by partial isoplanatism. Detail is merely attenuated and the 

background fog is increased slightly by the presence of sf(~:~) in 

(5.18). 

LOSS OF RESOLUTION: EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

The broadening of the secondary peak of the simulated shift

and-add images shown in Section 5.3.1 implies that partial 

isoplanatism causes a loss of resolution as well as an attenuation of 

height of detail in shift-and-add images formed under partially 

isoplanatic conditions. In this subsection the loss of resolution 

experienced by shHt-and-add is compared empirically with that 

suffered by speckle interferometry. 

Roddier et aI's [1982J Theory for Speckle Interferometry 

Roddier et al [1982J present a comprehensive theoretical 

treatment of the effects of partial isoplanatism on speckle 

interferometry. Their development is briefly summarised here (see 

also c)2.6). 

The speckle visibility under nonisoplanatic conditions is 

gi ven by the Fourier transform wi th respect to x of (5.8), which on 

appealing to the shift theorem for the Fourier transform [Bracewell 

1978 pp.122,244J is given by (cf. 1.12a, 5.2) 

S (u) 
m -

j 2nl,!. 9.Q; 
f(cd H (u,a) e .det. 

- m - -

Speckle interferometry (3.12) forms the averaged power spectrum 

(5.22) 
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(for large M) 

<~2 J J f(a')f(a") H*(u,a')H (u,a"). 
- - m-- m--

e . da' . da" > 

~2 II f(~')f(~+~') <H*(u,a') H (u,a'+ a» . m-- m-- -

j 21f1;!.. ~!! , 
e .da .da 

where a a -a 

~2 
r 

<H*(u,a')H (u,a'+ a» 
j21Tu.~a 

J fr(,g) e • d,g, m-- m-- -

23) 

where 

(5.24) 

is the autocorrelation of the object f(,g) and the speckle cross-

spectrum <H*(u,a')H (u,a'+a» is assumed to be independent of a'. 
m-- m-- - -

Equation (5.23) is the general expression for SLA(~) in terms of the 

speckle cross-spectrum [cf. RoddieI' et al 1982 eq.(4)J. Substituting 

RoddieI' et aI's [1982J result for the speckle cross-spectrum (2.30) 

into (5.23) gives 

2 _ _ j21T~.~~ 

ff(~) (lHLE{~)1 + (J(~) Q,+{A~~,h~)) e .da 

(5.25) 

[cf. RoddieI' et al 1982 eq.(15)J. Equation (5.25) states that, in the 

speckle interferometry image sLA (~) ++ SLA (~), each point of the 

object's autocorrelation ff(~) contributes to sLA(~) through the 

transfer function 

(5.26) 
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Note that 

( 5. 27) 

(cf. 3.3a) is the incoherent transfer function (cf. ~1.6.4) associated 

wi th a pupil function Q* (~) Q (~+ fi~). The first term in the 

transfer function (5.26) extends only to the seeing 1 imi t in Fourier 

space, and is responsible for the background fog in sLA (~). The 

second term in (5.26), which transmits the detail of ff(~) appearing 

on top of the fog in sLA (~), has an extent in Fourier space governed 

by Q4(~t~,h~). Hence, from (5.27), the detail appears as though 

imaged by a hypothetical telescope whose pupil function is the product 

of two projections of the actual telescope pupil function Q(~) onto a 

hori zontal plane above the telescope at the mean turbulence al ti tude 

h. The reduced effective diameter of this effective aperture causes a 

reduced diffraction limit and hence a broadening of the detail of 

ff (~) in sLA (~), which becomes more pronounced for a given h > 0 as 

I~I increases. The reduction of diameter is not uniform for all 

directions relative to ~, which produces a directional dependence of 

spatial frequency attenuation due to partial isoplanatism [cf. Korff 

et al 1975, Schneiderman and Karo 1978aJ. 

computer Simulations of Speckle Interferometry 

Figure 5.5 shows speckle interferometry spectra formed in one

dimensional computer simulations from the same obj ect and under the 

same partially isoplanatic conditions as were the shift-and-add images 

of Figure 5.2. The autocorrelation of the object of Figure 5.2a ,is 

equal to 

ff(a,) ( 1 + a 
2

) 0 (a) + a (0 (a - e) + 0 (a + e) ) (5.28) 

in object space, with e 

SLA (u) is gi ven by 

-b/~ and a 0.5. From (5.25) and (5.28), 

(1 + ) i
2 

(IH
LE

(u)1
2 

+ (J(O) Q .. (~iU,O)) 

2 ( 2 -) + 2acos(21TUie) i \HLE(u)1 + oCe) Q .. (Aiu,he) . 

(5.29) 
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Figure 5.5: Normal ised speokle interferometry speotra formed from 

partially isoplanatio simulated speokle images of the 

object shown in Figure 5.2a, under the same oonditions as 

in Figure 5.2. 

(a) Speotrum for R = 1.0 showing the relative a 
magnitudes of low and high spatial frequency 

oomponents. 

(b) - (n Speotra for R ,. 1.0 (b), 0.8 (0),0.6 (d), 
a 

0.4 (e), 0 (f), plotted on an expanded 

vertioal scale. 

The speokle images were generated as described in the 

oaption to Figure 5.2, exoept that here M = 1000. 
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In the one-dimensional simulations the turbulence is modelled as a 

single phase screen at height h, so that Ah = 0 and h = h (cf. ~2.6), 

and hence a(8) = a(O) = a. The one-dimensional aperture is modelled 

as unaberrated and unapodised (4. 5b), so that 

Q .. U,; ,h8) A[rect(~) rect(f,; ~ h8)] 

[ (f,; + h812)] 
A rect D _ Ih81 for Ih81 < D; 0 otherwi se 

A[rect(D - fh8i)] for Ih81 < Di 0 otherwise 

Ib (u) (5.30) 

where H~(U) is the diffraction-limited transfer function of a 

telescope wi th a one-dimensional aperture of diameter 

D ' max[ D - I h 81 ' 0] 

(cf. 4.14). For 8 0 one has 

Q .. (f,;,O) ~(u) 

DR a ( 5. 31 ) 

(5.32) 

with diameter D. Hence, from (5.29), Roddier et aI's [1982J theory 

predicts that the speckle interferometry spectrum (Figure 5.5) is 

gi ven by 

In thi s subsection the concern is wi th the extent of the second term 

of (5.33) in Fourier space, which is given theoretically by D'/i~ 

using (5.31) and in the simulations by the extent of the OSCillatory 

segment of the SLA(u) visible in Figure 5.5. The predictions of 

(5.31) are marked with arrow-heads in Figures 5.5b-f, where evidently , 

they match qui te accurately wi th the extent of the oscillatory segment 

of the simulated SLA{u) (the few cycles of oscillation present in 

Figure 5.5f come from IHLE {u)1 2 in the second term of (5.33». This 

shows that Roddier et aI's [1982J theory, and also that of Lohmann and 

Weigelt 1979 eq.12J, describes reasonably accurately the effects of 

nonisoplanatism on the spatial resolution of speckle interferometry 
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for the one-dimensional simulations. 

Comparison of Shift-and-Add with Speckle Interferometry 

The magnitudes of the visibilities of the shift-and-add images 

of Figure 5.2 are shown in Figure 5.6. Like the SLA(u), each SSA(u) 

is the sum of two components, one originating from the primary peak of 

f(x) and the other from the secondary peak of f(x). The oscillatory 

behaviour of SSA(U) visible in Figure 5.6 arises from the interference 

between these two components. Comparing Figure 5.6 with Figure 5.5 

reveals that the extent of the oscillatory segment of SSA(u) varies 

with Ra in a manner indistinguishable from that of SLA(U)' This shows 

that, at least in these simulations, the loss of resolution away from 

the origin of the shift-and-add image due to partial isoplanatism 

occurs to the same degree that it does for speckle interferometry, and 

is therefore also well described by the theory discussed in Section 

5.3.3.1. Assumi ng that the same is true in the real-world, the 

tentative conclusion is that partial isoplanatism affects shift-and

add and speckle interferometry (and hence speckle holography) in much 

the same way. Bagnuolo [1984] has shown theoretically that, for a 

single phase screen model of the atmosphere, the loss of contrast of 

detail away from the origin in sSA(~) occurs according to the same law 

(5.6, 7; 2.38) as it does for sLA(~)' The simUlations reported in 

this subsection empirically provide a corresponding result for the 

loss of resolution of the detail. 

The degree to which the loss of resolution implied by 25) 

is apparent in practice depends on how rapidly the degree of 

isoplanatism or height ratio Rh(~) declines compared to the decline of 

the diameter in Fourier space of Q .. (~R.u,ha.), as I~I increases. For an 

aperture of simple shape, e.g. linear in one dimension or circular in 

two dimensions, consideration of (5.27) shows that the diameter of 

Q .. (iR.~,h~) is smallest in the direction parallel to ~, and is given in 

~-space by 

D' max[D - Ih~1 ,0] 

and in ~-space by 
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maX[D - Ih!:I, 0] / U. (5.34b) 

The value of either of these diameters relative to their value for 

I~I = 0 is described by the resolution ratio 

R (a) 
r -

Rr(~) (5.35) and Rh(~) (2.34) are compared in Figure 5.7 for a 

telescope wi th a two-dimensional circular aperture of 5m diameter 

and wi th the mean turbulence height h equal to 1 Okm. Two curves for 

Rh(~) are shown, one (b) for thin atmospheric turbulence with 6h == 0 

(Le. a single phase screen as in the computer simulations), and 

the other (c) for a more realistic case of thick turbulence wi th the 

atmospheric isoplanatic angle e
oA 

(2.40) equal to 10 arc seconds 

(02.6). With the single phase screen (b), RhC~) declines at its 

least possi ble rate wi th I!:I, since 6h = 0 and hence O'(~) '" 0'( 2) 
for all I ~I. Nevertheless it decl ines considerably more rapidly 

than R (a) (a). With thick turbulence the decline of O'(_a) (2.33) 
r -

causes Rh(~) to decline even more rapidly compared to Rr(~)' This 

means that, according to Roddier et aI's [1982J theory, the loss of 

resolution due to partial isoplanatism is small down to a 

comparati vely low degree of isoplanatism, wi th R (a) being greater 
r -

than 0.7 in the worst case (Figure 5. 7d), and perhaps much closer to 

in realistic seeing (Figure 5.7e) for Rh(~) as low as 0.4. These 

resolution losses are very small compared to the loss of resolution in 

the long exposure image for a large telescope and typi cal seeing 

(02.4). Lohmann and Weigelt's [1979 (53J astronomical observations 

provide practical confirmation that the loss of resolution due to 

partial isoplanatism is small (cf. the comment at the end of the 

penultimate paragraph of Lohmann and Weigelt [1979 (52J). The 

resolution loss due to partial isoplanatism can thus be expected to be 

only a minor effect for degrees of isoplanatism as low as (say) 0.4, 

so that the simple mathematical model of partial isoplanatism 

introduced in Section 5.3.2, which predicts no resolution loss at all, 

can be considered to be a valid approximation to the more developed 

theory for Rh (~) as low as 0.4. 
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Figure 5.6: Normalised visibilities of the shift-and-add images of 

Figure 5.2 (the magnitudes of the visibilitIes are 

shown) • 

(a) VIsibIlIty of Figure 5.2b showIng the relative 

magnItudes of low and high spatial frequency 

components. 

(b) - (f) VisibIlIties of FIgures 5.2b-f respectively, 

for w hi ch R = 1. 0 (b), o. 8 (c). o. 6 (d). a 
O.l.! (e). 0 (f). plotted on an expanded 

vert I cal scal e. 
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Figure 5.7: Theoretical dependence of the ratios Rr (~) and Rh (~) (see 

text) on I ~I t for a telescope wi th a two-dimensional 

circular aperture of 5m diameter and mean turbulenoe 

height h = 10km. 

(a) Resolution ratio R (a) (5.35). 
r -

(b) Height ratio Rh(~) (2.34) for turbulenoe 

oonoentrated in a single layer at height h. 

(c) Height ratio Rh(~) for thick turbulenoe with 

h = 10km and atmospheric isoplanatio angle 

SOA '" 10 arc seoonds. 

(d) Resolution ratio accompanying Rh(~) 

single layer turbulenoe of (b). 

(e) Resolution ratio accompanying Rh(~) 

thick turbulenoe of (c). 

0.4 for the 

0.4 for the 
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5.3.4 OBJECT POSSESSING A SPATIALLY DISTANT REFERENCE PART 

5.3.4.1 Modification of Shift-and-Add 

When the reference part of the object is separated from the 

other parts of the object by a great enough angular distance that it 

is resolved from them in the long exposure image, it forms a separate 

"speckle cloud", which is here called the reference speckle cloud, 

from the rest of the object in each speckle image (cf. the discussion 

of large-field speckle holography in Section 3.4.1). Shift-and-add 

can then be straightforwardly modified so that the reference part need 

not be brighter than the rest of the object for shift-and-add to be 

able to form a faithful image of the object. The modification to 

shift-and-add is merely to search only the region of each speckle 

image containing the reference speckle cloud for the posi tion x of -m 
its brightest pixel, instead of searching the entire speckle image. 

The speckle images are then shifted and added in the usual manner 

according to (5.14). The reference part of the obj ect need only be 

bright enough for the reference speckle cloud to be at least a few 

times brighter than those parts of the speckle clouds from other parts 

of the object which encroach upon it. If this condition is met then 

x depends almost entirely upon the form of the reference speckle -m 
cloud and is essentially independent of the rest of the speckle image. 

If the reference part of the object is also unresolved, then the 

central peak of the shift-and-add point spread function is of 

diffraction-limited extent and the shift-and-add image is essentially 

free of ghosts (cf. 03.6.2) from either the reference part or the rest 

of the 0 bj ect • 

A Computational Example 

A one-dimensional computational example demonstrating the 

modified shift-and-add algorithm of the preceding subsection under 

conditions of complete and partial isoplanatism is presented in Figure 

5.8. The object, Figure 5.8a, consists of an unresolved part (on the 

left) and a part containing resol ved detail (on the right). The left 

hand part represents a bright unresolved star and the right hand part 
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f{x) 

~L 
04-----------~--------~--------~~--------~x 

(a) o 

O~~~~~~~~~~~~~--------~~~x 

(b) o 

!l 
O~====~~~--~====~~----------~~~x 

(c) o 
Figure 5.8: One-dimensional computer simulation of shift-and-add in 

completely isoplanatic and partially isoplanatic 

condi tions wi th an object having a spatially distant 

reference part. 

(a) Object. 

(b) Typical isoplanatic speckle image of (a). 

(c) Shift-and-add image formed from 200 speckle images 

similar to (b) wi th only the region x < 0 of each 

speckle image being searched for the posi tion of its 

br ightest point. 

(d) Typical nonisoplanatic. contaminated speckle image 

of (a). The degree of isoplanatism Rh between the 

two parts of (a) is approximately 0.5. Uniformly 

distributed pseudo-random noise has been added to 

each pixel. 
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(f) o 
Figure 5.8 (continued): 

(e) Shift-and-add image formed from 200 speckle images 

similar to (d) wi th only the region x < 0 of each 

speckle image being searched for the posi tion of its 

brightest point. 

(f) Defogged version of (e) formed by adding the region 

of (e) for x::;; 0 to the region of (e) for x < 0 

reflected about x '" 0, and deconvolving the 

resulting image from (e) by Wiener filtering. 

Figures (b) - (e) are di splayed on an arbitrary but equal 

vertical scale. The insets have no fixed vertical scale. 

The speckle images were generated with SIZE = 2048, 

PR = 10, CL = 100, D = SIZE, h as defined by R = 1.0 (b) a 
or 0.71 (d). 8 = b 640 pixels. 1408 pixels of image 

space are displayed. 
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represents detail lying within the same isoplanatic patch as the star. 

Figure 5.8b shows a simulated one-dimensional speckle image of the 

object formed under perfectly isoplanatic conditions (cf. 04.4). The 

effective diameter of the seeing disc is somewhat smaller than the 

separation of the two parts of the object. Figure 5.8c shows the 

shift-and-add image formed from 200 statistically independent speckle 

images similar to Figure 5.8b with only the left hand speckle cloud of 

each speckle image being searched for the position of its brightest 

point, i.e. with the left hand part of the object serving as the 

reference part for shift-and-add. The two parts of the object are 

imaged with their correct relative heights on top of two separated 

humps of fog in Figure 5.8c (cf. insets to Figures 5.8a,c). 

Because of the large angular separation between the reference 

part of the object and the rest of the object, the left hand hump and 

peak of Figure 5.8c together constitute a good estimate of the form of 

hoSA(X)' the shift-and-add point spread function for an unresolved 

object. The fog in sSA(X) can thereby be suppressed by deconvolution 

(3.140) using only the information present in sSA(X)' Separate 

observations of an unresolved reference object are not required. 

The typical diameter of the isoplanatic patch (02.6) is not 

very many times greater than the typical diameter of the seeing disc 

(02.4). Speckle images of the type of object considered in this and 

the preceding subsection are therefore likely to be Significantly 

nonisoplanatic in practice. Figures 5.8d-f illustrate the performance 

of the modified shift-and-add algorithm under conditions less ideal 

than in Figures 5.8b,c. Figure 5.8d shows a simulated nonisoplanatic 

speckle image generated as described in Section 4.5. with the area 

ratio chosen using (5.6, 5.7) to give a degree of isoplanatism Rh of 

.0.5 between the two parts of the object. A uniformly distributed 

pseudo-random number with an average value equal to the height of 

the fog at the origin of Figure 5.8c has also been added to each 

pixel of Figure 5.8d to simulate additive contamination of the speckle 

image by (say) sky background radiation. The shift-and-add image 

formed as for Figure 5.8c from 200 statistically independent versions 

of Figure 5.8d is shown in Figure 5.8e. Both parts of the object 

appear on top of the fog with no apparent loss of resolution. The 

detail in the right hand part of Figure 5.8e is attenuated by 
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approximately one half compared to Figure 5.8c, due to the partial 

isoplanatism of the speckle images used to form Figure 5. 8e. The 

additive contamination to the speckle images merely raises the fog 

level throughout Figure 5.8e. Figure 5.8f shows the result of 

deconvolving from Figure 5.8e an estimate of the shift-and-add point 

spread function constructed from the portion of Figure 5.8e to the 

left of and including x = O. The fog has been largely suppressed 

leaving a background of low level noise. The two parts of the object 

are present in Figure 5.8f with approximately their correct forms (see 

insets). The object detail on the right hand side of Figure 5.8f 

appears on a narrow hump which presumably corresponds to sf(~) in 

(5.20). This example demonstrates that shift-and-add can recover 

obj ect detail close to the diffraction 1 imi t even when the speckle 

images are contaminated to a considerable degree by nonisoplanatism 

and additive noise. 

SHIFT-AND-ADD APPLIED TO ALPHA SCORPII 

The red supergiant star a l Seorpii (Antares) has an unresolved 

companion star a 2 Sco at an apparent angular distance from a l Seo of 

approximately 3 arc seconds [cf. Christou 1985a <;.65.lt]. The angular 

separation is such that (a) the two components of a Seo are resolved 

from each other in long exposure images, and (b) the degree of 

isoplanatism between them is likely to be significantly less than 

but significantly greater than O. The apparent angular diameter of a l 

Sco has been determined by Michelson stellar interferometry (<;.62.8) to 

be approximately ltO milliseconds of arc [Hanbury Brown 1971t p.25]. It 

is thus resolvable (though only barely) by existing large optical 

telescopes. Its companion a 2 Seo is indubitably unresolvable. These 

properties make a Seo a useful obj ect for testing the performance of 

the shift-and-add proposal of Section 5.3.lt on actual astronomical 

data. 

In this subsection, the results of applying shift-and-add to 

approximately 2000 speckle images of a Seorpii recorded by E.K. Hege 

and J.M. Beckers of the Steward Observatory [Hege 1981tJ are reported 

and discussed. The speckle images were recorded using the Steward 

Observatory speckle camera [Hege et al 1982b] wi th one mirror of the 
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Mul tiple Mirror Telescope [cf. Hege et al 1985 J. The received 1 ight 

was filtered to a centre wavelength of 470nm and a bandwidth of 10nm. 

A neutral density filter with a transmission of 13% attenuated the 

light from a 1 Seo to make the brightness of its image more nearly 

equal to that of a 2 Seo. 

5.3.5.1 Data Processing 

The speckle images captured wi th the Steward Observatory 

speckle camera were sent to the Uni versi ty of Canterbury on digi tal 

magnetic tape as frames of 256 x 128 pixels with 8 bits per pixel. 

There were 1960 useable speckle images on the tapes. Geometrical 

distortion from the speckle camera was rectified from each raw speckle 

image [cf. Castleman 1979 ~8J using the coordinates of the image of a 

rectangular grid of pOints supplied by Hege [1984J. Speckle 

processing was then applied to the 1960 rectified speckle images. 

In each speckle image, the images of a 1 and a 2 Scorpii 

appeared as separate speckle clouds, with the speckle cloud from a 2 

Sco located wi thin the left hand 128 x 128 pixels and the speckle 

cloud from a 1 Sco located within the right hand 128 x 128 pixels. A 

long exposure image was formed by adding together all of the speckle 

images. Shift-and-add images were formed in two different ways. The 

left-shift-and-add image was formed by searching only the left hand 

128 x 128 pixels of each speckle image for the position xl of its - m 
brightest pixel, and computing 

(5.36) 

The right-shift-and-add image was formed by searching only the right 

hand 128 x 128 pixels of each speckle image for the position x of -rm 
its brightest pixel, and computing 

<s (x+x »M. m - -rm 
(5.37) 

When more than one pixel shared the maximum brightness in the region 

searched, the first such pixel encountered during the search was taken 
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to be the br ightest pixel. 

The left-shift-and-add image corresponds to the computational 

example of Section 5.3.4.2. Its shift-and-add reference «X2 Sco) is 

unresolved, and the right hand part of slSA(~) is therefore an image 

of the red supergiant (Xl Sco unaffected by ghosting but affected by 

partial isoplanatism. In the r ight-shift-and-add image, the image of 

(X2 Sco instead of (Xl Seo is affected by partial isoplanatism. 

Comparing srSA(!) with slSA(~) allows the effects of partial 

isoplanatism on each of the shift-and-add images to be assessed. 

Results and Discussion 

A single speckle image of (Xl and (X2 Seorpii (after 

rectification of geometrical distortion) is shown in Figure 5.9a. 

This image was selected from a sample of about twenty speckle images 

to demonstrate partial isoplanatism between the two components of 

(X Seo. Partial isoplanatism is apparent to the eye in the overall 

bottom left to top right diagonal arrangement of speckles in each part 

of the speckle image and in the relative posi tioning of clumps of 

three or four bright speckles in each part. In most of the speckle 

images of the sample, some similarity in the arrangement of groups of 

speckles in each part was noticeable, though less so than in Figure 

5. 9a. The long exposure image formed from the sum wi thout shifts of 

all of the speckle images is shown in Figure 5.9b. The two parts of 

(X Seo are well resolved from each other. Note that (Xl Seo appears 

considerably brighter than (X2 Sco despi te its image having been 

attenuated by a neutral densi ty f 11 ter. This difference in brightness 

affects the relative brightnesses of the two parts in each of the 

shift-and-add images. Figure 5.9c shows the left-shift-and-add image 

formed using (X2 Seo as the shift-and-add reference, and Figure 5.9d 

shows the right-shift-and-add image formed with (Xl Seo as the shift

and-add reference. The ratio of brightness between the two parts of 

each shift-and-add image is quite different in Figures 9c and d. 

This is clearly a result of partial isoplanatism. If (Xl Seo is 

treated as unresolved, the modelling of Section 5.3.2.2 together with 

a comparison of the relative brightnesses of each part of Figures 

5.9b-d yields the value Rh '" 0.5 ± 0.1 for the degree of isoplanatism 
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in this observation across the angular separation ("" 3 arc seconds) of 

the two components of a Seo. 

The relative angular diameters of the images of a l and a 2 

Seorpii in Figures 5.9c and d are difficult to assess from the 

photographs because of the different brightnesses of the images. To 

facilitate comparisons of angular diameter, radially averaged profiles 

of each part of Figures 5.9b-d are plotted on a normalised vertical 

scale in Figure 5.10. The brightest pixel of each part of Figures 

5.9b-d was chosen as the centre point for its radial average. In 

Figure 5.10 the dotted lines are the profiles for a 2 Sco and the solid 

I ines are the prof iles for a l Seo. 

The prof iles from the long exposure image are virtually 

identical in form (Figure 5.10a). For the left-shift-and-add image, 

the profile from a 2 Seo (Figure 5.10b, dotted line) is considerably 

narrower than the profile from a l Seo (solid line). The greater width 

of the image of a l Seo is due partly to a l Seo actually having a 

larger apparent angular diameter than a 2 Seo, and partly to the partial 

isoplanatism existing between a l and a 2 Seo (cf. iJ5.3.3). In srSA(~)' 

partial isoplanatism should alter the relative widths of a l Sco and a 2 

Seo opposi tely to its effect in slSA (~), whereas the greater angular 

Figure 5.9 (facing page): Astronomical speckle observations of the 

stars a l and a 2 Seorpii. a 2 Sco is on the-left and 

a l Seo (the red supergiant Antares) is on the right. 

Their angular separation is approximately 3 arc seconds. 

(a) A selected speckle image showing visually apparent 

partial isoplanatism between the speckle clouds from 

a l and a 2 Seo. 

(b) Long exposure image. 

(c) Left shift-and-add image (a2 Seo, arrowed, served as 

the shift-and-add reference). 

(d) Right-shift-and-add image (a l Seo, arrowed, served 

as the shift-and-add reference). 

1960 speckle images similar to (a) were used to form each 

of the images (b), (c), and (d). 
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diameter of 0. 1 Seo should tend to make its image relatively wider in 

both srSA(~) and slSA(~)' This provides a means of distinguishing the 

broadening effects of partial isoplanatism and the different apparent 

angular diameters of the two stars. The profiles of srSA (~) are shown 

in Figure 5.10c. The profile of 0. 2 Sco (dotted line) is broader than 

the profile of 0. 1 Seo (solid line), but by a relative amount that is 

noticeably less than the relative difference of width of the profiles 

in Figure 5.10b. This must be because the apparent angular diameter 

of 0. 1 Seo is greater than that of 0.2 Seo. To make this comparison 

more obvious, the profiles from the parts of a Sco used as shift-and

add references in slSA (~) and srSA (~) are shown together in Figure 

5.10d, and the profiles from the parts of a Sco not used as shift

and-add references in slSA (~) and srSA (~) are shown together in Figure 

5.10e. The profile from 0. 1 Seo is slightly wider than the profile 

from 0.2 Seo in both of these figures, which is a clear indication of 

0. 1 Seo's greater apparent angular diameter. Note. that the parts of 

slSA(~) and srSA(~) whose profiles appear in Figure 5.1Od correspond 

to shift-and-add images of 0.2 Seo alone and of 0. 1 Seo alone, formed 

independently in the conventional manner «$3.6.2). 

The apparent angular diameter of 0. 1 Seorpii is too small 

relative to the resolving power of a single MMT mirror for any 

significant detail of 0. 1 Seo to be deduced from the images of Figure 

5.9. or for its angular diameter to be reliably estimated from Figure 

5. 10. At tempts to enhance the I'" ight hand parts of Figures 5.9c and d 

by Wiener filtering the left hand part of Figure 5.90 from them were 

unsuccessful. The diffraction-limited point spread function of a 

single MMT mirror, computed from (3.5) with X = lj70nm and P(~) defined 

by the geometry of the MMT mirror's aperture (whose diameter is 

approximately 1. 8m) [Stri ttmatter 1977 J, has a half-intensi ty diameter 

of approximately 55 milliseconds of arc. This conveniently defines a 

resolution limit for the MMT mirror. The angular diameter of 

0. 1 Seorpii as measured by Michelson stellar interferometry is 

approximately lJo milliseconds of arc [Hanbury Brown 1971j p .25J, which 

is less than the resolution limit of the MMT mirror. Thus, both 

components of a Sco are unresolved by one mirror of the MMT according 

to a conventional interpretation of resolution. 
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Figure 5.10: Radially averaged profiles of brightness in the images 

of a 1 and a 2 Soorpii shown in Figure 5.9. The solid 

line is a 1 Soo and the dotted line is a 2 Soo in each 

figure. Each profile is normalised to unit brightness 

at x = O. The horizontal scale is in arbitrary units. 

(a) Long exposure image (Figure 5.9b left and right). 

(b) Left-shift-ahd-add image (Figure 5.9c left and 

right). 

(c) R ight-shift-and-add image (Figure 5.9d left and 

right). 

(d) Shlft-and-add reference parts (Figure 5.9c left, 

Figure 5.9d right). 

(e) Shift-and-add non-reference parts (Figure 5.9c 

r i gh t, F i gur e 5. 9d 1 ef t ) • 
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Two anomalous aspects of the results presented in Figure 5.10 

deserve comment. First, there are no sidelobes (Airy rings) visible 

in the profiles of either a l or a 2 Scorpii in Figure 5.10d, whereas 

previous experience with shift-and-add indicates that ·sidelobes should 

be present in the shift-and-add image of an unresolved object where 

the central peak of the image meets the fog (cf. Figure 3.10a, 

Christou et al [1986 Figure 1J). Christou [1985bJ has remarked on a 

similar lack of sidelobes in certain weighted shift-and-add images of 

Y Orionis formed with narrowband optical filters. There may be some 

systematic aberration which has affected the data set processed here 

as well as the ones noted by Christou [1985bJ. Secondly, the amount 

of broadening of the shift-and-add profiles due to nonisoplanatism 

(cf. Figures 5.10b,c) appears to be greater than the computer 

simUlations of Sections 5.3.3 and 5.3.4 and the theory of Roddier et 

al [1982 J (c$5. 3.3, Figure 5.7) predict for the observed value of Rh • 

This could be due to faulty rectification of geometrical distortion 

from the speckle images, or to some sys tematic degradation of the data 

set as noted above, or to Roddier et aI's [1982J theory not applying 

to shift-and-add images in practice. The available information is 

insufficient to decide among these alternatives. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The computer simUlations of shift-and-add with partially 

isoplanatic speckle images described in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.4, and 

the simple mathematical model of partial isoplanatism presented in 

Section 5.3.2, show that partial isoplanatism causes an attenuation of 

detail in the shift-and-add image and a slight loss of resolution of 

the detail, with no other untoward effects. The simulations confirm 

Bagnuolo's [1984J theoretical expression for the attenuation of the 

detail with a single phase screen atmosphere. Roddier et aI's [1982J 

theory for speckle interferometry accurately predicts the loss of 

resolution in the computer simulations. The simUlations suggest that 

the effects of nonisoplanatism on shift-and-add and speckle 

interferometry are very similar. 

The loss of resolution due to partial isoplanatism in shift

and-add images formed from actual astronomical data (c$5.3.5) is 
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greater than expected from Roddier et aI's [1982J theory for the 

observed degree of isoplanat1sm, though it is still much less than the 

resolution loss in the long exposure image due to the seeing. The 

discrepancy may arise from inapplicability of Roddier et aI's [1982] 

theory to shIft-and-add in real condi tions, invalidi ty of Roddier et 

aI's modelling of the speckle images for this observation, or faulty 

data processing. 

Shift-and-add processing of astronomical speckle images of 

two stars, a 1 and a2. Seorpii, separated by about 3 arc seconds on the 

celestial sphere, gives an estimate of 0.5 ± 0.1 for the degree of 

isoplanatism Rh between the two stars. This figure is consistent with 

measurements of Rh for other double stars wi th a 1.5m telescope by 

Ebersberger and Weigelt [1985]. A reliable image or an estimate of 

the apparent angular diameter of the red supergiant a 1 Seo could not 

be formed because the angular diameter of a 1 Sco is too small relative 

to the resolution of the 1.8m aperture used to gather the speckle 

images. To obtain a useful image or an estimate of the angular 

diameter of a 1 Seo by shift-and-add, it will be necessary to process 

data collected wi th a larger aperture, for example the 6.9m aperture 

of the six mirrors of the MMT operating together coherently [Hege et 

a11985J. Nevertheless, the results presented in Section 5.3.5 show 

that shift-and-add is capable of revealing small differences in the 

angular diameters of celestial obj ects even if the obj ects are 

unresolved in the conventional sense (e.g. smaller than the Rayleigh 

limit). The profiles presented in Figure 5.10e show that the small 

difference in angular diameter discernible in Figure 5.10d is still 

evident to approximately the same degree in the presence of broadening 

due to partial isoplanatism. This suggests that accurate 

characterisation of the broadening would allow its effects to be 

effectively removed from the shift-and-add image. 

Nonisoplanatism appears to degrade the shift-and-add images of 

obj ects (which would be formed fai thfully under perfectly i soplanatic 

conditions) in a benign manner, in contrast to the reported effects of 

nonisoplanatism on the Knox-Thompson method (tJ3. 5. 2) [Karo and 

Schneiderman 1975, Fried 1979J. This, combined with the computational 

simplicity of shift-and-add, appears to make it a viable technique for 

forming high spatial resolution images of regions of the celestial 
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sphere lying within the same isoplanatic patches as unresolved stars 

bright enough to form good shift-and-add reference sources. 

5.~ SHIFT-AND-ADD WITH PHOTON-LIMITED SPECKLE IMAGES 

Speckle images are formed wi th short exposure times and 

(usually) narrow optical bandwidths (02.5), compared to conventional 

long exposure astrophotography. For this reason, speckle images of 

the majority of interesting astronomical objects are significantly 

photon-limited (cf. 03.3.3). The behaviour of shift-and-add under 

photon-limited conditions is therefore an important subject of study. 

This section presents the results of one-dimensional computer 

simulations of shift-and-add with photon-limited speckle images. 

5. ~. 1 CHANGES IN THE SHIFT-AND-ADD IMAGE 

Figure 5.11 shows a series of shift-and-add images (3.135) 

formed from computer simulated photon-limited speckle images (0~.6) of 

the object depicted in Figure 3.9a. The average number of photons per 

speckle image, N , ranges from 10,000 in Figure 5.11a to 3 in Figure 
p 

5.11h. A non-photon-limited speckle image (effectively with N = (0) 
P 

of the same 0 bj ect wi th the same simulated seeing condi tions appears 

in Figure 3.9h. To take account of the possibility of non-unique 

brightest pixels in the photon-limited speckle images, the shift-and

add processing strategy was modified from the simple shift-and-add 

prescription of choosing the brightest pixel to shift to the centre of 

image space, as is explained in Section 5.~.2 below. The shift 

strategy 1 defined in Section 5.~.2 was invoked when generating the 

resul ts presented in Figure 5.11. 

An immediately obvious effect of photon limiting is the 

generation of a narrow spi ke, which following Christou et al [1985] is 

here called the photon spike, on top of the primary peak of the shift

and-add images shown in Figure 5.11. The spike is almost negligible 

for N ~ 10,000 (compare Figure 5.lla with Figure 3.9h), but grows 
p 

relative to the rest of the shift-and-add image as N decreases. In 
p 

the simulated speckle images, each photon impact was modelled as being 
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Figure 5.11: Shift-and-add with one-dimensional simulated photon

limi ted speckle images. 

(a) - (h) Shift-and-add images formed from M photon

limited speckle images of Figure 3.9a with 

N photons on average per speckle image. 
p 

The speckle images were generated wi th SIZE = 256, 

PR '" 1 5, CL '" 1 00, D SIZE / 4, h = a I Nand M as 
p 

indicated in the figures. SIZE /2 pixels are displayed. 
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Figure 5.12: Visibilities of the shift-and-add images of Figures 

5.11a-h (the visibility magnitudes are displayed). 

The photon bias due to photon limiting gives the 

visibilities nonzero value above the diffraction limit. 
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Despi ked versions of the shift-and-add images of Figures 

5. 11 a -h. The des pi king was performed in the Fourier 

domain by subtracting a constant equal to the photon 

bias from the visibilities (Figure 5.12) of the shift

and-add images. 
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detected at a single pixel of image space, so that the photon spike in 

the images of Figure 5.11 is only one pixel wide. 

In the Fourier domain (see Figure 5.12), the photon spike 

appears as a photon added to the spectral content of the rest of 

the shift-and-add image, similar to the photon bias which appears with 

speckle interferometry under photon-limited conditions (<i3.3.3). As 

with speckle interferometry, the photon bias in shift-and-add extends 

beyond the diffraction limit of the telescope if the detector's 

spatial frequency response is wider than that of the telescope. In 

Figure 5.12 the photon bias is uniform since (in the simulations whose 

resm ts are presented in this section) the detector point spread 

function was modelled as occupying a single pixel. Christou et al 

[1985, 1986J descri be the photon bias in weighted shift-and-add images 

(<i3. 6. 3) formed from astronomical data and demonstrate that it 'can be 

straightforwardly removed in practice if the detector psf can be 

modelled accurately. The removal is effected by fitting a model of 

the detector psf to the shift-and-add visibility beyond the 

diffraction limit and then subtracting the fitted psf from the shift

and-add visibility. Christou et al call this procedure despiking. 

In the examples presented in Figures 5.11 and 5.12, the photon 

bias is uniform and so despiking merely involves subtracting a real

valued constant from the spectra to set them to zero above the 

diffraction limit. The despiked shift-and-add images so obtained are 
-

shown in Figure 5.13. For N ~ 1000 the despiked images are Virtually 
p 

identical to the shift-and-add image formed with the same seeing under 

non-photon-limited conditions (Figure 3.9h). For Np < 1000, however, 

changes in the form of the despiked images become apparent. In 

comparison to the height of the primary peak above the fog (cf. Figure 

5. 1c), the secondary peak reduces in height, the ghost peak increases 

in height, and the fog level increases. According to the theory 

reviewed in Section 3.3.3, the form of the averaged autocorrelation of 

speckle images (3.11.J) produced by speckle interferometry is unaffected 

by decreasing N apart from the growth of a photon spike and a 
p 

decrease in signal-to-noise ratio for any fixed number M of speckle 

images. Figure 5.13 demonstrates that, unlike speckle interferometry, 

the shift-and-add image experiences changes of form additional to the 

growth of a photon spike and a decrease in signal-to-noise ratio as 
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Np decreases. 

5.4.2 THE INFLUENCE OF SHIFT STRATEGY 

Simple shift-and-add (c53.6.2) requires the brightest pixel of 

each speckle image to be identified so that the speckle image can be 

translated to shift this pixel to the centre of image space. This 

pixel is called the shift pixel in what follows. Since each pixel of 

a photon-limited speckle image is quantised to a finite number of 

levels, there is a nonzero probability that more than one pixel is 

"brightest ll • This probability increases as the average number of 

photons detected per speckle image decreases. When a speckle image 

has non-unique brightest pixels, the shift strategy by which shift

and-add selects the shift pixel must be elaborated from the simple 

prescription of choosing the brightest pixel of the speckle image. 

The properties of the chosen shift strategy have an increasing 

influence on the form of the shift-and-add image as N is reduced, 
p 

because the proportion of speckle images having non-unique brightest 

pixels (requiring invocation of the elaborate shift strategy) 

increases as Np decreases. 

An optimum shift strategy for photon-limited conditions should 

minimise the sensitivity of the form of the shift-and-add image to 
- -

changes in N when N is small, and should also minimise ghosting when 
- p p 
N is large. Here, five particular shift strategies are considered: 

p 

1. MEDIAN SHIFTING: select the median brightest pixel as the shift 

pixel, I.e. the brightest pixel which, for N brightest pixels, is the 

(N - 1 )/2th brightest pixel from the leftmost (or rightmost) one. If 

N is even then randomly select the N/2 th or the (N- 2)/2
th brightest 

pixel from the leftmost (or rightmost) one with equal probabilities. 

2. NEAREST-CENTROID SHIFTING: select the brightest pixel nearest to 

the centroid of all the brightest pixels as the shift pixel. The 

centroid x of N brightest pixels at positions x is defined as c n 

1 N 
x = - I x (5.38) 

c N n=1 n 
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If two brightest pixels are equally nearest to the centroid, randomly 

select either one with equal probabilities. 

3. LEFTMOST SHIFTING: select the leftmost of the brightest pixels as 

the shift pixel. 

4. RIGHTMOST SHIFTING: select the rightmost of the brightest pixels 

as the shift pixel. 

5. RANDOM SHIFTING: randomly select the shift pixel from the position 

of any of the detected photons with equal probability for each photon, 

i.e. randomly choose any pixel in the speckle image with probability 

proportional to the value of the speckle image at that pixel. 

Shift strategies 1 to 4 reduce to the simple shift-and-add strategy 

described in Section 3.6.2 when the brightest pixel is unique. They 

represent initial approximations to the ideal of minimising ghosting 

when N is large. Shift strategies 3 and 4 cause an arbitrary p 
directional bias in the shift-and-add image and hence may not be 

generally appl icable in practice, but they are included as 

geometrioally extreme ways of choosing among the brightest pixels. 

Shift-and-add with shift strategy 5 implements a probabilistic 

formulation of the averaged autocorrelation of the speckle images and 

is therefore equivalent to speckle interferometry, yielding an 

estimate of the autocorrelation of the object instead of the object 

itself. Shift strategies 2 and 5 are immediately generalisable to two 

or more dimensions. 

Figures 5.14 and 5.15 summarise the performance of shift-and

add with the five shift strategies described above in one-dimensional 

oomputer simulations. One-dimensional simulated photon-limited 

speckle images of a binary object with unresolved parts (cf. ()5.2) 

were generated as described in Section 4.6. The object was defined 

by (5.1b) with a = 0.5 and b = 20 pixels (x o is arbitrary). Four 

statistically independent ensembles of photon-limited speckle images 

were generated for each of several different values of N • Shift-and-p 
add was performed on each ensemble wi th each of the five shift 

strategies listed above. For Figure 5.14 the shift-and-add images 

were despiked as described in Section 5.4.1. The despiked shift-and-
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Figure 5.14: Effects of photon limiting on the form of the despiked 

shift-and-add image, in one-dimensional simulations with 

the five shift strategies described in the text. Each 

graph shows the variation with N of the normalised 
A P A 

heights of the secondary peak (y ), the ghost peak (y ), 
s g 

and the fog <Yf) (cf. Figure 5.1) of the despiked images. 

The object was binary with unresolved parts, with 

a 0.5 and b ~ 20. The speckle images were generated 

with SIZE == 256, PR 15, CL = 100, D = SIZE/ 4, h = 0, 

N as indicated, M ranging from 1000 for N 10,000 to 
P P 

40,000 for N 5. 
p 
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add images are characterised in Figure 5.14 by the normalised heights 

of their primary peak, secondary peak, and fog (¢5.2). The graphs 

in Figures 5.14a-e show the variation of these quantities with 

Np for each of the five shift strategies. Figure 5.15 shows the 

variation of the photon bias (i.e. the value of ISSA(u)1 above the 

diffraction limit) with Np for the five shift strategies. 

The results summarised by Figures 5.14 and 5.15 have the 

following notable features: 

(a) Ys' y , and Yf (Figure 5.14) remain essentially constant with g 
only for random shifting. For the other shift strategies they vary 

wi th Np ' as noted for median shifting at the end of Section 5.4.1. 

(b) The photon bias (Figure 5.15) is essentially constant with Np 

only for random shifting, for which it is approximately equal to 

unity. For the other shift strategies it is approximately equal to 

unity at the lowest N shown (N = 5), and increases slowly with 
. - P P 

increasing N. Note that the photon bias decreases relative to the 
p 

rest of the shift-and-add visibility as N increases with all of 
p 

the shift strategies, because the component of the shift-and-add 

N 
P 

visibility other than the photon bias increases with N approximately 
p -proportionally to Np. 

-
(c) The trend for Yf to increase as Np decreases is less pronounced 

"" for median shifting than for nearest-centroid shifting. Also, y and s 

Photon bias 

10 

5 

o 

a El Random shifting 

."'", .. "" .... " .. ,,".. + Me d ian, 

-

+ Nearest-centroid, 
x Leftmost, 
x Rightmost shifting 

Figure 5.15: Variation of photon bias with Np in the visibilities of 

the shift-and-add images whose des pi ked versions are the 

subject of Figure 5.14. 
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yg both increase sharply for Np < 200 for nearest-centroid shifting 

but not for median shifting. 
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(d) With leftmost_shifting, Ys rises gradually and yg rem~ins 

relatively low as N decreases. With rightmost shifting, y falls and 
A A P_ s 
y rises past y as N decreases. Note that the behaviour of the g s p 
leftmost and rightmost shifting strategies would be transposed for an 

obj ect equal to the mirror image of the one used here. 

(e) For the severest photon limiting simulated, i.e. N 5, Ys and 
A p 
yare almost indistinguishable for all of the shift strategies. This 

g A 

result includes leftmost and rightmost shifting, since y for leftmost 
A s 

shifting approximately equals y for rightmost shifting, and vice 
g 

versa, when N = 5. 
p 

5.4.3 CONCLUSIONS 

The most prominent effect of photon limiting on shift-and-add 

is the creation of a narrow photon spike at the centre of the shift

and-add image, corresponding to a photon bias in the visibility domain 

analogous to that encountered wi th speckle interferometry under 

photon-limited conditions (03.3.3). Christou et al [1985, 1986J have 

shown how the photon spike may be removed from the shift-and-add image 

in practice. The consequences of improperly removing the photon spi ke 

in shift-and-add should affect only the primary peak of the shift-and

add image. whereas (for example) in the Knox-Thompson method they 

seriously degrade the entire image [Nisenson and Papaliolios 1983 J. 

Compensating shift-and-add for photon bias should be no more diff icul t 

than similarly compensating speckle interferometry [cf. Hege et al 

1982bJ. 

The one-dimensional computer simulations reported in this 

section show that the shift-and-add image experiences significant 

changes other than the formation of a photon spike when the photon 

limiting is severe, e.g. less than 1000 photons per speckle image in 

the simulations. The nature and severity of the changes depend on the 

shift-and-add shift strategy used to choose among non-unique brightest 

pixels in photon-limited speckle images. Four of the five shift 
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strategies investigated here inevitably choose the brightest pixel as 

the shift pixel when the brightest pixel is unique. Ghosting and the 

fog both increase in the des pi ked shift-and-add image formed with 

these shift strategies as Np decreases. The increase in ghosting is 

the more important effect because it erodes the advantage of 

shift-and-add over speckle interferometry of preserving some part of 

the visibility phase of the object. The fifth shift strategy, random 

shifting, preserves no visibility phase for any N because it produces 
p 

an image equivalent to that formed by interferometry (3.14). 

When Np became small enough in the simulations (Np = 5) that 

nearly all of the speckle images had at most one photon per speckle 

image, the ghost peak and the secondary peak were either nearly or 

completely indistinguishable in the shift-and-add images formed by 

each shift strategy. This suggests that shift-and-add with the shift 

strategies investigated here may only be able to estimate the 

autocorrelation of the object when there is at most one photon per 

pixel in the speckle image. Shift-and-add might then be best applied 

by increasing the optical bandwidth, exposure time, and pixel size of 

the speckle images until at least two photons coincide in one pixel of 

each speckle image. This amounts to a trade-off between spatial 

resolution and retention of the object's visibility phase. 

Provided a sizeable proportion of speckle images have pixels 

registering two or more photons, shift-and-add is able to maintain a 

significant difference between the ghost and secondary peaks (cf. 

Figure 5.14a for Np 10) even though the speckle images are severely 

photon-limited. Shift-and-add can then contribute useful information 

about the visibility phase of the object to composite speckle imaging 

schemes incorporating speckle interferometry and Fourier phase 

retrieval (cf. final paragraph of ~3.4.2), despite severe photon 

limiting. 
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CHAPTER 6 

ZERO-AND-ADD 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter describes a new speckle imaging principle called 

zero-and-add. Zero-and-add uses the complex zeros of the visibilities 

of one-dimensional speckle images to identify the fixed visibility 

component corresponding to the object. It is related to the use 

of complex zeros in consistent deconvolution [Bates et al 1976a, 

McKinnon et al 1976J, astronomical imaging [Bates and Napier 1972, 

Walker 1981b, Bates and Fright 1982; cf. Bates 1982b 07.2, Dainty 

1984 07.4.4J, and the Fourier phase problem in a general context 

(cf. 03.4.2) [Bates 1978, Bates and Fright 1984, Fright 1984 003.3, 

3.4,4.1J. Three papers have so far been prepared describing zero-and

add. These are Bates et al [1985J, Davey et al [198_J, and Sinton et 

al [198_ J. 

The pertinent part of the theory of complex visibility zeros is 

summarised in Section 6.2. The principle of zero-and-add is presented 

and illustrated wi th an "ideal" computational example in Section 6.3. 

Section 6.4 describes a practical algorithm for performing zero-and

add wi th speckle images that have been" contaminated", as all speckle 

images inevitably are in practice. Section 6.5 presents computational 

investigations of the effects of three important types of contamination 

on the fidelity of the images formed by zero-and-add. Conclusions and 

discussion follow in Section 6.6. 

6.2 COMPLEX VISIBILITY ZEROS 

The complex zeros of the visibility of a function are 

introduced and described briefly in this section to support the 

description and discussions of zero-and-add presented in the following 

sections of this chapter. More complete treatments of complex 

visibility zeros are given by Bates [1969J [cf. Bates 1978J, Napier 
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[1971 ~5], and Requicha [1980]. 

Let sex) denote a one-dimensional image, which is a function 

of the one-dimensional real variable x. The visibility, or spatial 

Fourier transform, of sex) is defined by (cf. 1.12a) 

0:> -j 21TUX 
S(u) = J sex) 8 .dx, 

-0:> 

( 6. 1 ) 

where u is also a one-dimensional real variable. S(u) and sex) are in 

general complex functions. It is useful to replace the real variable 

u in (6.1) by a complex variable 

w u + jv, (6.2) 

so that the visibility S(u) becomes a function 

S(w) 
0:> -j21TWX 

J s(x) 8 • dx 
-0:> 

( 6. 3) 

of the complex variable w. The visibility is said to be analytically 

continued into the complex w-plane. S(u) is equal to the value of 

Sew) along the real axis, or u-axis. of the complex plane. The 

relationship between S(u) and S(w) is illustrated in Figure 6.1. 

It is further discussed and nicely illustrated by Napier [1971 di5]. 

In the remainder of this chapter, the term "visibility" is generalised 

to encompass both S(w) and S(u). 

The support T of an image is here taken to be the smallest 

continuous interval T = [XliX2] of image space outside which the image 

is zero, i.e. 

s (x) ¢ 0 f or x = x 1 or x = x 2 • 

sex) o for all x < Xl or x> x2 • (6.4) 

The extent of an image is the width of its support, 

(6.5) 

The visibility S(w) of an image sex) whose extent is finite 
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(c) (d) 

Figure 6.1: The visibility S(u) of an image sex), and the visibility 

sew) obtained by analytically continuing S(u) into the 

complex plane w = u + jv. 

(a) A one-dimensional image sex). ~x is the sample 

spacing or pixel size in image space. 

(b) Magnitude of the visibility S(U) = F[S(x)]. 

(c) Phase of the analytically-continued visibility Sew). 

(d) Magnitude of sew), displayed with a logarithmic 

scale of intensity. (b) is a section through (d) 

along the u-axis. 
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is an entire function of exponential type [Levin 1964J. It is 

therefore characterised by the particular values w .. wi of w for which 

Sew) is zero, i.e. 

S(W
i

) .. o. (6.6) 

The wi are here called the ~ of Sew) or the visibility zeros 

of sex). Given the set {wi} of all of the wi' it is possible to 

reconstruct C.s(x) where C is an arbitrary complex constant. 

Napier [1971 ~5J presents a collection of theorems on the 

zeros of entire functions of exponential type. Two important items 

thi s collection stem from the following relations, verifiable 

immediately from (6.3): 

IMAGE VISIBILITY 

Real s(x) s*(x) ~ S(w) S*(-w*) (6.7) 

Even s (x) s(-x) ~ sew) S( -w) Even (6.8) 

From (6.7), the visibility zeros of a real image occurs in pairs 

* 

in 

(w i ,-wi) which are reflections of each other in the imaginary axis of 

the w-plane. From (6.8), the visibility zeros of an even image occur 

in pairs (w. ,-w.) which are point-symmetric about the origin of the 
1 1 

w-plane. An image which is both real and even, such as the 

autocorrelation of another real image, has visibility zeros occurring 

in groups of four, (w.,w.*,-w.,-w.*), which are reflections of each 
1 1 1 1 

other in both the real and imaginary axes of the w-plane. 

Another important theorem from Napier [1971 ~5J appl ies to 

images, such as the intensity of a field, which are non-negative. The 

theorem states that a non-negative image, 

s (x) ~ 0 V x, (6.9) 

can have visibility zeros on the imaginary axis of the w-plane only if 

it is zero for all x. This can be shown by replacing w with jv in 

(6.3) and noting that the exponential function in the integral then 

becomes purely real and posi ti ve. 
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The number of zeros in the set {w.} is denumerably infinite 
1 
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[Bates 1969J. However, only a finite subset {w J of {w.J is required 
p 1 

to represent s(x) to within a given accuracy. Following Bates [1969J 

and Fright [1984 03.3J, the members of the set {w } are here referred 
p 

to as the complex ~ of S(w) or the complex visibility zeros of 

s(x). Some or all of the w may be real, but in general they are all 
p 

complex. The set {w } is the goal of computational procedures for 
p 

determining the visibility zeros of a given s(x). Bates [1969J and 

Bates and Napier [1972J represent s(x) by a truncated Fourier series 

of 2N + 1 terms and 0 btain 2N complex zeros carrying information about 

s (x) • Bruc k and Sodin [1979 J represent s (x) by a set of N + 1 samples 

in the image domain, from which N complex zeros may be computed as 

described in the next paragraph. In each of these approaches the 

number of independent complex zeros obtained is one less than the 

number of independent parameters ini tially used to descri be the image, 

which leads to the arbitrary scaling constant mentioned after equation 

(6.6) when the image is reconstructed from its complex zeros. 

The approach of Bruck and Sodin [1979J for computing {w } is 
p 

convenient when the image is stored in sampled form in a digital 

computer. Let s (x) be the sampled function 

N 
s(x) I s o(x-x), 

n=O n n (6.10a) 

. where s are the sample values and n 

x n n ll.x (6.10b) 

are the sample positions. 6x is the sample spacing in the image 

domain. Since the image is of finite extent, the number of samples, 

N+1, is finite. The extent E of the sampled image is given by 

E (N+1)ll.x. (6.11) 

The visibility of s(x) is obtained by substituting (6.10) into (6.3), 

giving 

S(w) ( 6. 12) 
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On defining a new complex variable 

-j 21Tllx w 
z e 

(6.12) becomes 

S(w) 
N 

L 
n=O 

n 
s z 

n 
p( z) , 

06.2 

(6.13) 

(6.11!) 

which is the discrete z-transform [Stanley 1975 ~li] of the image {s }. 
n 

P(z) is a polynomial of degree N in z, whose N+1 coefficients are 

equal to the image sample values. According to the fundamental 

theorem of algebra, p(z) may be factorised into N linear factors to 

gi ve 

S(w) p( z) 
N 

C II 
p=1 

(z - /;; ) 
p 

( 6. 15) 

[cf. Requicha 1980 eq.(2)], where C is a constant whose value is 

necessarily real if the image is real. The constants /;; in the N p 
factors of p(z) in (6.15) are identical to the N complex zeros of 

P( z) in the complex z-plane. They can be computed from the N + 1 

coefficients s of P(z) in (6.11!) using standard polynomial-
n 

factorising or zero-finding algorithms. The w-plane zeros wp are then 

found by inverting (6.13). Note from (6.13) that 

e 
21Tllx w p 

thereby implying that 

Ln(/;; ) 
u + jv p 

wp p p 
-j 21Tllx 

-phase[/;; ] p + 
21Tllx 

where 

Ln(/;; ) '" lnl/;; I + j phase[/;; ] 
p p p 

. lnl/;;pl 
J ' 

21Tllx 

(6.16) 

(6.17) 

(6.18) 

is the complex logarithm of /;; and phase[/;; ] denotes the argument or 
p p 

phase of the complex quantity /;;. The image {s } may be recovered 
p n 
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from its complex zeros {w J by reversing the procedure described 
p 
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above, i.e. by computing {~ J from {w J using (6.16), determining the 
p p 

polynomial p(z) from {~ J using (6.15), and taking the coefficients 
p 

of p(z) as the image {s J (cf. 6.14). All of the examples presented 
n 

in the following subsections of this chapter have been computed by the 

procedure descri bed in this paragraph, using the FORTRAN subroutines 

CPOLY [Jenkins and Traub 1972 , Withers 1974 J or RPOLY [Jenkins 1975 J 

to factorise the polynomial p(z). 

The relationship between the w-domain and the z-domain 

deserves further explanation. The mapping from w to z (6.13) is many

to-one, and the mapping from z to w (cf. 6.17) is one-to-many. The 

real axi s of the w-plane maps to the unit circle on the z-plane. The 

upper half of the w-plane maps to the interior of the unit circle on 

the z-plane. The visibility Sew) of the sampled image sex) consists 

of periodically repeated vertical strips of width 1/~x in the w-plane, 

each strip corresponding to a 2~ range of phase[~ ] in (6.17). The 
p 

periodic visibility Sew) has a denumerably infinite number of zeros, 

comprising finite sets of N zeros per period. The N zeros whose real 

parts are in the range ;;x ~ u < 1 (cf. Figure 6.1), corresponding 

to the principal range [-~;~) of phase[~ J in (6.17), are taken to 
p 

form the set of complex zeros {w J. The z-domain and w-domain p 
representations of Sew) (6.14, 6.12) are the algebraic polynomial and 

the trigonometri c polynomial , respectively, of Requicha [1980 J. 

6.3 THE ZERO-AND-ADD PRINCIPLE 

An isoplanatic, one-dimensional speckle image s (x) of an 
m 

object f(x) is represented by the convolution 

s (x) = f(x) 0 h (x) m m (6.19) 

(3. ). The analytically-continued visibility of the speckle image is 

therefore given by 

S (w) = F( w ) H (w). m m (6.20) 

Since the speckle visibility S (w) is the product of F(w) and H (w), m m 
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S (w) is zero wherever either or both of F{w) or H (w) are zero. m m 
Denoting the complex visibility zeros of s (x), f{x), and h (x) by 

m m 
{w}sm' {W}f' and {w}hm respectively, (6.20) implies that 

( 6. 21 ) 

i.e. the set of complex visibility zeros of s (x) is the union of the 
m 

sets of complex visibility zeros of f{x) and h (x). Note that the m 
members of the three sets in (6.21) are complex numbers and that the 

cardinal numbers of all of the three sets are finite in practice. 

The key idea behind zero-and-add is that F(w) is unchanging 

and has the same complex zeros for all speckle images, whereas H (w) m 
is a random function of m and its complex zeros can be expected to 

have random values from one H to the next. The principle of zero
m 

and-add is therefore to compare the {wI from several or many speckle sm 
images, find the particular complex zeros which are common to all of 

the {w}sm {this is the set {w}f)' and from {w}f compute f{x) in the 

manner described in Section 6.2. 

Since the complex visibility zeros W of a one-dimensional 

image s (x) are complex numbers, the set {w} can be represented as a 

collection of points on the complex plane, whose positions represent 

the values of the individual members of {wJ. When represented in this 

way, {wI is called the zero map of sex) or of sew), and is denoted by 

ZS(w). Zero maps are conveniently represented in a digital computer 

by two-dimensional arrays of pixels. An integer value associated with 

each pixel equals the number of complex zeros in {wJ lying within the 

rectangular region of the complex plane corresponding to that pixel. 

Zero maps can be subjected to the same arithmetic operations as are 

commonly applied to sampled representations of two-dimensional 

images. In particular, zero maps may be added together, subtracted 

from one another, and convolved with blurring functions. The relation 

(6.21) describing the complex visibility zeros of an isoplanatic 

speckle image is expressed in terms of zero maps as 

zs (w) 
m 

Z F( w) + Z H (w). 
m 

( 6.22) 
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The zero-and-add principle is illustrated wi th the aid of zero 

maps in Figure 6.2. A one-dimensional object, which incidentally is 

of a form that is not faithfully imaged by basic shift-and-add 

(~3.6.2), is shown in Figure 6.2a. This particular object is seven 

pixels across and therefore possesses six complex visibility zeros 

(cf. ~6.2). The object is real-valued. Its zero map is therefore 

mirror-symmetric about the imaginary axis of the complex plane. 

Figure 6.2b shows the half of the object's zero map lying to the right 

of the imaginary axis. The pixel spacing Ax has been normalised to 

unity in Figure 6.2, so that the principal range of u (cf. the final 

paragraph of ~6. 2) is the interval [",:,0.5;0.5). Black represents a 

pixel value of one and white represents a pixel value of zero in the 

zero maps displayed in Figure 6.2. The three black dots in Figure 

6.2b correspond to three of the six visibility zeros of the object 

(the other three zeros are mirror images in the j v-axi s of the 

three zeros displayed). The dots have been drawn larger than the 

actual size of the pixels to make them easier to see. Figure 6.2c 

shows a one-dimensional computer-simulated speckle image of the object 

of Figure 6.2a. The speckle image is ideal, because it is both 

isoplanatic and of finite extent. The speckle image was generated by 

forming a speckle point spread function as described in Section 4.4, 

truncating the speckle psf to a sufficiently small extent in image 

space (35 pi xel s) for computational convenience, and convolving the 

truncated psf with the object. The diffraction-limited point spread 

function of the telescope was modelled as occupying a single pixel in 

image space, by setting D = SIZE when generating the speckle images 

(04.4). Figure 6.2d shows the zero map of the speckle image of Figure 

6.2c. As with Figure 6.2b, only the right hand half of the zero map 

is displayed. Since the speckle image is ideal, ZS (w) is the sum m 
(6.22) of ZF(w) and the zero map ZH (w) of the speckle transfer 

m 
function. Three of the numerous black dots in Figure 6.2d therefore 

originate from ZF(w) and are in exactly the same positions as the 

three black dots of Figure 6.2b. The remainder of the black dots in 

Figure 6.2d originate from ZH (w) and are positioned randomly. 
m 

Averaging the zero maps of many statistically independent speckle 

images yields an aver d zero -----'='-

Z F( w) + <ZH (w) >M ' m I 
(6.23) 
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which is shown for M = 300 speckle images similar to Figure 6.2c in 

Figure 6.2e. The contribution of ZF(w) to <ZSm(w»M is clearly 

visible in Figure 6.2e, because the nonzero pixels of ZF(w) have 

values of unity whereas the value of <ZHm(w»M is everywhere much 

less than unity. The contribution from <ZHm(w»M is hardly visible 

in Figure 6.2e. The particular complex zeros of each S (w) which 
m 

originate from the object, and which give rise to the pixels of 

approximately unit value in <ZSm(w»M' are termed steadfast zeros 

because their positions in the zero maps remain steadfast for all m. 

The positions of the steadfast zeros in the averaged zero map define 

the complex zeros {w}f of the object, from which the object itself may 

be computed as described in Section 6.2. Figure 6.2f shows an image 

computed in this manner from the positions of the three black dots in 

Figure 6.2e and their fellows on the left hand side of the jv-axis. 

The minor differences between Figure 6.2f and Figure 6.2a are a 

consequence of the quantisation of w in the computer representation 

of the zero maps. 

Figure 6.2 (facing page): Illustrating the principle of zero-and-add. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

A one-dimensional object f(x). 

Zero map of (a) • The three black dots characterise 

f (x) • 

Typical computer simulated ideal speckle image of 

(a). This image is the convolution of f(x) with a 

speckle psf h (x) of finite extent. 
m 

(d) Zero map of (c). The numerous black dots 

characterise both f(x) and the random h (x). 
m 

(e) Average of M = 300 statistically independent zero 

maps similar to (d). Only the pixels characterising 

f(x) remain prominent after the averaging. 

(f) Image computed from the positions of the three black 

dots in (e). 
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Figure 6.2 (continued): 

The speokle images were generated wi th SIZE = 256, 

PH = 10, CL = 200, D = SIZE. The speokle psfs were 

trunoated to 35 pixels wide, symmetrioal about the origin 

of image spaoe, before oonvolution with the objeot. The 

pixel spaoing Ax (of. Figure 6.1a) is normalised to unity 

in the images displayed here and in the following figures 

of this ohapter. The zero maps oomprise 129)( 129 pixels 

here and in Figure 6.3, and 100 x 100 pixels in the 

remaining figures of this ohapter. 
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6.4 A ZERO-AND-ADD ALGORITHM FOR CONTAMINATED SPECKLE IMAGES. 

The ideal speckle images used to demonstrate the zero-and-add 

principle in Section 6.3 are isoplanatic within the limitations of the 

computer's 32-bit floating-point representation of numbers. Speckle 

images obtained in practice cannot be expected to be so perfectly 

isoplanatic. Factors such as quantisation of the speckle images by 

photon limiting, truncation of the detected speckle images, detector 

nonlinearities, additive nOise, and the inherent nonisoplanatism of 

short exposure imaging through the Earth's atmosphere, all cause 

deviations from perfect isoplanatism. The deviations are conveniently 

represented by a contamination term c (x) added to the ideal speckle 
m 

image (6.19). The contaminated speckle image 

s (x) == f(X)0h (x) + c (x) cm m m (6.24) 

is, almost inevitably, not a convolution of any function with f(x) 

[cf. Bates et al 1976a ~3]. In the visibility domain, Scm(w) is not 

exactly a product of F(w) with an H (w), so the complex zeros of F(w) 
m 

do not necessarily appear in ZS (w). However, an infinitesimally cm 
small change to sm(x) causes an infinitesimally small change to the 

complex visibility zeros of s (x). One can therefore imagine the m 
complex zeros in ZSm(w) being displaced along continuous loci from 

their original positions as sm(x) is gradually contaminated. The 

complex zeros of F(w), which are present in their proper positions in 

ZS (w), can be considered to be also present in ZS (w) but displaced m cm 
from their proper positions by the contamination. Provided the 

contamination is not too severe, the displacements are small and so 

these complex zeros are almost steadfast in ZS (w). They are then cm 
referred to as quasi-steadfast zeros of S (w). The quasi-steadfast 

~----------~~ ----- cm 
zeros give rise to clusters of points in <ZS (w»M which are cm 
recognisably denser than the background of points in <ZS (w»M due to cm 
the H (w). The positions of these clusters constitute an estimate of 

m 
the values of the complex zeros of F(w). They allow an image of the 

obj ect to be formed by zero-and-add when the speckle images are 

contaminated. 

The quasi-steadfast zeros of S (w) may be made recognisable by 
cm 

convol ving the averaged zero map <ZS (w) >M wi th a .blurring function cm 
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blur(w). whose effective diameter should be comparable to the extents 

Of the clusters of points in <ZS (w»M representing the quasi-cm 
steadfast zeros. The blurring is equivalent to representing the 

complex visibility zeros of each s (x) by discs shaped like blur(w) cm 
instead of by points in ZS (w). The closely spaced discs from the cm 
quasi-steadfast zeros overlap to produce recognisable local maxima in 

<ZS (w»M' cm 

The random background of points from H (w) in the averaged 
m 

zero map may happen to cluster more densely in some regions of the 

complex plans than in others, due to the statistical properties of the 

seeing. These denser regions of the background are termed obdurate 

~, since they appear similar to quasi-steadfast zeros in the 

averaged zero map but originate from the seeing instead of the object. 

When the averaged zero map is blurred by convolving it with blur(w), 

the obdurate zeros create local maxima additional to the local maxima 

from the quasi-steadfast zeros. The quasi-steadfast zeros generate 

local maxima of considerably greater value than do the obdurate zeros 

when the contamination is mild. However, as the severity of the 

contamination increases. the values of the local maxima due to the 

quasi-steadfast zeros become progressively less, eventually becoming 

comparable to the values of the local, maxima due to the obdurate 

zeros. The quasi-steadfast zeros are then difficult to distinguish 

from the obdurate zeros in the blurred averaged zero map. 

The obdurate zeros in <ZS (w) >M can be countered wi th the aid cm 
of speckle images s (x) of an unresolved reference object viewed com 
through statistically similar seeing to that applying to the scm(x). 

This is reminiscent of the use of observations of an unresolved object 

to characterise and compensate for the effects of the seeing in many 

other speckle processing techniques (cf. Chapter 3). The visibility 

of an unresolved object f (x) "" o(x) is essentially constant, so the o 
averaged zero map <ZS (w»M for the unresolved object contains no com 0 

quasi-steadfast zeros. It does however contain the obdurate zeros due 

to the seeing. Subtracting <ZS (w»M from <ZS (w»M' and blurring com 0 cm 
the difference by convolving it with the blur(w) mentioned above, 

produces the ZAA map 

ZAS(w) = «ZS (w»M - <ZS (W»M) 0 blur(w). cm com 0 
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The quasi-steadfast zeros are largely unal tered by the subtraction but 

the obdurate zeros are largely suppressed. This makes the quasi

steadfast zeros recognisable in ZAS(w) in the presence of greater 

contamination than when {s (x)} is not invoked. com 

The considerations outlined above lead to the following 

practical algori thm for zero-and-add wi th contaminated speckle images: 

(a) Obtain ensembles of one-dimensional speckle images of an object 

of interest and of an unresolved reference obj ect viewed through 

statistically similar seeing. Call these ensembles {s (x)} and cm 
{s (x)} respectively (the subscript c is explicit recognition that com 
the speckle images are inevitably contaminated in practice). 

(b) Form averaged zero maps (1)6.3) <ZS (w»M for the object and cm 
<ZS (w) >M for the reference obj ect. Compute the difference zero com 0 

map 

<ZS (w»M - <ZS (w»M' cm com 0 
(6.25) 

(c) Estimate the extent E of the object in image space. From the 

estimate E of E compute 
e 

E I flx - 1, e 

where flx is the spacing of the pixels of image space. Ne is 

(6.26) 

an estimate of the number N of complex visibility zeros the object 

possesses (1)6.2), and hence of the number of quasi-steadfast zeros to 

be identified in the ZAA map in step (g). Since the object f(x) is 

real and non-negative in astronomy (cf. 1)2.2), its extent is 

necessarily half that of its autocorrelation [Bates and Fright 1984 

1)6J. Ee may therefore be taken as half of the effective extent of the 

estimated autocorrelation of f(x) (3.21, 3.22) produced from {s (x)} cm 
and {s (x)} by speckle interferometry. A priori knowledge of the com 
object may also be helpful in establishing E. It is better for E to e e 
be larger than E rather than smaller if its value is uncertain. 

(d) Define a blurring function blur(w), whose value is unity at the 
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origin and whose effective diameter is appreciably less than liN. e 
liN is the expected average- horizontal spacing in the complex plane e 
of the complex zeros of the object. A suitable blurring function is 

the Gaussian function 

2 
-r Iwl blur(w) = e , 

where r is a real constant determining the diameter of blur(w). 

(e) Compute the ZAA map 

ZAS(w) = «Z8 (w»M - <Z8 (W»M) 0 blur(w). cm com 0 

( 6.27) 

( 6. 28) 

(f) Define a threshold )l which represents an estimate of the maximum 

value of the background of detail in ZAS(w) other than quasi-steadfast 

zeros. A sui table value for the threshold might be 

)l 0.2. (6.29) 

(g) Locate all of the local maxima of ZAS(w) whose values are greater 

than)l. If there are more than Ne such local maxima, choose from them 

the N maxima with the greatest values, otherwise choose all of them. 
e 

Let N' equal the number of local maxima actually chosen. 

(h) Form a set {oo } of complex numbers equal to the posi tions in the p 
ZAA map of the local maxima chosen in step (g). Compute the values 

{s } from {oo } as described in Section 6.2, using (6.16), (6.15), 
n p 

and (6.14). From {sn} form the zero-and-add image 

N' 

L 
n=O 

s 0 (x - (n - N '/2) Ax) • 
n 

(6.30) 

The zero-and-add algorithm for contaminated speckle images is 

illustrated in Figure 6.3. In this example, ideal speckle images 

similar to Figure 6.2c were stored as arrays of eight bit integers. 

The quantisation of value associated with eight-bit representation 

contaminated the speckle images in a comparatively mild manner. 
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Figure 6.3: Illustrating zero-and-add with contaminated speckle 

images. 

(a) Average of zero maps of M = 300 statistically 

independent contaminated speckle images of the 

object shown in Figure 6.2a. The speckle images, 

initially similar to Figure 6.2c, were contaminated 

by being quanti sed to 256 levels. 

(b) Average of zero maps of 300 statistically 

independent speckle images of a point obj ect. The 

speckle images were generated and contaminated as 

for (a). 

(c) ZAA map (6.28), or blurred difference between (a) 

and (b), of the object in Figure 6.2a. 

(d) Zero-and-add image computed from the posi tions of 

the maxima of the prominent dark regions in (c). 
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Figure 6.3a shows the averaged zero map formed from 300 contaminated 

speckle images of the object·shown in Figure 6.2a. The complex zeros 

of the object are quasi-steadfast in the S (w) because of the cm 
contamination, and appear as clusters of dark pixels in Figure 6.3a. 

Obdurate zeros are visible in Figure 6.3a as the two footprint-like 

dark regions above and below the u-axis close to the jv-axis. Figure 

6.3b shows the averaged zero map formed from 300 contaminated speckle 

images of a point object. The two footprints of Figure 6.3a are 

clearly visible in Figure 6.3b, together with other detail of the 

random background of complex zeros resulting from the seeing. Note 

that the displays of Figures 6.3a-c have been normalised so that the 

most positive pixel and the most negative pixel in each zero map 

appears as black and white respectively. Figure 6.3c shows the ZAA 

map computed from Figures 6.3a and b according to (6.28), using a 

Gaussian blurring function (6.27) whose half-intensity diameter is 

equal to about 8% of the displayed widths of the zero maps. The 

quasi-steadfast zeros are prominent in Figure 6.3c and the obdurate 

zeros (the footprints in Figures 6.3a) have been suppressed. Figure 

6.3d shows the zero-and-add image (6.30), computed from Figure 6.3c, 

which closely resembles the obj ect (Figure 6. 2a). 

In the example just presented the contamination is mild and 

causes no appreciable degradation of the zero-and-add image. The 

effects of more severe contamination are considered in the following 

section. 

6.5 EFFECTS OF CONTAMINATION ON ZERO-AND-ADD 

This section presents computational studies of the effects on 

zero-and-add of three particular types of contamination of speckle 

images: pseudo-random additive nOise, photon limiting, and truncation 

of the speckle images. For each of the computational examples 

presented in this section, ideal speckle images with statistical 

properties identical to those of Section 6.3 were generated and then 

contaminated as described in the individual subsections below. 

The zero maps shown in the figures of this section are each 

ZAA maps (<66.4) depicted as contour plots. Each ZAA map has six 
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contours linearly spaced across the top three quarters of the range 

from zero to the maximum positive value in the map. The contour plots 

have an implicit threshold because of the positive value of the lowest 

contour. The negative parts and nondescript background of the 

ZAA maps are therefore not displayed. The diameter of the blurring 

function (6.27) is about 10% of the displayed width of the zero maps. 

Each contour is marked with a small dot indicating the positive or 

"uphill" side of the contour. 

6.5.1 ADDITIVE NOISE 

Additive noise in speckle images can arise in practice from 

detector noise and from "sky background" radiation. In the examples 

of this subsection, additive noise was introduced by adding a pseudo

random number to each pixel of ideal speckle images I ike the one in 

Figure 6.2c. The pseudo-random numbers were uncorrelated, and were 

uniformly distributed between zero and a certain positive maximum 

value unless otherwise noted below. The severity of the contamination 

is expressed quantitatively by the relative contamination c , defined 
r 

by 

/ f
T

Cm
2

(X) .dx 

c ( 6.31 ) c r 
/ J sm2

(x) . dx 
Tc 

This is the ratio of the RMS value of the noise to the RMS value of 

the ideal speckle image over the support T of the contaminated 
c 

speckle images. T c contains 45 pixels, comprising the support of the 

ideal speckle images plus a few extra pixels. The quality of 

reconstruction of the object is expressed quantitatively by the 

reconstruction error e , defined by 
------- --- r 

! I/c Sm(x) 
z 

- f (x») 2 .dx 

e r 

/ J f (x) .dx 
Tz 

(6.32) 
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wher-e T is the estimated suppor-t of the object and the scaling z 
constant c is chosen to minimise e. This definition of e matches r- r 
the definition of c but other-wise has no par-ticular- physical r-
si gnlf icance • 
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Figur-e 6.4 shows the effect of additive noise on the 

zero-and-add r-econs truction of the 0 bj ect of F igur-e 6.2. The left 

side of Figur-es 6.4a-d are ZAA maps formed with incr-easing amounts of 

contamination. Since the zer-o maps are symmetr-ical about the j v-axi s, 

only half of the pr'incipal r-ange of u is displayed. The images 

r-econstr-ucted fr-om the zer-o maps (cf. 1$6.4) ar-e shown on the r-ight of 

Figur-es 6.4a-d. The incr-easing level of additive noise has two 

obvious effects on the ZAA maps: the quasi-steadfast zero clusters 

each become spr-ead out, and they each migr-ate towar-ds the u-axis. 

(The way to judge the width of each cluster from the contour plots is 

to take the diameter of, say, the second contour down fr-om the maximum 

contour in each cluster.) 

The migr-ation of the clusters towar-ds the u-axis impairs the 

fidelity of the zero-and-add images. The loci of the maxima of the 

cluster-s vary only a little in u as jv reduces due to contamination. 

Figure 6.4f shows the image obtained from complex zeros lying along 

the real axis, with r-eal parts equal to the real parts of the 

steadfast zeros in Figur-e 6.4a. This r-epresents a crude extrapolation 

of the migr-ation to its limit. The image so obtained is symmetrical 

and is quite unlike the object. Figur-e 6.4e plots the reconstruction 

error against the relative contamination in Figur-es 6.4a-d. The 

reconstruction er-ror increases rapidly wi th c when c is small, 
r r 

because of the migration of the quasi-steadfast zer-o clusters. 

In the ZAA maps of Figure 6.4 it is apparent that, for- this 

object, the spreading out and migr-ation of the quasi-steadfast zero 

clusters are more pr-onounced for clusters closer to the jv-axis and 

further from the u-axis. An heuristic explanation for the differing 

susceptibility to contamination of differ-ent clusters in a zero map 

can be made by considering a geometrical picture of visibility 

magnitudes. Imagine that the magnitude IF(w)1 of the visibility of 

the object f(x). shown as IS(w)1 in Figure 6.1d, is a landscape 

punctuated by wells (the zeros) leading down to negative infinity. 
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and with hills rising between the wells. The wells originate from 

destructive interference between the Fourier components from the 

different pixels of the object at certain places in the complex plane. 

There are comparatively few wells for an object with few pixels. The 

wells in general need not be of equal sharpnesses or widths - some of 

the interference nulls in the spectrum of the object may be sharper 

than others. Multiplying F(w) by H (w) punctures the landscape with a m 
large number of new wells in random positions. The shape of the 

landscape around the original wells is altered by the presence of the 

new wells. However the sharpest of the original wells should remain, 

on average over many m, the sharpest original wells after the 

puncturing. When contamination C (w) is added to the visibility, it 
m 

er (%) 
40 

., ..... _., .. _.r.-'-' 

2 0 /fl •• ··,,·rr."·"··· 

I (%) 
0~--~~---+-----r----4[r 

o 10 20 
O~--------~~--------~X 

-23 0 23 
(e) (f) 

Figure 6.4 (facing page and above): The effect of additive noise on 

zero-and-add reconstruction of the object in Figure 6.2a. 

(a) - (d) ZAA maps (left) and the corresponding zero

and-add images (right), each formed from 

M = 300 statistically independent speckle 

images similar to Figure 6.2c contaminated by 

pseudo-random addi ti ve noise (see text) in the 

amounts shown on the figures. 

(e) Dependence of reconstruction error (6.32) on 

relative contamination (6.31) for this example. 

(f) Hypothetical image obtained when the migration of 

the quasi-steadfast zero clusters toward the u-axis, 

apparent in (a) - (d), is extrapolated all the way 

to the u-axis, along lines parallel to the jv-axis 

from the positions of the steadfast zeros in (a). 
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interferes with F(w)H (w). Provided Ic (w) I is small compared to 
m m 

IF(W)H (w)1 on average over m, the presence of C (w) affects the m m 
landscape IS (w)1 by shifting the wells slightly. The wells which 

m 
are sharpest and surrounded by the steepest hills can be expected by 

be shifted the least. This suggests that the quasi-steadfast zero 

clusters associated with the strongest fringes in the object's 

visibility F(w) should be the zeros least affected by additive noise 

or by other forms of contamination. 

Figure 6.5 shows ZAA maps of three different binary obj ects, 

formed from speckle images with and without contamination by additive 

noise. The binary objects, shown on the left of Figures 6.5a-c, each 

span seven pixels and have unresolved parts with relative strengths of 

1:1, 4:1, and 55:1 respectively. The changing intensity ratio is 

accompanied by a displacement in the jv-direction of the steadfast 

zeros in ZAA maps formed from ideal speckle images (centre of Figures 

6.5a-c). The right side of Figures 6.5a-c shows the ZAA maps obtained 

from speckle images contaminated to a degree sufficient to make the 

reconstruction error just exceed 40%. The variation of er with cr for 

the three objects is shown in Figures 6.5d. e is greater than zero r 
when c is zero because of the quanti sat ion of w in the computer r 

Figure 6.5 (facing page): Demonstrating the dependence of a steadfast 

zero's susceptibility to contamination on its position in 

the complex plane. 

(a) - (c) (each) Left - Binary object with unresolved 

parts. 

Centre - ZAA map from 300 statistically 

independent ideal speckle images of the 

obj ect. 

Right - ZAA map from 300 statistically 

independent speckle images of the object 

contaminated, by additive noise as in 

Figure 6.4, by the amounts shown here. 

(d) Dependence of reconstruction error on relative 

contamination for the three objects in (a) (c). 
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representation of the zero maps. The ZAA map and the zero-and-add 

image of the object with 1:1 strength ratio are little affected by 

additive noise for c up to 20%, since the object's complex visibility 
r 

zeros lie on the u-axis and therefore the quasi-steadfast zeros in the 

ZAA map cannot migrate towards the u-axis. The quasi-steadfast zeros 

event ual1y migrate along the u-axi s when c becomes large enough 
r 

(Figure 6.5a right). The quasi-steadfast zeros in the ZAA maps of the 

4:1 and 55:1 objects each migrate towards the jv-axis as c increases. 
r 

The migration occurs much more rapidly wi th increasing c r for the 

55:1 object than for the 4:1 object. The quasi-steadfast zeros of 

the 55:1 object are not identifiable in the ZAA map without a priori 

knowledge of the object for relative contaminations of 0.5% and above. 

The example of Figure 6.5 shows clearly that the zero-and-add 

image of a binary object with unresolved parts becomes more sensitive 

to additive noise as the ratio of the strengths of the two parts 

increases. This is a consequence of the relative magnitudes of 

F(w)H (w) and S (w) being different at different positions in the m m 
complex plane [cf. Bates et a1 1976a 02J. In the expression (6.3) 

for the visibility of an image, w may be expanded into its real and 

Figure 6.6 (facing page): The significance of slices through S(w) at 

constant v. 

(a) An image s(x), and three real exponential functions 
2'Jfvx 

e for v = v l' v:u V 3' 

(b) Visibility S(w) of s(x), and three horizontal lines 

through S(w) at v = v l ' v 2 ' vS' 

(c), (e), (g) Three images equal to the product of s(x) 

wi th the three exponential functions in 

(a) • 

(d), (f), (h) The visibilities of the images (c), (e), 

(g), which are equal to the value of S(w) 

along the corresponding horizontal lines 

in (b). 
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imaginary parts to give 

J:~ 
-j 21TWX 

S(w) sex) e .dx 

f:~ 
-j21T(U + jv)x 

s (x) e .dx 

J~ sex) e 
21TVX -j 21TUX 

e .dx 
-~ 

F[s(x) e 21TVX ]. (6.33) 

Thus, a slice through Sew) parallel to the u-axis at a certain value 

of v gives the conventional Fourier transform, as a function of u, of 

an image equal to sex) multiplied by the real exponential function 

e 21TVX (see Figure 6.6). When Ivl is large, the product s(x)e 21TVX is 

dominated by the value of sex) at one or the other edge of its 

support. The expected value of a speckle image, which is equal to the 

long exposure image, is large at the centre of the speckle image and 

diminishes away from the centre. The ratio of contamination c (x) m 
wi th uniform average magni tude throughout the contaminated speckle 

image s (x) to the ideal component f (x) 0 h (x) is leas tin the centre cm m 
of the speckle image and increases away from the centre (see Figure 

6.7). Multiplying s (x) by the exponential e21TVX accentuates the cm 
noisy regions at the edge, to a greater degree for greater Iv I. 
The expected value of Ie (w) I compared to the expected value of m 
IF(w)Hm(w)1 in the visibility domain is therefore greater for 

greater Iv'. Thus, aside from possible intrinsic differences in the 

sharpnesses of an object's complex visibility zeros as mentioned 

earlier in this subsection, quaSi-steadfast zero clusters can be 

expected to be less durable in the presence of additive contamination 

the further they are from the u-axis. The examples of Figure 6.5 

illustrate this clearly since the visibilities Sew) of the three 

objects are identical apart from translations in the jv-direction. 
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o-------.------x 
(a) 

< f(x) 0 hm(x) 

o----------.------x 
(b) 

Figure 6.7: The ratio of the expected value of uniformly distributed 

additive contamination to the expected value of an ideal 

speckle image (a) is highest at the edges of the speckle 

image (b). 
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6.5.2 PHOTON LIMITING 

As stated in the final paragraph of Section 6.2, the 

visibility Sew) of a sampled image sex) is periodic in the 

u-direction, with a period of 1 if the sample spacing is normalised 

to unity. The periodicity permits a principal range of u of [0;1) 

to be used instead of [-0.5;0.5) in displaying ZAA maps. A ZAA map 

displayed over the range u = [-0.5;0.5) (or the range u = [0;0.5J, cf. 

06.3) is somewhat unclear when there is much significant detail near 

u = ±0.5, because this detail lies near the edges of the display. The 

principal range of [0;1) is advantageous in that it places u = ±0.5 in 

the centre of the display. Quasi-steadfast zeros near u = ±O.5 are 

thereby made easier to see. For this reason, ZAA maps are displayed 

on u = [0;1) in this subsection instead of u = [0;0.5J as elsewhere. 

The effect of photon limiting on zero-and-add is demonstrated 

in Figure 6.8. The obj ect in this example (Figure 6. 8a) is similar to 

the object of Figure 6.2, but with the wide part being three pixels 

wide instead of four. Ideal speckle images formed with speckle point 

spread functions statistically similar to the speckle psf for the 

speckle image shown in Figure 6.2c were photon limited, with N 
p 

photons per speckle image on average, as described in Section 4.6. 

Pixels near the centre of the photon-limited speckle images received 

approximately N 117 photons on average each, while pixels near the p 
edges of the speckle images 

average each. Zero-and-add 

speckle images yielding the 

received approximately N 1600 photons on 
p 

was performed on the photon-limited 

ZAA maps shown in Figures 6.8b-e. 

The quasi-steadfast zero clusters in the ZAA maps of Figure 

6.8 spread out and migrate towards the u-axis as N decreases. These 
p 

effects are similar to the effects of additive noise on ZAA maps 

(06.5.1). Figure 6.8f shows the variation with Np of the 

reconstruction error defined by (6.32). The reconstruction error 

evidently rises steadily as N decreases. p 
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Figure 6.8: The effect of photon limiting of speckle images on zero

and-add reconstruction. 

(a) Object. 

(b) - (e) ZAA maps formed from 300 statistically 

independent photon-limited speckle images of (a) 

with N .., (i.e. no photon limiting) (b), 
p 

1 0, 000 (c), 1 000 (d), 1 00 (e). 

Dependence of reconstruction error on N for this 
p 

example. 

The photon-limited speckle images were formed (04.6) from 

ideal speckle images similar to Figure 6. 2c. 
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Figure 6.9: The effect on zero-and-add of truncating speckle images 

with rectangular windows. 

(a) - (i) ZAA maps formed from 300 statistically 

independent truncated speckle images of 

Figure 6. 2a. 

The speckle images for each figure were generated by 

multiplying ideal speckle images, similar to Figure 6.2c 

except that the speckle psfs were not truncated before 

convolution with the object, by a rectangular window 

symmetrically disposed about the origin of image space 

and with the width shown in the figure. 
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6.5.3 TRUNCATED SPECKLE IMAGES 

Speckle images may be inadvertently truncated during their 

measurement if they overlap the edges of the detector, or they may be 

deliberately truncated after measurement if their extents encompass 

too many pixels for computational convenience. In either case, 

truncating an otherwise ideal speckle image introduces contamination, 

because a convolution of one function with another does not in general 

remain a convolution after it is truncated [cf. Bates et al 1976a ~3J. 

Consequently, zero-and-add does not produce steadfast zeros from 

truncated speckle images. 

For the examples presented in this subsection, ideal speckle 

images s (x) of the object shown in Figure 6.2a were generated in the m 
same way and with the same statistical parameters as the ideal speckle 

image shown in Figure 6.2c, except that here the speckle pOint spread 

functions were not truncated before being convolved with the object. 

The ideal speckle images were truncated after the convolution by 

multiplying them with a window function, and were then processed by 

zero-and-add (~6.4). 

Figure 6.9 shows the ZAA maps obtained for rectangular window 

functions of various widths. The ZAA maps for the narrowest windows, 

10 or fewer pixels wide, bear little resemblance to the zero map of 

the object (cf. Figure 6.4a). The ZAA maps of the wider windows, 15 

or more pixels wide, show the appropriate number of quasi-steadfast 

zero clusters for the extent (seven pixels) of the object, but the 

clusters are broader and closer to the u-axis than are the steadfast 

zeros of the uncontaminated ZAA map (Figure 6.4a). The positions of 

the local maxima of the clusters, and hence the reconstruction errors 

(6.32) of the zero-and-add images, are similar for all of the wider 

rectangular windows. Figure 6.10 shows the widths of the windows 

compared to the expected value of the unwindowed speckle images, the 

ratios of the expected areas of the windowed speckle images to the 

unwindowed speckle images, and the reconstruction errors of the 

zero-and-add images formed from the ZAA maps of Figure 6.9 against 

window width. The reconstruction error does not decrease uniformly 

with increasing window width as one might expect. Instead it remains 
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Figure 6.10: Truncation of speckle images by rectangular windows 

(continued from Figure 6.9). 

(a) Illustrating the widths of the windows of Figures 

6.9a-i in comparison to the long exposure image of 

the obj ect. 

(b) Ratio of the expected area of the windowed speckle 

images to the unwindowed speckle images, indicating 

the average proportion of the "energy" of the ideal 

speckle images passed by each window. 

(c) Dependence of reconstruction error on window width 

in F i gur e 6. 9. 
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roughly equal and comparatively high (cf. Figures 6.4i, 6.8f) for all 

of the windows 15 or more pixels wide. This remarkable result is not 

caused by numerical instability of the zero-finding algorithm at the 

large window widths, since zero-and-add performed on ideal speckle 

images wi th extents of 65 pixels pr.oduced perfectly steadfast zeros in 

their correct positions in the ZAA map. 

Figure 6.11 shows zero-and-add reconstructions of the object 

of Figure 6.2a from ideal speckle images truncated by windows of 

various shapes, as shown on the left of Figures 6.11a-c. The ideal 

speckle images were statistically identical to the ones generated for 

the example of Figure 6.9. The three windows are each 45 pixels wide. 

The window of Figure 6.11a is identical to the rectangular window of 

Figure 6.9g. The window of Figure 6.11b was formed by taking a 

rectangular function 3 pixels wide, autocorrelating it four times to 

produce an approximation to a Gaussian function, truncating it to 21 

pixels wide, and convolving it with a rectangular function 25 pixels 

wide. The window of Figure 6.11c was formed by taking a rectangular 

function 2 pixels Wide, autocorrelating it eight times, and truncating 

the result to 45 pixels wide. The ZAA maps formed from the variously 

windowed speokle images are shown in the centres of Figures 6.11a-c. 

Comparing these ZAA maps with the ZAA map from ideal speckle images of 

the same object (Figure 6.4a) shows that the quasi-steadfast zero 

clusters have spread out in each case but that the migration of the 

clusters is qui te different for the three windows. For the 

rectangular window (Figure 6.11a), the clusters migrated towards the 

u-axis. For the rectangle 0 Gaussian window (Figure 6.11b) the 

clusters did not migrate much. For the Gaussian window (Figure 6.11c) 

the clusters migrated away from the u-axis. The zero-and-add images 

(right hand side of Figures 6.11a-c) reflect the direction and amount 

of migration of the clusters. The reconstruction errors for the three 

images are shown in Figure 6.11d. Both of the smoothly tapered 

windows caused considerably less degradation of the zero-and-add image 

than did the rectangular window. The rectangle 0 Gaussian window is 

the best of the three, from both the visual similarity of sZA(x) to 

the obj ect and the comparatively low reconstruction error. 
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Figure 6.11 (facing page): The effect on zero-and-add of truncating 

speckle images with windows of rectangular (a), 

rectangle 0 Gaussian (b), and Gaussian (c) shape. 

(a) - (c) (each) Left - Window function, of 45 pixels 

extent. 

Centre - ZAA map from 300 statistically 

independent windowed speckle images of 

the object in Figure 6.2a. 

Right - Zero-and-add image. 

(d) Zero-and-add reconstruction errors in (a), (b), and 

(c) • 

The speckle images were generated as described in the 

caption to Figure 6.9 but with the window functions 

shown here instead of the rectangular windows of Figure 

6.9. 
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6.6 CONCLUSIONS 

The zero-and-add technique introduced in this chapter is a 

novel approach to speckle imaging. The principle of zero-and-add is 

founded on an isoplanatic description of speckle images. The 

practical algorithm described in Section 6.~ extends the principle to 

encompass speckle images with significant deviations from perfect 

isoplanatism. 

The computational studies reported in Section 6.5 show that 

contaminating speckle images by adding pseudo-random noise, photon

limiting them, or truncating them with window functions causes the 

quasi-steadfast zeros in the ZAA map formed by zero-and-add to become 

diffuse ,and to migrate from their true positions in the complex plane. 

These effects become more pronounced as the contamination becomes more 

severe. The latter effect causes a gradual deterioration of the 

quality of the zero-and-add image with increasing contamination, and 

the former eventually causes a loss in quality when quasi-steadfast 

zeros become too diffuse to be correctly identified in the ZAA map. 

Additive noise with a probability density function that is uniform 

across the speckle image causes the quasi-steadfast zeros to migrate 

towards the real axis of the complex plane. This is the main cause of 

deterioration of the zero-and-add image when such additive 

contamination is applied. Photon limiting also causes the quasi

steadfast zeros to migrate towards the real axis. Its effects on 

zero-and-add are qualitatively similar to those of uniform additive 

noise. 

Contaminating ideal speckle images by truncating them has a 

marked effect on the zero-and-add image. Truncation by rectangular 

windows degrades the zero-and-add image in a manner similar to that of 

uniform additive noise and photon limiting. In particular, the 

truncation makes the quasi-steadfast zeros in the ZAA map migrate 

towards the real axis of the complex plane. In the computational 

examples of Section 6.5.3, the amount of migration did not decrease 

uniformly as the width of the rectangular window increased. Thus the 

sensitivity of zero-and-add to truncation does not simply depend upon 

the size of the discontinuity at the boundary of the truncated speckle 

images or upon the proportion of the energy of the speckle images lost 
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in truncation. Window functions of other than rectangular shape can 

affect the quasi-steadfast zeros in the ZAA map quite differently from 

rectangular windows. In Section 6.5.3. a truncated Gaussian window 

caused the quasi-steadfast zeros to migrate away from the real axis 

instead of towards it. while a window formed by convolving a rectangle 

with a truncated Gaussian caused comparatively little migration and 

consequently yielded a zero-and-add image with little degradation. 

This result offers hope that window functions can be devised to 

minimise the impact of truncation on zero-and-add. 

Perhaps the greatest potential advantage of zero-and-add over 

other speckle imaging methods is the possibility it offers of being 

able to generate faithful images of objects of arbitrary form with no 

need to compensate for the statistics of the seeing. This possibility 

will be realised if speckle images can be obtained in practice with 

sufficiently low contamination that (a) the quasi-steadfast zeros are 

steadfast enough to be recognisable immediately in the averaged zero 

map in the manner of the example presented in Figure 6.2, and (b) the 

migration of the quasi-steadfast zeros is negligible. Significant 

disadvantages of zero-and-add, compared to shift-and-add for example, 

are that it is computationally expensive and limited to objects of 

comparatively small extent. These disadvantages both stem from the 

numerical difficulty of factorising polynomials of high degree. The 

subroutines CPOLY and RPOLY used to locate the complex visibility 

zeros of speckle images (cf. d6.2) tend to become numerically unstable 

for speckle images wi th extents greater than about 70 pixels. This 

restriction on the degree of polynomial that can be factorised means 

that speckle images may frequently have to be truncated in practice. 

Minimising the deleterious effects of truncation on zero-and-add is 

therefore particularly important. 

The zero-and-add principle as introduced in this chapter 

applies only to data which are either one-dimensional or can be 

pre-processed into one-dimensional form. This is because only one

dimensional images have visibilities characterised by discrete zeros. 

One-dimensional speckle images may be formed wi th a telescope having a 

linear instead of a circular aperture [cf. Bates and Fright 1982J. 

Aime et al [1983J point out the practical advantages of such a 

telescope for speckle interferometry [cf. Sinton et al 198_ di6J. The 
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one-dimensional telescope would also be well suited to zero-and-add 

imaging. Zero-and-add can be applied to two-dimensional speckle 

images obtained from a conventional telescope by computing one

dimensional projections of the speckle images and performing zero-and

add on the projections to form zero-and-add images of corresponding 

projections of the object. The zero-and-add images can usefully 

augment the images formed by other speckle processing techniques 

[Sinton et al 198_J. Faithful two-dimensional images can be 

reconstructed from the projections alone if the projections are 

sufficiently numerous and are themselves faithful [Lewitt and Bates 

1918, Lewitt et al 1918J, as has been demonstrated by the success of 

computed tomography [cf. Bates et al 1983J in medical imaging. 
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CHAPTER 7 

TRANSDUCTION OF LUNG VENTILATION 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter presents a brief review of the transduction and 

measurement of ventilation of the lungs, with emphasis on techniques 

which are suitable for the long-term monitoring of patients in 

hospitals. 

In Section 7.2 the relationship between respiration, 

ventilation, and breathing is explained, the physiology of the lungs 

is briefly touched on, and the lung volume changes during breathing 

commonly referred to in the medical literature are defined. Section 

7.3 describes transducers of gas volume and flow measured at the mouth 

and nose of the patient, i.e. by direct connection to the airway. In 

Section 7.4 the indirect techniques of measuring ventilation of the 

lungs from the movements of the torso are described. Inductance 

plethysmography and the calibration of systems which measure chest and 

abdomen motions are discussed in some detail. The requirements of 

long-term respiratory monitoring in a clinical setting are discussed 

in Section 7.5. 

A medical glossary near the beginning of this thesis gives 

definitions for medical terms used in this chapter and in Chapters 8 

and 9. 

7.2 THE LUNGS AND LUNG VOLUMES 

Living tissues require energy to drive the chemical processes 

by which they function. This energy is generated in the cells of the 

tissues by the combustion of carbon compounds with oxygen to form 

carbon dioxide, other chemical combustion products; and energy. In 

animals the carbon compounds which are oxidised in the cells for 
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energy come from the digestion of food. Oxygen is obtained from the 

atmosphere and the carbon dioxide formed is returned to the 

atmosphere. The exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide between the 

tissues of the body and the atmosphere is termed respiration. 

In humans the principal organs of respiration are the two 

lungs. These organs provide for the diffusion of gases between the 

atmosphere and a body fluid called blood. The blood is pumped by the 

heart to all parts of the body through the circulatory system [Guyton 

1971 6611-23J. It carries oxygen from the lungs to the body tissues 

and carbon dioxide from the body tissues to the lungs. 

The lungs are spongy organs whose structure provides a large 

area through which gases can diffuse between the atmosphere and the 

blood. The lungs contain very many tiny chambers called alveoli 

through whose walls most of the gas exchange occurs. The alveoli are 

connected to the ends of a branching tree of air vessels whose stem 

(the trachea) connects to the atmosphere via the mouth and nose. For 

gas exchange between the blood and the air within the alveoli to 

continue, the alveolar air must be replenished by fresh air. Transfer 

of gases between the atmosphere and the alveoli is accomplished by a 

cyclical expansion and contraction of the lungs. This movement of the 

lungs and the associated body motions is called breathing. The 

transfer of fresh air into and out of the lungs is termed the 

ventilation of the lungs. The analogous supply of fresh blood to the 

lungs is called the perfusion of the lungs. The distinction between 

breathing, ventilation, and respiration is important and should be 

carefully remembered. 

Breathing is driven by muscles in the chest wall and the 

abdomen. In vigorous breathing, e.g. during exercise, both 

inspiration (expansion of the lungs) and expiration (contraction of 

the lungs) are actively forced by contracting muscles. In qUiet 

breathing, e.g. while resting or asleep, inspiration is driven by 

muscle contraction and expiration by the elastic recoil of lungs and 

thorax while the inspiratory muscles relax [Nunn 1977 pp.167-170]. 

Normal breathing comes from the involuntary contraction and 

relaxation of muscles which also may be controlled voluntarily. The 
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rhythm of involuntary breathing originates not from the muscles 

themselves, by comparison with cardiac rhythm which originates from 

the heart muscle [Guyton 1971 ~12J, but from the brain [Nunn 1977 ¢2J. 

The rhythm of breathing is affected by factors such as the state of 

consciousness and the degree of exertion of the individual, and may be 

interrupted by involuntary or voluntary acts such as coughing, 

sneezing, swallowing, and talking. 

The amount of ventilation of the lungs depends on the 

frequency and depth of breathing. These are regulated by chemical 

control mechanisms within the body to maintain homeostasis (constant 

internal conditions in the presence of changing external conditions) 

against external changes such as altered composition of the inspired 

air and internal changes such as increased oxygen demand and carbon 

dioxide production from exercise [Nunn 1977 ¢2J. 

Figure 7.1 shows a diagram of the lung volumes commonly quoted 

in studies of breathing. The tidal vo!ume V
T 

is the amplitude of 

normal or "tidal'! breathing. The !ital capaci ty is the ampl itude of a 

breath between the greatest possible inhalation and exhalation without 

forced or rapid effort. The functional residual capacity is the 

volume of the lungs (this is taken to include all of the airways) at 

the end of a normal expiration. The residual ~lume is the gas volume 
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Figure 7.1: Names of static lung volumes and changes in lung volume 

(after Nunn [1977J). 
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which cannot be expelled from the lungs [Nunn 1911 pp.4-, Ruppel 1982 

c$1 J. Guyton [1911 p.329J pOints out that each of the "capacities" is 

the sum of two or more of the "volumes ll • The lung volumes of Figure 

1.1 are called" static" because their def ini tions and measurement do 

not explicitly require particular histories of lung volume change, 

unlike dynamic tests of pulmonary mechanics and pulmonary function 

[Nunn 1911 di4, Ruppel 1982 c$3J. 

The minute ventilation or minute volume VE is the total 

volume of air expired, or inspired, in one minute [Tisi 1980 p.6, 

Ruppel 1982 c$2J. The subscript E stands for "expired", but the 

inspired and expired volumes are essentially equivalent. Since the 

minute ventilation is a volume over a given time it actually expresses 

a flow. The use of the dot-above in VE indicates the time derivative 

of volume. For steady tidal breathing the minute ventilation is 

related to tidal volume and breathing rate f by 

Typical values for tidal volume and breath period T = llf in a normal 

resting adult are 500ml and 5 seconds respectively, giving a minute 

ventilation of 6 litres per minute [Guyton 1911 p.330, cf. Newsom 

Davis and Stagg 1915J. The minute ventilation expresses the rate at 

which inspired air is made available to the lungs for gas exchange 

with the blood. Inadequate ventilation impairs the respiration 

process [Nunn 1911 di6J. 

A quantity which is particularly relevant when external 

apparatus is connected to the subject's airway (for whatever purpose) 

is the dead space V
D

, This is the portion of the tidal volume which 

does not contribute to gas exchange with the blood, Dead space exists 

because air does not flow continuously through the lungs but instead 

flows in and out in a reciprocating manner along the same air 

passages. Since not all of the interior of the lungs and airways 

permits exchange of gases between the air within them and the blood, a 

certain part of the air drawn in with each breath comes to rest in 

locations (e.g. the large air passages, alveoli which are unperfused) 

where it does not contribute to gas exchange with the blood [Nunn 1911 
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G7J. The volume of this part of the inspired air is the dead space. 

In tidal breathing only the part (VT - V
D

) of each tidal volume is 

effecti ve for gas exchange, and from this the effective part of the 

minute ventilation, called the alveolar ventilation VA' is given by 

(7.2) 

(cf. 7.1). Connecting respiratory apparatus to the airway (e.g. by 

breathing through a piece of tubing) increases the dead space, 

necessitating an increase in minute ventilation if the alveolar 

ventilation is to be maintained constant [cf. Goode et al 1969J. 

7.3 MEASUREMENT OF VENTILATION BY CONNECTION TO THE AIRWAY 

Lung ventilation is measured directly by connecting apparatus 

to the subject's airway. The connection can be made using a 

mouthpiece with a noseclip to block the nose, or a facemask covering 

both mouth and nose, or by enclosing the head or the entire body of 

the subj ect. Normally one desires quanti tati ve information on lung 

volume changes (Figure 7.1) or gas flows during breathing. 

Transducers of various sorts exist for both gas volume (~7.3.1) and 

gas flow (~7.3.2). Volume changes can be deduced from flow 

measurements by mechanically, electrically, or numerically integrating 

the flow signal. Similarly, flow can be obtained by differentiating 

volume measurements. Nunn [1977 ~6J notes that flow transducers 

generally have smaller dead space and a broader frequency response 

than volume transducers but that spirometers (G7.3.1) can measure gas 

volume more accurately than flow sensors can. 

Access to the inspired and expired gases allows quantities 

other than gas volume and flow to be measured. For example, 

continuous analysis of the composition of the expired gas with a 

fast-responding gas analyser reveals cyclic variations of carbon 

dioxide concentration which are descriptive of breathing [Osborn 1977, 

Laxminarayan et al 1983J. 
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7.3. 1 MEASUREMENT OF RESPIRATORY VOLUME 

The simplest transducer of respiratory volume is the 

spirometer, which is merely an extensible chamber into which the 

subject breathes (see Figure 7.2). Practical spirometers exist in a 

variety of sizes and types specialised for different applications. 

For general-purpose use such as determining tidal volumes or minute 

ventilation, water-seal spirometers consisting of a bell dipped into 

water have seen wide use in medical practice [Tisi 1980 04, Ruppel 

1982 09]. Dry-seal spirometers with a wedge or piston design are now 

becoming popular. Spirometers provide output either as the position 

of a pen drawing onto paper on a drum (this arrangement is called a 

kymograph [Roth 1978]) or as electrical voltages. 

Spirometers are able to directly measure changes in lung 

volume, but they cannot measure absolute lung volume because the lungs 

cannot be completely deflated. Thus, in Figure 7.1, spirometry can 

measure only the volumes or capacities which do not include the 

residual volume. More sophisticated means are required to measure 

lung volumes which do include the residual volume. By placing the 

SUBJECT 

Lungs 

SPIROMETER 

-' I 

Chamber t Pen 

Piston 

:1 
/ 

or potentiometer 

Figure 7.2: Principle of the spirometer: volume change in lungs plus 

volume change in spirometer equals zero. The subject is 

here shown exhaling into the spirometer. The spirometer 

produces an electrical or mechanical output dependent on 

the position of its piston, indicating changes in lung 

volume. 
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subject inside a body plethysmograph [Tisi 1980 p.94, Ruppel 1982 

pp.141-142] and simultaneously measuring volume and pressure changes 

within the body plethysmograph and within the subject's airway during 

special breathing manoeuvres, Boyle's law may invoked to deduce the 

absolute lung volume [Ruppel 1982 pp.8-10]. Alternatively, analysis 

of gas composition after, say, introducing a known amount of a tracer 

gas to the gas being breathed allows the absolute lung volume to be 

determined [Nunn 1977 ~1, Ruppel 1982 ~1]. 

The simple spirometer arrangement of Figure 7.2 has the 

disadvantage of being a closed system in which the subject rebreathes 

the same gas. Unless precautions are taken, the carbon dioxide 

concentration rises in the rebreathed gas and causes pronounced 

changes in the subject's breathing. Eventually the subject would 

suffocate. Some means of removing carbon dioxide and replenishing 

oxygen in the air within the system must be provided before spirometry 

can be used for long-term or continuous measurement. This can be done 

by chemical means or by opening the system and providing a steady flow 

of fresh air through the spirometer [Spencer et al 1972, Nunn 1977 

p.209]. 

The Wright respirometer is a mechanically integrating flow 

sensor. It consists of a small turbine connected through a gear train 

to a clock face on which integrated flow, i.e. volume change, is 

displayed [Wright 1955, Nunn 1977 p.210]. It responds to gas flow in 

one direction only, and thus may be breathed through continuously to 

measure ventilation. It has very little dead space and is 

sufficiently accurate for clinical applications [Nunn 1977 p.211]. 

Other types of gas meter which record gas volume are described 

by Hill [1973 pp.115-118], Nunn [1977 pp.209-21 0], and Sykes et al 

[1981 pp.186-187J. 

7.3.2 MEASUREMENT OF RESPIRATORY FLOW 

Instruments which directly measure respiratory flow are 

collectively called pneumotachographs [Ruppel 1982 ¢6]. Since 

respiratory flow is oscillatory and may vary rapidly with time, 
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instruments (i.e. pneumotachographs) designed primarily for measuring 

it are distinct from instruments (e.g. rotameters [Sykes et al 1981 

pp.191-196J) whose main purpose is to measure steady gas flows. 

Gas flow within a tube can be measured by partially 

obstructing the gas flow at some place within the tube and measuring 

the drop in pressure of the gas caused by its passage through the 

obstruction. This is analogous to measuring an electric current in 

a wire by measuring the voltage drop across an electrical resistance 

connected in series with the wire. The obstruction to gas flow 

is here called a flow resistor (see Figure 7.3). A popular flow 

transducer using this principle was introduced by Fleisch [1925J. 

The flow resistor in the Fleisch and similar pneumotachographs 

consists of a bundle of many parallel, narrow tubes [Hill 1973 p.109J. 

This arrangement is designed to promote laminar flow of the gas 

through the resistor so that, over a useful range of flow, the 

pressure drop is approximately linearly proportional to flow according 

to the Hagen-Poiseuille law [Nunn 1977 ¢4J. The resistance of 

laminar-flow resistors depends on the viscosity of the gas, which in 

turn depends on factors such as its composition and temperature 

[Grenvik et al 1966J. To cover the complete range of flows 

encountered in medical practice a number of different-sized Fleisch 

transducers are used [Hill 1973 p.110J. 

Gas flow ... Q 

FLow resistor 
I 
I 
• 

Pressure 

.. Q 

Figure 7.3: Flow measurement with a flow resistor. Passage of gas 

through the resistor is accompanied by a decrease in 

pressure of the gas. The pressure difference across the 

resistor is measured. For laminar flow through the 

resistor, the pressure difference is proportional to the 

gas flow, i.e. ~P kQ. 
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Because laminar-flow resistors consist of many fine tubes or 

openings, they are sensitive to moisture and mucus in the gas stream 

[Osborn 1977J condensing or lodging on the resistance element and 

changing its resistance. The flow resistor may be heated to minimise 

condensation, though the heating itself affects the calibration of the 

pneumotachograph [Turney and Blumenfeld 1973J. Flow resistors 

employing large orifices and turbulent flow have been devised to give 

better performance in damp conditions. The relationship between 

pressure drop and flow is inherently nonlinear for turbulent flow 

[Elliott et al 1977J. To obtain an output approximately linearly 

proportional to flow, the instrument may be linearised using 

electronic circuitry [Elliott et al 1977J or by mechanical design in 

which the size of the orifice varies appropriately with flow [Osborn 

1978J. 

A turbine or anenometer can be used to measure gas flow, as in 

the Wright respirometer [Wright 1955J. The speed of rotation of the 

turbine is ideally linearly related to gas flow. Gas leakage past 

the turbine and friction in the mechanism cause deviation from 

linearity, especially at low flow rates [Nunn 1977 p.211 J. Friction 

can be minimised by using an optointerruptor instead of a mechanical 

coupling to sense the turbine's rotation [Cox et al 1974J. Electronic 

techniques may be used to further improve the linearity of the 

transducer [Crane and Stuttard 1976J. 

Hot thermistor pneumotachographs measure the rate of heat loss 

from a hot element which is cooled by the passing gas. Typically, the 

thermistor is maintained at constant temperature or at a constant 

temperature above the gas flowing past it [Lundsgaard et al 1979, 

Ruppel 1982 p.130J. The relationship between heat loss and gas flow 

depends on the temperature difference between the thermistor and the 

gas and on the composition of the gas [Lundsgaard et al 1979J. The 

thermistor may be physically small and have low thermal inertia, 

giving the transducer a wide frequency response (e.g. response times 

less than 2ms in the transducer described by Lundsgaard et al [1979J). 

For non-quantitative applications such as apnoea monitoring, the small 

size of hot thermistor transducers allows them to be used without a 

bulky airtight connection to the subject's airway, e.g. with a nasal 

catheter [Stark 1982J. 
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Sykes et al [1981 p.200] and Ruppel [1982 p.130] describe a 

flow transducer in which vortices ~are created at an obstruction so 

that their rate of formation is proportional to gas flow. The 

vortices are detected ultrasonically. The transducer is said to be 

comparatively insensitive to gas composition, temperature, and 

humidity. 

7.~ MEASUREMENT OF VENTILATION FROM BODY MOTIONS 

The direct methods of measuring ventilation by connection to 

the subject's airway (07.3) are unsuitable in some situations. There 

are two reasons why this may be so. The first is the cumbersome 

nature of the connection to the airway. In long-term clinical 

monitoring, for example, the necessary equipment can be uncomfortable 

for the patient and may interfere unduly with the routines of patient 

care. The second reason is that connection of apparatus to the airway 

can change the patterns of breathing [Gilbert et al 1972, Weissman et 

al 198~]. This can be due partly to increased dead space [Sackner et 

al 1980c], partly to psychological effects (the subject breathes 

consciously) [Tabachnik et al 1981], and partly to stimulation of 

nerves of the face (in infants) [Dolfin et al 1983]. 

To avoid these difficulties, indirect techniques for measuring 

ventilation have been developed. These techniques measure the 

movements of the body associated with breathing. There is in general 

a compromise between the convenience or lInon-invasiveness" of the 

techni ques and their quanti tati ve accuracy. The degree of compromise 

is chosen differently for different applications, ranging from 

noncontact systems for determining only the presence or absence of 

ventilation in apnoea monitoring [Franks et al 1976J through to the 

use of X-ray computed tomography to determine the geometry of the 

interior of the thorax [Hendenstierna et al 1985]. 

7. ~. 1 REVIEW OF TECHNIQUES 

Transducers of ventilation optimised for convenience are used 

in long-term monitoring applications where quantitative measurements 



of ventilation are not required. An example of this is apnoea 

monitoring of infants, where only the presence or absence of 

ventilation need be determined. If apnoea, i.e. cessation of 

ventilation, is detected for a sufficiently long period then an alarm 

is sounded or some other action is taken automatically. Systems for 

respiratory monitoring of infants, that do not require physical 

contact with the infants, have been reviewed by Franks et al [1976J: 

the transducers include an air mattress on which the infant lies and 

by breathing causes pressure changes or air movements in the mattress, 

electrode pairs placed near the infant whose movements affect the 

interelectrode capacitance, permanent magnets attached to the infant, 

and radar. Radar systems have been calibrated quantitatively for 

tidal volume with adult subjects in a fixed position [Ambrosino and 

Bramanti 1983J. Air flow through the nose may be detected 

acoustically [Stark 1982J. A small cup applied to the anterior 

abdomen wall experiences changes of interior pressure related to 

breathing motions [Wright 1977J. 

Body movement sensors which have been calibrated to give a 

usefully accurate quantitative estimate of lung volume changes can be 

broadly classified as transducers of body diameter, circumference, 

cross-sectional area, or three-dimensional geometry. Transducers of 

each type are described in the following paragraphs. 

Diameter measurements are normally made of the anteroposterior 

(front-to-back) diameters of the torso. Konno and Mead [1967J 

initially measured these diameters mechanically using strings attached 

to the subject. Subsequently they and others have employed 

magnetometers [Mead et al 1967J, in which one of a pair of coils 

affixed to the front and back of the torso is energised with 

alternating current and the induced voltage in the other coil 

indicates the separation between the coils. The radar system of 

Ambrosino and Bramanti [1983J measures changes in anteroposterior 

diameters. Robertson et al [1980J report improved accuracy in 

determining lung volume changes by measuring lateral (side-to-side) 

diameters as well as anteroposterior diameters. The additional 

measurements give information on changes in cross-sectional shape of 

the torso. 
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Measurements of circumference are made using strain gauges 

attached to elastic material stretched around the torso [Faithfull et 

al 1979J. A commonly used transducer of this type is the 

mercury-in-rubber strain gauge, in which the electrical resistance of 

mercury contained within rubber tubing changes as the tubing is 

stretched longitudinally [Geddes and Baker 1975 ~2.10, cf. Sumner 

197 8b J. 

The respiratory inductance plethysmograph is a comparatively 

recent development [Milledge and Stott 1977, Cohn et al 1978J. The 

self-inductance of an elastic coil placed around the torso gives a 

measure of the cross-sectional area of the torso. The transduction of 

cross-sectional area allows more accurate estimates of lung volume 

changes than the measurement of anteroposterior diameters does, in the 

presence of changes of cross-sectional shape of the torso such as 

occur with changes of posture [Sackner et al 1980bJ. Inductance 

plethysmography is described in more detail in Section 7.4.2, and an 

inductance plethysmograph built by myself is described in Chapter 8. 

In electrical impedance plethysmography the electrical 

impedance between electrodes attached to the body surface is measured, 

giving information about changes in volume, geometry, or composition 

of those parts of the body through which the current flows [Nyboer 

1970, Geddes and Baker 1975 ~10, cf. Seagar 1983aJ (see also Chapter 

9).. Hill [1973 pp.118-125J and Geddes and Baker [1975 ~lD.13J 

descri be impedance plethysmographic measurement of breathing. The 

origin of the impedance changes during breathing is not completely 

understood [Kira et al 1971, Geddes and Baker 1975 ~lD.13J, because 

the spatial distribution of current flow within the subject is poorly 

known. Electrode placement and arrangement have an important effect 

on the linearity [Geddes and Baker 1975 ~1D.13J and sensitivity to 

motion artefacts [Meijer et al 1982, Itoh et al 1982a, Sahakian et al 

1985J of the impedance plethysmograph. The relationship between 

impedance changes and lung volume changes can be Significantly 

nonlinear [Geddes and Baker 1975 ~10.13, Itoh et al 1982aJ. Cardiac 

activity causes artefactual impedance changes [Wilson et al 1982bJ. 

Independent measurements of motion of different parts of the body may 

be made using two sets of electrodes operating at different 

frequencies [Hill 1973 p.123J. Electrodes may be shared with ECG 
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monitoring equipment. Impedance plethysmography has been used as the 

primary transducer of breathing in at least two computerised 

respiration analysis systems described recently [Wilson and Franks 

1982, Itoh et al 1982bJ. 

7.4.2 INDUCTANCE PLETHYSMOGRAPHY 

Inductance plethysmography is a non-invasive technique for 

measuring the cross-sectional area of a part of the body. The 

inductance plethysmograph transducer is a coil of conductive wire 

attached to an elastic band. When the band is placed around a part of 

the body (e.g. the torso), the wire is held close to the body surface. 

The cross-sectional area of by the coil is then approximately equal to 

the cross-sectional area of the body where the coil is. The 

electrical inductance of the coil is measured. The inductance of the 

coil is strongly dependent on its cross-sectional area but, for the 

rounded shapes typical of cross-sections of the body, only weakly 

dependent on its shape (see <$8.4.3.2). Thus, measuring the 

inductance of the coil provides an accurate estimate of the area of 

the cross-section enclosed by the COil, even though the exact shape of 

the cross-section is unknown. 

Inductance plethysmography as a transducer of ventilation was 

first described by Milledge and Stott [1977J and by Cohn et al [1978J. 

Subsequent general descriptions of respiratory inductance 

plethysmography (which is often abbreviated to RIP in the literature) 

are given by Watson [1979J, Sackner et al [1980bJ, and Cohn et al 

[1982J. The respiratory inductance plethysmograph of Milledge and 

Stott [1977J used a single tall coil placed around the torso, 

extending from the upper chest to the pubis. The coil formed part of 

the resonant circuit of an oscillator, and the coil inductance was 

measured by measuring the frequency of oscillation. The coil was 

affected by breathing motions of both the chest and the abdomen. Used 

as a transducer of respiratory VOlume, this system was reported to be 

linear against a spirometer to within 2% over most of the vital 

capacity range, but was sensitive to motion artefacts. More recent 

inductance plethysmographs have used two separate coils, worn over the 

chest and over the abdomen [Watson 1979, Sackner et al 1980bJ, and are 
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sufficiently insensitive to motion artefacts to be useable during 

exercise [e.g. Sackner et al 1980cJ. The two coils provide separate 

measurements of the cross-sectional areas of the rib cage and abdomen. 

The signals from the coils are multiplied by individual weighting 

factors and added to provide an estimate of respiratory volume 

(1$7.4.3). Respiratory inductance plethysmographs using the two-coil 

arrangement are commercially manufactured in the USA under the trade 

name "Respitrace". 

Studies of the accuracy of respiratory inductance 

plethysmography as a transducer of ventilation have been made on 

normal adults [Hill et al 1982, Chadha et al 1982, Zimmerman et al 

1983, Owen et al 1985J, adults with pulmonary disease [Tobin et al 

1983a, Gonzalez et al 1984J, children [Tabachnik et al 1981 J, infants 

[Duffty et al 1981, Dolfin et al 1982, Warren and Alderson 1985J, and 

sheep [Watson et al 1981, Abraham et al 1981 J. The average magnitude 

of error between inductance plethysmography and spirometry in 

measur ing the tidal volumes of breaths of adult subj ects in several 

postures has been variously reported as roughly 5% [Gonzalez et al 

1984J, 10% [Zimmerman et al 1983J, or up to 15% [Owen et al 1985J. 

Inductance plethysmography has been used to study respiratory 

patterns during rest and exercise in healthy adult subjects [Sackner 

et al 1980a, Sackner et al 1980b, Tobin et al 1983bJ and sufferers of 

pulmonary disease [Delgado et al 1982, Tobin et al 1983c, Sackner et 

al 1984a, Sackner et al 1984bJ, breathing by asthmatics [Chadha et al 

1981, Warren and Alderson 1984J, respiratory changes induced by direct 

transducers of ventilation (1$7.3) [Sackner et al 1980c, Tabachnik et 

al 1981, Dolfin et al 1983J, respiratory patterns after surgery 

[Jordan et al 1980, Catley et al 1982a, Catley et al 1982b], 

respiratory effects of anaesthetic drugs [Catling et al 1980, Royston 

et al 1981J, the smoking of cigarettes [Tobin and Sackner 1982J, and 

pulmonary mechanics in sheep [Abraham et al 1981 J. 

THE CHEST/ABDOMEN MODEL OF BREATHING 

Changes of lung volume during breathing occur in association 

wi th changes in volume of the torso as a whole. If the volume changes 
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of compressible regions of the interior of the torso other than the 

lungs are neglected, then changes in lung volume are equal to changes 

in volume of the entire torso, which may be measured from the 

movements of the body surface. Measurements of body movements at a 

Single place on the torso are inadequate to accurately determine lung 

volume changes because the torso changes shape as well as volume 

during breathing. However, Konno and Mead [1967J observed that the 

volume changes of the torso are well described by measuring the 

separate movements of the chest (or rib cage) and the abdomen. 

They introduced a two-compartment model of breathing in which the 

volume change 8V of the lungs is equal to the sum of volume changes 

hV
C

' 8VA of chest and abdomen compartments, respectively, of the 

torso, i.e. 

This can be related to a physical picture of the torso (see Figure 

7.4) by rewriting (7.3) as 

v 

using the absolute volumes V, VC' VA of lungs, chest, and abdomen. 

Lungs: volume V:: Vc + VA - (1 

Torso: volume V = Vc + VA 

- Abdomen: volume VA 

Figure 7.4: A physical picture of the two-compartment model of lung 

volume changes. Lung volume change 8V is equal to the 

sum of volume changes 8V
C 

and 8V
A 

of chest and abdomen 

compartments. 8VC and 8VA may be inferred from 

measurements of chest and abdomen motions. 
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The constant c 1 represents the volume of the contents of the torso 

other than the lungs. 

The volume changes AVC' AVA of the chest and abdomen 

compartments are characterised by measuring the movements of the chest 

and abdomen, using transducers of diameter, circumference, or 

cross-sectional area (~7.4.1). The transducers are applied to the 

chest and to the abdomen and produce output signals, x and y say, 

which are usually electrical voltages that may be displayed on an 

oscilloscope, plotted with a chart recorder, or digitised by a 

computer. Provided the relationship between the volume of the 

compartment and the output of the transducer applied to it is smoothly 

curved (cf. Mead et al [1967J, ~8.4.3.1 of this thesis), the 

relationship is approximately linear over the small relative changes 

of x, y, and V that occur during breathing. Thus one may write 

V ax + by + c 

where c is a constant distinct from c 1 in (7.4). From (7.5), changes 

AV in lung volume are given by 

AV = aAx + bAy . 

In respiratory monitoring one is usually concerned with lung volume 

changes, such as the tidal volume and vital capacity (Figure 7.1), so 

that (7.6) applies. The constants a and b are sometimes called 

volume-motion coefficients [Zimmerman et al 1983, Gribbin 1983J. In 

other parts of this thesis they are also called weighting factors or 

calibration coefficients. A calibration procedure must be invoked to 

determine the values of a and b before lung volume changes can be 

quantitatively estimated using (7.6) from measurements of chest and 

abdomen movements. 

7.4.4 CALIBRATION OF CHEST/ABDOMEN MOTION SENSORS 

Calibration of chest/abdomen motion sensors to allow 

quantitative measurement of lung volume changes using (7.6) involves 

determining the values of the volume-motion coefficients a and b. 
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Their values can in principle be calculated from knowledge of the 

geometry of the torso, but in practice they are almost always obtained 

from simultaneous measurements of ~x, ~y, and ~V with the body motion 

transducers and a direct respiratory volume transducer such as a 

spirometer or integrated pneumotachograph «($7.3). The result of the 

measurements is a data set {~Xi'~Yi,~Vi} from which a and b in (7.6) 

may be computed. 

A number of calibration procedures for chest/abdomen motion 

sensing systems have been described [e.g. Konno and Mead 1967, Stagg 

et al 1978, Chadha et al 1982, Gribbin 1983, Warren and Alderson 

1985 J. These procedures differ in the practical details of how the 

data set is obtained and in the mathematical details of how values for 

a and b are computed from it. The practical details of measurement of 

the data set, which determine the suitability of the values within it 

for sOlving for a and b, crucially affect the accuracy of the 

calibration, i.e. the error in subsequent estimation of lung volume 

changes from the body movement measurements. A least-squared-error 

solution for a and b is used below to illustrate how this is so. 

~ 

Let ~V. be an estimate of the true lung volume change ~V. 
1 1 

corresponding to the motion transducer signal increments ~X. and ~y., 
1 1 

i.e. 

,. 
~ V i = a~x i + b ~y i 

(cf. 7.6). The error in the ith estimate is 

The sum of the squared errors over the whole data set can be used as 

an error metric E describing the correctness of the values a and b, 

E 

Choosing a and b so that E is minimised yields the least-squares 

solution (a,b), which from (7.7), (7.8), and (7.9) is given by 
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a (7.10a) 

(7.1 Ob) 

(7.10a) and (7.10b) each have the denominator 

d (7.10 

Suppose that, during the measurement of the data set 

{l'.xi,l'.Yi'l'.Vi }, the chest and abdomen compartments make the same 

relative contributions to all volume changes l'.V i . An X/Y plot of Yi 
against Xi (where Xi and Yi are the transducer signal values from 

which l'.X
i 

and AY
i 

are obtained), with arbitrary zeros, is then a 

straight line (see Figure 7.5a) 

(7. 12) 

with the constant k being the slope of the line. The ratio l'.Yi/l'.x i , 

hereafter called the chest/abdomen ratio, is constant. For these data 

the numerators and the denominator of (7.10) are all zero. There is 

no unique solution for a and b. The torso is actually behaving as one 

compartment rather than two, because the chest and abdomen signals are 

linearly dependent on each other. Only a single Signal, which may be 

any linear combination of x and y, is required to characterise the 

lung volume changes l'.V. Given the two signals x and y there are 

infinitely many solutions for a and b which minimise the error metric 

E. The solutions are all equally satisfactory provided the 

chest/abdomen ratio remains exactly constant. 

During natural, spontaneous breathing the chest/abdomen ratio 

varies somewhat [Stagg et al 1978J. A plot of y. against x. shows 
1 1 

deviations from linearity (see Figure 7.5b). The variations in 

chest/abdomen ratio make a unique solution for a and b from (7.10) 

possible, because the denominator d (7.11) is nonzero (cf. Stagg et al 

[1978J who use a different mathematical procedure to obtain their 
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Figure 7.5: X/Y plots of simultaneous measurements of chest motion 

signal x and abdomen motion signal y. The fatness of the 

region covered by the measured data points shows how 

well-conditioned the solution for the volume-motion 

coefficients is (see text). 

(a) Hypothetical situation. All data points lie on a 

straight line, 8Y/8X constant. There is no unique 

solution for the volume-motion coefficients. 

(b) Natural breathing. The data points lie in a narrow 

region close to a straight line. The solution for 

the volume-motion coefficients is unique but ill

condi tioned. 

(c) Isovolume manoeuvres. Data points are spread over a 

broad region. The solution for the volume-motion 

coefficients is well-conditioned. 

(d) Two-posture calibration. Changes in posture alter 

breathing so that the measured data collectively 

cover a broad region, giving a well-conditioned 

solution for the volume-motion coefficients. 
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SOlution). The value of d affects the mathematical conditioning of 

the solution, i.e. how little the values of a and b change in response 

to perturbations of the data flx .• fly.. The larger d is, the better 
1 1 

conditioned is the solution, i.e. a and b change less when the data 

are perturbed. With a better-conditioned solution one can be more 

confident that the values of the volume-motion coefficients obtained 

from potentially noisy data are close to their true values for the 

geometry of the torso. The denominator d is increased by increasing 

the variation of the chest/abdomen ratio within the data set. On an 

X,Y plot (Figure 7.5) this increases the fatness of the smallest 

convex curve circumscri bing all of the data points. The breathing of 

subjects with respiratory abnormalities such as obstructive pulmonary 

disease can exhibit greater than normal variability of chest/abdomen 

ratiO. associated with the occurrence of obstructed and paradoxical 

breathing motions. The increased fatness of X/Y plots from diseased 

subjects compared to X/Y plots from normal subjects [Sackner et al 

1984bJ is evidence of this. 

The variability of the chest/abdomen ratio within the data set 

can be increased by ensuring that the breathing pattern of the subject 

changes during the measurement of the data set. This has been done in 

several ways in practice. The earliest and still a popular technique 

is the isovolume manoeuvre [Konno and Mead 1967J. The subject's 

airway is occluded, by closing the glottis or by blocking a 

breathing-tube connecting the subject's airway to (say) a spirometer, 

and the subject transfers air to and fro between the chest and abdomen 

compartments. Signals x and yare measured for one or several 

constant values of V. Measurements may also be made of x. y, and V 

during normal breathing. The measurements (see Figure 7.5c) 

collectively cover a broad region on the X.Y plot, ensuring that d 

is large and that the solution for a and b from (7.10) is well

conditioned. For isovolume manoeuvres at several known increments of 

lung volume, the solution for a and b may be obtained graphically from 

plots like Figure 7.5c [Konno and Mead 1967. Zimmerman et al 1983J. 

The biggest disadvantage of the isovolume manoeuvre is that it 

requires the cooperation of a trained and skilful subject. The air 

within the lungs must not be compressed significantly during the 

manoeuvre, otherwise the isovolume condition no longer holds. Various 
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means of inducing involuntary variations in the chest/abdomen ratio 

have been devised to allow calibration without special respiratory 

manoeuvres such as the isovolume manoeuvre. A tight band constraining 

the chest or abdomen motions has been used in measurements on sheep 

[Abraham et al 1981 J. For clinical measurements on human patients, 

the changes in chest/abdomen ratio occurring spontaneously with 

changes in posture have been used and studied [Watson et al 1981, 

Tabachnik et al 1981, Chadha et al 1982, Zimmerman et al 1983, Tobin 

et al 1983a, Gonzalez et al 1984J. For calibration on infants, 

changes in chest/abdomen ratio in a single posture are obtained from 

changes in the state of consciousness of the subject [Duffty et al 

1981, Dolfin et al 1982J or by selecting particular breaths for 

inclusion into the data set [Warren and Alderson 1985J. In each of 

these cases a data set {hx, ,hY"hV
i

} including measurements with two 
1 1 

(or more) significantly different chest/abdomen ratios (see Figure 

1.5d) is sufficient to give a large denominator and hence a well

conditioned solution for a and b from (7.10). 

The uncertain values obtained for the volume-motion 

coefficients when calibration is attempted with a data set yielding a 

degenerate or ill-conditioned solution (as in Figures 7.5a and 7.5b) 

do not lead to inaccurate estimates of lung volume changes in 

subsequent measurements using (7.6), unless the chest/abdomen ratio in 

the subsequent measurements becomes significantly different from what 

it was during the calibration measurements. Thus, any of the possible 

solutions from a data set obeying (7.12) give accurate results 

provided the subsequent breathing also obeys (7.12) with the same 

value of k. Calibrations made with a particular breathing pattern 

(e.g. with the subject in a particular posture) give accurate results 

provided the breathing pattern does not change [Duffty et al 1981, 

Warren and Alderson 1985J. When the breathing pattern does change, so 

that subsequent measurements are made over a range of chest/abdomen 

ratios, the accuracy of the calibration deteriorates significantly 

[Owen et al 1985J. This may be partly due to the ill-conditioned 

solution giving inaccurate values for the volume-motion coefficients, 

and partly due to dependence of the true values of the volume-motion 

coefficients on posture [Zimmerman et al 1983J. The latter effect 

arises because the two-compartment model described in Section 7.4.3 

does not perfectly represent lung volume changes. Improved accuracy 
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of calibration can be obtained by including a wide range of 

chest/abdomen ratios in the calibration measurements [Gonzalez et al 

1984J. Gonzalez et al [1984J claim that this yields "compromise" 

values for the volume-motion coefficients when the volume-motion 

coefficients do vary with posture. 

7.5 DISCUSSION 

I have been concerned with long-term monitoring of the lung 

ventilation of patients in hospital after surgery. The aim has been 

to investigate the respiratory effects of surgery and anaesthesia (see 

Chapter 8). In this application the transducer of ventilation 

employed in the monitoring apparatus should be able to give 

quantitative measurements of ventilation with adequate accuracy, but 

must not cause undue discomfort or inconvenience to the patient and 

the clinical staff. Direct transducers of gas flow (1$7.3) are in 

general unsuitable because they are too cumbersome and induce 

respiratory changes by their presence. Of the body-movement 

transducers (¢7.4), inductance plethysmography and impedance 

plethysmography are suitable for clinical respiratory monitoring. 

They do not excessively encumber or constrain a patient confined to a 

hospital bed. Both techniques have been used successfully in clinical 

settings [Catley et al 1982b, Itoh et al 1982bJ. 

Body-movement transducers which separately measure the 

movements of chest and abdomen have an advantage over ventilatory 

transducers (e.g. spirometers) which measure ventilation directly 

(¢7.3), because the separate motion measurements allow clinically 

significant abnormalities of breathing such as paradoxical motions 

(see 1$8.6.2.7) to be detected easily. With a spirometer these motions 

would difficult to distinguish from shallow but otherwise normal 

breathing. The two-coil respiratory inductance plethysmograph 

(1$7.4.2) can conveniently provide chest and abdomen measurements. 

Accurate calibration of chest/abdomen body movement sensors 

for respiratory volume is likely to be more difficult in clinical 

settings than in the laboratory setting from which most published 

descriptions of calibration procedures (¢7.4.4) have come. This is 
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because hospital patients may not be able to perform special 

respiratory manoeuvres or have their postures deliberately changed to 

obtain variations in chest/abdomen ratio. The reference transducer of 

ventilation used to calibrate the body-motion transducer should not be 

excessively cumbersome, since the clinical setting demands that the 

respiratory monitoring equipment be mobile and small enough to be used 

in the sometimes cramped conditions of hospital wards. This suggests 

that a pneumotachograph would be preferable to a spirometer (07.3) as 

the reference transducer because of its small physical size. 

The respiratory moni toring system described in Chapter 8 uses 

inductance plethysmography to non-invasively measure lung ventilation 

according to the two-compartment model of breathing described in 

Section 7.4.3. The points made in the previous paragraph and the 

contents of Section 7.4.4 are pertinent to the use of the system for 

quantitative measurement of ventilation in clinical practice. 
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CHAPTER 8 

A COMPUTERISED SYSTEM FOR LONG-TERM RESPIRATORY MONITORING 

AND ANALYSIS 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

2~ 

This chapter describes a computerised system for long-term 

respiratory monitoring and analysis constructed by myself with the 

assistance of the University Division of Anaesthesia of the 

Christchurch Clinical School of Medicine. The system employs a 

non-invasive, indirect transducer of respiratory activity which allows 

routine use in the hospital wards without greatly interfering with 

normal procedures of patient care. A microcomputer automates the 

functioning of the system, monitoring and recording the respiratory 

movements breath-by-breath and having the potential for automated 

on-line data analysis. 

The respiratory monitoring system was developed to allow the 

Anaesthetics Department to study the respiratory effects of opioid 

drugs administered to patients for pain relief after surgery, The 

topic of pain relief and the respiratory effects of opioid pain-killers 

is introduced in Section 8.2. Section 8.3 gives a brief overview of 

the respiratory monitoring system as it is currently being used at 

the Christchurch Hospital. The respiratory transducer, which uses 

the recently developed technique of inductance plethysmography 

(~7.4.2), is described in Section 8.4. The microcomputer itself is 

described in Section 8.5. The data collection and data processing 

algorithms implemented by computer software for the respiratory 

monitoring system are described in Section 8.6. The data processing 

algorithms have been deliberately designed to be simple so that they 

can eventually be executed by the system's microcomputer while the 

measurements are being made (this real-time data processing has not 

yet been implemented). Initial clinical results obtained with the 

system are presented in Section 8.7. These indicate some of the 

changes in respiratory patterns that may occur as a result of opioid 

analgesia, and suggest that there is a significant difference between 
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the effects of general and regional analgesia. The performance and 

capabilities of the respiratory monitoring system, and potential 

applications outside postoperative monitoring, are assessed in 

Section 8.8. Definitions of medical terms used in this chapter may be 

found in the medical glossary near the beginning of this thesis. 

8.2 POSTOPERA TIVE PAIN RELIEF 

8.2. 1 PAIN RELIEF IN SURGERY 

The usefulness of surgery as a treatment for disease, injury, 

or deformity is very much dependent on the adequate control, both 

during and after surgery, of the intense pain generated by the 

surgical wound [Wallace and Norris 1975J. Pain relief for the patient 

is one of the responsibilities of the anaesthetist, who works 

alongside the surgeon as part of the surgical team [Dripps et al 1982 

01J. The principal tasks of the anaesthetist are to safeguard the 

welfare of the patient during surgery and to provide optimal operati ve 

conditions for the surgeon. The discipline of anaesthesia has a 

number of facets, including pain relief (for the patient's sake) and 

controlling muscle tension (which helps the surgeon). Pain relief has 

the special name analgesia. 

The conventional and most widely used means of pain relief in 

Western medicine is the administration of drugs [Goodman Gilman et al 

1980J, which are chemical compounds used to alter the chemistry of the 

body's functioning in desired ways. Pain-killing or analgesic drugs 

interfere with the sensation of pain in response to normally painful 

stimuli. The opioid analgesics [Jaffe and Martin 1980J, an important 

class of analgesic drugs, are widely used in controlling postoperative 

pain. The name "opioidll refers to drugs with morphine-like 

properties. Morphine was originally extracted from the juice of the 

opium poppy and is the archetypal opioid drug. These drugs act on the 

central nervous system [Thorpe 19814J to produce a number of effects 

including analgesia, narcosis (or stupor, hence they are also called 

narcotic drugs), and respiratory depression (08.2.2). A property of 

morphine-like drugs is that they confer analgesia without causing loss 
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of consciousness [Jaffe and Martin 1980J. unlike some other 

anaesthetic drugs used during surgery [Dripps et al 1982J which render 

the patient unconscious. 

There are various ways to administer analgesic drugs for 

postoperative pain relief. Opioid drugs may be injected into muscle 

tissue (intramuscular injection), injected close to the spinal cord 

(e.g. epidural and intrathecal injection) [Goodison 1983J. infused 

into the blood stream [Church 1979J, or taken orally [Derbyshire et al 

1985J, to produce analgesia. Alternatively, regional ~ blocks 

(e.g. the intercostal block) [Dripps et al 1982 (,521J may be used to 

produce analgesia over limited regions of the body. 

8.2.2 RESPIRATORY EFFECTS OF OPIOID ANALGESIA 

A side-effect of opioid analgesics, and many other drugs used 

in anaesthetic practice. is respiratory depression [Jordan 1982J. The 

drugs interfere with the rhythm of breathing and the chemical 

regulation of ventilation «(,57.2). The effects on the rhythm of 

breathing include decreased breathing rate and minute ventilation 

«(,57.2) [e.g. Rawal and Wattwil 1984. Clergue et al 1984J and the 

occurrence of short-term irregulari ties such as paradoxical chest and 

abdomen movement with obstruction to gas exchange [Catley et al 1982a, 

Catley et al 1982b, Jordan 1982J. Modification of chemical regulation 

leads to increased CO 2 concentration in the expired gases and 

decreased response of the respiratory centres [Nunn 1977 ~2J to 

changes in the oxygen and carbon dioxide content of the inspired gases 

[e.g. Weil et al 1975. Jordan 1982J. Respiratory depression is 

dangerous if it causes a significant reduction in the amount of oxygen 

carried by the blood from the lungs to the tissues of the body. When 

coupled with other factors such as pre-existing respiratory disease 

which impair the efficiency of oxygenation of the blood. the 

respiratory depression induced by opioid analgesia is potentially 

life-threatening [Dripps et al 1982 pp.442-J. 

To investigate the respiratory effects of analgesic drugs, it 

is useful to continuously monitor respiratory performance 

postoperatively because this allows sporadic effects of respiratory 
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depression to be reliably detected. It also allows the time history 

of respiratory performance to be related to, say, the times of 

administration of doses of the analgesic. Traditional measurements of 

respiratory performance such as assessment of ventilatory response to 

carbon dioxide or analysis of blood samples [Jordan 1982J can be 

performed only intermittently and are unsuited to routine use in the 

hospital wards because they are inconvenient and uncomfortable for the 

patient. Measurement of respiratory gas volume and flow by direct 

connection to the patient's airway [Ruppel 1982 ~9J also can be 

uncomfortable for the patient. Convenient, non-invasive, continuous 

means of monitoring have therefore been sought. 

Blood gas content, specifically blood oxygen, can be 

continuously monitored by the technique of ear oxymetry [Merrick and 

Hayes 1976J, in which light is shone through the lobe of the ear and 

the oxygen content of the blood is inferred from the light absorption 

from the oxygen carrying pigment haemoglobin at different wavelengths. 

Ventilation of the lungs is conveniently monitored continuously by 

measuring the body motions associated with breathing [Gribbin 1983J. 

Inductance plethysmography (~7.4.2) is an effective way to do this. 

A recent study of respiratory effects of analgesic drugs [Catley et al 

1982a, Catley et al 1982b, Jordan 1982 J in which continuous 

postoperative monitoring of respiration was performed by ear oxymetry 

and inductance plethysmography revealed sporadic episodes of reduced 

blood oxygen associated with obstructed breathing in patients given 

opioid analgesia for postoperati ve pain relief. 

The respiratory effects of different types of analgesia, such 

as different drugs, different dose size and timing, and different 

routes of administration, are not necessarily the same. Those 

analgesic techniques which cause the least respiratory depression are, 

in respect of their respiratory effects, the safest for the patient. 

Comparisons of the respiratory effects of different types of analgesia 

[e.g. Catling et al 1980, Shulman et al 1984, Choi et al 1985J can be 

valuable guides toward improving the quality of patient care in 

hospitals, since they allow respiratory effects to be included in the 

assessment of the safest and most suitable analgesia for particular 

situations. The respiratory monitoring system described in the 

following sections of this chapter was designed and constructed to be 
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a research tool for use in investigations of the respiratory effects 

of analgesic drugs. 

8.3 THE RESPIRATORY MONITORING SYSTEM - OVERVIEW 

The respiratory monitoring system (see Figure 8.1) currently 

in use at the Christchurch Hospital consists of an inductance 

plethysmograph (08.4) to measure the breathing motions of the 

patient, a microcomputer (08.5) to automate data collection and data 

analysis (08.6) by the system, and a visual display unit (VDU) for 

communication between the microcomputer and the operator of the 

system. The system lives on a trolley (Figure 8.2a) which makes it 

mobile within the hospital. 

In clinical use, the system is brought on its trolley to the 

bedside of the patient in the hospital ward. The belts of the 

inductance plethysmograph are fitted to the patient (Figure 8.2b) and 

are connected to the plethysmograph by a cable when the patient is in 

bed. The microcomputer samples the electrical outputs of the 

plethysmograph at regular intervals (usually of one second; see 

Inductance 
plethysmo

graph 

Micro

computer 

Disc storage 

Operator 

Figure 8.1: Block diagram of the respiratory monitoring system. 
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Figure 8.2: Photographs of the respiratory monitoring system. 

(a) The complete system. 

(b) The inductance transducer belts. 
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~8.6.1) and stores the sample values onto a floppy disc (Figure 8.1). 

Typically, the system remains at the bedside overnight, continuously 

recording the patient's breathing patterns. The sampling process is 

stopped by entering a command at the keyboard of the VDU, and the 

system is then disconnected from the patient and taken away from the 

ward. 

The stored data on floppy disc are subsequently analysed 

(~8.6.2) by software running either on the microcomputer or on a 

VAX-11/750 minicomputer at the Department of Electrical and Electronic 

Engineering of the University of Canterbury. The analysis extracts 

parameters of respiratory performance averaged over intervals called 

epochs, typically of five minutes duration, and stores the averaged 

parameters onto disc as processed-data files. Display software 

running on the VAX-11/750 reads the contents of the processed-data 

files and generates graphical displays of the averaged parameter 

values against time-of-day. Long-term variations and trends in 

respiratory performance of the patient are readily apparent from the 

displays (~8.7). 

The costs of the system hardware in round figures, estimated 

where necessary, are as follows: inductance plethysmograph $1500 

(including labour content for its manUfacture), microcomputer $8000, 

VDU $1500, AID converter board (~8.5) $500, trolley $500, and 

ancillary items (e.g. floppy discs, connecting cables) $500. This 

brings the estimated total cost of the system in late 1983 to 

NZ$12500. 

8.4 THE INDUCTANCE PLETHYSMOGRAPH 

The respiratory monitoring system uses an inductance 

plethysmograph (~7.4.2) as a transducer of lung ventilation. The 

electronics of the transducer have been adapted from an existing 

electrical impedance plethysmograph [Seagar 1983aJ developed to 

measure impedance changes in the lower legs during hip replacement 

surgery [Seagar et al 1984J (see also Chapter 9 which details my 

subsequent contributions to this work). Inductance plethysmography 

was initially pursued instead of impedance plethysmography [Hill 1973 
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03, Itoh et al 1982aJ as a respiratory volume transducer because 

initial laboratory trials showed it to be more linear than impedance 

plethysmography, and less affected by motion artefacts from limb 

movement. Further advantages of the inductance plethysmograph became 

apparent when it was in use. Firstly, the inductance plethysmograph 

does not suffer the "heart bump" artefact from cardiac acti vi ty that 

the impedance plethysmograph does [Wilson et al 1982bJ. Secondly, to 

identify abnormal breathing motions such as obstructed or paradoxical 

motions which may arise from respiratory disease [Sackner et al 1984bJ 

or the administration of analgesic drugs (<68.2.2), it is helpful to 

make independent measurements of chest and abdomen motions. This is 

easy to do with the inductance plethysmograph because the two separate 

coils are electrically coupled only to a comparatively small degree 

(<68. 4. 3. 4). 

8.4.1 TRANSDUCER BELTS 

The transducer belts (see Figure 8.3) eaoh oonsist of a coil 

of ten turns of 34 SWG enamelled copper wire sewn to an elastio strip 

in a zigzag fashion to allow the ooil to stretch with the elastic. 

Dimensions are shown in Figure 8.3b. In the olinical setting (i.e. in 

the hospital wards), particularly with patients recovering from 

anaesthesia and in pain from their surgioal wounds, it is important 

that the coils be easy to fit to the patient. For this reason the 

ooils are made as a broken loop rather than a closed loop. The 

elastio is joined at the break by Veloro tapes on its ends, and the 

eleotrioal oirouit is oompleted aoross the break by a short piece of 

flat ribbon cable plugging into flat sockets (Figure 8.30) at the ends 

of the zigzag wire. The electrioal ends of the coil are brought out 

to a small two-pin connector (Figure 8.30) sewn to the elastic of the 

belt. To improve the electrical and mechanical reliability of the 

belt, all connections between wires and plug-and-socket connections 

are oovered with silioone rubber window sealant. Short leads run from 

the chest and abdomen belts to a 6.5mm jack socket mounted on perspex 

taped to the flat region at the front of the patient's shoulder. The 

lead to the inductance plethysmograph electronics plugs into the jaok 

socket. This connection is easily disconnected and reoonnected if the 

patient has to leave the bed temporarily. 
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(0) 

Elastic belt 

l-I--Copper wire 

. Velcro t: =3--1=------ Ribbon cable 

( b) 4 5 

(c) 

PLUG: SOCKET: PLUG: 

Robinson Nugent Robinson Nugent Molex series 

part no. part no. 6373-2A 

WTS-36S-3-TG IDS 26NPK-X 

(cut to 13 circuits) (13 x 2 circu its) 

Figure 8.3: Construction of the inductance transducer belts. 

(a) Arrangement of belt and ribbon cable joiner. 

(b) Dimensions of coil. 

(c) Detail of electrical connectors. 
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Figure 8.4: Placement of the inductance transducer belts on the 

patient. 

'--y--J \ Rc 
Coils Conne~ting 

cable 

Component 

Cc 
COIL 

Series resistance 
Sel f inductance 

CABLE 
Cc Series resistance 

Shunt capacitance 

It 
Connections at 
plethysmograph 

R 
L 

R 

C 

Typical Impedance 
at 62. 5kHz value (5m cable) 

7Q 7Q 
130 fJH j50 Q 

0.2 Q/m 1 Q 
c 

c 300 pF 1m 1.7 kQ 

Figure 8.5: Electrical arrangement of the transducer coils as used 

with three-core connecting cable. 
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The belts are placed on the patient with the chest belt close 

up under the armpits and the abdomen belt having its top edge over the 

umbilicus (see Figure 8.4) [cf. Zimmerman et al 1983J. These 

positions put the chest belt above the breasts in female patients and 

the abdomen belt between the lower end of the rib cage and the pelvis. 

Bel t placement is altered where necessary to keep the belts clear of 

the surgical incision. The belts are held firmly in place with 

surgical tape. It is important that the belts do not move about 

during the recording, since changing the positions of the coils is 

likely to alter the calibration of the inductance plethysmograph for 

respiratory volume. 

The magni tude of the inducti ve impedance of the coils is 

typically between 40Q and 70Q, depending on the size of the patient, 

for 10-turn coils (see Figure 8.5). Twin-core screened cable, with 

the screen used as the common signal conductor, connects the patient 

to the plethysmograph. The series resistance of this cable is about 

0.2r1.m- 1, and its shunt capacitive admittance has a magnitude of the 

order of 10-4 mho.m- 1 at 62.5kHz. These values allow the use of 

cable lengths up to about 100m before the stray impedances begin to 

dominate the coil impedance that is to be measured. The cable sets 

currently in use are 5m - 10m in length. The low impedance (less than 

100 ohms) of the transducer circuit makes electromagnetic interference 

unimportant with the inductance plethysmograph in practice, even with 

the unshielded 10m cables. In comparison, the patient circui t of an 

impedance plethysmograph can be expected to be more sensitive to 

electromagnetic interference since the skin-electrode resistance 

(analogous to the resistance R in Figure 8.5) is usually more than 

300rl for ECG-type electrodes [Beckman Instruments 1965, cf. Hill 1973 

(65 J. 

8.4.2 PLETHYSMOGRAPH ELECTRONICS 

The inductance plethysmograph measures the impedance of its 

transducer coils by applying a sinusoidal current of constant 2mA p-p 

amplitude at 62. 5kHz to the chest and abdomen coils in series, and 

measuring the amplitude of the voltage appearing across each coiL A 

block diagram of the plethysmograph electronics is shown in Figure 
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8.6. For each coil (chest and abdomen), a Basal signal and a Filtered 

signal (with higher gain and a DC block) are made available to the 

microcomputer. The gains and frequency responses of these outputs 

are gi ven in Table 8.1. Although not yet implemented in the 

plethysmograph, provision has been made in the electrical connections 

to the microcomputer and in the data acquisition software for a 

"high-frequency" (HF) signal for each coil. This signal is intended 

to assist with the automatic detection of motion artefacts [Wilson and 

Franks 1982J. 

Each voltage receiver consists of a differential-input 

amplifier with a bandpass response peaking at 62.5kHz and an active 

rectifier and filter to envelope detect the bandpass-filtered received 

signal. A DC voltage is produced at the receiver's output 

proportional to the amplitude of the 62.5kHz AC voltage across its 

input. For the electrical safety of the patient. the receiver inputs 

and the constant current source are isolated from electrical ground by 

transformers. 

Digital inputs 
Current I 

Power RESET 1 
Source Supplies Reset 
62.5 kHz RESET 2 

I 

!J Voltage BASAL 1 
+ Filters 

Chest Receiver 1 
FILTERED 1 

V1 1 ....... HF1 

+ 

V2 
Voltage BASAL 2 

Abdomen 11 Receiver Filters 
FILTERED 2 

2 2 --- HF 2 

Coils Cable to 
I 
t-Transformer isolation Connections to 

patient Plethysmograph microcomputer 

Figure 8.6: Block diagram of the inductance plethysmograph. 
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The output voltage of eaoh reoeiver is passed through baseband 

filters and buffers to provide the analogue outputs appearing at the 

front and baok panel sockets of the plethysmograph. The DC block in 

each Filtered output comes from a high-pass RC network with a time 

oonstant of 10 seconds. A Reset signal from the microcomputer to the 

plethysmograph allows the Filtered signals to be reset to zero volts 

under software control if they saturate due to large changes in the 

basal signals. The analogue outputs are given the mnemonics Bl, Fl, 

Hl, B2, F2, H2 for the Basal, Filtered, and HF signals of the ohest 

and abdomen respectively. 

CONSTANT CURRENT SOURCE 

Isolated from ground 
Short-c iroui t ourrent 
Output impedance 
Output voltage 

62.5kHz sinusoid, 2mA p-p 
> 100kn at 62.5kHz 
20V p-p maximum 

VOLTAGE RECEIVERS (2 channels) 

Isolated from ground, 
around 62. 5kHz 

differential inputs, bandpass response 

Input i mpedanoe > 50kn at 62.5kHz 
Input vol tage 0.2V p-p nominal maximum for 

basal full scale 

BASAL OUTPUTS (2 ohannels 81, 82) 

Gain (referred to patient ooil impedance) 
Frequency response (- 3dB points) 
Normal voltage range 

FILTERED OUTPUTS (2 channels Fl, F2) 

Gain (referred to patient ooil impedance) 
Frequency response (- 3dB points) 
Normal voltage range 

0.1 V/n 
DC - 22 Hz 
o - 10 V 

==15 V/Q 
0.01 6 - 10Hz 
10-10V 

Table 8.1: Electrical specifications of the inductance 

plethysmograph. 
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8.4.3 PERFORMANCE OF THE PLETHYSMOGRAPH 

8.4.3.1 Dependence of Output on Coil Area 

The measured relationship between the cross-sectional area of 

one elastic belt and the basal output voltage of the plethysmograph 

(which by design is linearly proportional to the inductance of the 

belt's coil) is shown in Figure 8.7. The area within the belt in 

these measurements was square, but by virtue of the insensitivity to 

shape of the coils' inductance (~8.4.3.2). Figure 8.7 can be taken as 

representative of the performance of the belts on people. The 

discontinuities in the relationship between area and volume correspond 

to tucks being let out from the belt to lengthen it as its area was 

increased. The discontinuities arise because the coil is zigzagged 

perpendicular to the plane of its cross-section. so that specifying 

the shape and size of the cross-section does not completely describe 

Basal 
8 

voltage 
(V) 7 

6 

5 

o 500 1000 

(oil cross-sectional area (cm2) 

Figure 8.7: Measured relationship between coil cross-sectional area 

and plethysmograph output voltage, for square cross

sections. The ranges of cross-sectional area marked are 

for my chest and correspond to (a) vital capacity and 

(b) ti dal volume. 
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the geometry of the coil. 

The range of cross-sectional areas of my ohest for the tidal 

vol ume of normal breathing and the vi tal capaoi ty (07.2) are marked 

as (a) and (b) respectively in Figure 8.7. The vital capacity range 

represents the largest possible breathing motion. A quadratic ourve 

fitted by least-squares minimisation to the appropriate measured data 

in Figure 8.7 deviates from linearity (defined as in Figure 8.8) by 

±2.4% over the vi tal capaoi ty range and by ±o.4% over the tidal volume 

range. 

6 = maximum vertical distance between curve 
and straight line chosen to minimise 6 

Nonlinearity = ±..§.. 
!J. 

Figure 8.8: Definition of nonlinearity. 

8.4.3.2 Dependenoe of Output on Coil Shape 

The basal voltages obtained with the belt in a number of 

reotangular shapes with the same oross-seotional area but different 

aspeot ratios is shown in Figure 8.9. The aspeot ratio is the ratio 

of the lengths of the longer to the shorter sides of the rectangle. 

The vertical bars on the measured voltages oomprise mostly the 
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uncertainty in the cross-sectional area of the belt, referred to 

voltage using the fitted curves of Figure 8.7. The cross-sectional 

area chosen for these measurements is somewhat smaller than that of 

the average adult torso (cf. Figure 8.7). Evidently, from Figure 8.9, 

the output voltage rises slowly with increasing aspect ratio. As in 

Figure 8.7 there is a discontinui ty in the curve where a tuck was let 

out from the coil to lengthen it as the aspect ratio increased, which 

shows again the effect of the three-dimensional geometry of the coil. 

In Figure 8.9 the relative change of the plethysmograph output 

voltage between rectangles of aspect ratios 1 and 2 is approximately 

0.7%. The aspect ratios of my chest and abdomen, being the ratios of 

side-side to front-back diameters, are 1.4 and 1.3 respecti vely. The 

aspect ratios cannot be less than 1, by definition, and it seems 

unlikely that aspect ratios of human torsos would ever exceed 2. 

Therefore, the results of Figure 8.9 indicate that inductance 

plethysmography can measure cross-sectional areas of the human torso 

to within ±0.35% accuracy without accurate knowledge of the shape of 

the cross-sections. 

Basal 
voltage 

(V) 

6.5 

6.0 

5.5 

1 

b 

aDa 
b 

2 

Area = a· b = 300 ± 20 em 2 

Aspect ratio = ~ 

5 

Coil aspect ratio 

Figure 8.9: Measured relationship between coil shape and 

plethysmograph output voltage, for rectangular 

cross-sections of constant area. 

I I 

10 
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8.~. 3.3 Effect of Material Within or Close To the Coils 

The effect on the plethysmograph output voltage of various 

materials enclosed by the belt or placed next to it is shown in Figure 

8.10. These results are taken from Suntheralingam [1985aJ. The belt 

was fixed around the outside of a round plastic bucket, and various 

substances were placed in the bucket within the coil. Two sets of 

measurements were made with different equipment, the first (a - d) 

using a digital voltmeter to measure the voltage and the second 

(e i) using the microcomputer and its AID converters as a voltmeter. 

Saline solutions of 5.3g. 1 and ~2g.l-1 concentrations gave identical 

results (c). The steel chair leg (r) was intended to approximate a 

spinal prosthesis. Measurements (h) and (i) were made wi th the bucket 

containing only air, and placed on one of the older-type and one of 

the newer-type hospital beds in the wards of the Christchurch Hospital 

in a position approximating that of the torso of a patient lying in 

the bed. 

Basal 
voltage 

(V) 

6 
a b c d e f g h I 

r-- - r- r-- r+ ..... r+r+ ..... 

3 

o 
(a) Air (e) Air 
(b) Tap water (f) Mild steel chair leg 
(c) Saline solution (g) Compressed 
(d) Human head oxygen bottle 

(h) Older - style hospital bed 
(i) Newer-style hospital bed 

Figure 8.10: Measured effect of placing different materials within 

(a - g) or near to (h, i) the plethysmograph coil. 
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Of all the materials placed within or near the belt, the only 

one which produced a significant change in the inductance of the coil 

was a 335 litre oxygen bottle, measurement (g). This shows that the 

inductance of the coils is unlikely to be significantly affected by 

the composition of the patient or the coils' proximity to the steel 

wire in the hospital beds. These factors therefore need not be of 

concern when the inductance plethysmograph is used for quanti tati ve 

measurements of respiratory volume. 

8.4.3.4 Mutual Coupling Between the Coils 

The two coils of the respiratory inductance plethysmograph act 

as two windings of a transformer, because they are loosely coupled 

magnetically. The magnetic coupling of each coil to itself and to the 

other coil is described by the self inductances L1 , L2 and the mutual 

inductance M (see Figure 8.11) [Skilling 1974 ~llJ. Since M 

depends on the geometry of both COilS, the voltage induced in each 

coil is partly dependent on the geometry of the other coil. This 

produces electrical coupling between the chest and abdomen voltage 

outputs of the respiratory inductance plethysmograph, additional to 

whatever mechanical coupling of the body motions may exist. 

Capacitance between the two coils and between the coils and the 

patient introduces further electrical coupling between them. 

M V2 

Figure 8.11: Magnetic coupling of the two coils of the inductance 

plethysmograph, and definitions of self-inductance Ll 

and L2 and mutual inductance M for sinusoidal 

currents 11 and 12 at angular frequency w. 
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Figure 8.12 shows the results, as a funotion of distanoe d 

between the coils, of direot measurements of the amount of ooupling 

between the plethysmograph I s output vol tages. The measurements were 

obtained wi th the geometry of Figure 8.13 by perturbing the area of 

0.5 

I::.Vm 
nvs 

0 

-0.5 

F i gur e 8. 1 2 : 

+ 
I 

I 
I 

0 10 20 30 

Distance between coils (cm) 

Ratio of mutual voltage change AV to self voltage 
m 

change AV (see text) as a funotion of distanoe d 
s 

between the plethysmograph coils (see Figure 8.13). 

,-Area ~ 600 cm2 

~4±0.5 

Figure 8.13: Geometry of plethysmograph coils for measurement of 

mutual ooupling effeots (see text). The ooils were worn 

on a human torso. Unmarked dimensions are in om. 
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one belt and measuring the self voltage change ~V in that coil and 
s 

the mutual voltage change ~V in the other coil. The belts were worn m 
by a person, so that capacitance effects between the coils and the 

person were present. The area of one coil was perturbed by lifting a 

part of it away from the person's body. 

For distances d ~ 10cm the mutual inductance of the coils was 

the dominant coupling mechanism. The ratio ~V /fiV was positive and 
m s 

decreased with increasing d. For d = 5cm (note from Figure 8.13 that 

the bottom of one coil was then only lcm from the top of the other 

coil) the capacitance between the coils was an important part of the 

electrical coupling. The ratio fiV /~V was negative, presumably due m s 
to the capacitance between the coils decreasing as one coil was lifted 

away from the other. This situation should not occur in practice 

since the belts remain close to the body surface and cannot be 

perturbed independently. 

When the respiratory inductance plethysmograph is in normal 

use Cd ~ 15cm), the ratio fiV /fiV which expresses the amount of m s 
coupling between the chest and abdomen is likely to be less than 25% 

(Figure 8.12). It may be greater than this for obese patients, on 

whom the diameter of the coils is larger relative to the distance 

between them. Provided the belts remain in fixed positions on the 

patient so that their mutual coupling does not change during 

calibration and measurement, the mutual coupling can be compensated 

for by the calibration procedure (~7.4.4) and so should not impair 

the quantitative measurement of respiratory volume by inductance 

plethysmography. 

8.4.3.5 Measurement of Respiratory Volume and Flow 

The performance of the respiratory inductance plethysmograph 

as a transducer of respiratory volume and flow is illustrated in 

Figure 8.14, in which volume and flow signals derived from the 

Filtered outputs of the inductance plethysmograph are compared with 

volume and flow signals obtained simultaneously from an Ohio Model 840 

spirometer [Tisi 1980 04J. In this example the signals were sampled 

at 0.5 second intervals, and the impulse response of the DC blocking 
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network in the Filtered channels (08.4.2) was deconvolved from the 

Filtered signals by the computer. The calibration coefficients for 

the inductance plethysmograph (07.4.3) in thi s example were obtained 

manually, using the isovolume part of the recordings (the interval in 

IP Voltages 

Chest 
F1 

Abdomen 
F2 

Volume 

IP Volume = 
O.35(F1 +O.5F2) 

I] Ohio 

Flow 

IP 

1.5.1 :] Ohio 

-3 

I I 

10 seconds 

Figure 8.14: Volume and flow signals from the inductance 

plethysmograph (IP) compared with those from an Ohio 

model 840 spirometer. 
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Figure 8.15: X/Y plots of 

(a) inductance plethysmograph (IP) volume against Ohio 

spirometer volume, 

(b) inductance plethysmograph flow against Ohio 

spirometer flow, 

for the signals of Figure 8.14. 
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Figure 8.14 when the volume and flow signals are nearly constant) to 

obtain the relative weights for the plethysmograph voltages and then 

the whole recording to obtain the absolute values of the weights. The 

flow signals were obtained from the first differences of the 

respecti ve volume signals. 

The spirometer volume signal and the plethysmograph volume 

signal are closely similar in Figure 8.14. The spirometer and 

plethysmograph flow signals compare less well, but are still qui te 

similar to each other. The subjective similarity of these curves 

demonstrates the capability of the inductance plethysmograph to 

faithfully measure lung volume changes, provided the plethysmograph is 

properly calibrated. 

The spirometer and plethysmograph volume and flow signals from 

Figure 8.14 are plotted against each other for volume in Figure 8.15a 

and for flow in Figure 8.15b. The value of Pearson's product-moment 

correlation coefficient [Sokal and Rohlf 1981 <615.2J between the 

spirometer and the plethysmograph signals is 0.982 for volume and 

0.978 for flow. Hill et al [1982J performed the same tests on a 

respiratory inductance plethysmograph similar to the commercially 

produced Respitrace equipment [Watson 1979, Sackner et al 1980bJ, and 

obtained somewhat better correlation between the spirometer and 

plethysmograph than shown here. The poorer correlation here is 

probably due to the variety of breathing manoeuvres present in the 

recordings of Figure 8.15, compared to the steady breathing used by 

Hill et al [1982J. 

8.4.3.6 Example of a Clinical Recording 

Figure 8.16 shows excerpts from a recording made at the 

Christchurch Hospital. The subject was a male of 49 years age and 

87kg weight, and the recording was made before surgery so his 

breathing was "normal". The two signals shown are the Filtered 

signals for chest and abdomen, the samples were taken at one second 

intervals, and the timing ticks are at one minute intervals. The 

first excerpt (Figure 8.16a), from the mid evening when the patient 

was awake, shows the severe artefacts in the recording from gross body 
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CHEST 

ABDOMEN 

TIME 
7:50 pm 7:55 pm 

(0) 
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TIME 
(b) 3:00am 3:05 am 

Figure 8.16: Excerpts from a clinical recording of a patient's 

breathing motions, before surgery. The timing ticks 

show one minute intervals. 

(a) Recording from mid evening when the patient was 

awake. 

(b) Recording from early morning when the patient was 

asleep. 

The following features are present: 

(1) Normal breathing, (2) disconnection from the 

plethysmograph, (3) reconnection to the plethysmograph. 

(4) motion artefacts. 
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motion and disconnection of the patient from the equipment. The low 

amplitude oscillatory segments are normal breathing. The second 

excerpt (Figure 8.16b) from the early morning when the patient was 

asleep, is typical of the much better quality of recording obtained 

when the patient is sleeping and moves only occasionally. Differences 

in breathing patterns between wakefulness and sleep can be seen in 

these excerpts, notably a decreased relative amplitude of the chest 

motions and a periodic variation of amplitude (cf. periodic breathing 

[Best and Taylor 1972 c66J) in the early morning recording. 

8.5 THE MICROCOMPUTER 

The task for which the respiratory monitoring system is 

designed is to detect correlations between analgesia and changes in 

respiratory patterns, so that the respiratory effects of different 

types of analgesia can be compared. To detect these correlations in 

the presence of the considerable random variability of normal 

respiratory waveforms, it will be necessary to statistically analyse a 

great many breaths. Each patient is to be monitored for perhaps 

twel ve to twenty-four hours before and after surgery, and it may prove 

necessary to monitor hundreds of patients to obtain statistically 

significant results. Enormous volumes of data will be generated, and 

automated analysis is necessary for the analysis of this data to be 

practical. A microcomputer has therefore been included in the 

respiratory monitoring system to automate data collection by the 

system, to perform as much data analysis as possible in real-time, to 

perform any remaining data processing retroactively, and to allow 

access to and display of the processed results. 

The microcomputer is a general-purpose machine of the "small 

business computer" class, and is capable of useful tasks apart from 

its function as part of the respiratory moni toring system. As an 

important example of this, a large part of the software for the 

respiratory monitoring system, including all of the data acquisition 

software (c68.6.1), has been developed on the microcomputer itself. 
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8.5. 1 HARDWARE 

The computer is a Systems Group model 2812 microcomputer 

[Systems Group 1981 J. It has a Z80-A CPU running at 4MHz, 64K of 

dynamic RAM, twin Shugart 801 8" floppy disc dri ves providing single

or double-density formats at 608K bytes per drive in double density, 

and is being used with the CP/M 2.2 operating system. The machine 

uses the IEEE standard S-100 bus internally [Elmquist et al 1979, 

Stewart 1983J and has a number of spare slots for insertion of custom 

PC boards for special functions. It provides four independent serial 

I/O channels, one of which is used with a standard VDU as the normal 

means of communication between the computer and its operator. 

Specific hardware support for the respiratory monitoring 

function is provided by a z8430A counter-timer chip on the CPU board 

and by an analogue/digital input/output board purchased separately and 

installed into the computer. The timer chip provides real-time 

interrupts by which the timing intervals between samples of the 

inductance plethysmograph signals are accurately controlled. The 

analogue/digital input/output board provides seven channels of 8-bit 

analogue-to-digital (A/D) conversion, seven channels of 8-bit 

digital-to-analogue (D/A) conversion, and a bidirectional 8-bit 

parallel digi tal port. These signals are brought out to the rear 

panel of the microcomputer wi th sui table signal buffer ing for the 

connection by cable to the inductance plethysmograph. The analogue 

inputs receive the six voltage signals (cJ8.4.2) from the 

plethysmograph. The analogue outputs are used to drive chart plotters 

for generating copies on paper of the recorded breath waveforms. The 

digital output lines are used as control signals to the 

plethysmograph, for example the Reset signal to each plethysmograph 

channel (Figure 8.6). 

8.5.2 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT AND OPERATING ENVIRONMENT 

The software which implements the data acquisition and 

processing algor i thIDs on the microcomputer has been wri tten in 

Pascal/MT+ [Digital Research 1981 J. with a small amount of Z80 

assembly language included in the low-level routines for programming 
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and driving the sample timing hardware. The Pascal/MT+ package 

[Digital Research 1982J provides an excellent environment for Pascal 

software development. The screen edi tor provided wi th the package 

gives access within the editor to fast program syntax checking, which 

greatly speeds the creation of correct programs. The compiler and 

1 inker support modular compilation, in whi ch several parts of a 

program may be created as separate "modules" and compiled 

independently then linked together subsequently to produce the working 

program. Modular compilation encourages structured programming, i.e. 

a careful hierarchical decomposition of the problem and the software 

solution to it [Bergland 1981 J, and speeds program development since 

any given change requires recompilation of a single module, not the 

entire program. It is particularly important to eliminate unnecessary 

compilation when developing software on a mi crocomputer, because the 

limited computational power makes compilation take a relatively larger 

part of the time of the edit/compile/run cycle of software development 

than it does on a more powerful machine such as a minicomputer. 

By carefully defining the program structure and the function 

of the modules, several programs whose functions are related but 

different overall are able to use common modules that perform common 

tasks. The respiratory monitoring software has been written using 

this approach. Each program has the same main module which is linked 

to other modules providing generic functions such as reading a sample, 

processing a sample, and timer control. Different versions of the 

modules for each generic function are written and one version for each 

generic function is chosen when linking a program together. Many 

different program functions, such as reading samples from 

plethysmograph to disc, reading samples from disc to chart plotter, 

breath processing from disc, or real-time breath processing from the 

plethysmograph, are possi ble by appropriate selection from the basis 

set of modules. This approach carries the overhead of extra care and 

restrictions during the design of the main program and each module, 

but overall it eases the burden of developing and maintaining several 

programs having several related functions. 

The respiratory monitoring software executes under the CP/M 

2.2 operating system [Zaks 1980J. CP/M appears to the software as a 

collection of facilities for disc file handling and communication with 
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the VDU. In this role CP/M 2.2 is adequate to the requirements of the 

respiratory monitoring software. To the user of the microcomputer 

CP/M appears as a prompt character on the VDU screen. to which replies 

(commands) are typed at the VDU keyboard. The clinical staff who use 

the system for data collection have little contact with CP/M. because 

after turning the computer on and inserting a floppy disc into it they 

need enter only a single CP/M command to invoke the respiratory 

monitoring program. 

8.6 DATA PROCESSING 

The data processing performed by the microcomputer encompasses 

data acquisition. or reading and storing the samples. and data 

analysis. Analysis of the data. to characterise the respiratory 

effects of analgesia, has two goals. The first is to accumulate 

statistical information describing the breathing. and to identify and 

display long-term trends in respiratory performance. The second is 

to detect in real-time any short-term irregularities of the breath 

waveform, e.g. apnoeic pauses or paradoxical breathing [Jordan 1982]. 

so that detailed recordings of the respiratory waveform surrounding 

anomalies can be made for later examination by clinicians. The data 

processing of the respiratory monitoring system currently implements 

the first of these two goals. 

The data analysis algorithms have been deliberately kept 

simple so that they can be performed in real-time by the respiratory 

monitoring system's microcomputer. although the data analysis is at 

present performed only after the data acquisition is complete. 

Real-time data processing introduces important improvements in the 

capability of the system. These are discussed in Section 8.8. 

8.6. 1 DATA ACQUISITION 

Breath data are acquired by the software in the form of 

"sample records". Each sample record includes six integer numbers 

containing the values of the six analogue output voltages of the 

inductance plethysmograph (~8.4.2) at the instant the sample was 
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taken. The interval between samples is established by real-time 

interrupts generated every 8ms by the Z8430A counter-timer chip on the 

microcomputer's CPU board. The software counts the number of 

interrupts since the last sample and takes a new sample when the 

chosen sample interval has elapsed. When each sample is read, it is 

written to the VDU screen in a graphical format to provide an 

immediate display of the inductance plethysmograph output voltages, 

and is also stored in a data file on floppy disc for later retrieval 

by the data analysis software. The data file is created at the 

beginning of the monitoring session, and the data in it begin with a 

file header containing information such as the date and time of the 

recording and the sampling interval. 

o 

Figure 8.17: Fourier spectrogram of normal breathing, which was 

sampled at 80ms intervals and fast Fourier transformed 

in contiguous records of approximately 13 seconds each. 

The two peaks in most of the spectra are the 

"fundamental" breathing frequency at 0.2 0.3Hz and the 

DC and low frequencies below the fundamental. 
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The respiratory monitoring system is used in the wards with a 

single double-density floppy disc containing only the data acquisition 

software and essential CP/M utility programs. The disc has about 550K 

bytes of free space, which can hold about 80,000 samples since each 

sample takes seven bytes in the data file. Sampling once per second 

gives about 22 hours' recording on the one disc. Spectral analysis of 

normal breathing sampled at 80ms intervals (see Figure 8.17) shows 

that the spectral energy above the "fundamental ll peak in the breath 

spectrum is small. In Figure 8.17 the breathing rate is between 0.2Hz 

and 0.3Hz, and less than 4% of the total spectral energy is at 0.5HZ 

and above which is the frequency range for which the requirements of 

the sampling theorem [Bracewell 1978 010J are not met by sampling 

once per second. This suggests that aliasing should not be a cause of 

severe difficulties provided the breathing period is appreciably 

greater than two seconds, which it usually is in adults at rest 

[Guyton 1971 029J. The limited temporal resolution of one second 

sampling is evident in the TIBB frequency stackplots presented in 

Sections 8.6.3 and 8.7. 

8.6.2 DATA ANALYSIS 

The data analysis software operates on a sequential stream of 

samples, which are read from the data file created during data 

acquisition (Q8.6.1). For real-time data analysis the sequential 

stream can equally well come directly from the inductance 

plethysmograph. The analysis has the following steps, which are 

described more fully in the following subsections. The Filtered 

signals for chest and abdomen in the sample records are scaled and 

added to produce a lung volume signal. Individual breaths are 

detected from this volume signal. The length (or TIBB, Time Interval 

Between Breaths) and amplitude (or tidal volume) of each breath are 

found. The TIBB and tidal volume information are averaged over 

five-minute epochs and written to a processed-data file at the end of 

each epoch. Minute ventilation is computed from the tidal volumes and 

stored for each epoch, and also a phase index describing the relative 

phase of the chest and abdomen signals is averaged and stored for each 

epoch. Reading the processed-data f 11e and displaying the processed 

values for each epoch against time produces displays (08.6.3) on 
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which long-term trends or patterns of change in the parameters are 

readily apparent to the eye. 
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In the following exposition n is the index of individual 

samples read during the epoch and m is the index of individual breaths 

detected during the epoch. There are N samples read and M breaths 

detected in an epoch, whose duration is T. M and possibly N vary from 

epoch to epoch. The length of the mth breath is T • 
m 

8.6.2.1 Scaling to Volume 

The data analysis software uses the Filtered signals for the 

chest and abdomen, which are high gain versions of the impedances of 

the chest'and abdomen transducer belts with the DC component or basal 

impedance removed. These signals appear to the program as numbers with 

a certain scale factor relative to the output voltages of the 

inductance pi ethysmograph, and the plethysmograph vol tages themselves 

are scaled versions of the volume changes of the chest and abdomen 

compartments (07.4.3) from their average values (cf. 7.1, 7.4). To 

scale the chest and abdomen numbers received by the program into 

volumes, in litres say, the constants a and b in (7.4) must be found 

by a calibration procedure such as one of those described in Section 

7.4.4. 

Since quantitative calibration for Volume has not yet been 

implemented for the respiratory monitoring system, the data analysis 

software currently uses arbi trary values of uni ty for the scale 

factors of both the chest and abdomen signals. 

8.6.2.2 Detection of Breaths 

Breaths are detected in the incoming sample stream by 

identifying the onset of inspiration and expiration and defining a 

breath as the set of samples from the beginning of one inspiration to 

just before the beginning of the next. The onset of inspiration and 

expiration is found simply by examining the sign of the first 
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Figur e 8. 18: Detection of breaths in a sampled signal. {v} is the n 
sampled signal's value (a) and {s } is its state (b). 
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which breaths are defined (d). 
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Figure 8.19: Illustrating the performance of the breath detection 

algorithm on a signal of good quality. 
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differences of the incoming sample values. The detection of breaths 

in a particular signal (e.g. chest volume, abdomen volume, or total 

volume) obtained from the incoming samples is illustrated in Figure 

8.18. 

The samples {v } of the signal's value (Figure 8.l8a) are 
n -----

numeric values which may be compared to one another and be found to be 

less than, equal to, or greater than each other. The first step in 

breath detection is to determine the state {s } of the signal which 
--- n 

signifies whether the signal represents inhalation or exhalation 

(Figure 8.18b). This is done according to the rules 

v > v n-l ~ s INHALE, n n 
v < v n-l ~ s EXHALE, n n 
v v n-l ~ s s n-l • ( 8.n n n 

The states of inhalation and exhalation are conveniently represented 

wi thin the computer program as the numeric values +1 and -1 

res pecti vely, i.e. 

INHALE +1 , 

EXHALE -1 ( 8. 2) 

in (8.1). 

From the state values {s } the peaks and troughs of the signal 
n 

are found (Figure 8.l8c) by the rules 

EXHALE and s 
n 

INHALE ~ trough at n-l 

INHALE and sn EXHALE ~ peak at n-l 

s ~ no peak or trough at n-l. 
n 

( 8.3) 

The peaks and troughs are easily found directly from {v}, but it is 
n 

useful to generate {s } as an intermediate step because {s } is later 
n n 

used directly in computing the chest/abdomen phase index (\$8.6.2.7). 

Each trough in the incoming signal is taken as the start of a new 

breath (Figure 8. 18d). 

The breath detection scheme described above is rudimentary and 
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sensitive to noise on the respiratory signals, but it has been quite 

effective in practice, aided by the simple artefact detection 

algorithm of Section 8.6.2.3, except when the patient is bodily moving 

about. The quantisation of the signal in time (by the sample 

interval) and value (by the resolution of the AID conversion) 

discriminates against high-frequency low-amplitude noise. In this 

sense it is desirable that the sampling interval be as long as 

possible consistent with satisfying the requirements of the sampling 

theorem [Bracewell 1978 di1 OJ relative to the periods of the breathing 

(there must be at least two samples per cycle of breathing otherwise a 

peak and a trough cannot be detected for each breath). The sample 

interval of one second used in the clinical recordings made so far 

seems to be a good compromise between fidelity of representation of 

the signal and noise immunity. A small amount of noise on the signal 

causes the breath detection to report the presence of spurious, short 

breaths (see Figure 8.19, which was sampled at 0.5 second intervals). 

The effects of large amounts of noise and the quantisation of the TIBB 

measurements by the sample interval can be seen in the TIBB frequency 

stackplots presented in Section 8.6.3.2. 

Detection of breaths in the presence of high-frequency 

low-amplitude noise can be made more reliable by temporally filtering 

the sampled signal [cf. Spencer et al 1972, Sackner et al 1984bJ and 

by requiring the amplitude of oscillations accepted as breaths to 

exceed some small threshold value, perhaps determined from the 

amplitudes of previously detected breaths [cf. Wilson and Franks 

1982J. The potential efficacy of these measures is clear from Figure 

8.19, in which the spurious short "breaths" detected at the peaks and 

troughs of some of the true breaths could be easily suppressed. The 

need for explicit rejection of high-frequency low-amplitude noise in 

the signal becomes greater as the sample rate is increased above once 

per second. The sample rates of the computerised respiration analysis 

systems described in the three references quoted immediately above are 

all between 20 and 30 samples per second. 

Wilson et al [1982aJ briefly compare peak and trough detection 

with zero-crossing detection (i.e. locating the instants at which the 

oscillatory waveform crosses a threshold representing its average 

value over, say, its last few cycles) for detecting breaths in 
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respiratory signals. They conclude that peak and trough detection is 

more sui table for detecting breaths, in part because zero-crossing 

detectors more easily miss breaths if the baseline value of the 

respiratory signal changes suddenly. 

8.6.2.3 Detection of Artefacts 

When a "breath" is detected, tests are applied to determine 

whether it is an artefact from noisy or corrupted data. The first 

test classifies a "breath" as an artefact if ei ther of the Basal 

voltages (08.~.2) exceed the nominal maximum of +10V within the 

duration of the breath. This occurs if the connections to the patient 

become open circuit, as can happen routinely when the patient is 

unplugged from the plethysmograph. The second test classifies a 

"breathll as an artefact if its amplitude (i.e. tidal volume) exceeds a 

threshold value, which in the present system has a fixed value 

specified by the operator when the data analysis program is run. This 

test detects motion artefacts, whose amplitudes are usually much 

greater than the amplitude of quiet breathing (Figure 8.16). A 

"breathll which is classified as an artefact is not used in the 

computation of the breathing parameters described in the following 

subsections. 

More sophisticated tests for noise and artefacts in the signal 

are readily devised. Wilson and Franks [1982J report that the 

high-frequency content of motion artefacts is greater relative to the 

total spectral energy than that for normal breathing, and they include 

special hardware to provide this information in their respiratory 

moni toring system. The HF channels mentioned in Section 8.lt. 2 are. an 

advance provision for the same hardware in the system described here, 

following Wilson and Franks [1982J. Ad-hoc schemes for rejecting 

particular types of artefact may also be implemented [e.g. Wilson et 

al 1982aJ. 

8.6.2.lt Time Interval Between Breaths 

The Time Interval Between Breaths (TIBB) T is defined as the 
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interval between the beginnings of two successive breaths (see Figure 

8.20). The software maintains a counter which is incremented as each 

new sample is received, and computes the TIBB from the number of 

samples between successive troughs mul tipl ied by the sample interval 

which is read from the data file header (~8.6.1). 

The mean and standard deviation of the TIBB values ~ 
m 2 

during each epoch are computed by accumulating the values ~m and ~m 

during the epoch, computing the mean ~ and standard deviation s 

according to the standard formulae 

s 
~ 

2 

1 - I~ M m 

M - 1 

~ 

(B.li) 

(B.5) 

[cf. Quinn 1971i p.5B] at the end of the epoch, and writing them out to 

the processed-data f 11 e. 

A frequency histogram of the TIBB values ~ is also compiled 
m 

during the epoch and written to the processed-data file at the end of 

the epoch. The histogram consists of a set of numbers corresponding 

to "classes" of TIBB value, e.g. 0 - 0.5 seconds, 0.5 - 1.5 seconds, 

Volume 
signal 

1:" Time Interval Between Breaths (TIBB) 
Vr Tidal Volume 

Figure 8.20: Determination of TIBB and tidal volume from the sampled 

signal. 
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1.5 - 2.5 seconds, etc. At the beginning of the epoch all of the 

numbers in the histogram are set to zero. During the epoch, as each 

breath is detected and its TIBB is computed, the number of the class 

to which the TIBB value l belongs is incremented by one. At the end 
m 

of the epoch each number in the histogram ves the frequency of 

occurrence of TIBB values of the corresponding class during the epoch. 

The frequency histogram provides an explicit estimate of the 

probability distribution of breath lengths during the epoch. 

8.6.2.5 Tidal Volume 

The tidal volume VT is the difference in value between the 

peak and the trough of a breath (Figure 8.20). At the beginning of a 

breath, which occurs when a trough is detected in the sample stream, 

the software stores the value of the total volume signal. This value 

is subtracted from the value of the total volume signal when the 

following peak is detected, giving the tidal volume of the breath. 

The average tidal volume 

(8.6) 

of all breaths in the epoch is computed and written to the processed

data file at the end of the epoch. 

8.6.2.6 Minute Ventilation 

The average minute ventilation V
E 

during the epoch is computed 

at the end of the epoch from 

(8.7) 

and written to the processed-data file. 

8.6.2.7 Chest/Abdomen Phase Index 

The chest/abdomen phase index is a number expressing the 
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degree of synohronyof the ohest and abdomen motions [of. Saokner et 

al 1984b]. In normal breathing the chest and abdomen move in and out 

together, i.e. in phase. In some abnormal oonditions such as 

obstruoted or paradoxical breathing the chest and abdomen no longer 

+1 e-e-e-e e-e-e-e e-e-e 

/ \ / \ / CHEST 
STATE S1 -1 e-e e-e-e-e-e e-e-. 

+1 e-e-e-e e-e-e-e-e-e e-e 

/ \ / \ / ABDOMEN 
STATE S2 -1 e e-e-e-e e-e-e-e 

(Q) 

+1 

-1 

(b) 

Chest 
---,L.. __ .... 

Abdomen 

Figure 8.21: Computation and interpretation of the ohest/abdomen 

phase index. 

(a) Computing the phase {Pn} from the states {Sln}' 

{S2 n }' 

(b) The phase index p (dashed line) is close to +1 for 

normal breathing (left) and olose to -1 for 

paradoxioal breathing (right). 
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move in phase. The purpose of the phase index is to identify the 

occurrence of such abnormal breathing motions, which can occur 

naturally from obstructive respiratory disease [Tobin et al 1983a] and 

have been associated with impaired blood oxygenation in opioid 

analgesia for postoperative pain relief (08.2.2). 

For each sample the states sand s of the chest and cn an 
abdomen are compared and a phase Pn for the sample is defined to be +1 

if the states are the same and -1 if they are different (see Figure 

8.21a). If sand s take the values ±1 (8.2) then cn an 

( 8. 8) 

The chest/abdomen phase index for the epoch is the average 

(8.9) 

which is computed and written to the processed-data file at the end of 

the epoch. The value of p can vary between +1 when the chest and 

abdomen motions are perfectly in phase to -1 when the motions are 

perfectly out of phase (Figure 8.21b). Intermediate phasing of the 

motions, or a mixture of the extremes during an epoch, produces 

intermediate values of p (08.7). 

8.6.3 DISPLAY 

The processed-data files generated by the data analysis 

software contain information that can be directly displayed in 

graphical form. This is done using X/Y pen plotters at the Department 

of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, University of Canterbury. 

Two types of display are produced: a trend plot [cf. Theorell et al 

1974, Wilson and Franks 1982J of the averaged values of the parameters 

of Section 8.6.2 for each epoch against time, and a stackplot of the 

frequency histograms of the TIBB in each epoch. These displays are 

intended to present the long-term trends in respiratory performance 

visually. When the clinical study of respiratory effects of analgesia 

(08. 2.2) begins, it will be necessary to perform further data 

reduction on the processed-data files or the raw data to obtain 
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objective numerical descriptors of respiratory performance which can 

be statistically correlated against the type of analgesia 

administered. 

8.6.3.1 Trend Plot 

The "trend plot" is a graph of the values of each parameter's 

value vertically against the time of day horizontally (see Figure 

8.22). The graphs of the several parameters are drawn one beneath 

another with the time scales aligned. From top downwards in Figure 

8.22 these are TIBB, Minute Ventilation, Tidal Volume, and Phase 

Index. The horizontal bars in the TIBB graph show the mean TIBB in 

each epoch and the vertical bars denote ±1 standard deviation. 

Trends in respiratory patterns with time are easily seen in 

the trend plot since information from a long interval is compactly 

presented and correlated changes in the different parameters are 

simultaneously visible. The minute ventilation and tidal volume are 

on ar bitrary scales as the impedance plethysmograph is not yet 

quantitatively calibrated for volume. Therefore their values may be 

used in comparisons within a single recording but not necessarily 

between different recordings. 

Below the graphs of breathing parameters, a number of graphs 

may be plotted which allow the quality of the recorded data to be 

assessed. These are the graphs Bl, B2, F1, F2, and Noise Index in 

Figure 8.22. The Bl, B2, Fl, and F2 graphs show the mean value 

(horizontal bar) and range of values (vertical bar) of the Basal and 

Filtered signals from chest and abdomen in each epoch. Faulty 

electrical connections show as changes in the B1 and B2 graphs, which 

are normally constant at about half-scale. Noisy data are indicated 

by large ranges in the F1 and F2 graphs. The Noise Index graph shows 

the fraction of samples classified as artefacts (08.6.2.3) within 

each epoch and not used in computing the breathing parameters. A high 

noise index suggests that the remaining data, and hence the breathing 

parameters computed from them, may be unreliable. 
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Figure 8.22: Trend plot of a clinical recording analysed over five 

minute epochs. The recording is of a middle-aged male 

patient before surgery. 

8.6.3.2 TIBB stackplot 

stacking the frequency histograms of TIBB values (r$8.6.2.4) 
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computed for each epoch one behind the other in a three-dimensional 

manner and drawing a perspective view of the stack in two dimensions 

generates a "stackplot" of the TIBB information, as illustrated in 

Figure 8. which was generated from the recording excerpted in Figure 

8.16. The left-right horizontal coordinate is TIBB value, the 

vertical coordinate is frequency of occurrence of each TIBB value, 

and the front-back horizontal coordinate is time of day. Each data 

point's vertical coordinate is multiplied by the pOint's TIBB value 

(left-right horizontal coordinate) to obtain its vertical position in 

the stackplot. This weighting of the vertical coordinate compensates 

for the inverse relationship between the period of a breath and the 

Time 
of day 
(hours) 

16 

Figure 8.23: TIBB stackplot from the same data as Figure 8.22. Each 

slice in the plot is a frequency histogram of TIBB 

values in one epoch (see text). The left-right 

horizontal axis is TIBB value, the vertical axis is 

frequency of occurrence, and the front-back horizontal 

axis is time of day. 
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number of such breaths which fit into an epoch of given length, so 

that steady breathing at any rate produces a peak of constant height 

in the display. 

The stackplot display is visually striking and presents much 

information in a compact form. The mode (or most common value) of the 

TIBB distribution is the top of the ridge running the length of the 

stackplot, and var iations in the mode wi th time are easily seen 

(98.7). The amount of spread in the TIBB distribution affects the 

height and width of the ridge. Breathing at a nearly constant rate 

produces a tall. narrow ridge whereas unsteady breathing or a noisy 

signal produces a broader, lower ridge. 

The TIBB stackplot presents a primitive form of spectral 

analysis. with the frequency information on a linear period scale 

rather than the linear frequency scale of the conventional spectrogram 

[Altes 1980J. To demonstrate the relationship between the TIBB 

stackplot and conventional spectral analysis, Figure 8.24 shows two 

spectrograms, of the same recordings as in Figure 8.23. in which the 

power spectrum of each epoch has been computed using the Fast Fourier 

Transform [Bergland 1969J and the frequency coordinate has been 

transformed to a linear period scale like that of Figure 8.23. In 

Figure 8.24a the high amplitude of the signal in the noisy epochs 

obscures the quiet breathing in the display. In Figure 8.24b the area 

of each plot in the stack has been normalised, so that amplitude 

information in the signal is largely suppressed. Figure 8.24b is 

quite similar to the TIBB stackplot of Figure 8.23. The point of this 

comparison is that, if temporal information alone is required from the 

signal rather than amplitude information as well, the TIBB histograms 

produce results comparable to a Fourier spectral analysis [cf. Tucker 

1967 9>3.4J and are easier to compute in real-time when the samples 

arrive at fixed, small intervals. 

8.7 PRELIMINARY INICAL RESULTS 

The respiratory monitoring system has been used in the wards 

of the Chri stchurch Hospi tal over the past year and a half to 

gather data and experience from which the system's hardware, operating 
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procedures, and data processing algorithms have been developed. Data 

have been recorded so far from approximately patients. The amount 

and quality of the data are insufficient for conclusive statements 

about the respiratory effects of opioid analgesia, but preliminary 

observations can be made about the trends in respiratory behaviour 

that seem to be emerging. 

Figures 8.25 and 8.26 show trend plots generated from 

preoperative and postoperative recordings, respectively, of a female 

patient of 73 years age undergoing a gastrectomy. Postoperative pain 

relief was provided by intermittent intramuscular injection of the 

opioid drug pethidine. The TIBB stackplots from the same recordings 

are shown in Figures 8.27 (preoperative) and 8.28 (postoperative). 

Sampling was at one second intervals. This pair of recordings shows 

clearly the changes between preoperative and postoperative breathing 

patterns which seem to be typical of the clinical data gathered so 

far. 

Comparing the TIBB trend plots, Figures 8.25a and 8.26a, the 

preoperative breathing is at a relatively constant rate (apart from 

the noisy initial and corrupted final hours of the recording where the 

TIBB measurement is unreliable) whereas the postoperative breathing 

shows considerably greater long-term variations in TIBB. The 

preoperative and postoperative TIBB stackplots, Figures 8.27 and 8.28, 

show this strikingly. The increase in average TIBB in the 

postoperative state, which means slower breathing, is not typical of 

all the data gathered so far but the increased variability in the TIBB 

is. The origin of the short dips in the postoperative TIBB, marked * 
in Figure 8.26a, is unknown. 

The minute ventilation and tidal volume, Figures 8.25b, 8.25c 

and 8.26b, 8.26c, seem to be less on average postoperatively than 

preoperatively. Unfortunately, since the inductance plethysmograph is 

not quantitatively calibrated for volume, this change may have come 

from altered placement of the transducer belts or an altered 

distribution of breathing motions between chest and abdomen coupled 

with incorrect scaling factors (47.4.3) rather than an actual 

decrease in the patient's ventilation. 
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The phase index shows a clear difference between the 

preoperati ve and postoperative states. In the preoperative recording 

(Figure 8. 25d) the phase index (over the portion of the recording when 

the electrical connections to chest and abdomen were both intact) is 

comparatively steady and close to +1, indicating normal in-phase 

breathing motions almost all of the time. The postoperative phase 

index (Figure 8.26d) is much more variable and decreases to near or 

below zero on many occasions. This shows that the surgery or the 

opioid analgesia, or both, have significantly altered the patient's 

breathing in a potentially deleterious way. The phase index is not" 

affected by the arbitrary calibration for volume of the inductance 

plethysmograph because it depends only on the relative times of 

inhalation and exhalation of the recorded Signals (~8.6.2.7). 
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Figure 8.25: Trend plot of preoperative recording of a patient 

undergoing gastrectomy (see text). The abdomen belt 

came disconnected after 4pm. 



An alternative technique of pain relief for some abdominal 

surgery is the intercostal nerve block [Dripps et al 1982 (621], 
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which affects only a small part of the nervous system and therefore 

may be expected to have less pronounced respiratory effects than 

general opioid analgesia. Figure 8.29 shows the postoperati ve phase 

indices of all patients recorded so far who were given intercostal 

blocks for postoperative pain relief. In each of these patients the 

postoperative phase index is comparatively uniform and close to +1. 

This suggests that it is the general opioid analgesia rather than the 

surgery which caused the changes in chest/abdomen phase in the patient 

of Figure 8.26. and that intercostal nerve blocks do not cause the 

same changes. The postoperative TIBB plots for these patients were 

unremarkable and hence are not shown here. 
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Figure 8.26: Trend plot of postoperative recording of a patient 

undergoing gastrectomy (see text). Postoperative pain 

relief was by intramuscular injection of an opioid 

pain~killer. * marks unexplained short dips in TIBB. 
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Figure 8.29: Phase and noise indices from postoperative recordings of 

three patients undergoing abdominal surgery and given 

intercostal nerve blocks for postoperative pain relief. 
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8.8 DISCUSSION 

The inductance plethysmograph described in Section 8.~ has 

proven to be a good transducer for long-:-term clinical monitoring of 

respiration. It is comparatively comfortable to wear, does not 

interfere with the breathing of the patient, and delivers high quality 

recordings of chest and abdomen breathing motions except in the 

presence of gross body movement. 

An inductance plethysmograph is easy to build, as the 

transducer belts require no special skills or elaborate equipment for 

their manufacture other than a sewing machine and a soldering iron, 

and the electronics need only measure an inductance or inductive 

impedance. Any electrical impedance plethysmograph should be able to 

function as an inductance plethysmograph, merely by connecting it to 

an elastic coil with an appropriate number of turns instead of 

directly to electrodes attached to the patient's body. This assumes 

that the electrical design of the impedance plethysmograph allows it 

to correctly measure an impedance which is predominantly inductive. 

The transducer bel ts described in Section 8. ~.1 have the 

important feature of being broken rather than continuous loops, 

allowing them to be easily fitted around the torso of patients after 

surgery. The extra mechanical complication incurred by the break does 

not importantly affect the reliability of the belts in use provided 

the electrical plug and socket connections are taped together so that 

they cannot easily be pulled free. The least reliable component of 

the belts has been the ribbon cable joining pieces (Figure 8.3a): the 

conductors inside the ribbon cable easily fatigue and break at the 

soldered joints to the 13-way flat plug (Figure 8.3c). To prevent 

this it has been necessary to encase the soldered joints in a rigid 

aluminium shroud filled with silicone rubber. 

The relationship between the cross-sectional area of the 

transducer coils and their self-inductance (~8.~.3.1) is smoothly 

curved, which means that over the small increment of area 

corresponding to the vi tal capacity range (Figure 8.7) the 

relationship is approximately linear. The relationship between lung 

volume and self-inductance has not been directly tested for the 
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plethysmograph described here, but by the same argument it can be 

expected to be approximately linear. The ±2.4% linearity found for 

cross-sectional area over the vital capacity range seems consistent on 

this basis with the 2% linearity for volume reported by Milledge and 

Stott [1977J. The measurements of change in coil self-inductance with 

shape reported in Section 8.4.3.2 support the assertion made by others 

[e.g. Watson 1979J that the relation between self-inductance and area 

can be treated as independent of coil shape, over the limited 

variations of shape that cross-sections of the human torso experience. 

The dependence of coil self-inductance on its detailed three

dimensional geometry (cf. the discontinuities in the fitted curves of 

Figures 8.7 and 8.9) is of no practical importance provided the belts 

are securely fixed to the patient during monitoring sessions. 

To maintain accurate calibration of the inductance 

plethysmograph through an extended period of monitoring, it is 

obviously desirable for the positions of the belts on any patient to 

remain fixed. The mutual coupling between the coils (~8.4.3.4) and 

the three-dimensional geometry of the coils (end of previous 

paragraph) are significant in this respect. Fixing the belts to the 

patient's skin with adhesive tape holds them securely but is 

unpleasant for hairy patients because removing the tape is painful 

unless expertly done. This is one of the practical aspects of the 

inductance transducer that deserves more attention. The manufacturers 

of the commerCially produced Respitrace inductance plethysmograph 

originally attached both coils to a single elastic garment worn over 

the torso, but they later adopted an arrangement similar to that 

described in Section 8.4.1, with a separate elastic band for each coil 

[Sackner et al 1980bJ. 

Quantitative calibration for volume of the inductance 

plethysmograph described here has not yet been attempted. The 

usefulness of the instrument in the postoperative respiratory 

monitoring application would be enhanced considerably by such 

calibration because quantitative estimates of the ventilation of the 

lungs, expressed for example as the minute ventilation, are an 

important measure of the performance of the mechanical part of the 

respiratory process. As discussed in Section 7.4.4, accurate 

determination of the calibration coefficients for chest and abdomen 
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requires special breathing manoeuvres (such as the isovolume 

manoeuvre) or significant variations in the relative contributions of 

chest and abdomen to the total changes in lung volume, to improve the 

conditioning of the mathematical system being solved. These 

requirements are unlikely to be met with patients undergoing surgery 

because the patients may be in pain and postoperatively they may not 

be conscious. Their cooperation cannot be assumed as is necessary for 

special breathing manoeuvres, and it may not be permissible to 

deliberately alter breathing patterns by changing their posture. 

Calibration for volume in this application is therefore likely to be 

difficult. 

The eight bit resolution of the AID conversion in the 

interface between the inductance plethysmograph and the microcomputer 

(Q8.5.1) is a significant limitation on the dynamic range of the 

system. The gain of the Filtered channels of the plethysmograph has 

been set so that the qUietest breathing motions encountered in 

clinical monitoring are at least several least significant bits in 

amplitude. At this gain, moderately deep breathing saturates the AID 

conversion and the plethysmograph output buffers in the Filtered 

channels. This has not caused any difficulties in the clinical 

monitoring application as patients resting in bed do not frequently 

breathe deeply, but it does affect the usefulness of the system as is 

in other applications such as pulmonary function testing where deep or 

vigorous breathing occurs. Should it prove desirable to extend the 

dynamic range of the analogue interface, there are two obvious ways to 

do this. The first is to install a higher resolution AID converter 

(i.e. one with more bits). The programming language used for the 

respiratory monitoring software (Q8.5.2) has 16-bit integer 

arithmetic, but 10 or 12 bits of AID conversion seems adequate for any 

clinical application of the system. The second and probably better 

way to achieve a greater dynamic range is to use an electronic 

compander [e.g. Wilson and Brown 1982J between the plethysmograph and 

the AID converter to compress the dynamic range of the signals before 

conversion, and a lookup table in software to expand them again after 

conversion. Storage of raw data could be done in the 8-bit compressed 

form to save storage space. 

The respiratory monitoring system's data processing currently 
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produces visual displays of parameters of respiratory performance 

averaged over five-minute epochs. The preliminary clinical results so 

far obtained (08.1) show that significant changes in breathing 

pattern do occur postoperatively and that the respiratory monitoring 

system can detect these changes. The proper clinical study of 

respiratory effects of analgesia for which the system was built will 

require the correlation of respiratory performance against factors 

such as the type of analgesia which is administered. To do this it 

will be necessary to define and compute objective numerical 
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Figure 8.30: Data processing options for the respiratory monitoring 

system. The currently implemented data processing has 

the analysis done "off-line" (left). requiring the 

intermediate storage of a large volume of data. "On-

1 ine" processing (r ight) performs analysis in real time, 

which allows higher sample rates because the data is 

reduced before storage and allows "alarm" functions 

to be implemented. 
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descriptors of respiratory performance [cf. Wilson and Franks 1982, 

Sackner et al 1984bJ which can be used as input to statistical tests. 

The statistical properties of these numerical descriptors will have to 

be carefully considered when applying statistical tests to them. 

An important advance on the data processing currently 

implemented (08.6) is to do the data analysis in real-time, i.e. at 

the bedside as the data are acquired (see Figure 8.30). One benefit 

of this is the possible use of a high sample rate, since one does not 

have the restriction of storing all the samples on disc. More 

frequent sampling represents the signals with greater fidelity, which 

is likely to be necessary for more sophisticated tests for artefacts 

and processing of breath shape. The limited computational speed of 

the microcomputer imposes a limit on the sample rate and the 

complexity of the real-time data processing. However, the small 

bandwidth of respiratory waveforms [Hill 1973 p.2J allows more 

real-time data processing to be done by a given computer than in, say, 

ECG monitoring [Brydon 1976, cf. Bonneau et al 1983J. There are a 

number of situations to which an "alarm" monitor might be usefully 

applied, such as the sudden infant death syndrome [Golding et al 1985J 

and the adult sleep apnoea syndrome [Guilleminault et al 1976J. 

The respiratory monitoring system described in this chapter is 

potentially very versatile. Although designed and constructed for 

clinical monitoring of patients in studies of postoperative patient 

care, minor hardware enhancements and suitable software would make it 

a useful tool in other applications such as apnoea monitoring, 

pulmonary function testing, and exercise studies. 
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CHAPTER 9 

AN AUTOMATED VENOUS OCCLUSION PLETHYSMOGRAPH 

9.1 INTRODUCT ION 

This chapter describes a microprocessor-based automated venous 

occlusion plethysmograph, developed for studying blood circulation 

in the legs of patients undergoing hip replacement surgery. This 

instrument is the cUlmination of part of the Ph.D. research of a 

predecessor of mine [Seagar 1983a], and I completed its construction, 

programming, and commissioning. 

Section 9.2 is a brief review of deep vein thrombosis (DVT) 

and of venous occlusion plethysmography, a non-invasive procedure which 

can detect DVT. Section 9.3 describes the hardware and operation of 

the automated venous occlusion plethysmography system. The data 

processing performed by the system is described in Section 9.4. 

Examples of resul ts obtained wi th the system in clinical use are 

presented in Section 9.5. The usefulness of venous occlusion 

plethysmography and of the automated system are discussed in Section 

9.6. 

When I began work on the automated venous occlusion 

plethysmograph, its hardware had been specified and purchased and was 

almost completely assembled, and the data analysis algorithms 

described in Sections 9.4.3 to 9.4.7 already existed as part of a 

semi-manual system previously developed by Seagar. I completed the 

mechanical and electrical assembly of the automated system, producing 

the interfaces between the microcomputer and the printer, solenoid 

valve, and operator, finished the translation of the existing data 

analysis software from PDP FORTRAN into Intel PL/M-86, and designed 

and wrote the software for data acquisition, display of results, 

operator interface, and some other tasks within the system. My 

original contributions to the automated system are described in 

Sections 9.3.1, 9.3.2, 9.4.1, 9.4.2, and 9.4.8. 
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9.2 REVIEW 

9.2. 1 DEEP VEIN THROMBOSIS 

Deep yein thrombosis (DVT) is an abnormal condition of the 

circulatory system in which blood clots or thrombi form in the large 

veins of the body, such as those of the lower legs. DVT is dangerous 

because the clots can become detached from their sites of formation 

and travel through the veins and the heart into the arteries leading 

to the lungs. A clot (or any foreign body) free in the bloodstream is 

called an embolus. The embolus eventually lodges in the arterial 

system of the lungs as the blood flows through vessels of decreasing 

size, producing the condition of pulmonary embolism and blocking the 

blood flow to part or all of the lungs. Depending on the size of the 

embolus and where it lodges in the pulmonary blood vessels, pulmonary 

embolism can be fatal to the patient, -immediately or after a delay of 

up to several days [Guyton 1971 Ql0J. 

Blood clotting is a mechanism to block leaks in the 

circulatory system arising for example from injury [Guyton 1971 010J. 

It is abnormal for blood to clot within an undamaged vessel as occurs 

with DVT. A set of three contributing factors to DVT has been 

termed Virchow's triad (see Figure 9.1), which forms a foundation for 

Changes in 
BLOOD FLOW 

(eg. stasis of flow in 
immobile patients) 

Changes in 
BLOOD COMPOSITION 
(eg. from surgical trauma) 

Changes in the 
BLOOD VESSEL 

WALL 
(eg. surgical damage) 

Figure 9.1: Virchow's Triad of contributing factors to deep vein 

thrombosis, with notes on possible effects of surgery. 
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modern descriptions of the causes of DVT [Calnan and Allenby 1975J. 

Deep vein thrombosis is a recognised risk to the patient undergoing 

surgery [--- 1978J. The risk is particularly great for hip surgery 

[Sevitt and Gallagher 1961 J. Stasis of blood flow can occur, during 

surgery and postoperati vely, because the patient is immobile. 

Furthermore, in hip replacement surgery the leg being operated on is 

dislocated and placed in an unnatural position. This can profoundly 

affect the blood circulation within the leg during the time the leg is 

dislocated, increasing the risk of DVT (Figure 9.1). 

9.2.2 VENOUS OCCLUSION PLETHYSMOGRAPHY 

Venous occlusion plethysmography (or VOp) is a non-invasive 

technique for measuring characteristics of the blood circulation 

within a part of the body [Sumner 1978aJ. The veins leading out of the 

body part are occluded to prevent the outflow of blood from the body 

Cuff inflated 

Volume I 

change· 

Cuff deflated 
I 

4-----~----------------~----~~-----time 
Inflow Outflow 

Figure 9.2: Volume changes in a limb during venous occlusion 

plethysmography (after Seagar [1983aJ). When the cuff is 

inflated, blood collects in the veins and the limb's 

volume increases. When the cuff is deflated the excess 

blood flows out of the veins and the limb's volume 

decreases. 
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part and are then released again, causing pressure changes and 

consequent volume changes within the body part. On an arm or leg the 

occlusion is conveniently done by encircling the limb with a pneumatic 

cuff, inflating the cuff to a pressure suff icient to collapse the 

veins but not the arteries (in which the blood pressure is higher), 

and deflating the cuff again after a delay. The changes in volume of 

the limb during this process are measured (see Figure 9.2). The 

volume change with time is characteristic of the circulation within 

the limb and may be used to measure changes in the circulation, 

arising for example from deep vein thrombosis [Anderson and Wheeler 

1979J. 

There are two commonly employed techniques for conveniently 

measuring changes in limb volume which circumvent the need to enclose 

the limb in an air- or water-displacement plethysmograph. The first 

of these is mercury strain gauge plethysmography [Sumner 1978bJ, which 

measures changes in the circumference of the limb. The second is 

electrical impedance plethysmography [Nyboer 1970, Anderson et al 

1980J, in which the electrical impedance of a section of the limb is 

measured and changes of this are related to changes in volume [Seagar 

1983a ($1.3.2, Anderson et al 1980, Jaffrin and Vanhoutte 1979J. 

Impedance plethysmography can suffer from transient errors in 

determining limb volume change immediately after cuff deflation, due 

to changes in blood resistivity with flow [Wheeler 1978J (cf. ($9.4.4). 

However, comparative studies have shown that impedance plethysmography 

allows reasonably accurate determinations of limb blood flow during 

VOP and is in general more accurate than mercury strain-gauge 

plethysmography (see Mohapatra and Arenson [1979J and the references 

ci ted therein). 

l 

9.2.3 A SIMPLE MODEL OF LIMB CIRCULATION 

Seagar et al [1984J describe a simple model of limb 

circulation which is used to interpret the changes of limb volume 

during venous occlusion plethysmography (see Figure 9.3). Since the 

model is an important part of the data analysis and presentation 

performed by the automated venous occlusion plethysmograph «($9.4), it 

is described in detail here, following Seagar et al [1984J but with 
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slightly different notation. 

The limb model represents all the blood vessels within the 

limb as a single vessel which is part artery, part capillaries 

(arterioles are lumped in wi th the capillaries), and part vein. The 

capillary and venous parts of the model vessel exhibit significant 

resistance to blood flow, and the venous part of the model vessel is 
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Model of limb circulation during venous occlusion 

plethysmography (after Seagar et al [1984J). 
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compliant, i.e. changes in blood pressure are accompanied by changes 

of volume of the vein. The volume change in the entire model limb is 

equal to the volume change in the vein. Inflation of a pneumatic cuff 

encircling the limb for venous occlusion plethysmography (ci9.2.2) adds 

a large cuff resistance Rc to the venous resistance Rv ' causing the 

pressure within the vein to rise so that the vein expands. 

Blood flow through the vessel occurs at pressures P and flows 

Q, which are different at different parts of the vessel (Figure 9.3). 

The resistances of the vessel to flow are independent of flow so that 

the pressure drop AP across a resistance R is related to flow Q by 

QR • ( 9. 1 ) 

Similarly, venous compliance C is independent of pressure within the 
v 

vein so that volume change AV is related to pressure change AP in the 

vein by 

C AP v v 
(9.2) 

The physiological quanti ties of the 1 imb model are compactly stated as 

follows: 

SYMBOL NAME UNITS OF MEASUREMENT (for example) 

V Volume cm 3 

Q Flow cm 3 Is 

P Pressure mmHg 

R Resistance mmHg/(cm 3 /s) 

C Compl iance cm 3 /mmHg. ( 9. 3) 

An electrical equivalent circuit of the model is shown in Figure 9.4, 

with the correspondence between the electrical circuit parameters and 

the physiological model parameters of Figure 9.3 shown. 

The response of the model to inflation and deflation of the 

cuff is, in terms of changes of volume of the limb (cf. changes in 

charge on the capacitor in Figure 9.4), of exponential form after the 

cuff is inflated and of different exponential form after the cuff is 
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deflated again (cf. Figure 9.2). 

The volume changes in venous occlusion plethysmography are 

commonly expressed as fractions of the average total volume [Sumner 

1978aJ. in units of "%" or "cm 3 /10Ocm 3n say. It is then convenient to 

def ine "specific" quanti ties 

C C IV , 
u v 

( 9. 4a ) 

R' R. V ( 9. 4b ) 

[Seagar et al 1984J. Using the specific quantities, (9.3) becomes 

Va Change in charge llQ 
is equivalent to change 

CUFF Vv 
in volume llV in the 

+ + veins of Figure 9.3 

/ 0 
Cv 

\ \ 

\ \ \ \ 

\ \ \ 

\ \ - \ 'Inflated - \Deflated 

Physiological Electrical 

Q Flow I Current 
P Pressure V VOltage 
V Volume JQ.dt Q Charge JI.dt 
C Compliance = t:,V/t:,P C Capaci tance = t:,QIt:,V 
R Resistance R Resistance 

Figure 9.4: Electrical equivalent circuit for the limb model of 

Figure 9.3. and correspondence of the electrical 

quantities with the physiological model quantities. 
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SYMBOL NAME UNITS OF MEASUREMENT (for example) 

6V/V Relative volume change % or cm 3/1 OOcm 3 

Q/V Specific flow (cm 3/1 OOcm 3 ) I s 

P Pressure mmHg 

R' Specific resistance mmHgl «cm 3/1 OOcm 3)/s) 

C Specif ic u venous compl iance (cm 3/100cm 3)/mmHg. (9.5) 

The relative volume change of the model limb during venous occlusion 

plethysmography is gi yen by 

0 for t ~ t. , (9. 6a) 
1 

- (t -t ) 
i 

6V (t) CuR} 
, 

C 6P ( 
1 -

) for ti ~ t ~ t , (9. 6b) 
V u m e 0 

- (t-t ) 
0 

C R2 
, 

Vt e 
u 

for t ~ t (9. 6c) 
0 

where ti and to are the times at which inflow and outflow begin, which 

are ideally equal to the instants tu and td of cuff inflation and 

deflation respectively (Figure 9.2), and 

R '(R '+R ') 
R} 

, 
R 'II(R '+R ') a c v (cuff inflated), (9. 7a ) 

R ' +R '+R 
) 

a c v 
a c v 

R 
, 

R 
, 

, 
R 'IIR ' 

a v 
(cuff deflated), (9. 7b) R2 a v R ' +R ' 

a v 

R} 
, 

R2 
, 

6P - P \ - Pv\t=t. 
P - P P - P ( 9. 7c ) 

m v t.-roo m i a ~ a~ 
1 a a 

V
t 

6V I (9. 7d) vet) t=t 
0 

(cf. Seagar et al [1984], in which 6P ~ P has been used in equation m m 
(3» . 

The model is invoked by fitting exponential functions to the 
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inflow and outflow portions of the measured volume change function 

(Figure 9.2) and calculating the model parameters (e.g. Q IV, C , R ') 
a u v 

from the parameters of the fitted exponential curves (rj9.~.7). The 

model parameters are descriptive of the limb circulation, and have the 

advantage over other arbitrary measures of the volume change function 

[Seagar et al 1984] of being more closely related to the actual 

physiology of the limb. 

9.3 THE AUTOMATED VENOUS OCCLUSION PLETHYSMOGRAPH 

9.3. 1 HARDWARE 

The hardware of the automated venous occlusion plethysmograph 

(also referred to here as "the system") comprises a pneumatic circuit 

and cuffs, an electrical impedance plethysmograph, a chart recorder, 

and a Processor Box and printer (see Figure 9.5). The chart recorder 

\ 
\ 

Printer 
(Epson 
MX-BO) 

Solenoid 
valve 

Processor 
Box 

Pneumatic 
circuit 

Impedance 
...-----Iplethysmo

(hart 
recorder 

graph 

Figure 9.5: Block diagram of the automated venous occlusion 

plethysmograph. 
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is not necessary to the operation of the automated system but has been 

retained for continuity wi th the earlier semi-manual system (1$9.1). 

The automated VOP is designed to make simultaneous measurements on 

both legs of a patient during hip replacement surgery, so there are 

two pneumatic cuffs and two channels in the impedance plethysmograph, 

one for each leg. The processor box contains a microcomputer and 

controls the inflation and deflation of the cuffs, samples the 

electrical outputs of the impedance plethysmograph, computes and 

prints out the limb model parameters and other results of the 

measurements, and executes self-test routines, under commands entered 

by the system's operator through a keypad mounted on the processor 

box. 

The microcomputer wi thin the processor box (see Figure 9.6) 

consists of an Intel iSSC 88/25 processor board [Intel 1981] 

containing an 8088 microprocessor and 8087 numeric coprocessor, a 

64K byte dynamic RAM board [Sinton 1979J, and a 12-bit AID converter 

board [Analog Devices 1978], connected by the Intel Multibus 

[Barthmaier 1979. Boberg 1980J. The processor box also contains power 

supplies and interfaces between the microcomputer and the impedance 

plethysmograph, solenoid valve. keypad. and printer. 

Printer 

Keypad 

Pneumatic 
circuit 

Solenoid 
valve 

Processor 
(8088 + 

8087) 

64K 
RAM 

Impedance 
plethysmograph 

(4 analogue voltages) 

AID 
converter 

Power 
supplies 

Figure 9.6: Block diagram of the automated VOP processor box. 
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The software for the system is written in PL/M-86 [Intel 

1978J, comprising approximately 1600 PL/M-86 statements and compiling 

to approximately 18K bytes of executable code which resides in EPROM 

on the iSBC 88/25. 

9.3.2 OPERA TING CONTROLS 

The operating controls of the automated venous occlusion 

plethysmograph consist, apart from mains switches on the electrical 

equipment and various manual valves in the pneumatic circuit, of a 

keypad of sixteen keys and a large red Stop button on the processor 

box (see Figure 9.7). The Stop button applies a hardware reset to the 

microcomputer. It is not normally used. The keypad has twelve 

numeric keys and four command keys which cause the system to perform 

specific actions when they are pressed. 

MEA (Measure) causes the automated VOP to make one set of 

measurements (ri9. 4. 2). Samples representing the volume changes in 

the legs are taken at regular intervals and stored in the system!s 

memory. The pneumatic cuffs are inflated and deflated at 

appropriate times. There is room in memory for two sets of 

measurements, i.e. two successive uses of the Measure command. 

Numeric keys Command keys 
\ / 
\ I 

rn rn IT] IMEAI 

rn []] []] IpRII 

lQI] IT] rn !FUNI 

[QJ c:J IENTI ICANI 

Figure 9.7: Operating controls of the automated VOP processor box. 
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PHI (Print) causes the automated VOP to compute and print out 

(00 9.~.3 - 9.~.8) the results from the least recent measurement 

stored in memory. 

FUN (Function) used in combination with the numeric keys 

(Discard), 2 (Parameters alter), or 3 (Test), allows (1) a measurement 

to be discarded without processing, (2) the parameter values used in 

the processing to be altered, or (3) self-testing routines to be 

executed which exercise the hardware of the system. 

CAN (Cancel) aborts the execution of the Measure or Print commands, 

quickly returning the system to readiness for a new command. 

The numeric keys, together with the Cancel key for cancelling bad 

entries, are used with the Function 2 (parameters alter) command to 

enter numbers into the system. 

9.3.3 CLINICAL USE OF THE AUTOMATED VOP 

In clinical use of the automated VOP to monitor leg blood flow 

during hip replacement surgery, measurements (a single measurement 

records inflow and outflow curves, as depicted in Figure 9.2, for each 

leg) are taken before surgery, at intervals during surgery, and on 

occasions during some weeks following surgery. The procedure for the 

measurements at each of these times is essentially similar. 

The impedance plethysmograph electrodes are of self-adhesive 

aluminium tape applied around the circumference of the patient's legs 

with electrolyte jelly. A constant current source connected to an 

electrode at each ankle drives 2mA p-p AC through both legs. The 

AC voltages appearing across pairs of electrodes around each calf are 

measured. The pneumatic cuffs are placed just above the knees. For 

measurements made during surgery, elastic stockings which reduce the 

risk of deep vein thrombosis by diverting blood from surface veins to 

deep veins in the leg [Calnan and Allenby 1975J are fitted over the 

electrodes. This arrangement remains in place during surgery. 

A measurement is made by pressing the Measure key (00 9.3.2, 
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9.4.2). The processed results of the measurement are obtained by 

pressing the Print key (00 9.3.2, 9.4.3 - 9.4.8). 

One measurement takes approximately 80 seconds (if the default 

inflow and outflow times are used), during which time surgery is 

halted to keep the patient's legs still and thereby avoid motion 

artefacts. The processing and printing of results takes considerably 

longer, about 5 minutes, due almost entirely to the slow speed of the 

printer (processing takes about 5 seconds and printing about 2~ 

minutes for each leg). The Measure and Print functions are separate 

commands and the processor box maintains two memory buffers so that 

two Measurements can be made followed by two Print commands. This 

allows closely spaced pairs of measurements to be made, for example to 

observe the effects of a particular action on the legs. Table 9.1 

shows the times at which VOP measurements were initiated in a typical 

VOP Measurement Time between 
Surgical Procedure meas ur ements Label Start time (minutes) 

Pre i nducti on 11 : 1 Oam 

Initial anaesthesia 28 

Pre incision 11 :38am 

Hip cut open 15 

Pre dislocation 11 :53am 

Joint dislocated 6 

Post dislocation 11 :59am 
Acetabulum (cup) 

32 fitted 
Post acetabulum 12 :31 pm 

Femoral prosthesis 
3 fitted 

Post shaft 12:34pm 

Joint reassembled 2 

Post relocation 12 :36pm 

Cut sewn shut 16 

End operation 12 :52pm 

Table 9.1: Times of VOP measurement during a typical total hip 

replacement operation. 
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total hip replacement operation. The two-measurement capability 

reduces the delaying of normal surgical procedure during the closely 

spaced post acetabulum to post relocation measurements by allowing the 

processing and printing of a measurement to be held until after the 

post relocation measurement. 

9.4 DATA PROCESSING 

9.4. 1 TURN-ON INITIALISATION 

When the processor box is turned on, or reset using the Stop 

button, software is executed which initialises the hardware of the 

processor box. performs self-tests, and sets default parameter values 

for the data acquisition and data analysis described in the following 

subsections. During the ini tialisation procedure !lINIT" is printed on 

the printer, and when initialisation is complete the processor box 

enters a "readyll state in which "READY> " is printed as a prompt and 

the processor waits for a command from the operator (1$9.3.2). 

9.4.2 DATA ACQUISITION 

Data acquisition is initiated by pressing the Measure button. 

Real-time interrupts generated on the iSBC 88/25 board (09.3.1) 

regularly acti vate an interrupt service routine (ISR). The ISR is 

a special subroutine activated by a hardware signal instead of a 

software Call instruction. The ISR periodically samples the impedance 

plethysmograph output voltages through the AID converter and stores 

the sample values into RAM. The ISR also energises and releases the 

solenoid valve to inflate and deflate the pneumatic cuffs at 

appropriate times. At the end of the measurement period, the ISR 

halts the real-time interrupts and Signals completion of measure~ent 

to the main program. Meanwhile, the main program executes a loop, 

writing the values of the most recent sample to the printer in a 

graphical format Simulating the traces of a chart recording (see 

Figure 9.8). This output gives immediate visual feedback to the 

system's operator of the quality of the measurement. The loop 
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terminates when the completion of measurement signal from the ISH 

occurs, and the main program then returns to its ready state and waits 

for the next command from the operator. The default values of the 

sampling interval and the times relati ve to the start of measurement 

of cuff inflation, cuff deflation, and measurement termination are 

established in the turn-on initialisation as follows: 

SAMP LE INTERVAL 

CUFF INFLATION TIME 

CUFF DEFLATION TIME 

MEASUREMENT END TIME 

1.0 seconds 

2 seconds 

47 seconds 

77 seconds. 

The default values give 45 seconds of inflow measurement and 30 

seconds of outflow measurement (cf. Figure 9.2). These values may 

be altered by the operator using the Function 2 (parameters alter) 

command (ci9.3.2). 

READY> 

Heasurelenl 1 ... 

left Basal left Venous Ri ght 8asal Right Venous 

~ 
x ) 1 ) 

I oX 

j 
x • x :\ X oX x • y 

f 
:1 : 1 

II 
. ; 

I t { 
I x x 

~ 
:( I 

. \ 

I !" I 

~ f 
READY> 

Figure 9.8: Real-time display of the impedance plethysmograph 

voltages during measurement. This display simulates the 

output of a four-channel chart recorder, with ±10V full 

scale horizontally for each channel and time running 

vertically down the page. Crosses mar k the measured 

vol tages, dots mar k zero vol ts, and the broken verti cal 

lines delimit the four channels. 
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The measurements are made and stored in terms of limb 

impedance Z( t) and impedance changes f:.Z( t) as measured by the 

impedance plethysmograph. These data are converted into relative 

volume changes during the analysis phase (<b9.4.3). Since the volume 

changes and consequent impedance changes in the limb are comparatively 

small (of the order of 1% of the average volume or impedance, cf. 

Figures 9.11, 9.12 in <b9. 5), the impedance plethysmograph provides two 

electrical outputs for each leg to allow both Z(t) and f:.Z(t) to be 

accurately represented wi thin the dynamic range of the microcomputer's 

AID converter and the chart recorder. The first ("basal") output 

voltage (cf. Figure 9.8) is directly proportional to Zet). The second 

("venous") output vol tage, representing f:.Z( t), is obtained from the 

basal voltage via a high-pass RC network and amplifier providing high 

gain with a DC block. For each measurement, the venous voltages for 

each sample and the average basal voltage over all samples during the 

measurement period for each leg are scaled into units of ohms and 

stored. 

9.4.3 SCALING TO RELATIVE VOLUME CHANGE 

The processing and printing of results from a measurement, 

initiated by the Print command (<b9.3.2), begins by computing relative 

volume change f:.V/V(t) for each leg using the stored impedance data 

from the measurement phase (<$9.4.2). The stored average impedance 

from the basal signals gives Z, the average limb impedance during the 

measurement, directly. The impedance changes with time f:.Z(t) are 

obtained from the stored venous samples by deconvolving from them the 

impulse response of the high-pass RC networks in the impedance 

plethysmograph's venous channels [Seagar 1983a Appendix 2J. The 

relative volume changes AV/V(t) are then computed from the impedance 

data using the approximation 

f:.V (t) 
V 

( 9.8) 

[Seagar 1983a <b1.3.2, Anderson et al 1980J. where Pb and Pt are the 

blood and tissue resistivities respectively. Equation (9.8) is 

derived from a cylindrical model of a limb consisting of blood and 



tissue, in which the blood volume but not the tissue volume changes 

and the length of the limb remains constant. Default values for Pb 
and Pt of 150Qcm and 240Qcm respectively are used. These may be 

changed by the operator using the Function 2 (parameters alter) 

command. 

9.4.4 FINDING INFLOW AND OUTFLOW 

363 

The instants t. and t at which inflow and outflow begin are 
1 0 

ideally equal to the instants tu and td of inflation and deflation of 

the cuffs (Figure 9.2). However, in practice the volume increase and 

decrease assooiated with inflow and outflow, respectively, are not 

ti.V~ (t) Inflate cuff Deflate cuff 
I I 

: Transients------== 

End of 
measurement 

(0) 

!J.V (t) 
V 

(b) 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

te 

tu fj td to te 
.... 1 .. __ .;;;.;..In;....;,..fl;;.";;..o..;,.;...w_--I .. ,, .. Outflow ... 1 

time 

time 

Figure 9.9: Finding the start of inflow and outflow. 

(a) Transient changes in ~V t) occur immediately after 

inflation and deflation of the cuffs. 

(b) Triggering to avoid the inflation and deflation 

transients. Inflow is defined as the interval 

[ti;td ] and outflow as the interval [to;teJ. 
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necessarily apparent immediately after the inflation or deflation of 

the cuffs [Seagar 1983bJ. The measurements may show the behaviour 

immediately after cuff inflation and deflation depicted in exaggerated 

form in Figure 9.9a, due perhaps to tissue displacement near the cuffs 

or changes in blood resistivity with flow rate [Seagar 1983bJ. When 

fitting exponential curves to the measurements, it is advantageous to 

do so over portions of the measurements that do not include the 

inflation and deflation transients. 

The software incorporates a "trigger" mechanism to define the 

beginnings of inflow and outflow after the inflation and deflation 

transients. The trigger exploits the oppositeness of direction of 

change of the transients from the expected volume changes. Using 

inflow as an example, the average slope of the /::,V/V(t) curve over the 

interval [tu;tdJ is computed, and 20% of this slope is defined as a 

threshold. The point within the interval [tu;tdJ at which the slope 

of /::,V/V(t) first becomes greater than the threshold is recognised as 

the beginning of inflow (Figure 9. 9b). For outflow the same process 

is performed over the interval [td;teJ (te is the time of end of 

measurement), and since the expected average slope is negative the 

beginning of outflow is recognised where the slope first becomes less 

than the threshold. 

The volume changes of the limb being operated on in hip 

surgery are sometimes very small [Seagar 1983bJ (cf. Figure 9.12 in 

<69.5), so that the beginning of inflow and outflow cannot be 

accurately identified from the volume change measurements of the 

operative limb. The volume changes of the other limb are usually 

normal, however (cf. Figure 9.12). The software trigger described 

here is applied to the sum of the volume changes of both limbs, and 

the instants ti and to so found are used for both limbs. The 

intervals [t.;tdJ and [t ;t J are defined as the durations of inflow 
1 0 e 

and outflow, respectively, and the exponential curves are fitte.d to 

the measurements (<69.4.6) over these intervals. 

9.4.5 REMOVING BASELINE DRIFT 

The limbs should ideally return to the same volume after cuff 
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/).V (t) 
V 
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Measured curve 

I Extrapolation of 
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Figure 9.10: Correction of relative volume change for baseline drift. 

deflation as they had before cuff inflation. In practice small 

deviations from this, of up to say 10% of the volume changes from the 

venous occlusion itself, may occur [Seagar 1983bJ (see Figure 9.10), 

The software removes this baseline drift, assuming its rate to be 

constant over the measurement period, by fitting an exponential 

function to the outflow curve to determine the final resting volume, 

drawing a straight line from this volume at t to the volume at the 
e 

beginning of inflow at t. (Figure 9.10), and subtracting this linear 
1 

estimate of the baseline drift from the measured 8.V/V(t) to get a 

corrected 8.V/V(t). 

9.4.6 FITTING EXPONENTIALS TO INFLOW AND OUTFLOW 

Exponential functions are fitted to the corrected samples 

(\;'69.4.5) of 8.V/V(t) to obtain the parameters Alf B1' C1 and A2, B2• 

Cz in the equations 

8.V(t) 
-C 1 (t-t . ) 

INFLOW Al + B1e 
1 t. ~ t ~ td V 

, 
1 

, 

8.V(t) 
-C (t-t ) 

OUTFLOW A2 + Bze 
2 0 

t ~ t ~ t 
0 e (9.10) 

Each exponential is fitted by forming an initial estimate of the 
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parameters AI' B1 • C1 (inflow) or A2 • B2 • C2 (outflow) and then 

iteratively refining the estimate to minimise the RMS difference 

between the exponential and the measured data over the interval 

[t.;tdJ (inflow) or [t ;t J (outflow) using a modified Newton 
1 0 e 

algorithm [Seagar et al 1984J. The numerical algorithms used are 

described by Seagar [1983aJ. 

9.4.7 INVOKING THE LIMB MODEL 

The limb model of Section 9.2.3 is invoked by equating (9.9) 

and (9.10) with (9.6b) and (9.6c) and solving for the model parameters 

Q IV, C • and R ' [Seagar et al 1984J. The maximum pressure rise ~p 
a u v m 

(9.7) is required for these calculations. Experiments have shown 

[Seagar et al 1984, Seagar 1983bJ that ~p ~ P is approximately half m m 
of the cuff pressure P over the range of cuff pressures normally used 

c 
in venous occlusion plethysmography. The software therefore uses the 

approximation 

~P 
m 

0.5P c 
( 9. 11) 

The default value used for P is 60mmHg. If a different cuff pressure 
c 

is used, P can be altered with the Function 2 (parameters alter) 
c 

command. 

The model parameters are calculated using 

INITIAL SPECIFIC INFLOW 

SPECIFIC VENOUS COMPLIANCE 

SPECIFIC VENOUS RESISTANCE 

Qa 
11 t=t. 

1 

C 
u 

R ' 
v 

( 9. 1 2a ) 

( 9. 12b ) 

( 9. 1 2c ) 

A number of other parameters of the volume change curve are also 

calculated, to allow direct comparison with the other measures that 

have been used in venous occlusion plethysmography [Seagar et al 

1984J. These are as follows: 
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MAXIMUM SPECIFIC OUTFLOW 
QV, 

B1 C2 (9.13a) 
V t=t 

, 
0 

OUTFLOW TIME CONSTANT '0 C' ( 9. 1 3b) 
2 

MAXIMUM VOLUME RISE l\V(t ) from the 
V d 

measured data, (9.13c) 

l\V(t +2) 
RELATIVE RISE AFTER 2s OUTFLOW 

V d 
from the 

l\V(t ) measured data, (9.13d) 
V d 

RISE AFTER 3s OUTFLOW l\V(t +3) from the 
V d 

measured data. ( 9. 1 3e ) 

The maximum volume rise and rise after 3s outflow are displayed 

(Q9.4.8) in units of 0.04cc/100cc. They may be reexpressed as 

percentage volume changes (cc/100cc) by dividing their numerical 

val ues by 25. 

9.4.8 DISPLAY 

After the data analysis is complete, the processor box 

produces a page of print-out for each leg which presents the results 

of the analysis (examples of this print-out are given in Figure 9.11 

in Q9.5). The print-out includes numerical values of measurement 

conditions, parameter values assumed in the analysis, and results from 

the analysi s, and gives a graphical picture of the relative volume 

change l\V/V(t) in percent units against time, after deconvolution 

(Q9. 4. 3) and removal of baseline drift (Q9. 4. 5) • In the graph, 

measured data pOints appear as crosses "x" and the fitted curves 

appear as dots II.". Where these coincide a cross is printed. The RMS 

difference between the measured and fitted curves. in percent uni ts, 

is displayed graphically as a vertical bar at the top right of the 

graph and numerically below the graph. giving a quanti tati ve 

assessment of the quality of fit of the model response to the actual 

lim b r es po ns e . 
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9.5 EXAMPLES OF CLINICAL RESULTS 

This section presents examples of output from the automated 

venous occlusion plethysmograph in situations where it has provided 

clinically significant information. 

The first example (see Figure 9.11) illustrates the effects of 

deep vein thrombosis on blood flow wi thin the legs as interpreted by 

venous occlusion plethysmography. Figure 9.11a (left leg) is of a leg 

affected by proximal DVT (the thrombus is in the upper leg, 

"downstream" in the veins from the VOP measurement site), and Figure 

9.11b (right leg) is of a normal leg. The blood flow and volume 

change from venous occlusion are smaller in the affected leg, as is 

clearly evident from the percentage volume change curves of Figure 

9.11. Comparing the numerical values of the electrical model 

parameters for the two legs, the affected leg (Figure 9.11a) has 

reduced initial specific inflow. greatly reduced maximum specific 

outflow. and increased specific venous resistance. These changes are 

consistent with partial blockage of the veins carrying blood away from 

the left lower leg. Experience with venous occlusion plethysmography 

in Christchurch hospi tals has shown that the value of the specific 

venous compliance (styled "capaci tance" in Figure 9.11) is by itself 

not a reliable indicator of the presence or absence of DVT. 

The second example (see Figure 9.12) shows changes of blood 

circulation during surgery in the legs of a patient undergoing total 

hip replacement surgery. For a time during surgery the limb being 

operated on (the right leg in Figure 9.12) is twisted to an unnatural 

position for the fitting of the femoral prosthesis. This deranges the 

blood vessels at the hip and can greatly affect blood flow within the 

limb. The top, middle. and bottom rows of Figure 9.12 show volume 

change curves from VOP measurements on both legs at the post 

acetabulum, post shaft. and post relocation stages of surgery (cf. 

Table 9.1 in 09.3.3) respectively. The right leg (right hand curve 

in each row) was the operative limb. It was in a comparatively normal 

position for the top and bottom rows and in the unnatural position for 

the middle row of Figure 9.12. 

The VOP measurements show that the blood flow within the right 
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Left Leg, measurement 1. 

Measurement conditions --

Sampling interval 
Cuff inflated at 

1.0 seconds 
2 seconds 

Cuff deflated at I 47 seconds 
Cuff pressure assumed 
Blood resistivity assumed 
Tissue resistivity .ssumed 

60 mm Hg 
150 ohm.cm 
240 ohm.em 

Measured results --

Inflow detected at 
Outflow detected at 
Average impedance of leg 

Percentage volume changes 

2.0 I V I V 

1 .• 5 

1.0 

0.5 

:5 second~:. 

48 seconds 
26..ohms 

xxunxnXXXXXXXXlC 11~)(xuxxuxx ~r1~x~ ~x 

rJ9.5 

Dati ~ 
Fitted 

Error 

xX pxXX • xX~XUXXX~~IXXXX 
0." I ~~~:~----to------' -20 --------;0--------;0--------;0--------bO---:: ::~}~~mx --+---------+---------+ ---------+---S;;~;d: 

-0.5 

RM8 absolute error in fit I 0.016 %V/V 

Electrical Model parameters 

Initial specific inflow 
1'1aj-l i mum sp 8e if i c out f 1 01'1 

Specific Venous Capacitance 
Venous-, I1 res i st.3.rlce ll 

Outflow timeconstant 

1.88 cc/iOOcc/minute 
0.6 cc/iOOcc/minute 

0.93 cc/lOOcc/lOOmmHg 
27.088 100mmHg/(cc/l00cc/s8cl 
2~5" 10 sec: 

Additional parameters --

(0) 

Maximum volume rise 
~F~lt&¥PeFi!~ B~t'ro~s outflow 

7.6 O.04cc/iOOcc 
O·S~~ e~6~Ec/l0cc 

Figure 9. 11 Output of the automated venous occlusion plethysmograph 

showing the effects of proximal deep vein thrombosis in 

a patient's left leg (a), compared to the right leg (b) 

which was unaffected by DVT. 



Right Leg, measurement 1. 

Measurement conditions --

Sampling interval 
Cuff inflated at 
Cuff deflated at 

1.0 se(:ond5 
2 seconds 

47 seconds 
Cuff pressure assumed 
Blood resistivity assumed 
Tissue resistivity assumed 

60 mm Hg 
15(1 ohm.cm 
240 ohm.cm 

Measured result. --

Inflow detected at 
OutfloW detected at 
Average impedancB of leg 

Percentage velume changes 

IV I V 

1.5 

3 seconds 
48 seconds 
35 ohms 

RMS absolute error in fit = 0.022 %V/V 

Electrical Model parameters 

Initial specific inflow 
Maximum specific outflow 
Specific Venous Capacitance 
Venous "resistance'l 
Outflcw timBconstant 

Additional parameters --

(b) 

Maximum volume rise 
Relative rise after 2. outflow 
Rise after 3s outflow 

Figure 9.11 (continued) 

4.51 
16.8 
3.67 

1.178 
4.32 

cc/l00cc/minute 
ccl 100cc/mi nLlte 
cc/100cc/100mmHg 
100mmHg/(cc/l00cc/sec) 
sec 

26 .. 1 
0.'7'59 
20~O 

O. 04ccl 1 (lOq: 
cc/cc 
O.04cc/l0cc 
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Dala x 
Fitted 

Error 
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Left leg 
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Figure 9.12: Volume change curves from venous occlusion 

plethysmography showing changes in leg blood flow during 

total hip replacement surgery. In each row the left 

hand plot is for the left leg and the right hand plot is 

for the right leg. The ri ght leg was being operated on. 

(a) Resul ts from post acetabul urn measurement. 

(b) Resul ts from post shaft measur ement. 

(c) Results from post relocation measurement. 
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leg was normal at the post acetabulum and post relocation 

measurements, but was almost completely absent at the post shaft 

measurement when the leg was twisted about. The measurements also 

show that the flow in the left (non-operative) leg remained normal 

throughout the operation and that when the right leg was relocated 

(Figure 9.12c) the blood flow in both legs increased above its values 

before the derangement of the right leg (Figure 9.12a). The increased 

blood flow after the right leg was relocated and the changes in left 

leg blood flow in response to changes in the right leg are indicative 

of the operation of body mechanisms controlling circulation. 

9.6 DISCUSSION 

Venous occlusion plethysmography provides a non-invasive means 

of measuring circulation in the limbs. The automated venous occlusion 

plethysmograph described in this chapter simplifies VOP by performing 

cuff inflation and deflation, measurement, and analysis automatically. 

The system produces printed output which provides a permanent record 

of the measurements for examination and archival storage. 

The first clinical example presented in Section 9.5 (Figure 

9.11) demonstrates the utility of the automated VOP in diagnosing deep 

vein thrombosis. From clinical use of the automated VOP and the 

earlier semi-manual VOP system, it has been found that venous occlusion 

plethysmography can reliably detect proximal DVT (i.e. those in the 

upper legs) but is less reliable for detecting DVT in the lower legs. 

This accords with the experience of others [Hull et al 1976, Hull et 

al 1978; see also Wheeler et al 1978J. The incidence of false 

positives is low, so that an abnormal curve of the type shown in 

Figure 9.11a almost always means that DVT is present. 

The first example of Section 9.5 also demonstrates the utility 

of venous occlusion plethysmography as a non-invasive test of limb 

circulation in circumstances where the standard invasive tests (e.g. 

venography, in which a dye is injected into the foot and X-ray 

pictures are taken) are unsuitable. The patient on whom the 

measurements of Figure 9.11 were made was a young male adult admitted 

to the Intensive Care Unit (ICU) of Christchurch Hospital with spinal 
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injury from an accident resulting in partial paralysis. The prognosis 

with incomplete neurological injury (i.e. partial paralysis) is good 

provided the injury is not exacerbated by unnecessarily moving the 

patient. Therefore, instead of moving the patient from ICU to the 

Radiotherapy department for venography. the automated VO? was used in 

ICU as a non-invasive test. If the VO? output had been normal this 

would have been accepted as evidence that proximal DVT was not present 

and thus avoided the need for venography. However, the abnormal 

output shown in Figure 9.11 was obtained. As a result of this the 

patient underwent venography which confirmed the presence of proximal 

DVT. The patient was given anticoagulant drugs as treatment for 

the DVT. 

Measurement of limb circulation is of physiological and 

clinical interest in a general sense, not merely for the diagnosis of 

deep vein thrombosis. For example. researchers at the Christchurch 

Clinical School of Medicine are interested in the changes of blood 

flow which occur as a result of surgery and anaesthesia. Venous 

occlusion plethysmography is a convenient technique which can be used 

intraoperatively. The second clinical example of Section 9.5 (Figure 

9.12) illustrates the intraoperative information that the automated 

VO? can provide. Another study using the automated VO? which has 

recently begun at the Christchurch Clinical School is an investigation 

of how the blood flow in people's arms is affected by the posture of 

the arms. The automated venous occlusion plethysmograph is expected 

to have continuing application in Christchurch hospitals as a 

convenient non-invasive means of measuring limb circulation. 
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CHAPTER 10 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

10.1 INTRODUCTION 

Conclusions from the original work described in this thesis 

are presented in each of the relevant chapters, in Sections 5.3.6, 

5.4.3, 6.6, 8.8, and 9.6. In this chapter the main points of the 

conclusions are rei terated, aspects of this wor k warranting further 

investigation are identified, and avenues for future research are 

proposed. 

10.2 ASTRONOMICAL SPECKLE IMAGING 

10.2.1 SHIFT-AND-ADD 

377 

Simple shift-and-add (~3.6.2) and its extensions (~~ 3.6.2, 

3.6.3) are important members of the family of astronomical speckle 

processing techniques. The basic shift-and-add algorithms reviewed in 

Section 3.6.2 are computationally simpler to implement than any other 

speckle processing technique. Shift-and-add has produced useful 

astrophysical information [Bagnuolo and McAlister 1983, Hutter et al 

1985, Baba et al 1985, Christou et al 1986J. The results presented in 

Chapter 5 of this thesis provide new understanding of the performance 

of simple shift-and-add when speckle images exhibit significant 

nonisoplanatism or significant photon-limiting. Both of these effects 

are likely to be often encountered in astronomical practice. 

The results of Section 5.3 show that shift-and-add with 

partially isoplanatic speckle images experiences attenuation and loss 

of resolution of detail in the shift-and-add image, commeasurable with 

the similar effects which occur with speckle interferometry. No 

spurious fine detail is generated in the shift-and-add image as a 

result of partial isoplanatism. Shift-and-add is affected by 
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nonisoplanatism equivalently to speckle holography, and is affected 

more benignly than the Knox-Thompson method, in which the image is 

reportedly severely degraded by nonisoplanatism [Karo and Schneiderman 

1975 J. 

The empirical results of Section 5.3, which are drawn from 

computer simulations in which the atmosphere was modelled by a single 

phase screen, would be strengthened by modelling the atmosphere more 

realistically. The model of the atmosphere should be considerably 

improved by making the simulated atmospheric turbulence II thick" 

instead of "thinll, i.e. by representing the atmosphere as two or 

possibly more phase screens (~2.7) instead of just one. The phase 

screens could be simulated as described in Section 4.5 with different 

values of h. With a pair of phase screens, the two regions of large 

C
N

2 (h) at low and high altitudes (Figure 2.2) could be represented. 

Roddier et aI's [1982J theoretical description of nonisoplanatic 

speckle images (02.6) has consequences for speckle interferometry that 

are different in some details for thick (ilh ¢ 0 in (2.33» and thin 

(Llh=O) turbulence. The distinction between thick and thin turbulence 

is therefore important with speckle interferometry, and is probably 

also important with shift-and-add. 

A theoretical description of the resolution loss suffered by 

shift-and~add with partial isoplanatism might be obtained by extending 

Hunt et aI's [1983 J analysis of shift-and-add to the nonisoplanatic 

case. Hunt et al derive expressions for the simple shift-and-add 

image. The expressions depend on the complex coherence factor 

[Goodman 1975 (/)2.5J of the speckle images, which is in turn closely 

related to the ensemble average autocorrelation of the speckle images. 

The latter is the quantity evaluated in the image domain by speckle 

interferometry (3.14). The theoretical results of Roddier et al 

[1982 J (5.25, 2.30) for speckle interferometry should therefore be 

applicable in generalising Hunt et aI's theory for shift-and-add to 

embrace partial isoplanatism. 

Shift-and-add processing of astronomical speckle images of the 

double star ai, a 2 Scorpii (05.3.5) shows that the apparent angular 

diameter of a 1 Seo (the red supergiant Antares) is greater than that 

of a 2 Seo, despite the effects of nonisoplanatism and despite both 
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stars being below the Rayleigh limit of the 1.8m telescope used to 

form the speckle images. With a larger aperture, such as the 6.9m 

aperture of the whole Mul tiple Mirror Telescope [Hege et al 1985, cf. 

Christou et al 1986 Figure 7J, the variant of shift-and-add discussed 

in Sections 5.3.4 and 5.3.5 should be able to form an image of a 1 Sco 

showing significant detail. This image, as well as being interesting 

in its own right, would serve as a useful comparison for images formed 

by other techni ques such as weighted shift-and-add (1$3.6.3) and 

Fourier phase retrieval from speckle interferometry (&"3.4.2). All 

three types of image could be formed from a single data set, provided 

the data set is similar to that described in Section 5.3.5.1. 

Section 5.4 presents results from a computational study of 

shift-and-add with photon-limited speckle images. The most important 

new result reported in this section is that the ghosting artefact of 

simple shift-and-add becomes more pronounced when the speckle images 

are severely photon-limited. The increase of ghosting seems to be 

associated with the ambiguity in determining the shift pixel for 

shift-and-add when speckle images have non-unique brightest pixels. 

The five shift strategies described in Section 5.4.2 represent 

preliminary steps in the search for shift strategies which are 

effective in photon-limited conditions. Shift strategies for non

unique brightest pixels should be comprehensively investigated. The 

correlation shift-and-add techni que (&"3~ 6. 3) may be appl icable here. 

Goodman and Belsher's [1976J analysis of speckle interferometry 

under photon-limited conditions should be applied to shift-and-add. 

This will not be a trivial exercise since doing so requires the 

probability density function of the position of the shift pixel to be 

expressed analytically. For practically useful shift strategies, i.e. 

those which choose pixels which are "brightestll or "nearly brightest" 

[cf. Bagnuolo 1982J in each speckle image, this pdf depends in a 

complicated manner upon the form of the object, the order statistics 

of the speckle image value, and the statistical properties of the 

seeing. Bagnuolo [1982, 1985aJ eases this difficulty in his analyses 

of shift-and-add at high light levels by considering a shift strategy 

in which all pixels above a predefined fixed threshold of brightness, 

rather than a fixed number of brightest speckles in each image, are 

chosen as shift pixels. The same device might be helpful in adapting 
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Goodman and Belsher's analysis to shift-and-add. The results of such 

an analysis will be more strongly dependent on details of statistical 

models of atmospheric seeing [cf. Hunt et al 1983 c66] than are the 

comparable results for speckle interferometry. They would, however, 

still represent an important and worthwhile extension to the 

understanding of shift-and-add. 

10.2.2 ZERO-AND-ADD 

Zero-and-add is a new speckle imaging technique that is 

fundamentally unrelated to almost all other speckle techniques so far 

proposed for optical astronomy (Chapter 3). Its principal advantage 

appears to be the possibility it offers of faithfully imaging 

arbitrary objects with no need to correct for the effects of 

atmospheric seeing, when applied to effectively isoplanatic speckle 

images. Its principal disadvantage is that the object must be of 

small extent, due to computational limits on the extents of the 

speckle images processed by zero-and-add. Several aspects of the 

computational stUdies of zero-and-add presented in Chapter 6 warrant 

further detailed investigation. 

As yet there exists no comprehensive understanding of how 

various forms of contamination influence the quasi-steadfast zeros in 

the ZAA map, and particularly of how they cause migration of the 

zeros. The loci and distances of travel of the migration are likely 

to depend strongly on the detailed statistical characteristics of the 

seeing and the contamination. The fidelity of the zero-and-add image 

could be significantly improved if the migration could be even partly 

predicted. There is also a lack of understanding of how the form of 

the object and the statistics of the seeing influence the formation of 

obdurate zeros and the random background in the ZAA map. This 

understanding is required to optimally set the value of the threshold 

~ defined in Section 6.4. 

In Chapter 6 the telescope point spread function is modelled 

as occupying only a single pixel of image space, which corresponds in 

practice to the pixel size of the detector being equal to the 

diffraction-limited resolution of the telescope. The effects on 
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zero-and-add of sampling image space more finely than the diffraction

limited resolution of the telescope should be studied. Following 

that, the effects of telescope aberrations on zero-and-add should be 

investigated. The former study could be readily begun by repeating 

the simulations reported in Chapter 6 wi th D set to (say) SIZE /2 or 

SIZE/4 (cf. 44 4.3,4.4). Note that the complex zeros of the 

telescope's transfer function HT( w) (cf. 2. 8d) should not merely 

manifest themselves as steadfast zeros in the averaged zero map, even 

with ideal speckle images (6.20). This is because the speckle 

transfer function Hm(W) is not separable into the product of HT(W) 

with a transfer function describing the atmosphere (42.5). HT(w) 

might give rise to obdurate zeros in the averaged zero map. These 

ought to be suppressed in the same way as obdurate zeros due to the 

seeing are, by forming a ZAA map (46.~). 

It is important to devise means of ameliorating the 

contamination caused by truncating speckle images. Such truncation 

is often likely to be unavoidable in practice because of numerical 

1 imi tations on the degree of polynomials which can be accurately 

factorised (cf. 46.2). Equally, improved means of factorising 

polynomials should be sought. The example presented in Section 6.5.3 

suggests that rectangular windows cause quasi-steadfast zeros to 

migrate towards the real axis of the w-plane, Gaussian windows cause 

them to migrate away from the real axis, and combining rectangular and 

Gaussian windows cancels out the respective tendencies of the windows 

to cause migration. This result is, however, derived from one object 

viewed through one type of seeing. Further computational studies 

involving many different objects and seeing conditions are required to 

verify this result and develop optimum window functions for 

zero-and-add. The properties of windows at issue here are quite 

different from those of interest conventionally [Harris 1978J. 

Windowing is not the only means of ameliorating the effects of 

truncated images in image processing. Another approach, which has 

been used previously in the context of astronomical speckle imaging 

[Bates and Fright 1982 443.5,4J is edge extension [McDonnell and Bates 

1975. Bates and McDonnell 198_ ~15J. Edge extension removes the 

di scontinui ties at the edges of a truncated image by extrapolating the 

truncated image smoothly to zero outside its boundary. While edge 
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extension cannot be applied as straightforwardly to speckle images as 

can windowing, it might prove to be more effective than windowing for 

reducing the impact of truncation on zero-and-add. Algorithms for 

edge-extending speckle images, which are rapidly and randomly varying 

functions of position in image space, will have to be developed. 

The zero-and-add algorithm defined in Section 6.4 does not 

recognise the possibility of two or more of an object's complex 

visibility zeros being effectively coincident. The algorithm could be 

extended to handle coincident zeros by examining the value of each 

local maximum chosen from the ZAA map in step (g), estimating thereby 

the multiplicity of the complex zero associated with the local 

maximum, and assigning a number of complex zeros to {w } in step (h) 
p 

equal to the estimated multiplicity. The probability of effectively 

coincident complex zeros of the object occurring should be 

investigated by comprehensive studies of different forms of object, 

with consideration given to the forms of object that are likely to be 

suitable for zero-and-add imaging in astronomical practice. 

Chapter 6 has demonstrated the successful application of 

zero-and-add in digital computer simulations. An important next step 

is to test zero-and-add with speckle images formed in the optical 

laboratory. The experience gained from the optical laboratory will be 

valuable when applying zero-and-add to actual astronomical data. 

10.3 PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENT IN MEDICINE 

10.3.1 COMPUTERISED RESPIRATORY MONITOR 

The respiratory monitoring system described in Chapter 8 

performs continuous, breath-by-breath monitoring and analysis of 

breathing motions. Its non-invasive transducer causes minimal 

discomfort and inconvenience to the subject. This allows the system 

to be used for extended periods with hospital patients in clinical 

settings. The system incorporates a general-purpose microcomputer to 

perform on-line and off-line data processing. The system was funded 
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and built as a research tool for studying the respiratory effects of 

analgesic drugs administered to patients for pain relief during and 

after surgery. Its development in this role is not yet complete. 

However. it has already revealed significant differences in patients' 

breathing patterns before and after abdominal surgery when opioid 

narcotic drugs are used for pain relief. Preliminary results suggest 

that these changes do not occur when intercostal blocks (an 

alternative analgesic technique to opioid narcotics) are used. 

Aspects of the respiratory monitoring system requiring further 

development are discussed in detail in Section 8.8. Here the two most 

important aspects, which affect the usefulness of the system in both 

the forthcoming clinical study of analgesic techniques and in the 

other possible applications mentioned in Section 8.8. are reiterated. 

The first aspect concerns the data analysis algorithms implemented on 

the system's microcomputer. At the moment. the system's data analysis 

software reveals long-term trends in breathing patterns but does not 

detect short-term irregularities of breathing. The latter type of 

breathing disturbance is of crucial importance in any type of apnoea 

study. for which the system is well suited. The second aspect 

requiring attention is the present lack of quantitative calibration of 

the system's non-invasive transducer for lung volume changes or 

respiratory gas flow. Such calibration would open up many 

applications in laboratory studies of pulmonary function. as the 

rapidly growing body of published results obtained with the commercial 

Respitrace system (cf. 07.~.2) indicates. The issues involved in 

accurately calibrating the transducer in clinical settings are 

outlined in Sections 7.~.~. 7.5. and 8.8. The central issue. when 

calibrating the system's non-invasive transducer against a reference 

transducer of gas flow or volume, is to ensure that the breaths which 

are used in the calibration lead to as well-conditioned a solution as 

possible for the calibration coefficients (07.~.~). This is a 

challenging and important problem for future research. Another issue 

of Significant but secondary importance is the development of optimum 

numerical techniques for effecting the solution. A systematic study 

of solution techniques has already begun [Suntheralingam 1985bJ and 

this study should be continued. 
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10.3.2 AUTOMATED VENOUS OCCLUSION PLETHYSMOGRAPH 

The automated venous occlusion plethysmograph described in 

Chapter 9 is now a complete, tested system. The system is mobile and 

easy to use. It makes venous occlusion plethysmography, a non

invasive test of limb blood circulation, convenient enough to be 

used in hospitals on a routine basis. It has already demonstrated its 

usefulness in Christchurch hospitals, both as a medical research tool 

and as an adjunct to established diagnostic tests in patient care. 

The system has been used to measure blood flow in the legs of patients 

undergoing total hip replacement surgery. It has also been used to 

non-invasively test for the presence of deep vein thrombosis, a 

relatively common complication of surgery, in patients admitted to 

hospital for surgery. These clinical applications, which are 

described in more detail in Section 9.5, are made possible by the 

non-invasive nature of venous occlusion plethysmography. 

Possibilities for future research with the system exist in 

both medicine and medical engineering. Avenues of basic medical 

research in which venous occlusion plethysmography can playa major 

role include quantification of limb blood flow before, during, and 

after surgery, quantification of limb blood flow in patients with 

ischaemic vascular disease, and evaluation of the effects of 

vasoactive drugs on limb blood flow. Medical engineering research 

opportunities with the system centre on evaluating and improving the 

medical utility of the techniques embodied by the system: venous 

occlusion plethysmography, electrical impedance plethysmography, and 

the model of limb vasculature introduced by Seagar et al [1984J. An 

important area of research is to evaluate the potential of venous 

occlusion plethysmography for reliable, non-invasive screening for 

deep vein thrombosis of patients admitted to hospital for surgery. 
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